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Preface

This book collects selected research reports on the development of personalized
services for Interactive TV. Drawing upon contributions from academia and industry
that represent current research in the US, Europe and Asia, these articles represent
leading research in personalized television. The individual contributions have been
carefully selected by the editors from a pool of about 60 papers presented at four
professional meetings in this area, namely:

. TV01 (http://www.di.unito.it/�liliana/UM01/TV.html), which was held
within the UM’01 International Conference on User Modeling in Sonthofen,
Germany;

. TV02(http://www.di.unito.it/�liliana/TV02/index.html), which was organized
in connection with the AH2002 Adaptive Hypermedia Conference in Malaga,
Spain;

. TV03 (http://www.di.unito.it/�liliana/TV03/index.html), which was held
within the UM 2003 International Conference on User Modeling in Johnstown,
PA, USA;

. EuroITV’03 (http://www.brighton.ac.uk/interactive/euroitv/index.htm), the
1st European Conference on Interactive Television, held in Brighton, UK.

The book also includes four papers selected for publication in the special issue on User
Modeling and Personalization for Television (http://www.di.unito.it/�liliana/
UMUAI-TV/) of the Kluwer Journal ‘‘User Modeling and User-Adapted
Interaction: The Journal of Personalization Research’’.

Liliana Ardissono

Torino, Italy

Alfred Kobsa

Irvine, CA

Mark Maybury

Chelmsford, MA USA



Introduction

TV viewers today are exposed to overwhelming amounts of information, and
challenged by the plethora of interactive functionality provided by current set-top
boxes. While there are hundreds of channels with an abundance of programs
available, and large amounts of material that can be retrieved from digital video
archives and satellite streams, the available meta-information about this content
is poor, so that an informed selection of one’s preferred choices is almost impossible.
As a result, TV viewers waste a lot of time browsing the available options or end
up watching a very limited number of channels.

Future Digital Television (DTV) will have to take usability issues thoroughly into
account, to ensure broad adoption of this technology by consumers. Information
overload already represents a serious problem for the Internet. It is even less accep-
table in DTV because it threatens the entertainment and leisure objectives that most
TV viewers have, forcing them to engage in extended information retrieval each time
they want to watch a TV show. Serious attention must therefore be paid to facilitate
the selection of content on an individual basis, and to provide easy-to-use interfaces
that satisfy viewers’ interaction requirements.

Given the heterogeneity of TV viewers, who di¡er e.g. in interests and skills, the
provision of personalized services seems to be the only solution to address the
information overload problem in an e¡ective manner. The User Modeling and the
Intelligent User Interfaces communities have therefore focused on the following main
lines of research:

. The provision of Electronic Program Guides recommending TV programs on an
individual basis, to prevent users from ‘‘being lost in TV program space’’.

. Information retrieval tools to help users select interesting content in the cases
where a prior categorization of the content is not possible (e.g., in news shows).

. The design and development of tools that help users explore large amounts of
broadcast television content.

. The provision of adaptive interactive content that can be presented in a perso-
nalized way, depending on the viewer’s interests.

. The design of suitable user interfaces that enable TV viewers to perform
advanced tasks in an intuitive and e⁄cient manner, which is essential for
rendering Digital TV usable by any type of viewer, and not merely technical
pundits.

Fundamental challenges that must be addressed to enable personalized television
include:

^ ViewerModeling: The acquisition, representation and utilization of information
about viewers, such as their characteristics (e.g., gender and age), preferences,
interests, beliefs, and their viewing behavior. This includes models of both
individual viewers and groups of viewers.



^ Viewer Identi¢cation: The recognition of the TV viewer(s), which is the basis for
the provision of personalized services.

^ Program Processing: The automated identi¢cation, indexing, segmentation (e.g.
into components, stories, commercials), summarization, and visualization of
television programs, such as interactive documentaries.

^ ProgramRepresentation and Reasoning: representing the general characteristics
and speci¢c content of programs and shows, including the possible segmentation
of programs into parts. Reasoning about what may make one program similar
or dissimilar to others. This can include a range of techniques, including
recommendation techniques based on collaborative ¢ltering (e.g., ¢nding unseen
programs that others with similar preferences have enjoyed), content analysis,
clustering, and data mining.

^ Presentation Generation and Tailoring: The selection, organization, and
customization of television material based on viewer queries, processed
programs, and viewer models.

^ Interaction Management: The design and development of methods of human
computer interaction for television, including mechanisms for attention and
dialogue management.

^ Evaluation: The assessment of the bene¢ts for users, including measuring the
precision of the techniques to model TV viewers’ preferences, the precision
and recall associated with the ability of users to ¢nd programs they care to
watch, the speed and accuracy with which adaptation can be performed, the
users satisfaction with the process and result, and the (real or perceived)
cognitive load that the system places on the user.

This volume collects leading research addressing some of these challenges. Its chapters
have been selected among the highest-quality articles about personalized DTV.
The book is organized in three sections:

^ The Electronic Program Guides (EPG) section includes six papers representing
the state of the art in the development of personalized EPGs that customize
program recommendations to TV viewers. The described work addresses the
identi¢cation of the TV viewer’s preferences and the personalized recommenda-
tion of items to individual users and to groups of users, as is typical of household
environments. This section also includes an analysis of TV viewers aimed at
de¢ning stereotypical TV viewer classes based on similarities in viewing
behavior.

^ The Broadcast News and Personalized Content section includes three papers
presenting the most recent results in the personalization of broadcast (multime-
dia) content. The papers are concerned with the analysis of the individual
TV viewer’s information goals, and the subsequent selection of the most relevant
news stories. Moreover, the papers propose solutions to the customization
of the type and amount of information to be conveyed to viewers, based on
an underlying model of the content to be presented. The speci¢cation of
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meta-level information and the integration of information retrieved from
external sources are proposed to extend the presented content and to support
the provision of personalized views of such content.

^ The iTV User Interface section is focused on the design of interactive user
interfaces for Digital TV. The two papers included in this section present,
respectively, a user-centered approach to the design of the User Interface for
a personalized EPG, and a pilot study aimed at evaluating the suitability of
3D interfaces in the exploration of the content in the TV world, including
broadcast TV programs and content sharing between TV users.

The papers collected in this book represent the state of the art in personalized
recommendation and presentation of TV content. In several cases, the presented
proposals have been exploited in commercial applications, which provided positive
feedback about the applicability of the approaches in real-world scenarios. The
collected experience is also very important for the identi¢cation of open research
issues that will need to be addressed in the development of future DTV services,
a ¢eld still in its infancy, but with many opportunities ahead.

Liliana Ardissono
Torino, Italy

Alfred Kobsa
Irvine, CA

Mark Maybury
Chelmsford, MA USA
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PART 1: ELECTRONIC PROGRAM GUIDES



Chapter 1

User Modeling and Recommendation Techniques
for Personalized Electronic Program Guides

LILIANA ARDISSONO1, CRISTINA GENA1, PIETRO TORASSO1,
FABIO BELLIFEMINE2, ANGELO DIFINO2 and BARBARA NEGRO2

1Dipartimento di Informatica, Universita' di Torino, Corso Svizzera 185, 10149 Torino, Italy.
email: {liliana,cgena,torasso}@di.unito.it
2Telecom Italia Lab, Multimedia Division, Via G. Reiss Romoli 274, 10148 Torino, Italy.
email: {bellifemine,di¢no,negro}@tilab.com

Abstract. This chapter presents the recommendation techniques applied in Personal Program
Guide (PPG). This is a system generating personalized Electronic Program Guides for Digital
TV. The PPGmanages a user model that stores the estimates of the individual user’s preferences
for TV program categories. This model results from the integration of di¡erent preference acqui-
sitionmodules that handle explicit user preferences, stereotypical information about TV viewers,
and information about the user’s viewing behavior. The observation of the individual viewing
behavior is particularly easy because the PPG runs on the set-top box and is deeply integrated
with the TV playing and the video recording services o¡ered by that type of device.

1. Introduction

With the expansion of TV content, digital networks and broadband, hundreds of TV
programs are broadcast at any time of day. This huge amount of content has the
potential to optimally satisfy individual interests, but it makes the selection of the
programs to watch a very lengthy task. Therefore, TV viewers end up watching a
limited number of channels and ignoring the other ones; see Smyth and Cotter
(in this volume) for a discussion about this issue.

In order to face the information overload and facilitate the selection of the most
interesting programs to watch, personalized TV guides are needed that take individual
interests and preferences into account. As recommender systems have been success-
fully applied to customize the suggestion of items in various application domains,
such as e-commerce, tourism and digital libraries (Resnick and Varian, 1997; Riecken,
2000; Mostafa, 2002), several e¡orts have been recently made to apply this technology
to the Digital TV world. For instance, collaborative ¢ltering has been applied in
the MovieLens (2002) and in the PTV Listings Service (Cotter and Smyth, 2000) sys-
tems to generate personalized TV listings, and in the TiVo (2002) system to select
programs for VCR recording. Collaborative ¢ltering requires that the user positively
or negatively rate the programs she has watched; the ranking pro¢les are collected

L. Ardissono et al. (eds.), Personalized Digital Television, 3^26, 2004.
# 2004 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.



in a central server and clustered to identify people having similar tastes. When some-
body asks for a recommendation, the system suggests those items that have been
positively rated by the users with the most similar pro¢les.

Although collaborative ¢ltering suits Web-based applications in an excellent way, we
believe that personalized EPGs should rely on recommendation techniques that can
be applied locally to the user’s TV. In fact, an EPG embedded in the set-top box
may continuously track the user’s viewing behavior, unobtrusively acquiring precise
information about her preferences. Moreover, the guide can be extended to become
a personal assistant helping the user to browse and manage her own digital archive.

To prove our ideas, we developed the Personal Program Guide (PPG). This is a
personalized EPG that customizes the TV program recommendation and assists
the user in the retrieval of the programs she has recorded. The PPG runs on the user’s
set-top box and downloads information about the available TV programs from
the satellite stream. In order to obtain precise estimates of the individual TV viewer’s
preferences during the whole lifecycle of the EPG, our system relies on the manage-
ment of a hybrid user model that integrates three sources of information:

. The user’s explicit preferences that may be declared by the user.

. Information about the viewing preferences of stereotypical TV viewer classes.

. The user’s viewing behavior.

The system customizes the recommendation of TV programs by taking the user’s
preferences for TV program categories and channels into account. The combination
of these two types of information supports accurate suggestions. In fact, the program
categories preferred by the user may be privileged. For instance, movies might be
recommended more frequently than documentaries. Moreover, within each category,
the individual programs selected by the content providers may be prioritized on
the basis of their audience analysis.

While the multi-agent architecture of the PPG has been described in (Ardissono
et al., 2003), this chapter presents the recommendation techniques applied in the
system. The chapter also presents the results of a preliminary evaluation of the
PPG with real users. More speci¢cally, Section 2 outlines the facilities o¡ered by
the PPG and sketches the representation of the information about TV programs. Sec-
tion 3 presents the management of the user models. Section 4 describes the recom-
mendation techniques applied to personalize the suggestion of TV programs.
Section 5 reports the results of the system evaluation and Section 6 compares our
approach to the related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and outlines
our future work.

2. Overview of the Personal Program Guide

The PPG o¡ers advanced facilities for browsing TV content. For instance, the user can
search programs by channel, category, viewing time, day, language and cast; see
the buttons located in the left portion of the User Interface shown in Figure 1.1.

4 LILIANA ARDISSONO ET AL.



Moreover, the user may ask for details about a program (e.g., cast, content descrip-
tion and parental rating), she can record it, ask to be advised when the transmission
of the program starts (memo function), and so forth. The user can also retrieve
the list of programs she has asked to be alerted about (Memo TV events), she
has recorded (Recorded TV Events button), or she has bought (Bought TV Events).
Although the system acquires the information about the user’s interests in an
unobtrusive way, it also accepts explicit feedback about programs that may be
rated by clicking on the ‘thumb up/down’ buttons located in the bottom-right
area of the User Interface.

By default, the system works in personalized mode (Personalization ON) and ranks
the TV programs by taking the user model into account. The less suitable programs
are ¢ltered out and the most promising ones are shown at the top of the list. The
recommendation degree of a program is represented by a list of smiling faces close
to its description in order to make the ranking information independent of the
visualization criterion. The personalization facility can be switched o¡ and in that
case the TV programs are sorted on the basis of their starting time.

As described in Ardissono et al. (2001), the information about TV programs is
based on an extension of the Digital Video Broadcasting standard (DVB, 2000).
A record whose ¢elds specify information such as the starting time, the transmission

Figure 1.1. User interface of the personal program guide (PC simulator).
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channel and the stream content, i.e., video, audio or data, describes each TV program.
The descriptor includes one or more program categories (Content ¢eld) representing
the program content and format. The program categories are organized in the General
Ontology, a taxonomy that includes broad categories, such as Serial, and specializes
them in sub-categories, e.g., Soap Opera and Science Fiction Serial.

3. A Hybrid User Model for the Speci¢cation of TV Viewing Preferences

In the design of the user model, we considered:

. Explicit preferences for TV program categories that the user noti¢es the system
about; e.g., movies and documentaries.

. Estimates on the viewing preferences for the program categories. These are
related to the number of programs she watches, for each category.

. Socio-demographic information, such as her age, occupation, and so forth.

. Information about the user’s general interests, hobbies and lifestyles.

. Prior information about the preferences of stereotypical classes of TV viewers.

In order to manage suitably this heterogeneous information, we designed the User
Modeling Component (UMC) of the PPG as an agent that exploits three modules,
the Explicit Preferences Expert, the Stereotypical UM Expert and the Dynamic
UM Expert, each one managing a private user model.

. The Explicit User Model stores the information elicited from the user.

. The Stereotypical User Model stores the prediction on the user’s preferences
inferred from prior information about TV viewer categories.

. The Dynamic User Model stores the estimates on the user’s preferences inferred
by observing her viewing behavior.

The predictions generated by the Experts may be a¡ected by uncertainty, e.g.,
because they have been made in the presence of limited information about the user.
In order to take this fact into account, the con¢dence of each prediction is evaluated.
The UMC employs this parameter to weight the predictions provided by the Experts
into a Main User Model, whose contents are exploited to personalize the suggestion
of TV programs.

3.1. THE EXPLICIT USER MODEL

This user model stores the user’s personal data, (e.g., occupation and age), her
declared attitudes towards topics such as cinema, books and politics (henceforth,
general interests), and her preferences for TV program categories. The system
acquires this information by means of a form ¢lled in at registration time.1 The user
may express her interests and preferences by choosing between three values (low,medium,
strong) that correspond to numerical values in the user model (0, 0.5, 1).

1The user may view and modify the form at any time.

6 LILIANA ARDISSONO ET AL.



In order to limit the overhead on the user, the information about her preferences is
elicited on few, broad program categories. As these categories are less detailed than
those of the General Ontology, suitable mappings between the concepts are de¢ned
to enable the inference of the user’s preferences.

A con¢dence value is associated to each prediction to represent the possible
uncertainty of the information. The con¢dence is a decimal number in [0, 1], where
0 represents the total lack of con¢dence and is associated to unknown preferences.
The 1 value denotes maximum con¢dence and is associated to the preferences for
the categories of the General Ontology that coincide with the declared user
preferences.

3.2. THE STEREOTYPICAL USER MODEL

3.2.1. Representation of the Stereotypical Information

A knowledge base stores the information about TV viewer classes that are represented
as stereotypes (Rich, 1989). We de¢ned the stereotypes by exploiting information
about the interests and behavior of TV viewers collected in the Auditel (2003)
and Eurisko (2002) studies about the Italian population. These studies enabled us
to specify stereotypical preferences for several categories of TV programs that are
coarser-grained than those of the General Ontology, but can be easily mapped to
such categories (Gena, 2001). Thus, we speci¢ed a Stereotype Ontology de¢ning
the TV program categories to be considered and, similarly to the explicit preferences,
we de¢ned mapping rules that relate the corresponding user preferences.

The stereotypical descriptions include the speci¢cation of classi¢cation data and
prediction information. This representation is similar to the one adopted in the SeTA
system by Ardissono and Goy (2000). We sketch the representation by considering
the stereotype describing the Housewife life style, shown in Figure 1.2.

Each classi¢cation datum is represented as a slot with three facets: the Feature
Name, the Importance and the Values. The Importance describes the relevance of
the feature to the description of the stereotype and takes values in [0,1]. The irrelevant

Figure 1.2. The ‘Housewife’ stereotype.
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features have importance equal to 0; the essential ones have importance equal to 1.
The Values facet speci¢es a distribution of the feature values over the users
represented by the stereotype. For each value, the percentage of individuals ¢tting
it within the represented user class is speci¢ed. For instance, the interest in Books
has medium importance in the characterization of the users belonging to the
Housewife class (Importance is 0.6). Moreover, 80% of the housewives have low
interest in reading books (frequency is 0.8).

The slots in the prediction part of a stereotype describe the preferences of the
typical user belonging to the represented class. In a prediction slot, the Program
category speci¢es the described program category. Moreover, the Interest represents
the user’s preference for the program category and takes decimal values in [0, 1],
where 0 denotes lack of interest and 1 is the maximum interest.

3.2.2. Management of the Stereotypical User Model

The user’s preferences are estimated in two steps. First, the user is matched against
each stereotype S to evaluate how strictly her interests and socio-demographic data
correspond to the interests and data of S. The result of this classi¢cation is a degree
of matching with respect to each stereotype. This is a number in [0,1] where 1 denotes
perfect match and 0 denotes mismatch.

In the second step, the user’s preferences are estimated by combining the predic-
tions of each stereotype, proportionally to the degree of matching with the user.
For each program category C of the Stereotype Ontology, the user’s interest in C
is evaluated as the weighted sum of the interest predicted by the stereotypes; see
Ardissono and Goy (2000) and Ardissono et al. (2003) for details. Figure 1.3 shows
the stereotypical user model of a user named Francesca.

Figure 1.3. Portion of Francesca’s Stereotypical User Model. The Predictions Have Confidence2 ¼ 0.43.

2This value derives from the confidence in the stereotypical classification and is the same for all the
program categories because they are specified fullyby the stereotypes.Other preferences, not shown in the figure,
have lower confidence. Finally, the preferences not specified by the stereotypes have confidence equal to 0.

8 LILIANA ARDISSONO ET AL.



3.2.3. Con¢dence in the Stereotypical Predictions

Having derived the stereotypes from broad studies such as the Eurisko one, we assume
that the classes segment correctly the population of TV viewers. Thus, the con¢dence
in the stereotypical predictions depends on the con¢dence that the user has been
correctly classi¢ed by the system. In turn, this depends on the amount of information
available at classi¢cation time and on ‘how stereotypical’ is the user.

Con¢dence in the User Classi¢cation with Respect to a Stereotype

The con¢dence in the classi¢cation of the user in a stereotype S represents the
con¢dence that the degree of matching is correct. This measure is evaluated by
considering the minimum and maximum degrees of matching that the user might
receive, if complete information about her were available.

. The lower bound of the degree of matching (DMmin) is evaluated by assuming
that, for each classi¢cation datum the user has not speci¢ed, she matches
the less frequent value of the datum, and by classifying her accordingly.

. The upper bound (DMmax) is evaluated by assuming that, for each missing clas-
si¢cation datum, the user matches the most compatible value.

For instance, the lower bound of the compatibility of Age for ‘Housewife’ is 0 and
suits all the users younger than 35 or older than 55. The upper bound is 0.5 and suits
the users between 35 and 54.

DMmin and DMmax de¢ne the interval of admissible values for the degree of match-
ing ðDMÞ : DMmin 4DM4DMmax. The larger is the interval, the lower the con¢-
dence in the classi¢cation has to be. In order to model this behavior, we have
de¢ned the con¢dence as:

confs ¼ 1� ½ðDMmax �DMminÞ=D�
Where D is the maximum distance between DMmax and DMmin. D is ¢xed for each

stereotype and it corresponds to the case where no classi¢cation datum is set.
The formula de¢ning the con¢dence in the user classi¢cation takes values in [0,1].

When the user is perfectly classi¢ed, DMmax �DMmin ¼ 0 and confs ¼ 1. When
no information about the user is available DMmax �DMmin ¼ D and confs ¼ 0.

Con¢dence in the Predictions on the User’s Preferences

In order to evaluate the con¢dence in the predictions, an overall assessment of the
quality of the user classi¢cation is needed that takes all the classes fS1; . . . ;Sng of
the Stereotype KB into account. The average con¢dence in the user classi¢cation
is an approximation of this measure:

Confstereotypes ¼ ðSi¼1:::nconfSiÞ=n

USER MODELING AND RECOMMENDATION TECHNIQUES 9



However, this de¢nition does not take the focus of the classi¢cation into account.
As shown by our experiments (see Section 1.5), the most precise predictions are gen-
erated for the ‘very stereotypical’ users matching a single stereotype or very few ste-
reotypes. Moreover, low-quality predictions are generated for the users that
match loosely several stereotypes. Thus, the con¢dence in the predictions is evaluated
by combining the con¢dence in the classi¢cation (Confstereotypes de¢ned above) with
an evaluation of its focus (Focus) in a fuzzy and:

StereotypicalExpertConfidence ¼ Confstereotypes � Focus
The focalization is derived from the evaluation of Shannon’s entropy on the degree

of matching of the stereotypes. Suppose that fS1; . . . ;Sng receive
fDM1; . . . ;DMng values. Then, the entropy is evaluated as:

Entropy ¼ Si¼1:::n �DM�
i log2 DMi

As the number of stereotypes is ¢xed, the entropy may be normalized in [0,1],
therefore obtaining a normalized entropy normEntropy. The focalization is thus:

Focus ¼ 1� normEntropy

The focus takes the 0 value when the entropy is the highest, i.e., the classi¢cation is
very uncertain. In contrast, when a single stereotype matches the user, the focalization
is equal to 1. In turn, the con¢dence is only high when the classi¢cation relies on
complete information about the user and is very focused.

3.3. THE DYNAMIC USER MODEL

3.3.1. Acquisition of Information about the User’s Viewing Preferences

The Dynamic User Model speci¢es the user preferences for the program categories
and sub-categories of the General Ontology and for the TV channels. As our system
can track the user’s actions on the TV, her viewing behavior can be explicitly related
to the time of day when the actions occur. Thus, di¡erent from the other Experts,
the preferences can be acquired for each viewing context and the user’s habits during
di¡erent weekdays and times of day can be identi¢ed.

In order to face the uncertainty in the interpretation of the user’s viewing behavior,
a probabilistic approach is adopted where discrete random variables encode two types
of information: preferences and contexts. The sample space of the preference variables
corresponds to the domain of objects on which the user holds preferences; the
corresponding probability distributions represent a measure of such preferences
(interests). The sample space of every context variable is the set of all the possible
viewing times.

Figure 1.4 shows the Bayesian Network (Neapolitan, 1990) used to represent the
user preferences. In the network, the context variables are associated to the conditions
in which the user preferences for the TV programs may occur. A context is charac-
terized by temporal conditions represented by the DAY and VIEWINGTIME

10 LILIANA ARDISSONO ET AL.



variables. These variables encode, respectively, 7 weekdays and 5 intervals of time in
which the day can be subdivided. The context variables are root nodes in the network,
since they are not in£uenced by any other information. The nodes of the Bayesian
Network (henceforth, BN) represent the user’s contextual preferences, and they
provide the probabilities for every program category, sub-category and channel.

For each user, the BN is initialized with a uniform distribution of probabilities on
its nodes where all values assumed by the preference variables have equal probability.
The BN is updated by feeding it with evidence about the user’s selections of TV
programs, starting from the ¢rst time she watches TV. Each time the user records
a program, plays it3, or asks for more information about it, the system retrieves
the category and the sub-category of the program and its transmission channel. Then,
it feeds the BN with evidence that a new observation for that category is available.

The BN, implemented using the Norsys’ Netica (2001) toolkit, predicts the user
preferences by estimating the probabilities of di¡erent values for the category,
sub-category and channel variables. Exploiting the values of the ‘DAY’ and
‘VIEWINGTIME’ variables generates the predictions.

Speci¢cally, Netica provides a simple algorithm for parametric learning that takes
the experience of each node of the BN into account. The experience of a node is de¢ned
as a function of the number of observed cases. The probability for the state node
associated to a new observation is updated as follows:

new�prob ¼ ðprev�prob � prev�experþ learn�rateÞ=new�exper

where

. learn�rate is the learning rate of the observed action;

. prev�prob and prev�exper are the probability and the experience of the node,
before the occurrence of the action;

. new�exper¼ (prev�experþ learn�rate) is derived from the previous experience
by taking into account the learning rate of the observed action.

Figure 1.4. Portion of the BN that represents the dynamic user model.

3The system tracks the time spent by the user on a program and compares it to the DVB specification of
its duration.
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The probabilities of the state nodes associated to the types of actions that have not
been observed are updated, for each viewing time, as follows:

new�prob ¼ ðprev�prob � prev�experÞ=new�exper

Di¡erent learning rates are associated to the various action types in order to dif-
ferentiate their impact on the learning phase. For instance, playing a TV program
provides stronger evidence than asking for more information about it.

Figure 1.5 shows the viewing preferences acquired by observing the viewing beha-
vior of user Francesca. The acquired preferences concern the Thursday-Evening con-
text and have been inferred by observing 60 performed actions: 30 Like, 10
Dislike, 3 Memo, 5 Record, 2 Play and 10 request of More Information. 4

3.3.2. Con¢dence in the Predictions of the Dynamic Um Expert

The con¢dence in the predictions is based on the quality of the data available to the
BN. In turn, the quality depends on the amount of evidence about the user’s viewing
behavior provided to the BN since the ¢rst time the user has interacted with the
PPG. In fact, although some noise can be present in her behavior, the BN tolerates
it in the presence of a large corpus of data. As the Dynamic User Model is initialized
when no viewing data is available, the con¢dence must be initially equal to 0.
The con¢dence may then increase as long as new user actions are captured by the
system.

The Dynamic UM Expert computes the con¢dence in the predictions by counting
how many user actions are observed for a speci¢c context (experience of each node).
A sigmoid function de¢nes the con¢dence, given the number of observed actions.
This function is normalized in the [0,1] interval and is de¢ned below:

ConfðxÞ ¼ 1=½1þ eðk�xÞ�s�

Figure 1.5. Portion of Francesca’s dynamic user model (evening viewing time). The confidence of the pre-

dictions Is 0.5621765.

4The interest values derive from the probability distributions computed by the BN. However, they are
normalized in the [0,1] interval to be compatible with the interests predicted by the otherUMExperts.
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The function returns a con¢dence close to 0 if no action is observed in a speci¢c
context. Moreover, it returns a con¢dence of 0.5 after k actions are observed and
the con¢dence gets close to 1 after the observation of 2*k actions. The s coe⁄cient
takes values in [0,1] and de¢nes how steep the function has to be.

3.4. INTEGRATION OF THE PREDICTIONS PROVIDED BY THE UM EXPERTS

The predictions provided by the three Experts are combined by the UMC to
estimate the user’s preferences employed to personalize the recommendation of
TV programs. The possibly con£icting predictions are reconciled by relying on their
con¢dence and the result of this integration is stored in the Main User Model.
More speci¢cally, for each category P of the General Ontology, the predictions
on P (Interest1, . . . , Interestn) provided by the Experts are combined into an
overall Interest as follows:

Interest ¼
Pn
e¼1

Confe
�Intereste

Pn
e¼1

Confe

:

This formula merges the predictions in a weighted sum and normalizes the value in
[0,1] in order to let the most certain predictions in£uence the preference estimation
in the strongest way. The con¢dence of the Experts may change along time; at least,
the third Expert becomes more and more self-con¢dent. Thus, their predictions
are merged in di¡erent proportions and, eventually, the Dynamic UMExpert strongly
in£uences the estimation of the user’s preferences.

By integrating heterogeneous UM Experts we base the personalization on com-
plementary types of information about the user. In fact, not all the user data are
available during the same phases of the life cycle of the EPG. For instance, although
the Dynamic UM Expert is expected to learn a precise user model, this module is
not able to generate good predictions until a reasonable number of user actions
are collected. Moreover, the Explicit Preferences Expert may be unable to provide

Figure 1.6. Portion of the main user model describing francesca’s preferences for TV program categories

in an evening viewing time.
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predictions about several preferences because this speci¢cation is not mandatory5

(although the user may declare her preferences since the ¢rst interaction). Finally,
the Stereotypical UM Expert may be unable to predict the user’s interests if she does
not provide her socio-demographic data, or if she clearly di¡ers from stereotypical
users. Figure 1.6 shows a portion of Francesca’s Main User Model.

4. Recommendation of TV Programs

The recommendation of TV programs is performed in two steps: ¢rst, the programs
satisfying the user’s search query are retrieved and ranked with scores in the range
[0,1] representing their suitability to the user. Then, the program list is sorted to re£ect
the user’s preferences and it is possibly pruned, if it includes too many items.

It should be noticed that the programs satisfying the user’s search query are
retrieved from the system database of TV programs. This database is populated
by downloading the program information from the satellite stream. The local storage
of the TV content information is essential to support the generation of user-friendly
EPGs because it enables the explicit representation of the relations between programs.
For instance, the module responsible for populating the database uni¢es multiple
occurrences of the same program, whenever possible. 6 Moreover, the module suitably
classi¢es the serial programs. The availability of this type of information about
programs supports the development of £exible presentation strategies. For example,
our system simply presents the recommended programs by reporting all the occur-
rences of each program. However, summary recommendation lists could be generated
by removing the redundancies; for example, the timing information of the same
programs could be grouped.

4.1. EVALUATING THE SCORE OF A TV PROGRAM

The generation of the scores for the individual TV programs is performed by con-
sidering both the user’s interests in their program categories and her preferences
for the transmission channels (preferences stored in the Main User Model).
The former type of information represents the basis for the recommendations,
instead we use the latter to re¢ne the suggestions with evidence about the user’s
viewing habits at the di¡erent times of day. It should be noticed that the preference
for the channel enables the system to take the user’s preferences for individual
programs into account without explicitly modeling the characteristics of such

5The data stored by this module even be unreliable because the users are not always sincere.For instance, in
the FACTS project (Bellifemine et al, 99), we noticed that the explicit preferences declared by users are often
inconsistent with their real viewing behavior.

6The recognition of multiple occurrences is difficult when the information about the programs is delivered
bydifferent providers. In fact, althoughmovies and serials are identified by their titles, different descriptionsmay
be broadcast for other programs, such as sport events.The identification is anyway possible when the programs
are broadcast by the same provider at different times because, in that case, theDVB information is consistent.
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programs. In fact, the system relies on the criteria applied by the broadcasters in
the selection of the programs to be shown. The scheduling of TV programs is based
on the supposed TV audience in a given time slot that in£uences the quality
and the characteristics of the programs.

The integration of the preferences for program categories and channels is per-
formed according to the algorithm described below. Unfortunately, we cannot rely
on complete information about TV programs because the ¢elds of the DVB records
broadcast in the satellite stream may be void. Therefore, more or less ¢ne-grained
preferences for program categories may be exploited to rank programs. If the program
is classi¢ed in a sub-category of the General Ontology (e.g., the ‘Content’ ¢eld of
the descriptor is sport_basket), the corresponding user preference is employed. Other-
wise (sport), the more general user preference is considered.

1. Prog ¼ a TV program to be ranked;
2. Cat ¼ category of Prog (retrieved from the descriptor of Prog);
3. Ch ¼ transmission channel of Prog (retrieved from descriptor);
4. Ctx ¼ current context (viewing time);
5. Score ¼ user’s interest in Cat, within Ctx;
6. Interest�Ch ¼user’s preference for Ch in Ctx;
7. if Interest�Ch is signi¢cant
8. then Score ¼ update Score according to Interest�Ch;

Given a TV program Prog to be ranked, the system retrieves the category of
the program (2) and the transmission channel (3) from the descriptor. Moreover,
the current viewing context, Ctx, is considered (4). Then, the system retrieves the
user’s preference (interest related to Ctx) for the program category in order to gen-
erate the ¢rst approximation of the score (5). Finally, the score is possibly re¢ned
(6-7-8) to take the user’s preference (Interest�Ch) for the channel into account.

The approach adopted in the PPG relies on the following assumptions: no infer-
ences can be made if the user’s interest in the channel is medium. However, if the
user watches the channel very often at the time of day speci¢ed by Ctx, then this
is positive evidence that she appreciates the programs usually broadcast at that
time of day. Moreover, if she never watches the channel in a context Ctx, this is
interpreted as moderate evidence that she does not like the programs broadcast
by the channel at that time of day. Two relevance thresholds, set to 0.15 and
0.85, characterize the notions of low, medium and high interest for a channel. We
have three cases:

1. Medium preference for channel. In this case Score coincides with the user’s pre-
ference for the Cat program category; no modi¢cation is performed. This happens
when Interest_Ch, the interest in Ch during Ctx, is between 0.15 and 0.85.

2. Very low preference for channel. If the user’s preference for Ch is very low
(Interest�Ch is between 0 and 0.15), the score of the TV event is decreased to
represent the fact that the user typically does not watch Ch in context Ctx.
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Thus, the channel reduces evidence that she will like the speci¢c program.7 In order
to decrease the Score proportionally with respect to the lack of evidence that
the user watches the channel, but to maintain its value in [0,1], Score is updated
as follows:

Score0 ¼ Score� a�Interest�Ch � Score

Where a, a decimal value in [0,1], tunes the in£uence of the preference for the
channel on the basic preference for the program category.

3. Very high preference for channel. If the user’s preference forCh is very high (Inter-
est_Ch is between 0.85 and 1), Score is increased. In fact, Interest_Ch provides
positive evidence that the user likes watching the programs broadcast in Ch
in the Ctx viewing time. In order to increase the Score proportionally to
the amount of positive evidence, but to maintain it in [0,1], Score is updated
as follows:

Score0 ¼ Scoreþ a�Interest�Ch � ð1� ScoreÞ
Where a is the same parameter used in case 2. In our experiments, a is set to 0.1 to

weakly in£uence the sorting strategy because we only want to change the order of
programs belonging to the same category.

5. Experiments

5.1. THE EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

The recommendations of the PPG are generated by relying on the estimates of
the user’s preferences stored in the Main User Model (these preferences determine
the ‘space’ devoted to the various TV program categories in the EPG). Thus, an
evaluation of the system has to calculate the distance between the recommendations
derived from these estimates and the real user’s preferences/selections. As the Main
User Model results from the combination of the predictions of three UM Experts,
we needed three kinds of information for a complete evaluation:

a. The dataset exploited by the Stereotypical UM Expert to classify the users, i.e.,
socio-demographic data, general interests and lifestyles.

b. The explicit users’ preferences for TV programs collected by the Explicit
Preferences Expert.

c. The users’ observed selections of TV programs, i.e., their viewing behavior.

To obtain this data we involved subjects belonging to the Auditel panel (Auditel,
2003). Auditel is the nonpartisan company that collects daily information
about Italian TV audience. This survey classi¢es the Italian population in several

7In some contexts, the user may not watchTVat all.Thus, the score of the programs is revised according to
the channel preferences only during the viewing timeswhere the user has mediumor high preferences for at least
one channel.
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socio-demographic panels according to the age, gender, education level, type of job
and geographic zone. For each panel, the daily audience data is available, grouped
by viewing time and TV channels. The Auditel panel includes 5.000 Italian families
for a total number of 14.000 subjects. In order to collect datasets a and b we identi¢ed
62 Auditel subjects by following a non-probabilistic blocking sampling strategy. This
is a sampling strategy that divides the population in layers related to the variables
that have to be estimated, where each layer contains a number of individuals
proportional to its distribution in the target population. We identi¢ed several layers
characterized by di¡erent socio-demographic data, interests and TV program
preferences. Every layer identi¢es a possible user of the PPG. We selected a small
number of subjects because carrying out the required interviews and collecting the
audience data was a complex task. Unfortunately, the complete analysis of the panel
is not representative. However, we are currently extending our evaluation to other
Auditel subjects to collect information about a representative sample of the Italian
TV audience.

In order to acquire the previously mentioned data we operated as follows.

. We interviewed the subjects by means of a questionnaire. To obtain the desired
information, we collected: general data (including personal data), information
about general interests (books, music, sport, etc.), preferences for TV program
categories and sub-categories. The ¢nal questionnaire included 35 questions
where both the questions and the answers were ¢xed. The questionnaire was
anonymous and introduced by means of a written presentation explaining
the general research aims. For the items concerning the general data, the
participants were required to check the appropriate answer out of a set of given
answers. In the other questions, the subjects had to express their level of
agreement with the options associated to the given questions by choosing an
item in a 3-point Likert scale. The participants, without the presence of the
interviewer, ¢lled in the questionnaires which were collected one week after
the distribution. Then, we fed our PPG system with the acquired information
to evaluate the validity of the user classi¢cation and the accuracy of the recom-
mendations.

. After one year, we fed the PPG with the selections of TV programs made by the
test subjects. This information was collected by the Auditel meter8 and stored
in a database. In this way, we could activate the predictions generated by
the Dynamic UM Expert. We entered the following information:

� The context variables: day and viewing time.
� The selected TV channel.
� The (play) action suitably related to the TV program categories and sub-

categories of our General Ontology.
� The title of the watched program.

8Themeter is an electronic device connected to theTVthat constantlymonitors the viewingbehaviourof the
users belonging to theAuditel panel.
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5.2. THE RESULTS

To separately test the recommendation capabilities of the three UM Experts we
decided to evaluate the system’s performance by simulating real scenarios where
the Experts take di¡erent roles depending on the availability of information about
the user. However, we did not evaluate the Explicit Preferences Expert that simply
propagates the declared user preferences in the General Ontology.

We started from the Stereotypical UM Expert. We simulated an initial scenario
where the user has speci¢ed her personal data and general interests, but where
she does not declare her TV program preferences. Thus, the recommendations are
based only on the stereotypical information. In this ¢rst phase, we evaluated the
correctness of the stereotypical classi¢cation and the accuracy of recommendations
by feeding the system with the socio-demographic data and the general interests
(dataset a) collected by means of the interviews.

Then we simulated a scenario where the system has enough information (datasets a,
b and c) to have the three Experts cooperating at the generation of the recommenda-
tions. In this second phase we also fed the system with the explicit program preferences
and the TV program selections performed by the subjects.

5.2.1. Evaluation of the Stereotypical Classi¢cation

To evaluate the stereotypical classi¢cation, we compared the classi¢cation of the sub-
jects computed by the PPG with the classi¢cation of two human Eurisko lifestyles
experts. The comparison showed that 70% of the users were classi¢ed correctly by
the system. The remaining 30% were incorrectly classi¢ed for two reasons:

. The classi¢cation fails for ‘non-stereotypical’ subjects, whose general interests
di¡er from those evaluated according their socio-demographic data. Indeed,
the Stereotypical UM Expert takes both socio-demographic and general
interests into account to classify the user. However, the socio-demographic
information plays a stronger role in the classi¢cation. Thus, if a user a has
socio-demographic data typical of stereotype A, but her interests are typical
of stereotype B, she is classi¢ed as belonging to stereotype A.

. The data provided by the Eurisko survey does not cover the whole Italian
population. For instance the Retired stereotype only represents low-income
users and the other retired users, such as the ex-managers, are not considered.
This lack of information has to be overcome to improve the coverage of
the stereotypical knowledge base and the consequent classi¢cation capabilities
of the system.

The ¢rst issue deserves further discussion. The misclassi¢cation of a ‘non-stereo-
typical’ user a causes wrong predictions because a prefers programs that would
be recommended to the users belonging to another stereotype B. Indeed, we wanted
to preserve the de¢nition of the stereotypes and, at the same time, balance the
contribution of the user’s socio-demographic data with that of her general interests.
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Thus, we employed the declared general interests as another source of information
about the user’s preferences to be managed by the Explicit Preference Expert.

5.2.2. Evaluation of the System’s Recommendation Capabilities

We exploited the Mean Absolute Error metric (MAE 9) to evaluate the distance
between the preferences predicted by the system and the users’ preferences/selections
captured by monitoring their viewing behavior. Good et al. (1999) suggest that,
in the evaluation of a recommender system, a satisfactory value of MAE should be
about 0.7, in a range of 0^5. We also tested the accuracy of the recommendations
by evaluating the precision of the collected data, i.e., the ratio between the user-relevant
contents and the contents presented to the user; see Salton and McGill (1984).

First of all, we compared the TV program predictions generated by the Stereo-
typical UM Expert with the preferences expressed by the users and maintained by
the Explicit Preferences Expert. Indeed, the users’ explicit preferences are expressed
as qualitative low, medium and high values. In order to compute the MAE by relying
on similar measures, we exploited the numeric preference values generated by the
Explicit Preferences Expert starting from the users’ declarations. These values are
reliable because the Expert derives them in a straightforward way from the qualitative
ones.

For each test subject, after having entered the socio-demographic data, the general
interests and the explicit preference values in the Explicit User Model, we calculated
the di¡erences between the values generated by the Explicit Preferences Expert
and those generated by the Stereotypical UM Expert.10 Speci¢cally, we evaluated
the MAE by comparing the TV program category and sub-category predictions with
the corresponding explicit preferences, with possible values ranging between 0
and 5. The obtained MAE value was 1,3 with precision 0,40; see Table 1.1.

Although this result cannot be considered satisfactory, we think that the MAE
value was strongly in£uenced by the percentage of misclassi¢ed subjects, which
was approximately 30%; see Section 5.2.1. Indeed, several subjects matched a high
number of stereotypes. In these cases, the focalization of the classi¢cation was very
low and downgraded the con¢dence of the predictions generated by the Stereotypical
UM Expert, which were generic and corresponded to the users’ real preferences

Table 1.1. Evaluation of the system’s recommendations

Stereotypical UM Expert MAE ¼ 1,3 Precision¼0.40
Stereotypical UM Expert þ Explicit
Pref Expert þ Dynamic UM Expert

MAE ¼ 0,3 Precision¼0.80

9The MAE metric evaluates the distance between the system predictions and the user’s preferences/
selections by means of rate vectors. A smaller value means more accurate predictions; see Good et al. (1999).

10For the purpose of this evaluation,the recommendations generated by the threeUMExperts are recorded
in separated log files before being integrated in theMainUserModel.
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in an approximated way. We think that these values might notably improve if we
could extend the stereotypical knowledge base as described in Section 5.2.1.

In the second phase of our evaluation we compared the system’s recommendation
capabilities with the subjects’ viewing behavior. We started from the information
about the users already available to the system and we added the explicit preferences,
which were omitted in the previous experiment. Next, we entered the TV program
selections provided by the Auditel meter. More speci¢cally, we fed the system with
the observations collected during the ¢rst 10 months to train the Dynamic UMExpert.
Then, we exploited those of the last 2 months to evaluate the distance between
the system’s recommendations and the subjects’ observed selections. In this case,
the three Experts could generate reasonably con¢dent recommendations and therefore
an evaluation of the complete Main User Model was possible.

The resulting MAE was 0.30 and the precision was 0.80; see the second row of
Table 1. These values are de¢nitely satisfactory and con¢rm our hypothesis about
the validity of the integration of di¡erent sources of information.

We also calculated an ANOVA to investigate the signi¢cance of the di¡erent MAE
results obtained by considering the Stereotypical UMExpert alone and the ¢nal merge
of the predictions provided by the three Experts. Our analysis showed that the dif-
ferent MAE results are due to a signi¢cant correlation between the Experts taken
into account (independent variable) and the resulting program recommendations
(dependent variable): F(1.61) ¼ 97.3 p < 0.01.

6. Related Work

Some recommender systems, such as MovieLens (2002), rely on collaborative ¢ltering
to personalize the suggestion of items. As discussed in Burke (2002), this technique
performs well in domains where the set of items to be recommended is relatively stable,
but has problems when new users, or new items, are considered. Other techniques,
such as content-based ¢ltering, support the recommendation of new items, but they
tend to suggest items very similar to one another. In order to complement the advan-
tages and disadvantages of di¡erent recommender systems, hybrid approaches are
preferable in several application domains. Similar to the proposal described in Burke
(2002), our PPG exploits di¡erent preference acquisition techniques, but the main
di¡erence is that we excluded collaborative ¢ltering to focus on the techniques that
can be e⁄ciently applied locally to the user’s set-top box.

The integration of the EPG in the set-top box is an important architectural feature
of our system because it enables the continuous tracking of the user’s viewing beha-
vior. Thus, the user’s preferences can be unobtrusively acquired while she watches
TV, without requiring any explicit feedback.11 In contrast, if a central server manages
the EPG, the interaction with the TV is carried out in a distinct thread and can only
be monitored while the user browses the program guide, unless special hardware

11As amatter of fact, the user may rate programs,but the preference acquisitionworkswell evenwithout this
type of information.
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is employed to connect the TV to the Internet. For instance, Smyth and Cotter’s PTV
Listings Service is based on a centralized architecture. To overcome the lack of con-
nectivity with the TV, Smyth and Cotter propose the exploitation of GuideRemote,
an interactive universal remote control that captures the user’s selections while
she watches TV.

Another peculiarity of the PPG concerns the integration of alternative preference
acquisition techniques to manage the hybrid user model. In other recommender sys-
tems, the most promising recommendation methods are selected by applying them
in cascade (Burke, 2002), or by relying on a-contextual estimates of the precision
of the methods or on the posterior evaluation of the recommendations. For instance,
TvScout (Baudisch, 1998; Baudisch and Brueckner, 2002) combines a recommender
based on the analysis of size-of-the-audience data in cascade with other two recom-
mendation sources: the user’s favorite program categories and the suggestions pro-
vided by opinion leaders, such as TV critics.As another example, in the TV Show
Recommender (Zimmerman et al.) two implicit recommenders and an explicit one
are fused by exploiting a neural network that tunes the in£uence of the competitors
on the basis of the accuracy of their recommendations. Finally, the PTV Listings
Service integrates a content-based recommender and a collaborative ¢ltering one
by merging the items best ranked by each recommender in a single suggestion list.
Our approach di¡ers from the previous ones in at least two aspects.

. On the one hand, our PPG combines heterogeneous inference techniques in a
¢ner-grained way and clearly separates the estimation of the user’s preferences
from the generation of the personalized suggestions. We fuse three preference
acquisition modules to acquire precise user models based on di¡erent informa-
tion about the TV viewer. Then we put two recommendation techniques
(content-based ¢ltering and adjustment of rates based on the preferences
for channels) in cascade to rank the TV programs.

. On the other hand, the system adopts a simpler approach to steer the fusion pro-
cess. As described in Section 3.4, the PPG tunes the in£uence of the UM Experts
in the estimation of the user’s preferences by relying on the con¢dence in the
predictions. Indeed, an accuracy measure should be coupled with the con¢dence
one to evaluate the quality of the predictions in a more precise way. However,
in the development of the PPG, we privileged the con¢dence measure, leaving
the accuracy one for our future work, because the con¢dence can be exploited
during the whole lifecycle of the EPG. In fact, it only depends on the amount
of information about the user available to the Experts. In contrast, other accuracy
measures take some time before being e¡ective for new TV viewers.

The exploitation of stereotype-based techniques has a long tradition in the user
modeling ¢eld, see Rich (1989); however, the de¢nition of the stereotypical classes
has been based on rather di¡erent assumptions about the population to be segmented.
For instance, Kurapati and Gutta (2002) proposed to de¢ne stereotypical classes
of TV viewers by clustering the viewing history data of a sample population.
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However, they noticed that some of the stereotypes created by the clustering
algorithms did not make sense and were very di⁄cult to understand. Instead, Barbieri
et al. (2001) proposed to de¢ne a set of classical stereotypes, such as Movie Lover
and Film Freak, and let the TV viewer explicitly choose the one best matching
her mood.

A deeper analysis of TV viewer stereotypes is proposed in a recent survey on the
viewing preferences of Japanese TV viewers. Hara et al. group a sample of TV viewers
on the basis of the features of the programs they say they have watched thoroughly.
The results of the clustering analysis show that the viewers’ interests in£uence their
preferences for program categories; moreover, the people having the same socio-
demographic attributes, such as age, gender and occupation, frequently di¡er in their
preferences for TV program categories. Thus, Hara et al. propose viewing patterns
as the most signi¢cant variable for the de¢nition of stereotypical TV viewer classes.
In particular, they de¢ne 8 viewer groups representing TV viewing ‘tastes’ and watch-
ing styles, such as News/Culture Oriented, Diversion-Seeking Zapper, and so forth.

Although Hara et al.’s ¢ndings could discourage the exploitation of socio-demo-
graphic information about TV viewers to predict their preferences, we believe that
the problem should be put in a di¡erent way. Speci¢cally, socio-demographic infor-
mation is not enough, but it is very useful when coupled with other information aimed
at enriching the overall picture of the TV users. Indeed, the stereotypes exploited
in our PPG are richer than the previously mentioned ones, as we derived them from
complete studies of the TV viewer population under a socio-demographic and a
psychographic point of view. In fact, the lifestyles survey we considered - Sinottica,
conducted by Eurisko data analyzers (2002) - clusters the population in groups by
taking into account not only socio-demographic data, but also consumer preferences,
socio-cultural trends and homogeneous behaviors. Particularly, Sinottica is a
psychographic survey on:

. Individuals (characteristics, values, behaviors, styles);

. What they consume (products/goods/services and relative brands);

. Their exposure to the media (a survey in collaboration with Auditel, see 3.2).

By exploiting all these types of information, we could derive a set of stereotypes
that partition the population in a precise way and re£ect viewing preferences. Notice
that these studies are exploited to plan the presentation of commercials within
TV programs by the most representative content providers.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented the recommendation techniques applied in the Personal
Program Guide (PPG). This is a prototype system generating personalized EPGs
for set-top box environments. The PPG is based on a multi-agent architecture that
facilitates the integration of di¡erent user modeling techniques for the recognition
of the TV viewer’s preferences and the suggestion of the programs to watch.
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As shown by our preliminary experimental results, the management of a hybrid
user model, relying on di¡erent sources of information about the user’s preferences,
supports high-quality recommendations. This is not surprising: in fact, the recommen-
dations based on explicit user information are subject to failures, because users
are often unable to declare their real preferences. Moreover, the recommendations
based on the observation of the user’s viewing behavior take some time before being
e¡ective and, mirroring the user’s usual selections, they fail to support the variety
in the system’s recommendations. In order to enable the system to generate high-qual-
ity suggestions since the ¢rst interaction with the user, we enriched the user models
with community preferences by exploiting two main sources of information: on
the one hand, the stereotypical preferences for program categories derived from
lifestyle and audience data provide information about the preferences of similar
TV viewers. On the other hand, the user’s preferences for TV channels, at di¡erent
times of day, support the re¢nement of the recommendations based on the audience
analysis performed by the content providers.

In our future work, we want to extend the PPG in two main aspects. First, we want
to enhance the TV program recommendations by taking household preferences into
account and by re¢ning the management of the hybrid user model. Second, we will
redesign the User Interface to take usability issues into account.

Modeling household preferences is important because people rarely watch TV
alone. As discussed in this volume by Mastho¡, several recommendation strategies
may be applied to satisfy the individual group members and avoid frustration.
Although our system does not address household preferences, its recommendation
capabilities can be extended in a rather straightforward way. In fact, the system
architecture facilitates the integration of new User Modeling Experts and a House-
hold Preference Expert could be added to handle group models. This UM Expert
could employ the same preference acquisition techniques applied in our Dynamic
Preference Expert to learn household pro¢les. Indeed, we believe that the most
relevant issue to be solved is the automatic recognition of the user(s) in front
of the TV. This issue is still unsolved, but some researchers, such as Goren-
Bar and Glinansky (2002), are working to address it. The extension of the hybrid
user model mainly involves the re¢nement of the fusion technique adopted to merge
the predictions of the User Modeling Experts. As described in the previous part
of this chapter, the predictions generated by the Experts are combined in a weigh-
ted sum, depending on their con¢dence. Although this approach has produced satis-
factory results, we want to tune the fusion process by taking an accuracy
measure into account, as well. In the multi-agent systems area, an established
approach for the integration of possibly heterogeneous agents is based on the joint
evaluation of the agents’ self-con¢dence and reputation. The self-con¢dence is
a subjective evaluation of the agents’ decision capabilities. The agent’s reputation
is an objective parameter evaluated by a third party. In the PPG, we already model
the Experts’ self-con¢dence that corresponds to the con¢dence in the preference
predictions. Moreover, we will introduce the reputation that will be computed
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by the UMC by comparing the predictions provided by the Experts with the user’s
viewing behavior. The UMC will exploit the Experts’ con¢dence and reputation
to merge their preference predictions. Notice however that the UMC has to rely
on the sole con¢dence for the fusion process until it has collected a signi¢cant
amount of information about the user’s viewing behavior.

As far as the User Interface is concerned, a lot of work has to be done to redesign it
according to usability standards. However, as a ¢rst step in this direction, we want
to focus on the presentation of the system’s recommendations. At the current stage,
the PPG suggests TV programs by coupling each item with a number of faces repre-
senting the recommendation degree. Moreover, the system limits the length of the
recommendation list by omitting the presentation of the programs receiving very
bad scores. As noticed in Zimmerman et al., the TV viewer’s trust in the EPG would
increase if she could be informed about all the available options, not only about
the most interesting ones. The question is therefore how such possibly long list of
alternatives could be presented in a clear and acceptable way, from the user’s point
of view. Other projects have encountered serious di⁄culties in making TV viewers
accept prototype User Interfaces for Interactive TV; e.g., see Tinker et al. (2003).
Therefore, some researchers are applying user-centered design to the de¢nition of
new User Interfaces for Electronic Program Guides; see van Barneveld and van
Setten, in this volume.
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Abstract. The arrival of PVRs (Personal VideoRecorders)�tape less devices that allow for easy
navigation and storage of TV content�and the availability of hundreds of TV channels in
US homes have made the task of ¢nding something good to watch increasingly di⁄cult. In order
to ease this content selection overload problem, we pursued three related research themes. First,
we developed a recommender engine that tracks users’ TV-preferences and delivers accurate
content recommendations. Second, we designed a user interface that allows easy navigation
of selections and easily a¡ords inputs required by the recommender engine. Third, we explored
the importance of gaining users’ trust in the recommender by automatically generating explana-
tions for content recommendations. In evaluation with users, our smart interface came out
on top beating TiVo’s interface and TV Guide Magazine, in terms of usability, fun, and quick
access to TV shows of interest. Further, our approach of combining multiple recommender
ratings�resulting from various machine-learning methods�using neural networks has
produced very accurate content recommendations.

Key words. electronic program guide (EPG), interactive TV, personalization, trust, TV interface,
TV recommender, user interface

1. Introduction

The increase in TV viewing options from digital cable and digital satellite has created a
world where many US homes have access to hundreds of channels. In addition,
the arrival of Personal Video Recorders (PVRs) such as TiVo2 and ReplayTV2

has begun to change how people watch TV. PVRs allow easy navigation of TV-show
schedules through electronic program guides (EPG) for selection and storage on hard
disks. In observing PVR users, we noticed that within two to three days they shifted
from watching live to stored TV programs almost exclusively. So now, instead of
having to select a single program to watch from hundreds of channels, PVR users
instead select a small set of TV shows to store from the tens of thousands broadcast
each week.

*Work done while at Philips Research

L. Ardissono et al. (eds.), Personalized Digital Television, 27^51, 2004.
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In order to address this looming content selection overload issue and improve the
TV show selection and viewing experience, we created a TV show recommender
to help users ¢nd something ‘good’ to watch. During its creation we pursued three
related research themes. First, we developed a recommender engine that could track
users’ TV-preferences and deliver accurate content recommendations. An accurate
recommender can extract shows users want to see from an ocean of less interesting
fare. Second, we designed a user interface that allows easy navigation of selections
and supports inputs required of the recommender engine. A recommender without
an easy to use interface can potentially make ¢nding something good to watch more
di⁄cult than not using a recommender. Finally, we explored the importance of
gaining users’ trust in the recommender, because if users don’t trust a recommender,
they will not use it or pay for it as a feature or service.

Our recommender engine combines two user information streams: explicit and
implicit. The explicit stream allows users to take control by specifying their prefer-
ences and enables the system to begin working right away. The implicit stream unob-
trusively observes users to learn their preferences. Implicit methods reduce the
amount of work required of users to get recommendations and allow for changes
in taste to be captured over time. We obtain accurate recommendations by fusing
both recommenders’ outputs using neural networks. Our interface runs on a
touch-screen remote control. The use of a ¢nger as a £oating cursor greatly improves
e⁄ciency over traditional remote control interfaces that employ jumping highlights.
In addition, our interface allows users to select how much or how little interaction
they want with the recommender, making them feel in control. Finally, we build user
trust by providing (i) accurate recommendations, (ii) £exible access to the recommen-
der, and (iii) appropriate feedback on why users might want to try a new TV show.

Our research on both the engine and interface follows a user-centered iterative
design process: analyze, design, and evaluate (repeat). At this point our work is still
in the preliminary stages. We have focused on a longer-term evaluation with a small
set of test subjects instead of a larger, statistically signi¢cant study.

2. Related Work

2.1. RELATED WORK ON TV RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS

With respect to recommendation engines, the TVAdvisor of Das &Horst (1998), PTV
system of Cotter & Smyth (2000), EPG work of Ardissono et al. (in this volume),
and our prior work Gutta et al. (2000), and Kurapati et al. (2001) stand out as some
of the earliest TV recommender systems. In addition, TiVo and Predictive Networks
o¡er commercially available systems that provide TV recommendations. For a history
of the evolution of personalized electronic program guides, refer to Smyth & Cotter
(in this volume).

The TV Advisor of Das & Horst (1998) employs explicit techniques to generate
recommendations for a TV viewer. Such techniques require individual users to
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take the initiative and explicitly specify their interests in order to get high quality
recommendations. Although this method is a good ¢rst step and one that is easy
to implement in a set-top box, it burdens users who want minimal interaction with
the recommender. Moreover the system is static and does not allow evolution of user
pro¢les over time.

Cotter & Smyth’s PTV (2000) uses a mixture of case-based reasoning and
collaborative ¢ltering as a means of learning users’ preferences in order to generate
recommendations. Initially users state their preferences about channel, genre, and
viewing time while registering with the system, similar to the explicit recommender
of Das &Horst. However, the heart of the PTV recommender infers users’ preferences
as they enter their feedback on TV shows they have watched. Also, PTV is Internet
based, requiring the users to log on to a web site in order to see their recommenda-
tions. This approach removes users from the TV viewing environment thereby
questioning the system’s ability to be useful in the real setting.

Case-based recommendation relies on input of programs that users liked in the past
(Balabanovic & Shoham 1997, Hammond et al. 1996, Smyth & Cotter 1999).
Collaborative ¢ltering (Balabanovic & Shoham 1997, Billsus & Pazzani 1998) recom-
mends TV shows that other users, having characteristics similar to a given user’s
pro¢le, liked. The advantage of collaborative ¢ltering is that it does not need content
descriptions (titles are su⁄cient). However, collaborative ¢ltering does not completely
protect users’ privacy since information about a user’s likes and dislikes is used
to make recommendations to other users. Additionally, collaborative ¢ltering cannot
work for programs that are completely new, not known to at least one of the viewers.
This often happens with TV when new programs and made-for-TV movies are
broadcast.

Ardissono et al. (in this volume) created the Personalized EPG that employs an
agent-based system designed for set-top box operation. Three user modeling modules
collaborate in preparing the ¢nal recommendations: Explicit Preferences Expert,
Stereotypical Expert, and Dynamic Expert. The Explicit Preferences Expert deals
with preferences declared by the users during initial setup. The Stereotypical Expert
exploits users’ personal data known to the system and the explicit preferences stated
in order to classify individual users into one of the lifestyle (stereotypical) groups.
The Dynamic Expert analyzes users’ watching behaviors, and based on it builds
and adapts its model of the user. The Personalized EPG recommender is a very inter-
esting mixture of explicit, stereotypical and implicit user preferences allowing the ¢nal
recommendation to take advantage of the three complementary methodologies
involved. This work further validates hybrid approaches to generating content
recommendations.

One of the earliest commercially available TV recommenders comes from TiVo,
Inc. TiVos generate personalized recommendations that are displayed to users. Their
recommender learns by tracking which programs users choose to record and user
feedback of ‘thumbs-up’ or ‘thumbs-down’ to indicate how they feel about TV shows
(on a 1 to 7 scale).
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Predictive Media, Inc. provides another commercially available recommender
system. They use a mixed model approach that combines statistical analysis, expert
systems, and neural networks to generate content recommendations. Their system
is primarily implicit in nature. Predictive Media’s recommender results can be plugged
into any UI for presentation. This decoupling lessens the usefulness of a TV
recommender in our opinion.

All of the techniques described above share one common characteristic: users only
see a very limited number of recommendations. A unique feature of our system is
that it creates a prioritized list of all TV shows. This allows users to browse both
highly rated and lowly rated programs, and to actively tune the recommender
and improve its performance.

2.2. RELATED WORK ON INTERFACE DESIGN

With respect to TV recommender interfaces, Double Agents by Meuleman et al.
(1998), Personalized Contents Guide by Lee et al. (2001), TV Scout by Baudisch
& Brueckner (2001), Time-pillars by Pittarello (in this volume), the interface explora-
tions of Barneveld and Setten (in this volume), and the commercial PVR by TiVo
all stand out.

Double Agents, designed by Meuleman et al. (1998) employs animated characters
to help users ¢nd programs of interest. Each character represents a di¡erent genre.
When a highly recommended program is being broadcast, the character representing
the genre of this program changes its posture using human-like behavioral charac-
teristics to let users know something good is on. This model can work well when
working with the relatively small number of shows being broadcast live, however,
unlike our interface it would have a problem with the one to two weeks worth of
shows that PVRs present.

The Advanced Contents Guide of Lee et al. (2001) o¡ers an interface where users
can select from recommended TV shows. This interface uses user inputs such as selec-
tion, fast-forward, and rewind to learn user preferences, but unlike our system it o¡ers
users no direct input to the recommender. The interface presents a list of recommen-
ded programs by genre. However, the interface at present has only been used with
data from four channels based on two weeks of data. It would be interesting to
see if it can support hundreds of channels.

The TV Scout interface by Baudisch & Bruekner (2001) o¡ers a fully featured TV
show recommender interface that progressively reveals its ¢ltering features to users
over time. Users produce queries to ¢nd shows of interest, and the system learns what
they like by tracking their queries. Unlike our interface, TV Scout only allows users
to organize programs by time. However, this limitation may be only an artifact
of a limited implementation as opposed to a limitation of the actual interface design.
A more di⁄cult problem is that the interface runs on a PC and has a very strong
PC look and feel.
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Time-pillars by Pittarello (in this volume) provides users with a 3D world
populated by pillars that appear similar to architectural wonder, Traian’s column,
found in Rome. Each pillar represents a TV channel, with individual shows ordered
by broadcast time spiraling up from the bottom to the top of the pillar. The
Time-pillars interface seems most concerned with generating a pleasurable user experi-
ence where as our interface focus more on balancing a pleasurable user experience that
also reduces the amount of time spent searching for something interesting to watch.

The interface explorations by Barneveld and Setten (in this volume) o¡er great
insights into users’ expectations. The conducted user research through participatory
design and surveys to help clarify both which features users want and what those
features might look like. They speci¢cally looked at Predictions (how recommenda-
tions appear on the screen), Feedback (how users explicitly enter preferences to
the recommender), and Explanations (how recommendations are justi¢ed to users).
Their designs for feedback do not support the £exible interaction with the
recommender our participants demanded (Section 5.2); however, their evaluation
of explanations completely supports our design of the re£ective history interface
element (Section 7.1).

TiVo currently o¡ers a TV show recommender interface as a commercial product in
the United States and in England. Users can enter up to three thumbs up or thumbs
down to indicate how much they like or dislike a TV program. To see what programs
have been recommended, users have two options. First, they can check the hard disk
contents and view programs TiVo has recorded for them that they did not explicitly
request. Second, users can navigate to a list of highly recommended programs coming
up in the next two weeks. This list never exceeds 100 program titles.

TiVo’s recommender interface has two limitations. First, the interface does not
allow users to access the recommender when ¢ltering programs by genre such as
Action-Movies, or by time such as show me the recommended programs that are
on now. Second, the interface does not o¡er users any indication of why a program
has been recommended. While there is much to complain about the limitations of
TiVo’s recommender interface, it must be noted that the interface is quite easy to
use, and it is available on store shelves today.

2.3. RELATED WORK ON TRUST

Related work with respect to trust literature includes Herlocker et al.’s (2000) visua-
lization of collaborative ¢ltering recommendation; Lerch & Prietula’s (1989) work
on trust of machine advice; Fogg & Tseng’s (1999) elaboration on the elements
of computer credibility; Cassel & Bickmore’s (2001) exploration of trust of virtual
characters that participate in small talk; and Wheeless & Grotz’s (1977) research
on the use of self disclosure in developing trust.

Herlocker et al. (2000) built on the theory that providing explanations to colla-
borative ¢ltering recommenders increases users acceptance. They prototyped and user
tested several visualizations explaining how collaborative ¢ltering works. They found
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that bar charts showing nearest neighbors were very e¡ective in communicating how a
recommender system works and in o¡ering con¢dence in the recommendation.

Looking more abstractly at the relationship between computers and people, Lerch
& Prietula (1989) conducted a study to measure the di¡erence between people’s trust
of machines and their trust of people. They found that people trusted advice from
expert computer systems about as much as advice from novice humans. Expert
humans were the most trusted. They also noted that bad advice given early in the
use of a system had a strong, adverse e¡ect on trust.

Fogg & Tseng (1999) synthesized the research done on computer credibility. They
noticed that in the past people thought of computers as ‘virtually infallible’ but
that people’s trust in machines had greatly eroded. They proposed new conceptual
frameworks for and o¡ered methods for evaluating computer credibility.

Bickmore & Cassel (2001) explored the use of conversational agents to help people
trust computers. They created a virtual reality realtor who would engage people
in small talk before trying to sell a house. They discovered that small talk was e¡ective
in increasing the trust of extroverted people but that it had almost no e¡ect on
introverts.

Wheeless & Grotz (1977) researched the relationship between trust and self-
disclosure. They created a method for measuring individualized trust and compared
it to many di¡erent kinds of self-disclosure. Their results indicate that both intentional
disclosure and increased amounts of disclosure create a higher level of trust.

3. Recommender Engine

Our recommender engine contains several components (Figure 2.1). We currently use
both Bayesian and Decision Tree (DT) methods to produce implicit recommenda-
tions. Test subjects keep paper diaries detailing their viewing histories and based
on these implicit recommendations are calculated. The explicit recommender allows
users to directly input their preferences using two di¡erent interfaces (see Section 5.2).
When we feed meta-data describing upcoming shows into the system, each of
the di¡erent recommenders generates a rating for each show. An arti¢cial neural
network fuses the outputs of the di¡erent recommenders into a single set of improved
recommendations.

3.1. METADATA

Our recommender engine relies on metadata from Tribune Media Services. Everyday
we downloaded an updated TV-schedule for the next 12 days with channels (85þ)
and times associated with the Briarcli¡ Manor, New York area. Currently we have
approximately four years of data, enabling us to re-run our recommenders on historic
data as needed.

The metadata describes each TV-show using 205 ¢elds, many of which are often not
populated or relevant. We selected 21 ¢elds for the implicit recommender, including:
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title, broadcaster, air time, air date, unique show key (indicating format such as series,
movie, etc.), genres (comedy, action, adventure, news, etc.), actors, producers,
directors, writers, hosts, synopsis, year, language, and content rating (mature,
children, etc.). A subset of 14 ¢elds from the 21 inputs to the implicit recommender
is shown in Table 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Recommender system architecture.

Table 2.1. Metadata sample

Field Value

hProgram Codei EP1151270151
hTitlei Friends
hShort Titlei Friends
hEpisode Titlei The One With the Wedding
hSynopsisi Rachel serves as a bridesmaid in her ex-¢ance¤ Barry’s wedding.
hGenresi Situation, Comedy
hChanneli WPIX (NBC A⁄liate)
hAir Timei 2000
hAir Datei 20020912 (Sep. 12, 2002)
hActorsi Jennifer Aniston, Courteney Cox, Lisa Kudrow, Matt LeBlanc,

Matthew Perry, David Schwimmer
hProducersi Marta Kau¡man
hDirectorsi
hWritersi
hLanguagei English
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3.2. IMPLICIT RECOMMENDERS

The implicit recommenders generate pro¢les based on users’ viewing histories. The
implicit nature stems from the fact that users need only watch TV. We selected
our two implicit methods, one based on Bayesian statistics (Kurapati et al. 2001)
and one on Decision Trees (Gutta et al. 2000), for three main reasons. First, both
methods work with relatively noisy data. We knew that users would occasionally
watch shows they do not like and would sometimes not watch show they do like.
Second, both methods do not require sharing histories with a central server. In con-
ducting evaluations of the implicit recommenders and of sample user interfaces,
all users liked the fact that our system protected their privacy. Third, both methods
can run in a processor and memory-constrained environment such as a set-top
box or TV.

3.2.1. The Viewing History

We assume that in a ¢nal product, such as a set-top box or TV, viewing histories can
automatically be collected. For our study, however, we chose to use paper diaries
for reasons of both cost and accuracy. First, it is very expensive to build custom
set-top boxes for a small set of users. In addition, requiring users to use a device
di¡erent from their current TV viewing setup seemed disruptive to their normal
TV viewing behavior. We also considered a small device to collect all RF commands
(Radio Frequency waves are a means of wireless communication�in this case between
a remote control and a TV set) but the problem with this is that a single missed
command would be impossible to ¢nd and would render any collected data meaning-
less. Therefore, we asked participants in our study to record which programs they
watched each day into a paper journal, and we collected these journals each month.
The two classes of TV shows of interest include: C1 (shows that interest the viewer)
and C2 (shows that do not interest the viewer). However, practically we obtain
information only on the classes: Cþ (shows the viewer watched) and C� (shows
the viewer did not watch), which are approximations of classes C1 and C2.

A major element of uncertainty lies in determining what is ‘not-watched’ by users.
For each watched show�which can be ascertained clearly�there are numerous ones
‘not-watched’. The key question is how to sample the universe of shows to appro-
priately populate the ‘not-watched’ class, C�. We recognize that users could be asked
to provide information on shows they do not like, thus gathering information directly
on shows belonging to class, C2 (shows disliked by the user). However, when we
consider the pure implicit method, we have to rely on a sampling technique to populate
class C�. To approximate class C�, one option is to select a not-watched show broad-
cast in the same time-slot as the watched show. An inference that the watched show
is preferable to the not-watched shows seems reasonable in this case. Unfortunately,
this scheme prevents learning preferred viewing times.

We chose instead to sample one not-watched show for each watched show from the
previous week of shows, randomly selecting the day, time, and channel. This helped
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preferred viewing times to become statistically discernable; however, the issue of how
many not-watched shows to sample is one that could pro¢t from more research.
We chose a one-to-one sampling ratio because it makes the Bayesian a priori prob-
ability of each class equal. Since we sample uniformly in time, the not-watched class
represents a sample of the general run of shows being broadcast and therefore
the implicit recommenders should ¢nd patterns of features that distinguish what
is liked from this general run of material.

For three years we collected viewing histories on eight participants. However,
because participants relocated during the study we do not have a full three years
for each individual. Participants were recruited from the community around Briarcli¡
Manor, New York. They ranged in age from late teens to early sixties and were
of mixed gender. None of the participants worked for Philips Research. Because
of the small number of subjects, the results presented in this paper are preliminary
in nature.

3.2.2. Bayesian Recommender

Our Bayesian implicit recommender uses the Bayesian classi¢er (Billus & Pazzani
1998, Duda & Hart 1973) approach to compute the likelihood that the user will like
or dislike a particular TV program. We approached the problem with a 2-class Baye-
sian decision model, where a show either belongs to the class ‘watched’, or the class
‘not watched’. Ideally, we would like to have ground truth information on whether
a TV-show was liked or not liked by the user, but the implicit pro¢ling technique
allows us to have information only on the classes watched and not watched. The user
pro¢le, in the Bayesian context, is a collection of features together with a count
of how many times each occurs in the positive and negative examples (i.e. classes
Cþ and C�). An excerpt from a user pro¢le is shown in Table 2.2. Note that a feature
is an attribute-value pair and that only a small sample has been shown.

Our Bayesian model computes the prior probabilities directly from the counts in the
viewer pro¢le. Then we compute the conditional probabilities that a given feature,
fi, will be present if a show is in class Cþ or C�: P( fijCþ)¼ k( fijCþ)/k(Cþ), where
k( fijCþ) represents the number of shows in which feature fi is present given that
the show belongs to class watched (Cþ) and k(Cþ) represents the count of all shows

Table 2.2. User pro¢le excerpt

Feature Watched (Cþ) Not-watched (C�)

Total programs 66 66
Station: ABC 10 56
Station: BBC 20 10
Title: BBC News 10 2
Actor: Jim Carrie 2 0
Genre: comedy 1 7
Keyword: murder 5 1
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belonging to class watched (Cþ). The recommendation scores for upcoming shows are
computed by estimating the aposteriori probabilities, i.e. the probability that a show
is in class Cþ and C� given its features: P(Cþjx), where x is the feature vector.
For details on the computation, we refer to Kurapati et al. (2001).

3.2.3. Decision Tree Recommender

Like the Bayesian recommender, our Decision Tree (DT) recommender uses the ‘wat-
ched’ and ‘not watched’ shows. The decision tree employs Quinlan’s C4.5 (Quinlan
1983, 1991) and uses an information-theoretical approach based on entropy.
C4.5 builds the decision tree using a top-down, divide-and-conquer approach: select
an attribute, divide the training set into subsets characterized by the possible values
of the attribute, and follow the same procedure recursively with each subset until
no subset contains objects from more than one class. The single-class subsets
correspond to leaves of the decision tree.

The DT has nodes and leaves where nodes correspond to some test to be performed
and leaves correspond to the two classes: ‘watched’ and ‘not watched’. Testing an
unknown show involves parsing the tree to determine which class the unknown show
belongs to. When computing a recommendation for each TV show, a probability
is computed that the show will be in the class ‘watched’ and the class ‘not watched’
based on the shows it correctly classi¢ed during training. However, if at a particular
decision node we encounter an unknown attribute value, so that the outcome of
the test cannot be determined, the system then explores all possible outcomes and
combines the resulting classi¢cations: the class with the highest probability is assigned
as the predicted class.

As decision trees become large, with increasing viewing histories, they become dif-
¢cult to understand because each node in the tree has a speci¢c context established
by the outcomes of tests at antecedent nodes. We then rewrite the tree as a collection
of rules, which is usually more accurate than a decision tree (Gutta et al. 2000).

3.3. EXPLICIT RECOMMENDER

Based on participants’ request for interaction with the recommender and our need for
a recommender that could work quickly ‘out of the box’, we developed an explicit
recommender (Kurapati et al. 2001) that relies on user inputs. By default our system
assigns a neutral 4 for all channels, genres, days, and times of day. Individual users
can then indicate their preference on a 1 to 7 scale (1 for ‘hate the feature’, 7 for
‘love the feature’) for as many or as few features as they prefer.We compute an explicit
recommender score as follows:

E ¼ wDayT � rDayTþ wCh � rChþ ð1=KÞ �SwGenre �i rGenrei ð1Þ
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where rDayT is the pro¢le rating for the feature daytime, rCh ^ pro¢le rating for
channel, rGenrei^pro¢le rating for ith genre describing a given show (from K genres
describing it; in Tribune Media Services metadata up to six genres describe a show)
and the corresponding heuristically determined weights are: wDayT ¼ 0.1,
wCh ¼ 0.2 and wGenrei ¼ 0.7 (for each genre). Users have two methods of inputting
their preferences as described in Section 5.2.

4. Increasing Accuracy through Fusion

Results of testing the explicit and two implicit recommenders with real users
(Kurapati et al. 2001) suggested reasonable recommender accuracy. However
di¡erent recommenders seemed to perform well for di¡erent users with no easy
way to pre-match individual recommenders to individual users. Further analysis
revealed that di¡erent recommenders performed well for very di¡erent sets of shows.
As a follow-up we attempted to improve accuracy by fusing (combining) recommen-
der outputs using a neural network. We chose to use a neural network because it
might detect correlations that simple heuristics cannot. We believe that such an
approach improves the robustness of our system.

The fusion system combines the following individual recommenders:

1. Implicit Bayesian based on individual view history
2. Implicit Bayesian based on household view history
3. Implicit Decision Tree based on individual view history
4. Implicit Decision Tree based on household view history
5. Explicit

The individual and household view histories were used separately in order to deter-
mine whether a TV recommender could just do with one pro¢le per box in a household
or if we needed to make ¢ne grain distinctions between individual household members.

We developed two approaches to fusion. The ¢rst method uses a single Radial Basis
Function (RBF) neural network for all the users. We trained this network on partial
data from a subset of our eight viewing history participants. This approach has
the advantage that it can be developed using ground truth data from a small set
of participants to improve accuracy for a large set of users in a deployed product.
The second approach uses a custom network for each user. This neural network
was trained on each of our viewing history participants. This approach ensures that
the network is responsive to a particular user’s characteristics. For example, certain
participants obtained better recommendations using an individual pro¢le while others
did better using a household pro¢le. Also the importance of explicit recommenders
varied from participant to participant. A challenge this second approach faces is that
it requires ground truth data from all users. This is not likely in a ¢nal product
as we do not expect users to be willing to inform the system if they actually liked
each show they watched and did not want to see each show the system selects as
‘not-watched’.
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4.1. RADIAL BASIS FUNCTION NEURAL NETWORKS

We chose Arti¢cial Neural Networks because of their ability to recognize patterns in
the presence of noise and from sparse and/or incomplete data. They perform match-
ing in high-dimensional spaces, e¡ectively interpolating and extrapolating from
learned data. We chose Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks (Moody & Darken
1989) because they are universal approximators and train rapidly; usually orders
of magnitude faster than back propagation. Their rapid training makes them suitable
for applications where on-line, incremental learning is desired such as a set-top
box observing TV viewing. The ways we used RBF networks are explained in Sections
4.3 and 4.4.

4.2. EVALUATION

In order to generate a set of ground truth data, we asked our eight viewing history
participants to rate a set of approximately 300 TV shows. At the time of this evalua-
tion one of our participants had recently relocated, so we have data on seven people,
referred to as A, C, D, F, G, H and I. Using Likert scales�an attitude measurement
method that allows users to rate on a discreet scale of ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly
disagree’�participants rated each show as ‘would watch’ (1), ‘may watch’ (0.5)
and ‘wouldn’t watch’ (0). In addition, participants could rate a show as ‘do not know’
(DNK) when they were not familiar with its title. Only the shows known to the user
were utilized (there were 1348 such shows).

We compared fusion results using three metrics: Hit Rate (HR), False Positive Rate
(FPR), and Mean Squared Error (MSE). Hit Rate and False Positive Rate were com-
puted for only those shows that were crisply classi¢ed by the user either as 0 (wouldn’t
watch) or 1 (would watch). For the shows classi¢ed as 0.5 (may watch) it is disputable
whether they should be recommended or not. For computing Hit Rate and False
Positive Rate, a threshold value needs to be chosen. A higher threshold value will
lead to both lower Hit Rate and False Positive Rate, and a lower threshold will result
in higher Hit Rate and False Positive Rate.

The main advantage of using theMean Squared Error is that it can be computed for
shows with any ground truth rating (yes-1, no-0, and may be-0.5). Its additional
advantage is that it does not require a determination of a threshold value, which
can be quite cumbersome. This metric suits our goal of producing a ‘degree of match’
for each show with a pro¢le, rather than a hard yes or a no vote on a particular
show. In the end, based on user evaluation, our recommender interface displays
all shows, ordering them from most to least recommended.

4.3. FUSION METHOD 1: SINGLE RBF NET FOR ALL USERS

RBF networks with ¢ve inputs, one output and a varying number of hidden nodes
were trained. We used scores from the ¢ve individual recommenders�listed at
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the beginning of Section 4�as inputs to the RBF network, which produces fused
recommendations as the output. The higher the output value, the higher the recom-
mender rating assigned to a show. We used 15% to 40% of data from subjects A,
C, andD as a training set. This represents 26% of the whole data set. For the networks’
cross-validation, we used 14% to 45% of data from subjects D, F, and G. This repre-
sents 13% of the whole data set. The remaining data was employed for the end tests
(testing recall). Data from users H and I were neither used in training nor in
cross-validation as these users had no household values. The best performance of
RBF networks in terms of Hit Rate (HR) and False Positive Rate (FPR) was obtained
by cross-validation for a network with 15 hidden nodes. A threshold of 0.5 was used
to compute HR and FPR.

Figure 2.2 depicts the hit rate for all the subjects. Hit rate obtained by fusion is
on average 29% higher then the average of the hit rates from nine separate
recommenders.

Figure 2.3 shows the FPR for each of the users. The lower the FPR, the better the
¢nal recommendation. FPRs are mixed, since for certain users a lower FPR is
obtained by fusion, for others the average of nine recommenders gives an improved
FPR. On average the fused FPR is higher by 5% than that obtained by the average
of recommenders. False positive rates cannot however be compared by themselves
without comparing hit rates since both are interrelated, and linked by the threshold
value. By using a higher threshold value, FPR can be easily lowered; this of course
causes hit rate to get lower as well. Therefore if for fusion the hit rate is better
on average by 29%, and FPR is worse on average by 5%, still the combined fusion
results are more advantageous than the average of recommenders.

The top curve on Figure 2.4 shows the average MSE for nine recommender com-
binations (all ¢ve recommenders plus each implicit method combined with the explicit
recommender); the middle curve shows the single-network MSE. The single-net
MSE varies for di¡erent users from 0.1 to 0.17 per user while the average MSE
for nine recommender combinations are much higher (it varies from 0.17 to 0.32

Figure 2.2. Comparison of no fusion Hit Rate and one RBF net Hit Rate.
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per pattern). For all users, with the exception of user F, fused MSE performs better
than the average of non-fused results. For user F, the average MSE of non-fused
results is as good as the fused MSE. This user is however an outlier whose behavior
is completely di¡erent from the other users. This is the only user for whom recom-
menders based on individual viewing history were superior to recommenders based
on household history (Kurapati et al. 2001) and the only one for whom the Explicit
Recommender is the least reliable. It is remarkable that for such an outlier the single
network still works so well.

4.4. FUSION METHOD 2: SEPARATE RBF NETWORK PER USER

We also trained a separate RDF network for each individual participant. Approxi-
mately 40% of the data were used for training, 15% for cross-validation, and the rest
for testing. The number of hidden units for each user’s fusion network was determined
by checking the performance of a set of trained RBF networks on the cross-validation
set. The network that gave the best performance in terms of HR and FPR on the
cross-validation set was the one chosen.

Figure 2.3. Comparison of no fusion FPR and one RBF net FPR.

Figure 2.4. Comparison of Mean Squared Error (MSE) of different methods.
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The overall performance of fusion can be characterized byMSE that is shown as the
bottom curve in Figure 2.2. The separate networks give excellent results, consistently
better than the average of recommendations: MSE of the fused results varies for
di¡erent users from 0.02 to 0.17 (compared with 0.17 to 0.32 for the average of
individual recommenders).

It is worth noting the superior performance of fusion for user F. Since training took
place on the data from this outlier, RBF network weights have stabilized to better
describe this user, resulting in the smallest MSE of all. This shows that separate
networks work especially well for outliers who cannot be well described by a
common (stereotype) network.

5. Interface Design

We began our design by reviewing participant feedback from evaluations of two pre-
vious interfaces. Three issues emerged. First, users complained that both our earlier
designs and current commercial products required too many button clicks and navi-
gation of too many screens to complete a single task. Second, users wanted more
£exible interaction with the recommender. Some users wanted to have almost no inter-
action; some users wanted to take complete control; and some users wanted to have
more limited interaction with the recommender. Third, users displayed a lack of trust
with the recommender. When we recommended shows they regularly watched, they
felt the recommender worked well. However, when we recommended a show they
had never heard of, instead of thinking the recommender had found something
new to watch, they assumed it was broken. The design of the Touch and Drag interface
focused on addressing these three user interface issues.

5.1. EASE OF USE

Traditional TV interfaces, including our two previous designs, force users to maneuver a
jumping highlight across a series of screens making the completion of a single task
quite time consuming. For example, if users want the ¢fth item on a list, they must
press the cursor-down button four times and then press OK. We chose to address this
problem by (i) placing our interface on a touch-screen remote control where users could
employ their ¢nger as a £oating cursor, and (ii) designing a series of expanding
and collapsing interface elements so individual tasks could be solved on a single screen.

We designed the screens to read from left to right (Figure 2.5). The far left contains a
Themes Ring and below this the Pro¢le Ring. By accessing these elements, users can
indicate who they are and what kind of content they are searching/browsing for.Moving
right, users encounter the Results List with a default sort by recommender rating.
To the right of theResults List areDetails for the highlighted TV show and tools (called
Markers) for taking action such as storing or access to the feedback interface.

Figures 2.5 and 2.6 with the expanded Themes Ring o¡er an example of the
collapsing and expanding elements. When users touch the collapsed Themes Ring
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(Figure 2.5) it automatically expands to provide users access to this tool. At the same
time the Results List collapses (Figure 2.4) to create more room on the screen. In
addition, the details and other tools disappear as they only operate on the highlighted
show, which is no longer visible.

5.1.1. Touch, Drag and Stroke

The design o¡ers three interaction methods: ‘Touch’, ‘Drag’, and ‘Stroke’. Touch
allows users to select di¡erent elements on the screen. For example, if users want

Figure 2.5. Interface screen with expanded Results List.

Figure 2.6. Screen with expanded Themes Ring.
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to record a TV show, they can touch the Marker element labeled ‘Store’ (Figure 2.5).
To record multiple episodes of the same show, users can touch the Marker labeled
‘Store All.’

Figure 2.6 o¡ers an example of the Drag interaction. In order to see all of the items
on the Themes Ring, users drag their ¢nger clockwise or counter clockwise, causing
the ring to rotate. When they ¢nd a desired theme, they drag it onto the collapsed
Results List. The Drag action not only reduces the number of steps needed to
complete a task, it also creates a more naturalistic interaction. If users wish to
see Action shows on the Results List, they drag the Action element there.

Many other recommenders address the problem of long lists of shows by hiding
shows that fall below a threshold or by displaying only the top N number of shows.
However, our view history participants were uncomfortable with this approach.
They did not trust any recommender enough for it to eliminate possible selections.
Therefore our interface presents all of the next weeks shows matching the Themes
Ring selection, sorted from highest to lowest rated. This means users often must deal
with very long lists. To address this problem we developed the Stroke interaction.
When users want to rapidly scroll the list, they stroke their ¢nger up or down on
the list. When the ¢nger is lifted, the system sets a velocity and then slowly decelerates.
If users see an item they are interested in scroll by, they touch the list to stop it from
moving. This idea works somewhat like the wheel of a bicycle that has been turned
upside down. People can Stroke the wheel to make it spin. They can then either watch
it decelerate or touch the wheel to stop it.

Use of expanding and collapsing elements combined with the use of a ¢nger as a
pointing device greatly reduces the number of screens users need to navigate and
the number of steps (button clicks) needed to complete a single task. For example,
consider the task of browsing for movies. Using the Touch and Drag interface, users
navigate two screens (Global Navigator and Find TV) and perform three Touches
and three Drags in order to produce a personalized list of movies. Using TiVo, users
need to visit ¢ve screens and perform a minimum of fourteen button clicks in order
to see a alphabetical listing of movies.

5.2. FLEXIBLE RECOMMENDER INTERACTION

During evaluation of the earlier designs and of the implicit recommenders, some users
expressed a desire to interact more directly with the system. This led in turn to
our de¢nition of three di¡erent user groups and two interfaces to communicate with
the explicit recommender.

5.2.1. Do it for Me Users

The implicit recommender works well for the Do it for me users. This recommender
monitors viewing history and then makes recommendations. All a user needs to
do is watch TV. In addition, the Touch and Drag interface automatically displays
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upcoming programs sorted by recommender rating. Placing highly recommended
programs at the top of the list reduces the number of shows users need to browse.

5.2.2. Let’s Do it together Users

The Feedback interface (Figure 2.7) supports the Let’s do it together users and the Let
me drive users. This interface allows users to access the part of their explicit pro¢le
that corresponds to the currently highlighted show.When users see a recommendation
they disagree with or when they just want to better understand why a show has a
certain rating, they can expand the Feedback interface and view or modify the ratings.

5.2.3. Let Me Drive Users

Let me drive users can take more control by selecting Pro¢les on theGlobal Navigator.
This transitions them to the Pro¢les interface (Figure 2.8). Here they can rate all
program attributes on a 0 to 100 scale. The system initially gives all items a neutral
rating of 50. Users can quickly look through the listed items and change as few
or as many as they want.

The interface supports £exible access to the recommender without the need for
users to select a novice or expert mode. Users that want little or no interaction
are free to simply watch TV. Users that want some interaction can choose how much
or how little control they want to take by using the Feedback interface and the Pro¢les
screen.

Figure 2.7. Feedback interface expanded.
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6. Testing Ease-of-Use

After completing the Touch and Drag interface design, we performed a proof of
concept test. Our questions included:

1. Does the use of collapsing and expanding elements improve ease of use over nested
menu systems?

2. Does the use of a ¢nger as a £oating cursor improve ease-of-use over a jumping
highlight and traditional four-cursor remote control?

3. How do users feel about a large touch-screen remote control?

For this evaluation we recruited six subjects (not the participants in our viewing
history study), three men and three women, ranging in age from 21 to 60. They were
all moderate to heavy TV viewers. Each participant rated items for the explicit recom-
mender in order to generate individual recommendations.

We chose a task-based approach to the test, asking subjects to complete two com-
mon TV tasks using TV Guide Magazine2, Touch and Drag, and TiVo2. Task 1
asked users to ¢nd three upcoming movies they wanted to watch. Task 2 asked par-
ticipants to ¢nd the next broadcast of the TV show Roseanne. Participants tested
only one system at a time, starting ¢rst with TV Guide, then Touch and Drag,
and ¢nally TiVo. They were each allowed to play with one of the systems and then

Figure 2.8. Profiles interface.
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asked to complete both tasks. When all tasks had been completed on all systems, we
asked subjects to answer qualitative questions about the three systems. One of the
challenges of testing came from the recommender. TV guide magazine clearly has
no recommender, and in addition, since TiVo does not employ an explicit recommen-
der, we had no way of tuning this device to personalize the content for users.

Subjects found the Touch and Drag interface much easier than either TV Guide
magazine or TiVo at ¢nding a list of movies they wanted to watch. The reduced num-
ber of screens and clicks along with the personalized listing of movies signi¢cantly
reduced the amount of time users spent with our system compared to TiVo. TiVo
was also handicapped by the fact that the list of movies and individual descriptions
of movies appear on separate screens, forcing users to constantly move back and forth
between screens. TV guide was most signi¢cantly handicapped by a lack of a single
listing for all movies and o¡ered no method of ¢ltering for the channels an individual
participant received.

Finding the next broadcast of Roseanne proved easiest on TiVo; however, Touch
and Drag took only slightly longer. TiVo’s on screen keyboard made title input
quite easy. Our system su¡ered from lack of labeling on our Sort tool that allows
users to resort the Results List by title instead of the default sort by rating.
Once participants discovered this tool, they had no problems completing the task.
TV Guide proved nearly impossible for this task. Only one of the six participants
completed this, and he ended up looking at every page until he found Roseanne.

Participants rated twelve qualitative questions using 1 to 5 Lickert scales Responses
show that users preferred Touch and Drag and particularly found it attractive
and fun to use (Table 2.3). One participant, when playing with the Stroke interaction
on the Results List, told the evaluator, ‘Don’t show this to Vegas.’ He found the
stroke action similar to slot machines and immediately associated it with fun.

Table 2.3. Participant responses to qualitative questions

Question TV Guide Touch & Drag TiVo

Q1 Frequency of use 3.33 4.33 3.67
Q2 Usefulness for ¢nding shows of interest 2.83 4.33 4.00
Q3 Con¢dence in using system at home 4.17 3.42 3.42
Q4 Ease of ¢nding shows of interest 3.33 4.58 3.67
Q5 Ease of use of system 3.33 4.17 3.83
Q6 Feeling in control of system 3.33 4.17 3.83
Q7 Adequate information structure 2.83 2.92 3.33
Q8 Intuitiveness of UI 3.08 3.67 3.25
Q9 Attractiveness of info layout 3.00 4.5 3.67
Q10 Fun to use 1.33 4.67 4.00
Q11 Information quantity 4.17 3.83 4.00
Q12 Ease of learning 3.50 4.00 4.25

Average Score 3.19 4.05 3.74
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Participants o¡ered di¡ering views on the touch-screen versus remote control.
Some liked the touch-screen and felt it would be the best system to use at home.
However, others stated that they would rather see the information on the TV screen.
They suggested that the Touch and Drag interface be adapted to work with a standard
remote or even a remote control with a track pad similar to laptop computers.

The results of this evaluation o¡ered insights into how we might reshape the design.
However, it is important to note that this test only o¡ered users a few minutes to
use each system. For a more thorough evaluation, we would need a much more robust
system we could place in users’ homes.

7. Improving Trust

During evaluation of our earlier recommenders and interfaces we encountered a dif-
¢cult problem. When our system recommended programs participants regularly wat-
ched, they thought it worked great. However, when the system recommended
programs they did not know, participants felt the recommender was ‘broken’. This
created a serious problem. A recommender that only ¢nds programs users know they
like will have limited value. In order to create a recommender that provides real value
it must help users ¢nd new shows to watch and present these new shows in a
way that they might try them.

Experimental evidence has shown that providing explanations of how a recommen-
der works can help to improve user acceptance of a recommender system (Herlocker
et al. 2000). The Touch and Drag interface allows users to glimpse how the recom-
mender is working through the feedback interface (Figure 2.5) and the Pro¢les screen
(Figure 2.6). However, these interfaces do not speci¢cally address new shows.

Looking deeper into the value of new shows we were quite surprised to discover
that people generally do not want to be challenged when selecting programs to
watch. The majority of television viewing takes place in the evening (Kubey &
Csikszentmihalyi 1990), at a time when people want to relax after a hard day. People
often choose to watch television at this time because it makes them feel relaxed
(Kubey & Csikszentmihalyi 1990). In addition, much of television watching is
nonselective (Lull 1990). Viewers coast from one show to another, watching whatever
program comes on.

We found a good analogy in food. People do not want to try new food at each meal.
Often they want comfort food, particularly when they are stressed such as at the
end of a workday. Menus o¡er people a chance to try something new by listing
the main ingredients. When people try a new food, they have some expectation of
what it will be like based on foods they have eaten in the past.

7.1. REFLECTIVE HISTORY

Based on the food analogy we developed the Re£ective History (Figure 2.3), an
interface element designed to motivate people to try a new TV show when they were
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in the mood. The element needed to be subtle, since the mood to try new things is rare.
We wanted it to tempt the user as opposed to cramming new programs down their
throats. This element appears when ‘new’ and ‘highly rated shows’ are highlighted
in the results list.

We generate these conversational sentences by comparing users’ viewing histories
used by the implicit recommender with the metadata about upcoming TV shows.
Our system looks for highly rated new programs (programs not already in a user’s
viewing history). Next, it searches for a common person between the new TV show
and TV shows the user has already seen. When it ¢nds an appropriate match,
the system generates a conversational sentence using the following structure:
hNewProgrami hNewTaski hPersoni who hOldTaski hOldProgrami. Table 2.4 o¡ers
examples of the text strings for hTaski, hNewTaski, and hOldTaski.

The re£ective history sentence uses a conversational structure; making it sound like
something one friend might say to another. This builds on Reeves and Nash’s theory
that people interact with computers as if they were people (Reeves & Nass 1999).
The sentence reveals some of what the system knows about the user. This is a type
of self-disclosure, which can help to build trust (Wheeless & Grotz 1977). The short,
conversational sentence also works well with our interface design. Its size and location
make it easy for users to ignore. However, its appearance and disappearance as
new shows move into the highlight position on the results list make it easy to ¢nd
for users who are in the mood to try something new.

8. Conclusions

The Touch and Drag personalization system integrates an accurate TV show recom-
mender engine and an easy to use interface that supports the way people want to
watch and store TV shows. In addition, our interface design o¡ers appropriate insights
into how the recommender engine works, helping people both re¢ne and trust
the recommendations they receive. Preliminary testing of the previous and
current recommender engines and interfaces indicate that we are moving in the right
direction.

Our recommender engine employs a robust design, combining both an explicit and
implicit recommender. Our explicit recommender allows users to enter and modify
their preferences to allow for both a system that can run out of the box, and to allow
users to feel in control. The interface o¡ers two methods for entering and modifying

Table 2.4. Text strings used in re£ective history

Task NewTask OldTask

Director is directed by directed the TV show
Producer is produced by Produced the TV show
Writer is written by wrote
Actor stars plays hCharacteri in

Example: Boston Public stars Jeri Ryan who plays Seven of Nine in Star Trek: Voyager.
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preferences and in addition, preloads all ratable items with a neutral value of ¢fty. The
combination of the two interfaces and the pre-rated items allows the interface to seam-
lessly support users that want very little interaction with the recommender as well
as users that want to really take control. This easy access encourages users to slowly
tweak the explicit recommender until they get the results they want.

Our implicit recommender monitors all TV shows users watch, adjusting recom-
mendations based on current and changing tastes. This recommender supports users
that want no interaction with the recommender. By simply watching TV the system
can learn their likes and dislikes. The viewing history also provides an opportunity
for increasing user trust. By mining the viewing history, the user interface can subtly
recommend new programs based on people that the programs have in common.
Our conversational approach builds on the person-to-person model of self-disclosure
to improve users trust.

Our touch-screen based interaction makes both browsing and pro¢le management
easy, e⁄cient, and fun. The collapsing and expanding interface elements along with
the use of a ¢nger as a £oating cursor help users to complete tasks on a single screen.
The improvement in e⁄ciency allows users to get back to doing what they like most:
watching TV. The naturalistic style through the Touch,Drag, and Stroke interactions
helps to clarify the relationships between the di¡erent interface elements and to make
the interface as entertaining to use as watching an actual TV show.

Finally, we generate accurate recommendations by fusing the results of both the
implicit and explicit recommenders using a radial basis neural network. We developed
two RBF network-based approaches to fusing recommendations. The ¢rst method
trains the network to be responsive to all users while the second one employs a sepa-
rate RBF net for each user. Both methods achieve a bene¢cial combination of the
strengths of individual recommenders.

The results of both approaches are very encouraging and superior to the average of
recommendations. For most users separate networks perform the best because they
are well adapted to a given user’s characteristics. The most remarkable separate
network performance is obtained for an outlier whose individual recommender
characteristics were almost the opposite from the mainstream user. For this user
a separate net gives much superior results to the single (stereotype) network. For
the mainstream users the di¡erence between separate and single nets is much
less pronounced.

The power of the single-network method is that such a fusion network can be
developed based solely on the data from subjects in our study, whose behavior
conforms to the mainstream, and then deployed in the ¢eld where it can perform
well for users it has not encountered earlier. Later it could be tuned to a speci¢c user
behavior by using feedback data collected by the system. We should however stress
that the method developed is a proof-of-concept demonstration and testing on a larger
user population is needed to obtain statistically signi¢cant results.

This increased accuracy works with the whole interface design to help improve user
trust of the recommender. In addition, the improved accuracy helps bring the best
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TV shows for users to the top of long lists of shows, making it much faster and more
interesting for users to ¢nd something they want to watch.
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Abstract. The Digital TV revolution promises unprecedented access to programming content
across hundreds of channels. Early indications are that this leads to a new information overload
problem for DTV viewers and although the current generation of electronic program guides
provides viewers with on-screen access to schedule information, their usefulness is compromised
by the sheer volume of information that exists. Personalized guides that learn about the viewing
habits of individual users have been proposed as a solution to this problem and in this paper
we examine recent developments in this area of research and chart the progress of the PTV family
of personalized online TV guides. Three di¡erent case-studies are examined as we look at
how personalized guides can be deployed across a variety of devices and the implications this
may have on their functionality and interface design.

Key words. electronic program guide, personalization, PTV.

1. Introduction

Digital TV (DTV) has been made possible by a number of important technology and
infrastructure developments, the de¢nition of new broadcasting standards, and the
emergence of range of new Digital TV operators and services. For the end-consumer
Digital TV means sharper pictures (including true widescreen format) and clearer
audio, as well as a range of new interactive features, from online shopping to games,
email and messaging. In addition to all of this, Digital TV o¡ers the consumer a hugely
expanded channel choice with many services o¡ering more than 100 channels as
standard. For example, at the time of writing, Sky Digital, the UK’s leading digital
operator, o¡ers nearly 200 hundred channels as part of its premium subscription
package. Moreover, many of these new channels o¡er niche programming
(news, music, movies, documentaries, comedy etc.) as theme-based channels become
commonplace.

On the face of it Digital TV appears to o¡er subscribers an entirely new type of TV
experience ^ certainly the expanded channel line-up provides unprecedented access
to programming content. However, upon closer inspection there is a serious problem
facing subscribers. Put bluntly: subscribers are ¢nding it increasingly di⁄cult to access
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the right content at the right time. The Digital TV operators are not unaware of this
problem, however, and provide subscribers with access to so-called Electronic
ProgramGuides (EPG) as part of their service; see for example [24]. The now common
EPG is essentially an on-screen version of the traditional TV guide, providing users
with channel by channel access to schedule information and program details. Unfor-
tunately, while the EPG is a step in the right direction, its usefulness is limited as
users must still browse through screen after screen of schedule information to locate
relevant schedules [6, 14]. The unfortunate result is that today many subscribers have
a tendency to limit their DTV habits to a restricted set of ‘favorites’ and this is likely
to impact the success of DTV going forward.

Our primary research objective has been the development of technologies to assist
the DTV subscriber when it comes to locating show and scheduling information.
Our approach has been to concentrate on the development of personalized EPGs
(pEPGs), EPGs that pro-actively recommend relevant shows to individual users based
on their learned viewing preferences; e.g. [26^28]. These pEPGs exploit recent
advances in user modeling and recommender systems research to automatically learn
about the viewing habits of individual users in order to compile personalized program
guides that re£ect these preferences; see also a range of related articles in this volume
by Ardissono et al., Zimmerman et al. and O’Sullivan et al. We have developed a
sequence of pEPG systems and in this article we provide an overview of this research,
focusing on three separate case-studies that describe di¡erent aspects of this research.
A particular emphasis is placed on the di¡erent devices that we have explored as
the vehicles for these personalized guides (Web, mobile phone, PDA and digital
remote controls).

2. Motivations

Let us ¢rst look in detail at many of the reasons why personalized EPGs are an impor-
tant research topic in the context of future DTV services. With most DTV services
o¡ering subscribers 100^200 separate channels, it is clear that DTV ushers in a
new era of program choice. And looking to the future it is not unreasonable to expect
hundreds of channels to be available to the average consumer. Many of these channels
are likely to be focused on a particular theme (e.g. news, comedy, movies) which
further complicates the choice for subscribers. In the introduction we highlighted that
this range of choice is not without its problems and, for the consumer at least,
navigating through this sea of alternatives to ¢nd a relevant show is not an appealing
prospect; for sure, the traditional paper-based TV guide is rendered virtually useless
as means of rapid access to schedule information.

This doesn’t just introduce problems for Digital TV subscribers. The television
channels themselves are faced with the signi¢cant problem of how to ensure that
viewers will notice their programming content within a sea of alternatives. This
is particularly problematic for the smaller channels and could ultimately have a
negative impact on their ability to attract advertising revenue. Indeed this probably
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limits the range of channels that will eventually come to be o¡ered unless a solution
can be found.

Of course, dissatis¢ed subscribers and content providers are a recipe for disaster for
DTV operators in the long-term and a model in which subscribers pay for access
to hundreds of channels, but actually view only a small handful of favorites, is unlikely
to be sustainable going forward. The response of the DTV industry has been to o¡er
subscribers access to an Electronic Program Guide as their primary interface with
the DTV service. EPGs allow users to browse through scheduling information, set
reminders for relevant shows, request additional show information, purchase pay-
per-view content etc. However, while they o¡er a certain level of convenience they
do not yet properly address the core information overload problem. Of course, EPGs
come with their own usability issues many of which are a direct consequence of
the information overload problem itself. For example, [6] report results from an
EPG usability study which concluded that more than two thirds of users experienced
problems using the EPG as a source of schedule information; see also [14].

To get a more precise sense of the scale of the information overload problem it is
worth considering the sample EPG screen-shot present in Figure 3.1 This EPG is
capable of displaying 90 minutes worth of viewing time across 7 channels. This means
that a 24-hour schedule across a relatively modest 70-channel lineup will require
160 screens of schedule information alone. In the US ReplayTVTM users are typically
faced with guide information for two weeks in advance and for 200 channels. This
requires a staggering 6400 screens of content.

How can subscribers gain e⁄cient access to programming content as DTV services
scale-up to many hundreds or perhaps even thousands of channels? We believe that
personalization technology (e.g. [2, 4, 19]), which provides for the compilation of

Figure 3.1. An example EPG listing programs for a sample of 7 channels over a one-hour time slot

(Courtesy of ReplayTV,www.replaytv.com).
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schedule information that suits the viewing preferences of an individual subscriber,
o¡ers a sustainable solution in this regard.

As programming content grows so too does the requirement for enhanced levels of
personalization. Figure 3 2 captures this viewpoint by charting the level of persona-
lization required to support di¡erent levels of programming content. For example,
in the ‘good ol’ days’ of terrestrial television, with tens of channels, the volume
of programming content was limited and therefore the need for personalization
was also limited. Viewers were quite happy to refer to paper-based TV guides as their
primary source of schedule information; the so-called ‘zone of usefuleness’ is wide
in this region of the chart. Indeed during this period teletext-based TV guides, the
forerunners of today’s EPGs, proved to be a useful source of online schedule
information. As channel numbers increased this zone of usefulness narrowed and
more £exible EPG-like services began to emerge. For example, a range of Inter-
net-based online TV guides (e.g. www.tvguide.com, www.entertainmentireland.com)
o¡ered users limited levels of personalization in order to cope with the increase in
programming content. For example, users were able to set their channel favorites,
search for speci¢c shows, organise their guide by genre etc., and similar services found
their way into the ¢rst generation of DTV EPGs.

Looking to the future, we argue the need for fully personalized EPGs that are
capable of automatically learning about the viewing needs and preferences of
individual users and of alerting these users to the right programs at the right times;
see [1, 3, 5, 7, 9^13, 17, 18, 20, 22, 29] and also articles by Ardissono et al.,
Zimmerman et al., O’Sullivan et al. and Judith Masto¡ in this volume. This type
of EPG e¡ectively removes traditional channel boundaries to o¡er viewers their
own personalized television channel, drawing together relevant programming content

Figure 3.2. Personalization vs content in the digital TV domain.
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from across the full range of available channels, large and small. In this way viewers
are guaranteed to receive the right information at the right time and even the smallest
channels will bene¢t from viewership as long as their program content is relevant
to these viewers. A good commercial example of the personalized EPG is o¡ered
by the Tivo system (www.tivo.com), which is by far the most popular pEPG on
the market today (in terms of units sold). Tivo combines digital recording technology
with collaborative ¢ltering style personalization (e.g. [4, 23] allowing subscribers
to bene¢t from automatic recording of their favorite shows.

It is this goal, the development of a fully personalized EPG that is capable of learn-
ing about, and responding to, the changing viewing preferences of individual viewers,
that we are primarily interested in. And in the following sections we outline a sequence
of pEPG applications (called PTV) that we have developed in order to evaluate a
variety of a di¡erent personalization strategies, presentation formats and delivery
platforms [7, 8, 26^28]. In particular, for the purpose of this article, we will focus
on less conventional delivery platforms, describing our experiences using PC, mobile
phone, PDA and remote control devices as a means of delivering listings information
to subscribers.

Before continuing with an overview of recent research that has been carried out in
pursuit of the personalized EPG, it is worth further elaborating the reason for
our focus on di¡erent delivery devices. The main reason is quite simple: the availability
and functionality of these devices strongly suggests that they will have at least a part
to play in the future of Digital TV. For example, advanced high-end remote controls
have been around for a number of years and continue to evolve in terms of the func-
tionality o¡ered to end-users. For instance, the latest generation of these remote con-
trols share many technical features in common with PDAs (high-resolution color
screens, signi¢cant processing power and as much as 8MB of on-board RAM).
As we shall see in future sections, recent developments highlight how these control
devices can be used to deliver EPG information directly to the user, by-passing
the more traditional on-screen set-top-box based EPG. In turn, many applications
exist for current PDAs so that they can o¡er similar control functionality and
Internet-enabled mobile phones are likely to follow suit. Thus it is vitally important
to understand how such devices in£uence EPG services, particularly in terms of
the input and output capabilities. These devices, especially mobile phones and PDAs,
are becoming more commonplace and so are likely to represented a cost-e¡ective
alternative to set-top-box solutions given that many users will already own a
PDA and mobile phone.

3. The Evolution of the Personalized EPG

The personalized electronic program guide has come about as a result of a number of
factors: the arrival of Digital TV and increased programming content; the availability
of sophisticated recommender systems [2, 4, 19]; and the popularity of the Internet
and a whole new range of information access devices. The result is that since the
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mid 1990’s researchers have been using recommender systems technologies to develop
the next generation of EPG applications on a range of devices.

In general, personalized EPGs can be usefully catagorized along three distinct
dimensions: recommendation strategy; feedback method; delivery device. In the
following sections we will discuss these dimensions in more detail and survey recent
work in pEPG development as it relates to this catagorization.

3.1. RECOMMENDATIONS, FEEDBACK & DEVICES

The recommendation strategy used by a pEPG refers to the type of recommendation
technique that is employed, be it content-based, collaborative of some hybrid
technique. Content-based techniques rely on the availability of program descriptions
that can be compared against user pro¢les in order to determine a degree of
similarity. This is used to rank order programs for recommendation; in short,
new programs are recommended because they are similar to those the target user
has liked in the past (see [1, 2, 13, 26, 27]).

In the case where program descriptions are not available, collaborative ¢ltering
techniques may be used (see [2, 4, 19]). These rely on the availability of user pro¢les
in which individual program items are graded according to their relevance to a par-
ticular user and new recommendations are generated for a target user by leveraging
the pro¢les of a set of similar users, users whose graded pro¢les are highly correlated
with the target user; in short, programs that are graded highly by similar users
are likely to be recommended to the target user; see also the work of O’Sullivan
et al. in this volume.

The feedback method used by a particular pEPG refers to the way in which
preference data is gathered from the user when constructing or updating the user
pro¢le. In general there are two options. Explicit feedback techniques ask the user
to provide pro¢le information directly, for example, by ¢lling out online forms or
by grading recommendations (e.g. [18, 26, 27]). In contrast, implicit feedback
techniques attempt to detect preference information without the need to ask users
directly. Approaches include transforming normal user behaviors ( program selection,
bookmarking etc) into pro¢le data. For example, a user who repeatedly requests more
information for episodes of ‘Bu¡y the Vampire Slayer’ is likely to be interested in
this show; see for example [13, 22]. Feedback is a critical issue in pEPGs because
without up-to-date pro¢le information, guide quality will be compromised; see also
the work of Hara et al. in this volume which compares demographic preferences with
viewing preferences as a source of pro¢ling data.

Finally, because of recent developments in the device industry it is now possible to
deliver information services across a rich variety of device-types. As such, the concept
of delivering an EPG service through the TV set is no longer the only option.
Increasingly we ¢nd EPG applications being developed as Internet services
available to desktop and handheld devices and this introduces a whole new set of
issues related to interface design, feedback strategies etc. [8, 28].
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3.2. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Perhaps one of the earliest descriptions of a personalized EPG is provided by [13]. In
terms of recommender technologies, they describe a content-based approach to pro-
gram recommendation in which each program is associated with a set of descriptive
features and a number of similarity metrics are used to compare programs and user
pro¢les in order to identify a set of recommendable programs for a particular user.
For example, program descriptions are made up of prede¢ned genre categories in
line with the Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) standard (see www.dvb.org), with each
genre of show associated with a set of attributes (e.g., title, year, participants, pro-
ducers etc.). It is worth noting that the authors have added additional genre categories
as part of their application. Fuzzy-matching techniques are used to generate program
recommendations and explicit and implicit feedback techniques are also considered
as part of this work. Users are required to ¢ll out an initial pro¢le description
(or select from a pre-de¢ned set of standard pro¢le stereotypes) and selection actions
made by users are logged and analyzed during pro¢le update. It is worth noting that
the availability of stereotypical pro¢les goes some way to addressing the critical
cold-start problem in recommender systems�how to generate high quality
recommendations for new users in the absence of a rich individual user pro¢le.
This is a recurring theme in pEPG research as well, as we shall see below.

The work of [1] introduces the use of multi-agent architectures for the generation of
personalized EPGs; see also [10, 21]. Once again the core recommender uses a
content-based strategy based on the DVB meta-data standard and the use of a
combination of explicit feedback and pro¢le stereotypes is proposed, with new
users automatically classi¢ed in relation to a given stereotype based on their initial
pro¢le data. In addition, the pEPG is delivered through the user’s set-top-box
and, as such, pro¢les can be dynamically updated by tracking and classifying a user’s
actual viewing behavior.

The availability of rich program descriptions is a major stumbling block for
content-based approaches to recommendation. At best it can be expensive to source
reliable and informative content descriptions for TV programs and very often only
minimal descriptions are available that are not compatible with the use of con-
tent-based techniques. This problem is a familiar one in most other recommender
system application domains where collaborative ¢ltering techniques have formed
at least part of a solution in order to compensate for description shortcomings.
Collaborative ¢ltering techniques rely on ratings-based user pro¢les rather than pro-
gram descriptions to make their recommendations and recent pEPG research has
investigated the use of collaborative ¢ltering, often in conjunction with content-based
methods. For example, [9] describe a hybrid recommender, combining content-based
and collaborative techniques, that takes advantage of both explicit and implicit
pro¢ling and feedback methods. Similarly, as we will discuss in the next section,
and as described in detail in [26, 27], the PTV systems also combined content-based
and collaborative techniques. [29] describe a multi-agent approach to integrating
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di¡erent recommendation strategies, but propose a combination of probabilistic and
collaborative recommendation strategies in a Web-based pEPG that relies on explicit
feedback.

In general, hybrid recommender systems must solve the additional problem of how
to choose a ¢nal set of recommendations from those sets of recommendations gen-
erated by each of the individual recommendation strategies or recommender agents.
For example, [9] outline a reinforcement-learning strategy for assessing the likely
accuracy of an individual recommender agent. Related work by [30] describes a
generic framework for combining di¡erent prediction strategies which is claimed
to facilitate the rapid creation and evaluation of hybrid recommendation techniques.

We mentioned above that one of the critical issues in the development of successful
pEPGs is related to the cold-start problem in recommender systems research. In short,
pEPGs must be capable of responding intelligently to new users even in the absence
of high-quality pro¢le information. As a result a number of complementary research
initiatives are evident from the literature. Of course one approach is to look at
the use of implicit pro¢ling techniques so that user pro¢les are maintained constantly
without the need for explicit updates from the user; for example, see [13, 22].
Reference [18] suggests that in the case where explicit feedback is required then natural
language dialogs should be used as a means of enhancing the user experience. An
adaptive recommendation strategy is oultined that allows users to provide explicit
requirements information in the form of natural language question and answer dialogs.

One common way to minimise (or even eliminate) the need to collect initial pro¢le
information from users is to take advantage of pro¢le stereotypes. The basic idea
is to associate a new user with one of a set of pre-de¢ned stereotypes based on minimal
information about this user. Each stereotype contains a rich set of pro¢le information
that is unlikely to be very accurate in relation to the new user, but that will nevertheless
serve as a knowledge-source for early recommendations. For instance, [20] propose
the use of stereotypical pro¢les derived from the usage patterns of real users, although
the results reported are limited in nature due to the small numbers of users available
as the source of the stereotypes. An alternative approach is described by [15, 16]
in which stereotypes are constructed from an analysis of pre-existing user lifestyle
surveys. Once again preliminary studies are promising, indicating that the resulting
sterotypes are useful sources of recommendation knowledge if the target user is well
suited to the stereotype in question.

To a large extent work on pEPGs has focused primarily on the generation of
accurate program guides for users, the ultimate goal being to select a set of programs
that a user is likely to enjoy. Recently researchers have begun to investigate other
factors that are likely to be important to end-users. For example, the work of [5]
argues that trust is also an important factor to consider. The basic idea is that in
order for end-users to appreciate novel recommendations they must trust the recom-
mender; see also [32]. Reference [5] address this by attempting to explain novel recom-
mendations to users in order to rationalise the recommendation; for instance, the
example provided by [5] in relation to the ¢rst-time recommendation of ‘Boston
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Public’ to a user is that ‘Boston Public stars Jeri Ryan who plays Seven of Nine in Star
Trek: Voyager’. They argue that these conversational explanations are well-suited
to TV recommenders and that they appear to help in the building of trust between
user and recommender. In a similar vein the work of [25] argues for the importance
of diversity in recommender systems�the idea that recommended items be diverse
(di¡erent from one another) while being similar to the user pro¢le in order to
maximise recommendation coverage�a point which is investigated within the TV
domain by [31].

4. PTV Case-Studies

The PTV family of applications are well-known examples of personalized electronic
program guides; see [7, 8, 26, 27]. The original PTV was launched as a Web-based
pEPG, combining content-based and collaborative ¢ltering techniques with explicit,
ratings-based feedback, in 1999. And since that time PTV has proven to be extremely
successful and popular. It has attracted in excess of 20,000 users in the Irish market
and the core technology has been licensed to a number of portal sites and telecom-
munication companies, including the Irish Times newspaper group and Vodafone.
Indeed the current version of PTV, now called PTVPlus (www.ptvplus.com), has been
adapted for a range of delivery platforms including the mobile Internet and next-gen-
eration remote control units. In this section we will summarise each of these di¡erent
versions of PTV highlighting the pros and cons of each against a set of application
objectives and novelties.

4.1. CORE TECHNOLOGY

The core PTV architecture is presented in Figure 3.3. In brief, it consists of a number
of core functional units ( pro¢ler, recommender, compiler) and databases ( pro¢le
database, program database, schedule database).

The pro¢le database contains an individual pro¢le for each registered user. Each
pro¢le encodes the TV preferences of a given user, listing channel information,
preferred viewing times, program and genre preferences, guide preferences etc.

This program database contains the program content descriptions (program cases).
Each entry describes a particular program using features such as the program title,
genre information, the creator and director, cast or presenters, the country of origin,
and the language. This information repository is crucial for the content-based
(case-based) recommendation component of PTV.

This schedule database contains TV listings for all supported channels. Each listing
entry includes details such as the program name, the viewing channel, the start
and end time, and typically some text describing the program in question. The
schedule database is constructed automatically from electronic schedule resources.

The pro¢ler is responsible for maintaining and updating all pro¢le information.
Preliminary pro¢le information is collected from the user at registration time in order
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to bootstrap the personalization process. However, the majority of information is
learned from grading feedback provided by the user; each recommended program
is accompanied with grading icons or links that allow the user to explicitly evaluate
the proposed recommendation.

The recommender component is the intelligent core of PTV. Its job is to take user
pro¢le information and to select new programs for recommendation to a user. As
mentioned already, PTV uses a hybrid recommendation approach that combines
content-based and collaborative recommendation strategies. Each recommendation
strategy produces a set of ranked recommendations which are then interleaved
to produce a ¢nal guide by the compiler.

The compiler component produces a generic guide format in XML, which is auto-
matically converted into an appropriate presentation format by the rendering engine
through the use of XSLT stylesheets. While individual guides are converted into single
HTML pages for the Web, they are converted into multiple WML pages (or cards)
for mobile phone usage; this is necessary to solve the problems of limited presentation
space (and memory space) that exist on current WAP phones. This separation
of presentation logic from the underlying recommendation logic allows PTV to be
readily adapted for use on a wide range of devices.

4.2. CASE STUDY 1 ^ PTV ON THE WEB

The main objective of the Web version of PTV was to serve as a test-bed for our
recommendation techniques within the TV domain [7, 26, 27]. It produces persona-
lized daily TV guides for each registered user based on its hybrid recommendation
engine. A sample guide is presented in Figure 3.4 showing part of a Web guide that
consists of 4 program recommendations. Each program recommendation is accom-
panied by critical program information such as the channel and time of broadcast,

Figure 3.3. The PTV core architecture combines a sophisticated hybrid personalization engine and render-

ing engine to deliver personalized EPG content in a variety of formats.
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a brief episode summary, and some information about what other users have thought
of this show; for example, 2628 users have rated ‘Bu¡y the Vampire Slayer’ with a
4-star average rating. Importantly, ‘The Simpsons’ recommendations have been made
because this user is already known to enjoy this show; the show is already among
the positive programs in the user’s pro¢le and the icon to the right of the program
title allows the user to remove this show from their pro¢le. In contrast, the other
two recommendations have not been commented on previously by the user and
so they are suggested along with a set of rating icons, which allow the user to positively
or negatively rate each program, and, in so doing, update their pro¢le. To measure
the personalization quality of the personalized guides produced by PTV we carried

Figure 3.4. A sample personalized TV guide generated by the Web version of PTVPlus.
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out a user study in which users were asked to evaluate the system in terms of guide
precision, ease of use, and speed of service. Very brie£y, in total 310 PTV users were
included in the evaluation. They were selected from a population of regular and
new PTV users at random. The selected users varied in age, gender and Internet usage
patterns and represented a broad cross-section of PTV’s users at the time. In terms
of guide quality they were asked to rate the appropriateness of their personalized
guides.

The results are presented in Figure 3.5 and are clearly very positive. The average
personalized guide contained between 10 and 15 programs and, critically, 97%
of users rated the quality of these guides as satisfactory or good, with only 3%
of users rating the guides as poor in quality. What is more, the vast majority of
users indicated that they were at least satis¢ed with PTV’s ease of use and speed
of recommendation.

While it is clear that, as a Web-based application, PTV has enjoyed some success in
relation to its ability to produce high-quality personalized TV guides, its ultimate
usefulness as an EPG is limited because of the fact that it operates largely in what
might be termed a disconnected mode. In other words, PTV users have on-screen
access to personalized guide via their PC but not from their TV. As a result many
PTV users report that they use the system to print out personalized guides, which
they then use as a form of paper-based, personalized TV guide. In the next two
case-studies we describe e¡orts to address this issue by attempting to ‘get PTV into
the livingroom’ so that it may be used in conjunction with TV viewing.

4.3. CASE STUDY 2 ^ PTV MOBILE

Our next edition of PTV leveraged the availability of Internet-enabled mobile devices
such as WAP-enabled mobile phones and PDAs [8]. Of course, the advantage that

Figure 3.5. Summary results from a live-user trial of PTV.
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these devices have over a traditional PC is their portability. As a result, by developing
a mobile version of PTV it is possible to provide users with the ability to bring their
electronic guide into the livingroom and interact with it more directly as an EPG.

Since the PTV architecture separates the recommendation logic from the
presentation logic, the adaptation of PTV for use on new devices, such as mobile
phones, is not technically di⁄cult. Brie£y, it involves a careful redesign of the core
PTV page format stylesheets in order to take account of the presentation restrictions
that exist on hand-held devices.

Example screen-shots from the latest version of the mobile edition of PTV are
shown in Figure 3.6 showing a sample of the homepage, a personalized guide,
and an individual program page. It should be clear that a number of signi¢cant
changes have been made in relation to the Web-based PTV format from an interface
perspective. For example, due to page size restrictions only limited program informa-
tion can be presented as part of each personalized guide; see Figure 3.6(b). The addi-
tional episode detail and ranking information is now provided as part of a new
program information page (see Figure 3.6(c)), which provides detailed information
about one speci¢c show. Indeed this adjustment, combined with some recent
developments within the mobile sector, have made it possible to o¡er the end-user
a whole host of additional show-related services. For instance, the program
information page provides the user with access to MMS (Multi-Media Messaging)
services�allowing the user to send a picture or animation from the show in question
to their friends�and ringtone services to name but two.

In addition to these presentation changes, we have made a more explicit separation
between recommendations that have been made because the user has previously
expressed an interest (these are now called reminders) and recommendations that
are new suggestions that have not been commented on in the past by the target user
(now called recommendations). As a result, each user’s personal homepage now
provides direct access to top ranking reminders and new recommendations (see
Figure 3.6(a)) as well as direct access to individual channel and themed guides.

With this latest mobile edition of PTV we have demonstrated that it is possible to
deliver a compelling EPG presentation to the end user via their mobile handset;
although it is worth highlighting that the screen-shots shown in Figure 3.6 are
not compatible with the original WAP phones, which support a monochrome
text-based interface only. In addition, by making personalized TV guides available
through a mobile phone the average user at least has access to their personalized
guide while watching TV, making it easier for them to request up-to-the-minute guide
information and simpler for them to rate programs.

4.4. CASE STUDY 3 ^ PTV REMOTE

The mobile edition of PTV goes some way to addressing the issue of the connection, or
lack thereof, between the personalized guide and the TV viewing experience. Never-
theless important shortcomings are still evident because the connection remains weak.
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Figure 3.6. A sample of screen-shots for a version of PTVPlus designed for delivery over the new

generation of enhanced WAP-enabled, color mobile phones.
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The user can still not switch between programs and channels from PTV, a basic
feature of all set-top-box based EPGs. Moreover, user feedback remains explicit,
with the user providing ratings for individual shows.

Both of these issues are addressed in our ¢nal case-study, which sees PTV being
used to drive a personalzied EPG that is made available through a next-generation
remote control unit called the GuideRemoteTM (by Evolve Communications Inc.).
GuideRemote is an interactive universal remote control that integrates Internet
and LCD technology to o¡er consumers a combined handheld EPG and universal
remote control facility.

Figure 3.7 shows an example of the GuideRemote displaying a 30-minute viewing
slot over 4 channels. The user can scroll through the EPG using the device’s main
navigation keys to switch directly to a program that is currently showing or to
set up a reminder for a show that is soon to air. The EPG o¡ers a 7-day listings
service and a range of added-value services including advertising messages, retail cou-
pons for t-commerce services, interactive games, voting services for shows, plus
the ability to request more information for a given show from the Internet. The
consumer ‘synchs’ their GuideRemote with a base Web site, through their PC, on
a weekly basis, to download new listings and information (including coupons and
advertisements) and to upload their recent actions; thus an always-on Internet
connection is unnecessary.

Of course the familiar EPG information-overload problem takes on an even more
acute form in the context of the GuideRemote. With its single screen able to present
a 30-minute listings window across only 4 channels, a week’s worth of viewing over
100 channels will require more than 8000 screens of information, and even a single

Figure 3.7. The PTVPlus-GuideRemote architecture.
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day’s viewing may require up to 1200 screens, and this covers only the program titles.
By using PTV as the GuideRemote base Web site, and provider of TV listings, this
overload problem can be signi¢cantly reduced since PTV can download personalized
guides to each device at synchronization time, in addition to the static listings infor-
mation; see also [28]. In this way PTV acts as a proxy, mediating the interaction
between the device and the back-end listings content, and prioritizing relevant content
for the particular target device (see Figure 3.7).

Moreover, the GuideRemote integration also solves the connection problem. Now
users can use their EPG to actually control the TV set (after all GuideRemote provides
fully-£edged remote control features) but it also allows users to vote for speci¢c pro-
grams using the device’s ‘vote’ button. This information can then be interpreted
by PTV as grading information. Indeed, this can be taken one step further. Guide-
Remote can capture the selections that users make as they use the EPG, including
switching to a speci¢c program for viewing, or requesting more information, for
example. This information can be used by PTV as a source of grading data, obviating
the need for the program voting that is currently supported as the dominant form
of feedback. In other words, instead of expecting users to grade a program positively
(or negatively) it is possible to capture the same information by determining whether
they have switched channels to tune into (or tune out of ) that program when it
airs. From a usability perspective this will allow users to bene¢t fully from PTV’s
personalization facilities without the need to elicit extra user information.

It is worth highlighting that the GuideRemote device comes with the problem of
how to cater for multiple users of the same device, users who are likely to have dif-
ferent interest pro¢les. Currently this is solved by asking users to log-on to the device
but we are looking at alternative strategies including ways of predicting which user
is likely to be using the device based on their usage patterns and the time of day.

5. Conclusions

The DTV industry needs to properly address the information overload problem that is
facing DTV subscribers. Even today subscribers are ¢nding it di⁄cult to locate
programming content quickly and easily leading many researchers to question
the usability of the current generation of EPGs [6, 14]. The recent success of
personalization technologies in general [2, 4, 19], and the speci¢c success of
personalized EPGs (e.g. [1, 3, 9, 27]) suggests that the personalized EPG is a real
and viable solution to this information overload problem. Indeed the recent progress
that has been made by many researchers in this space looks to be a clear indication
that a new generation of personalized EPGs may be just around the corner.

In this article we have taken the opportunity to checkpoint a number of
developments in the pEPG arena. In particular, we have focused on the PTV family
of applications and how they have provided users with access to a variety of
personalized TV guides across a number of devices, from their PC to the mobile
phone to the TV remote control.
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Abstract. The personalized Electronic Program Guide ( pEPG) has been touted as a possible
solution to the information overload problem faced by Digital TV (DTV) users. It leverages
arti¢cial intelligence and user pro¢ling techniques to learn about the viewing preferences of indi-
vidual users in order to compile viewing guides that ¢t their individual preferences. In this chapter,
we focus on the recommendation technology used by existing pEPG’s and argue that certain
important shortcomings (related to pro¢le sparsity and recommendation diversity) exist that
impact the future success of pEPG’s. We describe how data mining approaches can be used
to alleviate many of these problems and present results of a comprehensive evaluation of such
approaches.

Key words. data mining, electronic program guides, personalization, personalized broadcasts

4.1. Introduction

Recent years have seen dramatic changes in the TV sector on a number of fronts.
The advent of Digital TV (DTV) services has o¡ered consumers a greater range
of channels and programming content in addition to a host of new interactive
services. In parallel, new breeds of TV-based consumer devices have emerged, such
as personal video recorder (PVR) technologies, for example, TiVo (http://www.tivo.
com/) and WinTV (http://www.hauppauge.com/). As a result, consumers are faced
with a new challenge, namely how to search and browse for relevant video
content�collected by this new range of consumer devices and made available
through a variety of online services�in an intuitive and e⁄cient way. The perso-
nalized Electronic Program Guide (pEPG) [11^14, 16, 30^32] and digital video
library [7] comprise part of an overall answer to this challenge, and together they
can provide users with a direct interface to program content that is tailored to their
needs. Such systems employ user pro¢ling and information ¢ltering techniques to
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learn about the viewing preferences of individual users in order to pro-actively
promote relevant programs.

As part of our ongoing research program into personalized TV services [12, 13],
we have been developing a range of personalization and recommendation techni-
ques that are well suited to the TV domain [4^6, 3]. In this chapter we describe
recent work on the application of data mining methods to extract new program
metadata from user pro¢les, which can signi¢cantly augment knowledge about
program similarity and relevance in order to address the sparsity problem normally
associated with collaborative ¢ltering (CF) recommendation techniques. Deriving
item meta-data in order to empower recommendation is similar in spirit to work
on deriving user meta-data for enhancing recommendation [24, 33]. We should
emphasize that data mining is one of many possible approaches to generating addi-
tional similarity knowledge; we have simply chosen data mining as a reasonable
initial technique to demonstrate the feasibility of our new recommendation strategy.
Evaluations of this approach have show that it delivers superior personalization
accuracy across a range of experimental conditions [1]. Our earlier work in this
area has already shown great promise for explicit ratings-based user pro¢les as
the central source of preference information [2], and recently new results from
the collection of implicit behavioral pro¢le data [7] have shown that implicit pro¢les
are as accurate, if not more, than their explicit counterparts [3]. This chapter
provides a synopsis of our research to date in the area of personalization and
recommendation in the DTV arena and goes on to discuss future avenues of
research including the progression from personalized guides to personalized
programs in recommendation.

4.2. Background

In order to ground our discussion on recommendation, we brie£y overview the key
techniques that have been used to drive recommender systems, emphasising
opportunities that exist for improving these techniques. We go on to provide detailed
information on the state-of-the-art PTVPlus [16] (pEPG) and F|' schla' r [7] (PVR)
systems that serve as testbeds for our research.

4.2.1. RECOMMENDER TECHNIQUES

Recommender systems combine techniques from user modelling and information ¢l-
tering in order to build systems that are better able to respond to the preferences
of individual users during their search for a particular item or product. Collaborative
¢ltering (CF) techniques generate recommendations for a target user by leveraging
the preferences of like-minded individuals�individuals whose pro¢les display a
signi¢cant degree of similarity to the target user’s pro¢le [15^17]. The success of
collaborative ¢ltering depends on the ability to successfully identify a set of similar
users to the target. Typically, collaborative ¢ltering techniques employ simple notions
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of pro¢le similarity that exploit direct overlaps or correlations between matching
pro¢le elements and their ratings. This lack of £exibility in measuring similarity gives
rise to the so-called sparsity problem in collaborative ¢ltering; that is, individual users
typically rate only a small portion of the available items and so the expected item
overlap between two random users tends to be low. In other words, the user-item
ratings matrix is sparsely populated. As a consequence relevant users may be missed,
and this may result in the failure to select suitable pro¢les as recommendation partners
for a given target user.

Case-based reasoning (CBR) and, more generally, content-based approaches to
recommendation can be viewed as complimentary to collaborative techniques [18,
22, 27]. In the case-based approach, a feature-based representation of the current
user’s interests is used as a retrieval probe or query into a library of item descriptions
and the best matching descriptions (according to some similarity metric) are retrieved.
In some ways, case-based approaches to recommendation are strongly related to
collaborative ¢ltering techniques�one can usefully treat collaborative pro¢les as
cases, and the identi¢cation of like-minded individuals can be thought of as a form of
case retrieval [22]. Interestingly, case-based systems usually adopt more sophisticated
models of similarity that go beyond the computation of direct overlaps between
case features. Case-based systems allow for the fact that two cases may be similar
even though they contain none of the same features [22].

A key insight in our research is that by extending collaborative ¢ltering systems
to exploit more sophisticated models of case-based similarity [22, 27], the sparsity
problem may be signi¢cantly ameliorated by supporting the detection of a wider
range of pro¢le similarities (Section 4.3). Previous work demonstrated the validity
of using data mining techniques with CF and CBR for recommendation and its e¡ect
in combating the sparsity problem [1]. Using datasets from the DTV domain, we
seek to corroborate these results here (Section 4.4).

4.2.2. PTVPLUS�PERSONALIZED ELECTRONIC PROGRAM GUIDE

PTVPlus (www.ptvplus.com) is an established online recommender system deployed
in the television listings domain with over 20,000 users [16]. It uses its recommen-
dation engine to generate a set of TV program recommendations for a target user,
based on their pro¢led interests, and it presents these recommendations in the form
of a personalized program guide (see Figure 4.1) [12, 14]. The uniqueness of
PTVPlus stems from its combination of complementary recommendation results
from separate collaborative and case-based recommendation strategies. The key
to PTVPlus’s personalization facility is an accurate database of interactively
acquired user preference pro¢les that contain collaborative ¢ltering style ratings lists.
These are employed directly in the collaborative ¢ltering component and by
transformation to a content summary pro¢le schema for matching in the case-based
component [16]. While this means that each set of recommendations can help to
make up for the shortfalls of the other set’s personalization strategy, each set still
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faces the limitations of its own strategy and the information that it has at its
disposal.

4.2.3. THE FI' SCHLA' R DIGITAL VIDEO LIBRARY SYSTEM

F|' schla' r [7] is a video library system which allows users to record, browse, search and
watch television programs online using their web browser. The system is in use
by over 2000 students and lecturers within the campus of Dublin City University
and on campus student residences for over 2 years. Users browse personalized tele-
vision schedules, provided by the PTVPlus-ClixSmart personalization engine [16],
to select programs to be recorded by the system; currently 8 terrestrial channels
are available for recording. These programs are captured digitally and then analyzed
to support browsing and interactive searching of their content; up to 300 hours
of programs are available at any given time. While browsing a program, a user
can decide to play all or part of that program. The system maintains a distinct
user-base from PTVPlus (and thereby datasets in our evaluation); as well as this, user
pro¢ling of both explicit and implicit data may be captured, thus providing us with
a valuable method of comparing these datasets (see Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.1. Structure of the PTVPlus system.
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4.3. Similarity-Based Recommendation

Our new approach to recommendation borrows ideas from CF and CBR style
techniques. Speci¢cally we advocate the use of association rule mining techniques
to learn program similarity knowledge from ratings-based pro¢les and then use this
similarity knowledge to drive a content-based recommendation technique.

4.3.1. ASSOCIATION RULE MINING FOR RECOMMENDATION

Association rule mining [19] and speci¢cally in our case, the Apriori algorithm [20],
generates rules of the form A ) B, where A and B are sets of programs. In data
mining terms, whenever a transaction (pro¢le) contains a certain set of programs
A, then the transaction probably contains another set of programs B. The probability
that a given rule holds, rule con¢dence, is the percentage of transactions containing
B given that A occurs. These con¢dence values are taken as probabilities and used
to ¢ll in an program-program similarity matrix, which provides the additional simi-
larity knowledge necessary to compare non-identical pro¢le items [1]. We term this
association-rule harvested knowledge as Direct; an example of a direct rule is
Friends ) Frasier with rule con¢dence of 70%. An extension to this knowledge
(termed Indirect) is made by rule chaining; we combine rules and their con¢dences
to ¢nd new rules, thus providing further similarity knowledge; e.g. given rules
Friends ) Frasier with 70% con¢dence and Frasier ) ER with 50% con¢dence,
we can chain these to give Friends ) ER with a con¢dence of 35% (using a
multiplicative model for combination).

The availability of this item similarity knowledge facilitates a new type of
similarity-based recommendation strategy that combines elements from case-based
and collaborative recommendation techniques. It facilitates the use of more

Figure 4.2. Structure of the Fı̀schlàr system.
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sophisticated CBR-like similarity metrics on ratings-based pro¢le data, which in
turn make it possible to generate improved recommendation lists by leveraging
indirect similarities between pro¢le cases. The recommendation strategy consists
of two basic steps:

1. The target pro¢le, t is compared to each pro¢le case, c EC, to select the k most
similar cases.

2. The items contained within these selected cases (but absent in the target pro¢le) are
ranked according to the relevance to the target, and the r most relevant items
are returned as recommendations.

4.3.2. PROFILE MATCHING

The pro¢le similarity metric is computed as the weighted-sum of the similarities
between items in the target and source pro¢le cases Equation (1.1). In the situation
where there is a direct correspondence between an item in the source, ci, and
the target, tj, then maximal similarity is assumed Equation (1.2). However, the
nature of ratings-based pro¢le cases is such that these direct correspondences
are rare and in such situations the similarity value of the source pro¢le item is
computed as the mean similarity between this item and the n most similar items
in the target pro¢le case ðt1; . . . ; tnÞ, based on the learned similarity knowledge
Equation (1.3).

P Simðt; c; nÞ ¼
X
ci Ec

wi � I Simðt; ci; nÞ ð1:1Þ

I Simðt; ci; nÞ ¼ 1 if 9tj ¼ ci ð1:2Þ

¼
P

j¼1::n Simðtj; ciÞ
n

ð1:3Þ

4.3.3. RECOMMENDATION RANKING

Once the k most similar pro¢le cases (ĈC ) to the target have been identi¢ed, their
items are combined and ranked for recommendation using three factors to prior-
itize: (1) items that have a high similarity to the target pro¢le case, (2) items that
occur in many of the retrieved pro¢le cases, and (3) items that are recommended
by pro¢les most similar to the target. Accordingly we compute the relevance
of an item, ci, from a retrieved pro¢le case, c, with respect to the target pro¢le,
t, as shown in Equation (1.4); where C‘ � ĈC is the set of retrieved pro¢le cases
that contain ci.

Relðci; t; ĈCÞ ¼ I Simðci; t; kÞ � jC‘jjĈCj �
X
c EC‘

P Simðc; t; kÞ ð1:4Þ

Finally, the top-N ranked items are returned for recommendation.
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4.4. Experimental Results

Here, we describe our most recent set of evaluations which use a range of di¡erent
pro¢le datasets from the DTV domain to test the recommendation accuracy of a
number of di¡erent recommendation algorithms including standard collaborative
¢ltering and a number of variations of our association-rule mining strategy.

4.4.1. TEST DATA

The PTVPlus and F|' schla' r systems are used to provide a range of di¡erent pro¢le
datasets collected from real user interactions with both systems over the past two
years. The user pro¢les available from both systems are made up of explicit program
ratings, although it is worth noting that for the purpose of this evaluation only positive
ratings are used in the PTVPlus and F|' schla' r pro¢les. F|' schla' r has the added advan-
tage of providing implicit pro¢les because the recording, playback and browsing
actions of F|' schla' r users are tracked and can be translated directly into simple implicit
ratings. As a result the following individual pro¢le datasets are used:

. Explicit Datasets

1. PTVPlus: 622 pro¢les from PTVPlus users.
2. F|' schla' r: 650 pro¢les from F|' schla' r users.

. F|' schla' r Implicit Datasets

1. Record: 650 pro¢les containing recorded programs.
2. Browse: 650 pro¢les containing browsed programs.
3. Play: 650 pro¢les containing played programs.
4. Combined: A combination of the previous 3 datasets.

The above pro¢le datasets are composed of pro¢les selected randomly from the
PTVPlus and F|' schla' r user populations. Each pro¢le consists of a list of rating-
program pairs and the number of pro¢les represent the standard dataset sizes
available from each system. Only positive ratings have been used for the purposes
of this experiment; our system is also capable of dealing with negative ratings
and current work involves amalgamating recommendations from both positive
and negative ratings to see what e¡ects may accrue.

4.4.2. TEST ALGORITHMS

A traditional collaborative ¢ltering algorithm is used as a benchmark against which to
evaluate the success of our family of similarity-based recommendation methods.
We test a number of variations on our approach: one relies on direct association
rules only as the basis for similarity knowledge, while a set of variations seek to exploit
indirect similarity knowledge based on rule chaining, each di¡ering in the way that
the individual rule con¢dences are combined. In summary, the following test
algorithms are evaluated:
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. CF: Standard collaborative ¢ltering similarity found by calculating the
percentage of overlapping programs between pro¢les.

. DR: The so-called direct approach to similarity-based recommendation in
which only those association rules discovered by Apriori are used for similarity
knowledge (see Section 4.3).

. Indirect: A range of so-called indirect approaches to similarity recommendation
that utilize additional similarity knowledge by chaining the mined association
rules; results are shown for the average performance of these approaches.

4.4.3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In order to evaluate recommendation accuracy we need some way to judge whether
the recommendations made by a particular algorithm are relevant to a target user.
An initial stage of our experiments is calculating rule threshold parameters for
the Apriori algorithm [20]; this has been discussed in detail previously [3]. We then
adopt a standard evaluation methodology in which each pro¢le set is divided into
a training set, containing 40% of the pro¢les, and a test set, containing the remaining
60% of the pro¢les. The training pro¢les are used as the basis for collaborative
and similarity-based recommendation by the various test algorithms. In other words,
only the ratings in the training pro¢les are used as the basis for pro¢le comparisons
prior to recommendation and only the training pro¢les are mined to discover
similarity knowledge for similarity-based recommendation.

Once a set of recommendations is generated for a speci¢c user with a given
recommendation algorithm, their accuracy is evaluated with reference to the
ratings contained in the test pro¢le for that user; that is, those recommendations
that we know to be relevant. We use two metrics in calculating accuracy:

Recall: The proportion of items in the user’s test pro¢le that are recommended,
averaged over all users.

Hit Rate: The proportion of users for which at least one item from the user’s test
pro¢le is recommended.
Recall is a stringent accuracy criterion, and a result of 100% here means the system is
able to recommend all of the blocked out items. Hit Rate serves as a looser measure
of accuracy where we focus on the ability of a system to generate at least one useful
recommendation. A precision metric is not used as it would refer to the proportion
of correct-to-all recommendations thus not being as revealing an accuracy measure
as the two currently employed.

4.4.4. RECOMMENDATION ACCURACY

In the following experiments we measure the recall and hit rate statistics across all
pro¢le datasets and test algorithms. In addition, we distinguish between two types
of accuracy experiment depending on whether the training pro¢les and the test pro¢les
are taken from the same original pro¢le set. For example, in the intra-dataset
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experiment the training pro¢les and the test pro¢les come from the same dataset;
that is, if the recommender contains training pro¢les from the Play dataset then
its recommendations are evaluated with respect to the corresponding test pro¢les
in the Play dataset. In contrast, in the inter-dataset experiment a recommender that
contains training pro¢les from the Play dataset might be evaluated with respect
to test pro¢les from another dataset. By comparing respective results, it is possible
to evaluate the degree to which explicit ratings are useful predictors of real user
behaviors such as recording and playback.

4.4.4.1. Intra-Dataset Accuracy

Figures 4.3 & 4.4 present the recall and hit rate scores for the various
recommendation algorithms across the six datasets. For example, the recall results
for the PTV-Plus dataset indicates that the DR algorithm, which exploits similarity
knowledge derived directly from the Apriori association rules, achieves a recall of
20%. In other words, on average, 20% of test pro¢le items are present in the recom-
mendations made by DR. In fact DR outperforms all of the algorithm variations
that exploit indirect rules generated by rule-chaining. These indirect algorithms
achieve a maximum recall of 18%. In turn the basic collaborative ¢ltering algorithm,
CF, which does not avail of the mined similarity knowledge, achieves a signi¢cantly
lower recall 8%. A similar ordering of algorithms is found in the hit rate values
for the PTVPlus dataset. The di¡erence between indirect and CF algorithms as well
as direct and CF algorithms was found to be signi¢cant at the 99% level. These results

Figure 4.3. A summary of recall values for each technique across all datasets.
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highlight the usefulness of the mined similarity knowledge during recommendation; in
the PTVPlus dataset the DR recall value, with its direct similarity knowledge, is
2.5 times greater than CF recall results. However, the indirect recall and hit rate values
are less than those for DR. This suggests that the additional similarity knowledge
available to the indirect algorithms is of lower quality that the knowledge available
to DR.

The remaining datasets follow a similar trend to that found for PTVPlus, with
direct methods outperforming indirect, and indirect outperforming standard
collaborative ¢ltering. Again, we found that the di¡erence between algorithms using
our association rule approach and standard CF algorithms was signi¢cant at the
99% level.

Looking at Figures 4.3 & 4.4 from an overlying algorithm viewpoint, the
dominance of DR over indirect over CF techniques should be clear�there is a clear
and consistent separation between the DR and indirect recall (or hit rate) values
and the CF recall (or hit rate) values.

Overall these summary results indicate that there is considerable added-value to
be derived from the newly generated similarity knowledge when it comes to recom-
mendation accuracy. On average, across all datasets, the DR recall value is 3.4
times that of the CF recall value, and the DR hit rate value is 1.6 times the
CF hit rate value. The fact that the direct similarity knowledge outperforms
the indirect knowledge perhaps should not be so surprising. It indicates that the
chaining procedure has a tendency to produce lower-quality similarity
knowledge�this may be expected given the nature of the chaining and con¢dence
combination process.

Figure 4.4. A summary of hit rate values for each technique across all datasets.
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4.4.4.2. Inter-Dataset Accuracy

In the previous section we tested and evaluated recommendation accuracy by
drawing training and test pro¢les from the same dataset. Because of the relationship
that exists between the ¢ve F|' schla' r datasets (F|' schla' r, Play, Record, Browse, Com-
bined) it is also possible, and informative, to examine the impact of using various
combinations of explicit and implicit (behavioral) pro¢les during the training
and testing parts of the evaluation. In Figure 4.5, the recall results are displayed
for recommender systems that are trained using explicit F|' schla' r pro¢les, but tested
using implicit pro¢les.

The results show that even though the recommender is generating recommenda-
tions from explicit, ratings-based pro¢les, recall is greater when the test pro¢les
are from an implicit dataset. For example, we see that the recall of DR, using F|' schla' r
training pro¢les, but tested with respect to F|' schla' r Play pro¢les, is about 26%.
Compare this to a 15% recall value when the test pro¢les are explicit ratings-based
pro¢les. The same result is found across all of the behavioral pro¢les, indicating that,
in general, explicit ratings-based pro¢les are just as capable of predicting real
behaviors (recording, playback and browsing) as they are at predicting future ratings.
Of course it is this prediction of real behaviors that is ultimately the most important
consideration in a system like F|' schla' r; after all, it is more important for F|' schla' r
to recommend programs that a user will ultimately record, play, or browse than
programs they will simply rate positively.

When we compare the recall results in Figure 4.5 to corresponding recall results in
Figure 4.3, we ¢nd only marginal di¡erences. For example, as mentioned above

Figure 4.5. Comparison of recall results for recommenders trained on explicit, ratings-based Fı̀schlàr

profiles, but tested on implicit, behavioral profiles.
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the recall of DR, using explicit training pro¢les, but tested with Play pro¢les, is 26%.
In Figure 4.3 we see that the same DR technique achieves a recall value of 30% when
it uses Play pro¢les for training and testing. In other words, the explicit ratings-based
pro¢les are almost as good predictors of real behavior as the behavioral pro¢les
themselves.

4.5. Implications

The techniques developed in this chapter and their application in the Digital TV space
have highlighted a number of important issues, not just for personalized EPGs
but for recommender systems in general. In this section, we discuss these broader
implications as they relate to pro¢ling, sparsity and recommendation diversity.

4.5.1. EXPLICIT vs IMPLICIT PROFILING

Results from Section 4.4 indicate that playback, recording, browsing and combined
behaviors in F|' schla' r serve as competent interest indicators when it comes to pro¢ling
user preferences. In each case we ¢nd an increase in the quality of recommendations
made from pro¢les containing implicit information. Moreover, the scale of this
increase is largest in the case of our new technique, due to the fact that this recom-
mender directly mines the pro¢les in order to generate program similarity knowledge
as the basis for recommendations. The availability of the higher quality implicit
pro¢les helps to improve the similarity rules used by our technique when compared
to the similarity rules mined from explicit pro¢les. We believe this more than justi¢es
the validity of using implicit pro¢ling in future applications requiring DTV user input.

4.5.2. DENSITY vs ACCURACY

At the beginning of this chapter we explained that one of our primary motivations in
this work is to look for ways to overcome the sparsity problems associated with typical
pro¢le spaces. Any set of ratings-based pro¢les can be translated into a ratings matrix,
with each row corresponding to an individual pro¢le and each column corresponding
to an individual item, so that user ratings are represented as values with the
appropriate cells in the matrix. The sparsity problem occurs because most of the cells
in a typical ratings matrix are empty�most users have rated very few items;
conversely most items are rated by very few users.

Sarwar et al. [21] suggest measuring the density of such a matrix for a particular
dataset as shown in Equation (1.5). We can now rank-order di¡erent datasets
according to the degree to which they su¡er from the sparsity problem�this results
in the sequence F|' schla' r (0.00358), PTV-Plus (0.00575), Record (0.00809), Play
(0.00843), Combined (0.01182) and Browse (0.01191) in increasing density.

Density ðDatasetÞ ¼ Number of nonzero entries
Total number of entries

ð1:5Þ
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Interestingly there appears to be a strong correlation between the success of our
new similarity-based techniques (relative to the standard collaborative technique)
and the density of the ratings matrix in a given dataset. This can be seen more clearly
in Figure 4.6, which graphs dataset density against the increase in DR recall relative
to CF recall for the F|' schla' r explicit and implicit datasets. For example, DR recall
is more than 7 times that of CF recall in the explicit F|' schla' r dataset, with its density
of 0.00358. A similar graph can be obtained for the indirect recommendation
techniques, as well as for the hit rate metric. Moreover, all of these graphs indicate
a strong correlation between dataset density and the increase in recommendation
accuracy (recall or hit rate) for our new similarity-based techniques relative to the
standard CF method. For example, the correlation between the DR increase for
the dataset density is �0.98.

This suggests that datasets with high degrees of sparsity (low density) are likely to
o¡er the greatest opportunity for improvements on collaborative recommendation
by exploiting our similarity-based techniques. Clearly, this particular result is of
key importance for recommender systems in general if the relationship holds outside
of the TV domain. Of course there is nothing special about the TV related pro¢le
datasets used here that would lead us to suspect that this density relationship would
not hold in other domains. In fact, in recent work we have demonstrated a similar
relationship for movie recommenders [2].

4.5.3. RECOMMENDATION DIVERSITY

A more recent evaluation concern has arisen when assessing the quality of various
recommendation algorithms; this concern relates to the issue of recommendation

Figure 4.6. Dataset density vs recall uplift.
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diversity. Recommendation diversity refers to the degree of dissimilarity that exists
between the items in a given recommendation set. Higher dissimilarity means higher
diversity, and higher diversity means that the recommendations made provide greater
coverage of the item space. Diversity can be important in many recommendation
scenarios where the number of recommended items is necessarily limited. For exam-
ple, recommender systems designed for use on the mobile Internet will be restricted
by the limited screen space available to current and future mobile handsets. If only
a few recommendations can be made, then there is limited value if they are all very
similar to each other. Increasing recommendation diversity may have an impact
on recommendation accuracy, however, and as such the critical objective is to develop
recommendation techniques that maximize recommendation accuracy and diversity.

The traditional collaborative ¢ltering recommendation strategy bene¢ts from some
natural diversity advantages relative to content-based or case-based techniques
[18, 22], and recent research on content-based recommenders has shown that it is
possible to increase recommendation diversity while maintaining recommendation
accuracy [28, 29]. Recent experiments in the movie domain have shown that our
new technique has comparable diversity in recommendations with traditional colla-
borative ¢ltering methods; we will shortly be conducting similar experiments in
the DTV domain to corroborate the claim that both diversity and accuracy can
be preserved in recommendations.

4.6. Towards Personalized Broadcasting: F|' schla' r News

The research presented in this chapter deals with the personalized retrieval of
programs in which the complete program is the personalized and retrieved unit.
In contrast, our current research concentrates on personalization and retrieval of
¢ner-grained units of audio-visual programs such as scenes from general TV content
or stories from TV news. The aim is to construct personalized news magazine
broadcasts for users [25]. This new direction requires advances in automatic scene
and story segmentation of audio-visual content and advances in collaborative-
and content-based recommendation techniques for semantic sub-units of audio-visual
programs. It also requires work on the development of user interfaces to desktop,
PDA and other mobile devices in order to really take advantage of this new level
of access and personalization, which we believe will better satisfy users’ needs
[34^36]. These interfaces are necessary as they provide usage information to guide
the development and evaluation of recommendation algorithms and they also provide
feedback into personalization from active users.

In this work we are building upon the existing F |' schla' r News Retrieval System [8]
by developing, evaluating and integrating story-based access to TV news. Our
F |' schla' r-News-Stories system automatically captures local Irish TV news each
day and analyzes the captured video so that it can be browsed and played online
using a PC or a mobile PDA. We currently have a manual story segmentation system
running with a desktop interface, which allows us to capture usage pro¢les and rating
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from users, and which we are using to evaluate recommendation techniques for this
type of content. We also have developed and are improving upon fully automatic
news story segmentation outlined below.

4.6.1. AUTOMATIC NEWS STORY SEGMENTATION

Automatic news story segmentation is performed in F|' schla' r-News-Stories using a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classi¢er that takes as its input shot boundaries,
detected advertisement breaks, detected faces and anchorperson shot clustering,
and provides as output a set of story boundaries [8]. These story boundaries are
integrated with the content’s MPEG-7 description, which like F|' schla' r-TV [9] can
be visualized in a device-independent manner using XSL transformations. We are
evaluating this technique as part of TRECVID 2003, the TREC video track [10] with
a collection of over 60 hours of ABC and CNN broadcast news. The instance of this
classi¢er used in F|' schla' r-News-Stories has been trained solely on local evening news
and therefore should be able to achieve high performance on this speci¢c content.
We are also working on further improvements on the accuracy of this detector, such
as the inclusion of more features to be used as input into the SVM.

4.6.2. USER INTERFACES FOR NEWS STORY RETRIEVAL

News stories provide a logical high-level unit for browsing and searching of a collection
of television news. At its simplest level when a user accesses F|' schla' r-News-Stories
she is provided with a list of stories for today and can also view stories for any other
date (see Figure 4.7). As part of future work we intend that this presentation of stories

Figure 4.7. News stories on a specific day.
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will take into account recommended stories ranked by the personalization engine using
techniques described elsewhere in this chapter. Similar to the F|' schla' r-TV systemwhere
programs are rated and personalized, news stories in F|' schla' r-News-Stories can be
rated, played and browsed. Browsing the story displays its closed-captions and
keyframes (see Figure 4.8) and also provides a list of related stories which the user
can browse. Currently, the calculation of ‘related stories’ is implemented using text
similarity among closed captions but we are exploring the idea of taking account
of user-story recommendations in combination with content-based matching.

We currently provide story searching in F|' schla' r-News-Stories using a simple text
query with results displayed as a list of ranked stories that match the query. This
provides an alternative entry point into story exploration and browsing than selection
of a date. The grouping of results based on their similarity might also be bene¢cial.

Currently, as an additional service and incentive to use F|' schla' r-News-Stories, we
alert our users to the ¢rst three stories of the news each day with an email. The purpose
of this email is to entice them to use the F|' schla' r news story retrieval system and
as a result to produce user ratings, browse logs, and play logs, which will form
the basis of our development and evaluation of our news story personalization engine.
In future, this email itself will be personalized to recommend stories each day to users.

4.6.3. RECOMMENDATION ENGINE FOR AUDIO-VISUAL STORIES

The techniques described in Section 4.3 have already been adapted to operate using
the new data available through this story based system. Due to the presence of both
implicit and explicit pro¢ling within this system, we hope to conduct tests similar

Figure 4.8. Browsing a specific news story.
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to those described in Section 4.4. Once the system is fully integrated, we aim to
conduct user feedback surveys to analyze the usefulness and usability of the system.

We hope that this work will provide a good insight into personalization for
video news stories and will lead to synergy between news story retrieval and
recommendation systems.

4.7. Conclusions

The Digital TV domain is a fertile ground for recommender systems research
[11^13]. Digital TV subscribers are faced with an important information overload
problem: selecting relevant programming content from a sea of possibilities. This
represents a genuine business need and serves as a strong motivator for the
development of personalization solutions that attempt to respond better to the
personal preferences of individual users and recommender systems are an important
part of these solutions.

In this chapter we have made a number of important contributions. We have shown
the usefulness of a novel recommendation technique which leverages the use of
association-rule mining and case-based methods in recommender systems. Using this
technique, recommendation accuracy is higher than with traditional CF approaches,
with greater bene¢t seen among sparser datasets. We believe that this approach
provides a solid foundation for the single-user model of recommendation but that
the techniques are general enough to apply for other models of personalization, such
as for groups of people [26]. By comparing the use of implicit and explicit pro¢ling
through the F|' schla' r system, we have seen that implicit interest indicators are
comparable to explicit interest indicators in terms of recommendation accuracy, thus
creating a chance to alleviate the burden of explicit ratings from DTV users.

Finally we have reported our recent work which is exploring the use of our
recommendation techniques for the compilation of personalized news programs
instead of personalized guides.
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Chapter 5

Group Modeling: Selecting a Sequence of
Television Items to Suit a Group of Viewers

JUDITH MASTHOFF
University of Brighton, UK. e-mail: judith.mastho¡@brighton.ac.uk

Abstract. Watching television tends to be a social activity. So, adaptive television needs to
adapt to groups of users rather than to individual users. In this paper, we discuss di¡erent
strategies for combining individual user models to adapt to groups, some of which are inspired
by Social Choice Theory. In a ¢rst experiment, we explore how humans select a sequence
of items for a group to watch, based on data about the individuals’ preferences. The results
show that humans use some of the strategies such as the Average Strategy (a.k.a. Additive
Utilitarian), the Average Without Misery Strategy and the Least Misery Strategy, and care
about fairness and avoiding individual misery. In a second experiment, we investigate how
satis¢ed people believe they would be with sequences chosen by di¡erent strategies, and
how their satisfaction corresponds with that predicted by a number of satisfaction functions.
The results show that subjects use normalization, deduct misery, and use the ratings in a
non-linear way. One of the satisfaction functions produced reasonable, though not completely
correct predictions. According to our subjects, the sequences produced by ¢ve strategies give
satisfaction to all individuals in the group. The results also show that subjects put more empha-
sis than expected on showing the best rated item to each individual (at a cost of misery for
another individual), and that the ratings of the ¢rst and last items in the sequence are especially
important. In a ¢nal experiment, we explore the in£uence viewing an item can have on the
ratings of other items. This is important for deciding the order in which to present items.
The results show an e¡ect of both mood and topical relatedness.

Key words. adaptation, group modeling, interactive television, recommender, social choice

1. Introduction

Interactive television o¡ers the possibility of personalized viewing experiences.
Di¡erent domains have been identi¢ed in which this personalization would have
a great impact, such as education (Mastho¡ and Luckin, 2002), news (Maybury
et al., 2004), advertising (Lekakos et al., 2001), and electronic program guides
(Cotter and Smyth, 2000). Adapting television to individual viewers is a topic in
itself, and a lot of research has already been done, particularly in the area of elec-
tronic program guides (e.g., O’Sullivan et al., 2004). This research tends to build
on decades of work on content-based and social ¢ltering. In this paper, we will
explore an even more di⁄cult issue: adaptation to a group of viewers. We believe
this to be essential for interactive television as, in contrast to the use of PCs, tele-
vision viewing is largely a family or social activity (Barwise and Ehrenberg,
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1988; Kasari and Nurmi, 1992). Unfortunately, television-viewing statistics do not
include data on the average number of people watching television together and
who watches television with whom (as also noted by Gillard, 1999). It is very likely
to be culturally dependent, as the number of televisions per household varies widely.
According to a large research study in the UK (Livingstone and Bovill, 1999), tele-
vision is the medium most often shared with family. Watching television together
is top of the list of activities shared between parents and children, and more than
two thirds of children watch their favorite programme with somebody else, nearly
always family. Children most often watch with their siblings (Van Evra, 1998).
Young people would like to watch television with friends, though (due to a lack
of resource) many do not manage to do so (Livingstone and Bovill, 1999). Given
the rising number of televisions in bedrooms it is likely that watching television with
friends will be an increasingly popular activity. Already, television is themost popular
conversation topic of young people with friends (Livingstone and Bovill, 1999).
For these reasons, we believe that adaptive television should be able to adapt to
groups of people watching together. These groups can be quite heterogeneous,
and age, gender, intelligence, and personality in£uence what types of TV programmes
people enjoy (Kotler et al., 2001; Gillard, 1999; Livingstone and Bovill, 1999).
The question then arises how one can adapt to a group of viewers, in such a way
that each individual enjoys (and in educational programs, bene¢ts from) the broadcast.

2. Strategies for Combining User Models

User modeling has been widely studied, particularly the modeling of user preferences
(directly or indirectly via observation and inference) (see UMUAI journal, User
Modeling conferences). In contrast, group modeling�combining individual user
models to model a group�has hardly been investigated in our ¢eld. There are only
three main adaptive systems that use it: MUSICFX (McCarty and Anagnost,
1998), POLYLENS (O’Conner et al., 2001), and INTRIGUE (Ardissono
et al., 2002). MUSICFX is used in a company’s ¢tness center to select background
music to suit a group of people working out at any given time. POLYLENS is a group
recommender extension of MOVIELENS, which recommends movies based on an
individual’s taste as inferred from ratings and social ¢ltering. It allows users to create
groups and ask for a recommendation for that group. INTRIGUE recommends places
to visit for tourist groups taking into account characteristics of subgroups within
that group (such as children and disabled). Though some exploratory evaluation
of MUSICFX and POLYLENS has taken place, for none of these systems it has been
investigated how e¡ective their group modeling strategies really are, and what
the e¡ect would be of using a di¡erent strategy. Besides, the application domains
of both POLYLENS and MUSICFX di¡er from television viewing in the sense that
these systems do not need to select a group of items: people normally only see
one movie per evening, and music stations can play forever.? For INTRIGUE, on

?This would have been different if MUSICFX selected individual songs rather than radio stations.
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the other hand, it is quite likely that a tourist group would visit multiple attractions
during their trip, but the selection of a balanced sequence has not been addressed
yet. Our view on adaptive interactive television is that reasonably small video seg-
ments would be concatenated (this is in line with Maybury et al., 2004, who mention
that their newsitems on average are only 51 s long). The smaller the segments
the more adaptation and real interactivity can take place.

Though group modeling has hardly been studied in our ¢eld, the related issue of
social choice (also called group decision making)�deciding what is best for a group
given the opinions of individuals�has been studied extensively in economics, politics,
sociology, and mathematics (see, e.g. Condorcet, 1785; Pattanaik, 1971; Taylor,
1995). Their construction of a social welfare function is very similar to our group
modeling problem. Other areas in which the problem has been studied are Meta-
Search, Database Middleware, Collaborative Filtering, and Multi-Agent systems.
InMeta-Search, the ranking lists produced bymultiple search engines need to be com-
bined into one list (they call this the problem of rank aggregation). See, for instance,
Dwork et al. (2001), and Cohen et al. (1999). Dwork et al. base their work on social
choice theory, and use a variant of the method of Kemeny, which uses an extended
Condorcet principle (see Section 2.2. for an explanation of the ordinary Condorcet
principle, andwhyweobject to it). InDatabaseMiddleware,objectshave tobeordered
where each object has numerical values for multiple ¢elds (see for instance, Fagin
et al., 2003). In Collaborative Filtering, preferences of a group of individuals have
to be aggregated to produce a predicted preference for somebody outside the group.
See Pennock et al. (2000) for an explanation of how social choice theory applies
to collaborative ¢ltering. In multi-agent systems, agents need to take decisions that
are not only rational from an individual’s point of view, but also from a social point
of view. See Hogg and Jennings (1999) for a discussion of social rationality for agents
and its links to Social Choice Theory. See Ephrati and Rosenschein (1996) for
how a social decision mechanism (namely the Clarke Tax mechanism) can be used
to reach consensus between multiple non-cooperative (possibly cheating) agents.

In this section, we will discuss some of the issues, and present a number of example
strategies.

2.1. FOCUSING OUR PROBLEM AND INTRODUCING AN EXAMPLE

Assume the television has a set of items to choose from. These can be news items,
quiz questions, MTV music clips, television programs, etc. For our discussion
we will just call them items (and video clips in the experiments). Assume the tele-
vision needs to adapt to a group of viewers. Assume the television knows who
the viewers are, and the system has preference ratings for each of them (say from
10, really like, to 1, really hate). The problem now is which items should the
television show, given that it has time for a certain number but not all of them?

An example of this situation is given in Table I. There are three viewers, John,
Adam and Mary, and the television has ten items to select from (A to J). For each
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item, it knows the preference ratings, for instance, John really likes A, but Adam
really hates it. The problem is what should the TV show if it has time for only
one item? What if it has time for two items? Etc.

The example in Table I will be used to illustrate the strategies described below,
and will also be used in the experiments presented in Sections 3 and 4.
Note that we have made a number of simpli¢cations: we have assumed that a number
of problems have been solved while actually they are still a focus of much research.
For example:

. Howwill the television know who is watching it? Solutions have been proposed in
the form of an individual infrared card which registers viewers automatically
(Lieberman et al., 1999), an individual token which you have to put on the
television, a login procedure (which can take a conversational form, with
the television asking who is watching it tonight), and a probabilistic mechanism
using the time of day combined with a known probability of a viewer watching
at that time (Goren-Bar and Glinansky, 2002).

. How will the preferences of the individual users be determined? Social, and
content-based ¢ltering can be used, combined with stereotypes (see many
papers in Ardissono and Buczak, 2002). Obviously, there is a complication
in that it is di⁄cult to make inferences from actions when a group watches
the television, but actions at times the user watches alone could be used com-
bined with a probabilistic model when watching in company. Plua and Jameson
(2002) describe a mechanism by which groups of people who know each other
well can help each other to specify their preferences. An additional complica-
tion is that an individual’s ratings might depend on the group they are in.
For instance, a teenager might be very happy to watch a programme with
his younger siblings, but might not want to see it when with his friends.

. Dealing with di¡erences in rating tendencies. Not all people have the same
rating behavior. Some people only use the ends of the scale, they either ‘really
hate’ or ‘really love’ an item. Others only use the middle, never being very posi-
tive, and never being really negative. A ‘7’ by Pete, who is always very negative,
may be a far more positive review than a ‘9’ by Tim, who likes everything.
Note that similar di¡erences may occur when ratings are inferred from viewing
behavior. These di¡erences in behavior should be taken into account when
using ratings as input for a group model. One way to do this is to normalize
them. Though we have not assumed the ratings of John, Adam and Mary
to be completely comparable (and indeed some di¡erences in rating tendencies

Table I. Example ratings for a group of three viewers

A B C D E F G H I J

John 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8
Adam 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8
Mary 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6
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can be seen in the example, e.g. between John and Adam), we have simpli¢ed
our problem by giving all individuals ‘reasonable’ rating behaviors. For
instance, none of them only uses the ends of the scale.

. Dealing with uncertainty. The preferences as determined by ¢ltering mech-
anisms do not have to be correct (though accuracy is growing). For the research
in this paper, we will assume the ratings to be accurate. We will revisit this
issue in the Areas for Further Work section in the conclusions.

. Changing groups. We assume that the group remains the same during the whole
sequence. If one member of the group needs to leave early (a child, for instance,
who has to go to bed) then it is likely that the preferences of that person should
have greater weight when they are present.

. Dealing with multidimensionality. Often, you have ratings in multiple dimen-
sions, rather than just one dimension. For instance, in adaptive instruction,
there are many reasons for selecting an item, such as the student’s existing
knowledge (does it ful¢ll the prerequisites), learning goal and learning style,
the educational £ow (does it built on what has been explained before), etc.
One way to match this onto the modeling as discussed above would be to con-
struct a single rating for each item based on how it scores on these criteria.
Mastho¡ (2003) describes a way in which the aggregation methods discussed
in this paper can be used to aggregate ratings of di¡erent criteria.

. How will the recommendations be presented to the group? We assume that the
television decides which items to show, so, does not give the viewers a choice.
One kind of application we are considering is a personalized news program.
So, instead of watching a news broadcast that is the same for all viewers (like
the BBC news), you would watch a news program with items in it that are
automatically selected for the group of people you are watching with. Most
recommender systems, in contrast, would present their list of recommendations
to the user, and di¡erent ways have been devised on how to do this. For
instance, Zimmerman et al. (2002) discuss using celebrities (a photo combined
with text) to present generated content recommendations (for instance, for
an Electronic Program Guide).

All of these problems merit more research, but are beyond the scope of this paper.

2.2. DESIRABLE PROPERTIES

In Social Choice Theory, some consensus exists about desirable properties of voting
systems, but it has been proven that no system can have all these properties (Arrow,
1950), and, arguably, this is why di¡erent voting systems exist in di¡erent countries,
institutions, and societies (see Cranor, 1996, for about 20 of these, and Section 2.3
for a selection). One analysis of 27 democracies over a period of 45 years found
a staggering 70 di¡erent voting systems being used for national elections (Lijphart,
1994).
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Some examples of desirable properties that have been proposed:

. Pareto rule (Pareto, 1897).
If at least one person prefers x to y and nobody prefers y to x, then x should
be above y in the ranking. If nobody prefers x to y and nobody prefers y
to x, then x and y should share a place in the ranking.
In our example, everybody prefers F to G. Hence, F should precede G in the
group list. Similarly, F should precede H, as John andMary prefer it and Adam
does not mind.
In this manner, we ¢nd:

B should precede C D should precede B,C,G
E should precede G,I F should precede B,C,D,G,H,J
H should precede B,C,G,J J should precede C,G

. Anonymity (May, 1952).
If the ratings of two individuals are swapped for all alternatives, then the result-
ing sequence should remain the same. Note that dictatorship violates this rule,
and that it can be well defended that in real life television viewing not everybody
has to have equal rights all the time. For instance, if it is John’s birthday than
maybe it is fair to give John more satisfaction on that day than the others.

. Positive Association. (Arrow, 1951).
If alternative x preceded alternative y in the sequence, then an increase in an
individual’s rating of x should maintain x’s position before y in the sequence.
If alternative x appeared equal to alternative y in the sequence, then an increase
in an individual’s rating of x should lead to x being before or equal to y in
the sequence. Note that it is tempting to say that x should precede y in the
latter case, but this is too strong a condition. For instance, if the sequence
was determined on the basis of Plurality Voting (see below), then x and y could
be equal because as many people preferred x to y as preferred y to x. Increasing
the rating of x for one individual does not necessarily change this.

. Condorcet winner criterion (Condorcet, 1785).
An alternative x is a Condorcet winner if for each other alternative y:
x is preferred to y by the majority of individuals.
The criterion states that if a Condorcet winner exists then it should top the group
list on its own.
A weaker version allows it to share the top of the group list.
The criterion becomes stronger when modifying the Condorcet winner
de¢nition to
‘x is preferred or equal to y by the majority of individuals.’
In our example, both E and A are Condorcet winners using this de¢nition.
Wedonot agreewith this criterion (not even in itsweakest form).Assumean item
x is rated 10, 1, 10 (as A is in our example). Assume all other items are rated
9, 9, 9. Item x is then a Condorcet winner, but it can be argued that it should
not top the group list, given the misery it produces for the second individual.
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Our resistance to the Condorcet winner criterion highlights another property we
might want our voting systems to have:

. Each individual’s satisfaction with the results should be above a certain
threshold.
When a sequence of items is selected for a group to watch, the individual’s
satisfaction could be measured at the end of the sequence, or, in a stronger
version of this rule, at any moment in the sequence. Note that the latter does
not necessarily mean that the individual’s satisfaction with each item should
be above a certain threshold, as satisfaction is considered in the context of
the items shown so far. For instance, consider a sequence ‘8 9 3 10’. If we want
to measure satisfaction at any moment in the sequence, then we would have
to measure the satisfaction after having seen ‘8’, after having seen ‘8 9’, ‘8
9 3’, and ‘8 9 3 10’. The satisfaction of the individual after having seen ‘8 9
3’ could well be higher than the satisfaction with ‘3’ on its own, so this sequence
might pass this criterion, while a sequence ‘3 8 9 10’ might fail.

We will need to determine empirically whether typical TV viewers share our negative
feelings about the Condorcet winner criterion, and whether they agree with our
individual satisfaction rule.

2.3. EXAMPLE STRATEGIES

Many strategies, also called ‘social choice rules’, ‘group decision rules’, and ‘rank
aggregation functions’, have been devised for reaching group decisions given
individual opinions. We will discuss some simple ones (the ¢rst ¢ve originate from
social choice theory and the latter ¢ve from our speci¢c use), and illustrate them
with the example introduced above. The example will show the ‘group list’ resulting
from the strategy, a sequence indicating in which order the items would be chosen.
Sometimes, two items score the same, like E and F in the Additive Utilitarian
strategy. That is indicated in the group list by placing them between brackets. This
means that either E is followed by F, or F followed by E. The main purpose of
this section is to show that many di¡erent, all seemingly logical, strategies can
be devised, all of which have quite distinct results when applying them to the
example.

1. Plurality Voting (also called ‘¢rst past the post’). Each voter votes for his or her
most preferred alternative. The alternative with the most votes wins. This
method is, for instance, used in UK elections. When a sequence of alternatives
needs to be selected, this method can be used repetitively: ¢rst, an election
is held for the ¢rst place in the sequence, next for the second place, etc. In
the example, John would like to vote for A, E, or I (all ratings of 10). Adam
for B, D, F, or H, and Mary for A. Traditionally in Plurality voting, each indi-
vidual has only one vote, so, John would have to decide whether to vote for
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A, E, or I. If John were aware of the preferences of the others, then it is likely that
he would vote for A, as with Mary’s vote this would secure a majority. In
our scenario, with only three individuals and ten items, it is quite likely that
a vote would end in a tie (in contrast to politics, where the number of individuals
tends to be a lot larger than the number of alternatives). If John were to vote
for E or I, then all three individuals would vote for a di¡erent item, and there
would be no winner. It would clearly be in John’s interest to vote A. In our
case, the television would decide on a choice for the group, and as the television
would be aware of all individuals’ preferences, it could easily accommodate stra-
tegic voting, to prevent ties. Our interpretation of Plurality Voting in this con-
text will therefore be that rather than giving individuals one vote, we allow
them to vote for all items that have the highest rating. In our example, this
gives A two votes, and it becomes the start of the sequence. Next, John likes
to vote for E or I, Adam for B, D, F, or H and Mary for E. With two votes
E has most votes, and becomes second in the sequence.

Instead of using the method repetitively, each voter could vote for x alternatives
(with x being the length of the sequence).

2. Utilitarian Strategy. Utility values for each alternative (expressing the expected
happiness) are used, instead of just using ranking information (as in plurality
voting). This can be done in multiple ways:
Additive. Ratings are added, and the larger the sum the earlier the alternative
appears in the sequence. Note that the resulting group list will be exactly the same
as when taking the average of individual ratings. For this reason this strategy
was called the ‘Average strategy’ in (Mastho¡, 2002). This strategy (often in
a weighted form, where weights are attached to individual ratings) is used in
multi-agent systems (Hogg and Jennings, 1999) and Collaborative ¢ltering.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

John AEI AEIF AEIFHJ AEIFHJDG
Adam BDFH BDFHJC BDFHJCE BDFHJCEG
Mary A AE AEF AEFDI AEFDIHJ AEFDIHJBG
Group A AE AEF F(AEDI) F(AEDIHJ) FHJ(AEDI) FHJED(AI) FHJEDG(AIB)

1 2 3 4 6 7 8 10

John A,E,I E,I I I H,J J G C
Adam B,D,F,H B,D,F,H B,D,F,H B,D,H B,H B B C
Mary A E F D,I H,J J B,G C
Group A E F D,I H J B,G C

Group List: AEF(I,D)HJ(B,G)C
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This is also the strategy used in the INTRIGUE system (Ardissono et al., 2002),
with a weighting depending on the number of people in the subgroup and the
subgroup’s relevance (children and disabled had a higher relevance).

Multiplicative. Instead of adding the utilities, they are multiplied, and the larger
the product the earlier the alternative appears in the sequence.

A disadvantage of the utilitarian strategy is that an individual viewer might
always lose out, because their opinion happens to be a minority view. This
is more likely to cause problems the larger the group. After all, in a small
group the opinion of each individual will have a large impact on the
average/product.

3. Borda Count (Borda, 1781). Points are awarded to each alternative according to
its position in the individual’s preference list: the alternative at the bottom
of the list gets zero points, the next one up one point, etc. For instance, in
our example John has the lowest rating for C, and hence, C is awarded 0 points.
A problem arises when an individual has multiple alternatives with the same
rating. We have decided to distribute the points. So, for example, in Mary’s
list B and G share the place one up from the bottom and get (1þ 2)/2¼ 1.5
points each. To obtain the group preference ordering, the points awarded
for the individuals are added up.

A B C D E F G H I J

John 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8
Adam 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8
Mary 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6
Group 21 18 13 22 26 26 17 23 20 22

Group List: (E, F) H (D, J) A I B G C

A B C D E F G H I J

John 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8
Adam 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8
Mary 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6
Group 100 180 48 378 630 648 180 432 210 384

Group List: F E H J D I (B, G) A C

A B C D E F G H I J

John 8 1 0 2.5 8 6 2.5 4.5 8 4.5
Adam 0 7.5 4.5 7.5 3 7.5 2 7.5 1 4.5
Mary 9 1.5 0 5.5 8 7 1.5 3.5 5.5 3.5
Group 17 10 4.5 15.5 19 20.5 6 15.5 14.5 12.5

Group List: F E A(H, D) I J B G C
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4. Copeland Rule (Copeland, 1951). This is a form of majority voting. It orders
the alternatives according to the Copeland index: the number of times an alter-
native beats other alternatives minus the number of times it loses to other
alternatives. For instance, in the example A beats B as both John and Mary
prefer it.

Note that in the example the resulting group list is almost identical to the one
resulting from repetitive plurality voting.

5. Approval Voting. Voters are allowed to vote for as many alternatives as
they wish. This is intended to promote the election of moderate alterna-
tives: alternatives that are not strongly disliked. This type of voting is used
by several professional societies, like the IEEE. In our example, we could
assume that John, Mary, and Adam vote for all alternatives with a rating
above a certain threshold. They could vote for all alternatives with a rating
higher than 5, as this means voting for all alternatives they like at least
a little bit.

Threshold 5.

A B C D E F G H I J

A 0 � � � 0 � � � 0 �
B þ 0 � þ þ þ 0 þ þ þ
C þ þ 0 þ þ þ þ þ þ þ
D þ � � 0 þ þ � 0 0 �
E 0 � � � 0 � � � � �
F þ � � � þ 0 � � � �
G þ 0 � þ þ þ 0 þ þ þ
H þ � � 0 þ þ � 0 þ �
I 0 � � 0 þ þ � � 0 �
J þ � � þ þ þ � þ þ 0

Index þ7 �6 �9 þ1 þ8 þ5 �6 0 þ3 �3

Group List: E A F I D H J (B, G) C

A B C D E F G H I J

John 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Adam 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Mary 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Group 2 1 1 3 3 3 2 3 2 3

Group List: (D, E, F, H, J) (G, A, I) (B, C)
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Threshold 6.

6. Least Misery Strategy. Make a new list of ratings with the minimum of the
individual ratings. Items get selected based on their rating on that list, the higher
the sooner. The idea behind this strategy is that a group is as happy as its least
happy member. POLYLENS (O’ Conner et al., 2001) uses this strategy, assuming
groups of people going to watch a movie together tend to be small and a small
group to be as happy as its least happy member. A disadvantage is that a min-
ority opinion can dictate the group: if everybody really wants to see something,
but one person does not like it, then it will never be seen.

7. Most Pleasure Strategy. Make a new list of ratings with the maximum of the
individual ratings. Items get selected based on their rating on that list, the higher
the sooner.

8. AverageWithoutMisery Strategy. Make a new list of ratings with the average of
the individual ratings, but without items that score below a certain threshold
(say 4) for individuals.

A B C D E F G H I J

John 1 1 1 1 1 1
Adam 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Mary 1 1 1 1 1
Group 2 1 1 2 3 3 0 2 2 2

Group List: (E, F) (A, D, H, I, J) (B, C) G

A B C D E F G H I J

John 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8
Adam 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8
Mary 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6
Group 1 4 2 6 7 8 5 6 3 6

Group List: F, E, (H, J, D), G, B, I, C, A

A B C D E F G H I J

John 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8
Adam 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8
Mary 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6
Group 10 9 8 9 10 9 6 9 10 8

Group List: (A, E, I), (B, D, F, H), (C, J), G
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MUSICFX (McCarty and Anagnost, 1998) uses a more complex version of this
strategy. Their users rate all music stations, from þ2 (really love this music)
to �2 (really hate this music). These ratings are converted to positive numbers
(by adding 2) and then squared to widen the gap between popular and less
popular stations. An Average Without Misery strategy is used to generate a
group list. To avoid starvation and always picking the same station, a weighted
random selection is made from the top m stations of the list (m being a system
parameter).

9. Fairness Strategy. Top items from all individuals are selected. When items are
rated equally, the others’ opinions are taken into account. The idea behind this
strategy is that it is not so bad to watch something you hate, as long as you
get to watch the things you really love as well. This strategy is often applied
when people try to fairly divide a set of items: one person chooses ¢rst, then
another, till everybody has made one choice. Next, everybody chooses a second
item, often starting with the person who had to choose last on the previous
round. It continues till all items have been used. In our example, if we assume
John chooses ¢rst, then John would like A, E, or I. He could choose E because
it causes the least misery to others and has the highest average. Next it is Adam’s
turn. Adam would like B, D, F, or H. He could choose F because it has the
best ratings for the others. Mary would choose A (her highest rating). Next,
Mary would like E, which has already been shown, and then F, which also
has already been shown. Therefore, it makes sense to let Adam choose. He likes
B, D, or H. He chooses H, as that has the best ratings for the others. Following
this strategy, we could end up with a group list like: E, F, A, H, I, D, B,
etc. The list would, of course, be di¡erent if we let Mary or Adam choose ¢rst.
However, we would expect A to be within the ¢rst three items, as it is the item
Mary prefers most.

10. Most Respected Person Strategy (Also called ‘Dictatorship’). The ratings of the
most respected person are used ^ in our example assume that is Adam^, only
taking the ratings of the others into account to choose between similarly rated
items. The idea behind this strategy is that groups may be dominated by
one person. For instance, some research shows that the television remote control
is most often operated by the oldest male present. Similarly, adults may have
more in£uence than children (could depend on the time of day, adults having
more in£uence later in the day). Visitors may have more in£uence than

A B C D E F G H I J

John 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8
Adam 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8
Mary 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6
Group ^ 18 ^ 22 26 26 17 23 ^ 22

Group List: (E, F), H, (D, J), B, G (threshold 4); (E, F), H, (D, J), I, B (threshold 3)
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inhabitants of the house. Special circumstances, like birthdays, illness, etc.
can in£uence who is ‘the most respected’ person on a particular moment. This
strategy is used often in collaborative ¢ltering under the name of ‘the nearest
neighbor strategy’: only the preferences of the individual closest in taste
to the outsider are used.
A more sophisticated use of di¡erences in social status would be to assign
weights to the individuals’ ratings. As mentioned above, this has also been used
in collaborative ¢ltering and in the INTRIGUE system (Ardissono et al.
2002), both of which use a weighted additive utilitarian strategy.

2.4. SUMMARY OF STRATEGIES AND THE ISSUE OF SATISFACTION

Table II summarizes the results of the previous section. As can be seen, the di¡erent
strategies described led to quite di¡erent results when applied to our example.
One major di¡erence between strategies is the emphasis placed on individual satis-
faction, particularly avoidance of misery, compared to the satisfaction of the major-
ity of the group. A clear example is the location of A in the group lists, an item
that is very much hated by Adam (rating 1), but loved by both John and Mary (rat-
ings 10). Plurality Voting puts A at the top of its list, and it ranks also highly

A B C D E F G H I J

John 10 4 3 6 10 9 6 8 10 8
Adam 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8
Mary 10 5 2 7 9 8 5 6 7 6
Group 1 9 8 9 7 9 6 9 3 8

Group List: F H D B J C E G I A

Table II. Summary of group lists produced by the strategies discussed above when applied to our example
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in the lists of the Copeland, Borda, Most Pleasure and Fairness strategies. In con-
trast, the Average Without Misery strategy completely ignores A, and A also ranks
at the bottom of the lists of the Least Misery and Utilitarian Multiplicative stra-
tegies.

A second major di¡erence between the strategies is whether they use only the
relative position of items in each individual’s preference list, or also the strengths
of these preferences. The Plurality, Copeland, Borda, and Most Respected Person
strategies only use relative positions, unlike the Utilitarian, Least Misery, Average
Without Misery, and Most Pleasure strategies.

As discussed in Section 2.2, we believe strategies should have a property like
‘Each individual’s satisfaction with the results should be above a certain threshold’.
So, to determine how good the strategies are we need a way of measuring each
individual’s satisfaction with the sequences they produce. Note that this is some-
thing the choice strategies do not tell us. One way of doing this would be to have
a Satisfaction Function that takes as input a sequence and an individual’s and their
friends’ ratings and produces as output a number that quanti¢es the individual’s
satisfaction with that sequence. Ideally, such a Satisfaction Function would be
empirically validated, for example by predicting individuals’ satisfaction with
sequences and then measuring in an experiment how satis¢ed they really are
(see Experiment 2, Section 4). A good Satisfaction Function would be a fast
way to test how strategies perform under many di¡erent circumstances (like group
size, ratings, sequence length, etc.). Additionally, the construction of a good Satis-
faction Function would provide valuable insights into what makes a good strategy.

2.4.1. A Basic Satisfaction Function

In its simplest form, a Satisfaction Function would take as input a set of ratings for any
sequence of clips and produce as output a real number. One such function that
has been used a lot is Addition: the summation of the individual’s ratings of the clips
concerned. So, for instance, John’s satisfaction with FEAHD would be 43
(9þ10þ10þ 8þ 6), while Mary’s would be 40 (8þ 9þ10þ 6þ7). Though without
thresholds we cannot say whether these numbers amount to high or low satisfaction,
the function would predict that John would be more satis¢ed than Mary.

2.4.2. The Issue of Normalization

A basic Satisfaction Function as sketched above only considers the ratings of the
selected clips. It does not take into account how these ratings compare to those of
the unselected clips. So, for instance, ratings of ‘6 5 6 7’ would produce the same satis-
factionwhether the other clips had ratings of ‘910 101010 9’or ‘121314’.To counteract
this, normalization can be used, by dividing the sum of ratings of the selected clips
by the maximal ‘possible’ sum for that individual. For instance, the maximum sum
for John for a sequence of ¢ve items is 47 (namely10þ10þ10þ 9þ 8), while the maxi-
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mum for Mary is 41. So, John’s satisfaction with FEAHD would be 0.91 (43/47), while
Mary’s would be 0.98 (40/41). We could then conclude that Mary would be
more satis¢ed than John (in contradiction with the results without normalization).
Normalization is one way to counteract di¡erences in rating tendencies.?

2.4.3. The Issue of Linearity

An issue that has not been taken into account by any of the described strategies is that
ratings are not necessarily linear. The question arises whether the di¡erence between
a ‘9’and a ‘10’ should really be as big as between a ‘6’and a ‘7’. We have the hypothesis
that the further away from the middle point of the scale (in our example 5.5 can
be seen as Neutral), the larger the di¡erence between subsequent ratings. So, both
the di¡erences between a 9 and a 10 and between a 1 and a 2 are larger than the
di¡erence between a 6 and a 7. To achieve this, we could convert the ratings ‘1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10’ for our satisfaction function into ‘�25�16�9�4�1þ1þ4þ
9þ16þ25’. This has for instance as a result that FE would give Mary a higher
satisfaction (16þ 4¼ 20) than JC (9þ 9¼18), while the satisfaction would be equal
if ratings were considered linear (FE¼ 9þ7¼16, JC¼ 8þ 8¼16).

2.4.4. The Issue of Misery

Another question is whether satisfaction depends on pleasure only (the sum of the
positive numbers as a proportion of the maximum achievable pleasure) or whether
it is also a¡ected negatively by disagreeable experiences (more than because of losing
out on possible pleasure).

2.4.5. The Issue of Order

Until now, we have considered the Satisfaction Function to take as input a set of ratings
(whether only of selected or also of unselected items). This assumes that the order
of the sequence does not impact the Satisfaction. However, the impact of viewing
an item on the user’s happiness is likely not only to depend on the viewer’s liking
for the item in isolation, but also on the context in which the item is shown. It is well
known in the advertising world that the context of an advertisement has an impact
on its e¡ectiveness and resulting brand evaluation. In particular, studies have shown
that the viewer’s mood (as induced by watching the preceding program) has a signi¢-
cant e¡ect on brand evaluations (Meloy, 2000; Gardner,1985), with the viewer respond-
ing more positively if they were in a more positive mood. The liking of a television
program has a similar signi¢cant e¡ect (Murray et al., 1992; Schumann andThorson,
1990). So, we hypothesize that an item that is rated as, say, a 3 could be perceived more
highly after having watched a 10, and less highly after having watched a 1. There is

?Note that normalization only works when we assume each individual to have some items they like. For
instance, we would not want to conclude that a selection of ‘2 2 2 2’ with other items of ‘1 1 1 1 1’, would
make this individual 100% satisfied.
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also an interaction between the emotional tone of commercials and programs (Kamins
et al., 1991): viewers preferred a sad commercial in the middle of a sad program,
and a humorous commercial in a humorous program. This forms the basis for
consistency theory, which suggests that viewers try to maintain a mood throughout
a program. For example, after watching a ‘September 11th’ news item, viewers might
prefer watching another sad item, rather than a funny one, even when normally they
would rate the funny one higher. Other content aspects are also likely to play a role.
An item about ‘the position of the Kurds in Iraq’ may be appreciated more than
its individual rating suggests, after having just seen an item about ‘the US position
on Iraq’.

2.4.6. The Issue of Solidarity

Is it possible to determine an individual’s satisfaction without considering the satisfac-
tion of the others in the group? Would a person be as satis¢ed with a certain sequence
when his friend got a sequence of ‘1213’as he would be when his friend got a sequence
of ‘7 8 6 8’? Hogg and Jennings (1999) deal with this issue in multi-agent systems
by adding a weighted measure of the satisfaction of the society. They consider
weights between 0 (a very sel¢sh agent) and 1 (a very sociable agent). In fact, the situa-
tion could be even more complicated: somebody could be jealous of the pleasure
of their friend, so their satisfaction would decrease if their friend’s ratings increased.
Note that this is quite likely when siblings are watching television together.

So, how do we decide which is the best Satisfaction Function? A way to ¢nd such
function is to determine some plausible functions beforemeasuring (reported) human
satisfaction in an experiment, and to use these functions to predict the experimental
outcomes. A comparison between the predictions and the real outcomes would then
produce insights into the relative merits of the Satisfaction functions and their
weaknesses. Additionally, the experiment could produce the needed thresh-
old value. We will report on such an experiment in Section 4. First, however, we
have explored how people act when confronted with the task our strategies perform.

3. Experiment 1: How Real People Do It

One can easily create hundreds of strategies (the strategies above are only the tip of
the iceberg). The important question is which strategy is most e¡ective and will
be most liked by viewers. As a starting point, we want to determine what strategy
real people use. We have performed a ¢rst experiment to explore this.

3.1. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

3.1.1. Method

Subjects were divided into two groups, experiencing di¡erent experimental conditions.
In both conditions, subjects were given the same individual ratings of three people,
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John, Adam, and Mary, for a set of video clips. In seven questions, they were asked
which clips the three should view as a group, given that they only had time to see
respectively 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7 clips, and why they made that selection. The task
presented to both groups di¡ered only in that in condition 2, ‘John, Mary and Adam’
had been replaced by ‘John (29), Mary (32), and their grandfather Adam (81)’ (see
Appendix A for exact task wordings). A between-subject design was used, as a pilot
test revealed large order e¡ects: subjects felt compelled to change their group ratings
in favor of Adam, if they received condition 2 after condition 1. The individual ratings
had been chosen primarily to enable di¡erentiating between the strategies we expected
subjects to use (same ratings were used as in Section 2). In addition, we ensured that
John and Mary had quite similar ratings, while Adam’s ratings were frequently the
opposite of the ratings of the other two. We also ensured that for one clip, namely
clip A, John and Mary had maximal positive ratings (10), while Adam had a maximal
negative rating (1). The latter would give a good idea of the importance subjects
assigned to avoiding misery. The ratings can also be seen as representing di¡erent
rating behavior: Adam has not used the maximum of the scale (10), while John
has used it three times.

3.1.2. Research Questions

We wanted answers to the following research questions:

. Do subjects follow a clear strategy? Is it possible to describe subjects’ individual
behavior in terms of a logical strategy? Are the strategies discussed above being
used?

. Is there a dominant strategy? Is one strategy used by a majority of subjects, and,
if so, which strategy is it?

. Do subjects take pleasure, misery, and fairness into account? Which do they
¢nd most important?

. Do subjects follow the rules (exhibit the desirable properties as discussed in
Section 2.2)?

. Is social standing taken into account? Does subjects’ behavior change if one
person in the group can be regarded as more important?

We expected the results of both experimental conditions to provide some answers to
the ¢rst four questions, and the di¡erence between the conditions to provide some
insight in the last question. Our hypothesis was that in Condition 2, Adam would
be regarded as more important (because of his age), and the selections would be
more geared toward his taste. Note that we have deliberately chosen to make this
experiment an indirect one: rather than having an actual group sit down to decide
what to watch, subjects were asked what they thought people should watch. There
are two reasons for this. Firstly, we really wanted our subjects to think about what
would be best for the group as a whole. Giving them a role to play (i.e. to represent
John, Adam or Mary) could lead to them trying to defend their own interests (even
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with clear instructions to consider the group as a whole). Secondly, as discussed in
our literature review in Section 2, individuals behave di¡erently depending on
who else is in the group. Some people tend to be more accommodating of others,
some are more timid and others more outspoken, some are better at arguing their
case, or are just more respected. We did not want the eloquence with which John,
Mary and Adam argued their case to in£uence the outcomes.

3.1.3. Subjects

Thirty nine subjects participated in the experiment. All were ¢nal-year undergrad-
uate students of the IT faculty attending a lecture of the Adaptive Interactive
Systems module. The students were studying various courses (B.A. Computer
and Information Systems, B.Sc. Computer Studies, B.Sc. Computer Science, and
B.Sc. Software Engineering). The experiment took place in a lecture room. Subjects
were assigned to experimental condition depending on where they sat: the left of
the room was assigned to condition 1 (18 subjects, 16 male, 2 female, average
age 28, standard deviation 9.7), the right to condition 2 (21 subjects, 15 male,
6 female, average age 24, standard deviation 3). Students participated in the experi-
ment voluntarily (in addition to the numbers mentioned above, 9 students chose
not to participate). The spread over courses was similar for both conditions.

3.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Subjects do not seem to answer the questions independently: they responded which
new clip should be added to the sequence they had already chosen for the previous
question. This made it possible to present the results in the way we have done
in Tables III and IV (for respectively, Condition 1 and 2), only showing the new
clip selected for each question. However, from an experimental point of view, this
is not ideal: it might have in£uenced their strategy, making it perhaps less likely
that they use the ‘fair strategy’ (which only makes sense when selecting a larger
group of clips). We need to explore whether the results would be di¡erent if we asked
the subjects immediately to select, say, six clips. A between-subject design could
be used to distinguish between di¡erent set sizes.

Table III shows the results for Condition 1, and Table IV for Condition 2. As
can be seen in the tables, subjects did not always make a unique selection for
a clip, sometimes they answered ‘D or J’. We have tried to keep the tables as
simple (and uncrowded) as possible: if a cell does not have a clip name in it, then
the ¢rst name above it applies. For instance, sub11 replied F to the ¢rst question.
Subjects have been ordered to make the tables as easy to view as possible.
The tables include information about how well the subjects’ replies ¢t some of
the strategies discussed in Section 2:

. Bold borderlines indicate replies that are in correspondence with the Average
Strategy. So, for instance, all replies of sub 14 were the same as those by
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the Average Strategy. The ¢rst two replies by sub16 were the same as those by
the Average Strategy, but sub16’s later replies di¡ered.

. Gray cell shading indicates replies that are in correspondence with the
Least Misery Strategy. So, for instance, all replies of sub11 were the same as
those by the Least Misery Strategy. The ¢rst three replies by sub16 were the
same as those by the Least Misery Strategy, but sub16’s later replies di¡ered.

. Bold dotted borderlines indicate replies that are in correspondence with the
Average Without Misery Strategy. So, for instance, all replies of sub2 were
the same as those by the Average Without Misery Strategy.

Note that strategies can have overlapping starts of their group lists. For instance,
both the Average Strategy and the Least Misery Strategy allow a start of FEHDJ.
This means that cells can have both a gray cell shading and a bold borderline.
So, for instance, sub7’s replies followed the Average Strategy for the ¢rst ¢ve clips,
and in correspondence with the Least Misery Strategy for the ¢rst six clips. Also,
note, we have only used the Bold dotted borderlines, when the Average Without
Misery Strategy starts deviating from the Average Strategy.

3.2.1. Do Subjects Follow a Clear Strategy?

There is evidence that human subjects use the strategies mentioned above, particu-
larly the Average Strategy, the Average Without Misery Strategy and the Least
Misery Strategy.

Table III. Results for Condition 1 (see above for meaning of shading and borderlines)

?When we say something like ‘Average Strategy throughout’, we mean that the subjects’ choices are
identical to those of this strategy. This does not necessarily mean that the subject was consciously applying
this strategy.
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. Average Strategy. Two subjects in Condition 1 (sub14 and 9) and ¢ve subjects
in Condition 2 (SUB8, 16, 11, 19, and 6) exactly followed the Average Strategy.
Their papers tended to show additions on them.

. LeastMisery Strategy. Three subjects in Condition 1 (sub11, 10, and 5) and two
subjects in Condition 2 (SUB12, and 10) exactly followed the Least Misery
Strategy. Three subjects in Condition 1 (sub4, 7, 3) and three in Condition
2 (SUB20, 3, 4) followed the Least Misery strategy almost completely. For clip
7, three selected A (‘while Adam hates it, the others really like it so he will
just have to put up with it’, ‘Mary seems to lose out in most clips, so A is
for her’, ‘Might as well please two out of three’), three selected I (‘Closest’,
‘At least the majority will be satis¢ed’).

. Average Without Misery Strategy. Two subjects in Condition 1 (sub17, 2) and
three subjects in Condition 2 (SUB2, 14, 5) exactly followed the Average
Without Misery Strategy. Three subjects used a threshold of 4 or 5 and
two subjects (sub2, SUB5) used a threshold of 2 or 3. As expressed by one
subject ‘I try to please all of them making sure that no is lower than ¢ve’. Note
that the resulting sequence for the Average Without Misery Strategy for a

Table IV. Results for Condition 2 (see above for meaning of shading and borderlines)

?When we say something like ‘Average Strategy throughout’, we mean that the subjects’ choices are
identical to those of this strategy. This does not necessarily mean that the subject was consciously applying
this strategy.
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threshold of 2 or 3 coincides with Multiplicative Utilitarianism (but no signs of
multiplications where found on the papers).

. Fairness Strategy. Two subjects (sub6, 13) used some kind of a Fairness
Strategy. Both selected A relatively early. They made comments like ‘Although
Adam gave 1 mark for A, he gets to see F’, ‘Although some gave some clips
low marks, they all get to see some they rated highly’. Other subjects applied
fairness towards the end: ‘Mary’s average ratings have been low, so give
her something she will enjoy’ (sub1, explaining selecting A), ‘Mary seems
to lose out in most clips, so A is for her’ (SUB3), ‘As Adam did not like
A, pick D next as he scored it a 9’ (SUB15).

. Approval voting. The subjects’ explanations did not show any sign of using
Approval voting. Nevertheless, thirteen subjects’ sequences fall within those
permitted by Approval voting with threshold 5, and eleven within those per-
mitted by Approval voting with threshold 6 (seven of which are in common
with threshold 5). These seem high numbers, but it has to be taken into account
that Approval voting (particularly with threshold 5) did not put many
restrictions on the sequences it allowed.

. Nobody used plurality voting (in either form) and nobody used the Copeland
rule. Nobody completely followed the Borda count (though two subjects’
behavior on the ¢rst four items coincides with it: sub6 and sub13).

3.2.2. Is There a Dominant Strategy?

There does not seem to be a clearly dominant strategy, but Average, AverageWithout
Misery, and Least Misery are all plausible candidates for implementation. Fairness
plays a role, but our human subjects did not have a clear strategy for applying it.

3.2.3. Do Subjects Take Misery into Account?

Many subjects take misery into account, as evidenced by the high proportion of
subjects using the Least Misery and Average Without Misery strategies. Even
subjects that do completely deviate from the Least Misery or Average With Least
Misery strategies, like sub12, sub15, SUB21, SUB18, SUB17, and SUB13 avoid
misery: all left out A and I from their selection. Therefore, preference should be
given to a strategy that takes misery into account.

3.2.4. Is Social Standing Taken into Account?

We did not ¢nd any statistically signi¢cant di¡erences between the conditions. Only
one subject explicitly mentioned age as a reason for a selection: ‘A is not chosen
because only the young ones like the topic’ (SUB5). Our intention of making Adam
the most respected person did not completely succeed: one subject (SUB7) actually
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mentioned ‘Adam’s scores have been ignored to some extend because of age’,
another (SUB21) said ‘overall pick the average highest, if there is any di¡erence
attempt to match the two people with the same age’. Overall, it seems that this
part of the experiment was not successful: in future we will have to make it more
obvious that one person is socially more important (perhaps by making it their
birthday).

3.2.5. Do Subjects Follow the Rules?

No, subjects sometimes exhibit completely unexpected behavior. Four subjects in
Condition 1 and four in Condition 2 selected G (ratings 6,6,5) before D (ratings
6,9,7). This seems rather illogical, and breaks the Pareto rule. Two of these subjects
explained using disparities in ratings as a basis for selection. This would mean that
a group is happy if everybody were equally happy or miserable. Overall, ten subjects
broke the Pareto rule, in ways as shown in Table V.

The only plausible explanation seems to be that subjects thought fairness to be
more important than pleasure. Subjects also do not follow the Condorcet winner
criterion. In its stronger form, A and E were both Condorcet winners, but almost
all subjects started their sequence with F. This backs up our resistance against
the Condorcet winner criterion.

4. Experiment 2: How People Judge the Sequences Produced

In the previous experiment, we have investigated what strategies people follow and
what they ¢nd important when making a decision on behalf of a group (for
instance, misery, fairness, etc). However, the fact that, for instance, many people
used a Least Misery strategy does not necessarily mean that our television should
use this strategy (though it seems a reasonable option, given the results of Experi-
ment 1). Similarly, the fact that nobody used the Copeland rule does not necessarily

Table V. Ways in which subjects broke the Pareto rule

B (4,9,5)
before

D (6,9,7)

B (4,9,5)
before

H (8,9,6)

G (6,6,5)
before

D (6,9,7)

G (6,6,5)
before

H (8,9,6)

G (6,6,5)
before
J (8,8,6)

G (6,6,5)
before

E (10,7,9)

J (8,8,6)
before

H (8,9,6)

sub8 x x x x x x
sub18 x x
sub16 x x x
sub15 x x x x x
sub3 x
SUB1 x
SUB18 x x x x
SUB21 x x x x x
SUB7 x x
SUB17 x
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mean that the television should de¢nitely not use that strategy. Perhaps that strat-
egy was just to complex for a human to apply. In this experiment, we have turned
the game around: instead of asking subjects to produce a satisfying sequence,
we have presented subjects with sequences produced by the strategies, and asked
them how satis¢ed they would be with such a sequence. We wanted to determine
which strategy produces the most satisfaction for all members of the group. To
gain a better understanding of what determines an individual’s satisfaction, we
have also compared a number of satisfaction functions (see Section 2.4) to see
which provides the best predictions.

4.1. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

4.1.2. Method

Subjects were told that they were going to watch video clips with their two friends.
They were given the same individual ratings of three people, themselves, Friend1,
and Friend2, for a set of video clips. The ratings used were the same as those in
Experiment 1, with John’s ratings corresponding to their own, Adam’s ratings to
Friend1’s, and Mary’s ratings to Friend2’s.? They were told the TV had selected
a sequence of clips for them, and were asked how satis¢ed they and their friends
would be given that sequence, and why. This was repeated three times: all subjects
were given three di¡erent sequences on three pieces of paper, stapled together.
(See Appendix B for the exact wording.) Table VI shows the sequences used, and
the reason for using them.

Sequences have been kept as short as possible, not to overburden the experi-
mental subjects. Some of the sequences are longer (6 items) than others (5 items),

Table VI. Sequences used and reasons for using them

Sequence Reason

FEAHD Social choice according to Borda Count
EAFID Social choice according to Copeland rule
AEFID Social choice according to Plurality voting (one for one)
FEHJDI Social choice according to Utilitarian multiplicative
EFHDJB Social choice according to Average without misery
FEHJDG Social choice according to Least misery
AEIBDF Social choice according to Most pleasure
EFHDJA Social choice according to Utilitarian additive
AIEFD Social choice set according to Plurality voting and Copeland rule,

but in another sequence with the most negative items for Adam at the start.
Together with EAFID and AEFID used to see if the order of the sequence
in£uences the results.

?We decided to use ‘Friend 1’ and ‘Friend 2’ rather ‘Adam’ and ‘ Mary’ to avoid any influence on the sub-
jects’ behavior. After all, names imply gender. It would have been better to use three male names in
Experiment 1. Though we did not detect any influence, we decided to avoid the risk in this experiment.
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because they would not distinguish between voting strategies otherwise. Though
we used ‘I’, ‘Friend1’ and ‘Friend2’ in the text of the experiment, we will
use ‘John’, ‘Adam’ and ‘Mary’ in our discussion (this makes it easier to compare
between experiments). Note: as before we have chosen for an indirect experiment:
rather than having an actual group sit down and measure how satis¢ed each
individual would be with a certain sequence, subjects were asked how satis¢ed
they thought all members of the group would be. Measuring satisfaction would
require subjects to really experience the clips, and this would have required a
set of clips with ratings accurately re£ecting our subjects’ tastes. To compare
multiple sequences, we either would need di¡erent groups of people with the same
tastes (di⁄cult to ¢nd and control) or use a within subject design. However,
order e¡ects could have been large, as showing a clip multiple times would in£u-
ence its rating.

4.1.3. Satisfaction Functions We Will Use to Make Predictions

We have used six simple satisfaction functions to predict the outcomes of this
experiment:

1. Linear Addition without Normalization: The most basic satisfaction function
discussed in Section 2.4, where the individual’s ratings of the selected items
are summed.

2. Linear Addition with Normalization: As the previous one, but now with
normalization (as described in Section 2.4.2)

3. Quadratic Addition, Pleasure only, without Normalization: Ratings are
transformed as described in Section 2.4.3 (10 becomes 25, 1 becomes�25 etc). The
individual’s positive ratings of the selected items are summed. Negative ratings
are ignored.

4. Quadratic Addition, Pleasure only, with Normalization.
5. Quadratic Addition, Pleasure minus Misery, without Normalization: As Quad-

ratic Addition, Pleasure only, but now the negative ratings are also incorporated
in the sum.

6. Quadratic Addition, Pleasure minus Misery, with Normalization.

The di¡erences in predictions between 1,3,5 on the one hand and 2,4,6 on the other
hand will provide insight into whether subjects use Normalization. The di¡erences
in predictions between 3,4 on the one hand, and 5,6 on the other hand will provide
insight into whether the subjects deduct misery. The di¡erences in predictions
between 1,2 on the one hand, and 3,4,5,6 will provide insight into whether subjects
use the ratings as linear.

We have not used the order of the sequence as input for our satisfaction functions.
We did consider adding a satisfaction function that uses the sequence of the ratings:
increasing the added satisfaction of an item if the previous rating was high. However,
we decided to leave this to future research, as we want to resolve some of the
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other issues ¢rst, and did not know enough yet about the in£uence ordering could
have.

4.1.4. Predictions of the Satisfaction Functions

Figure 5.1 shows the predictions of the satisfaction functions. Some of the more
prominent di¡erences are:

. E¡ect of Normalization. (Comparing the left hand graphs with the right hand
graphs). FEAHD, AIEFD, AEIBDF: John beats Mary without normalization,
Mary beats John with normalization. EFHDJB: John beats Mary without
normalization, Mary and John almost equal with normalization. FEHJDG:
Adam beats John with normalization, and they are quite equal without.

Figure 5.1. Predictions of the satisfaction functions.
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John beats Mary without normalization, and they are quite equal with
normalization.

. E¡ect of deductingMisery. (Comparing the middle two graphs with the bottom
two graphs). EFHDJA: Adam beats Mary without deduction of misery.
With deduction, Mary beats Adam (or is almost equal to Adam, without
normalization).

. E¡ect of Quadratic versus Linear. (Comparing the top two graphs with the
bottom four graphs). FEHJDI: In Linear Addition, John and Mary are quite
equal. In the others, John clearly beats Mary. FEHJDG: In Quadratic, Adam
clearly beats Mary. In Linear, Adam and Mary are quite equal. EFHDJA:
In Linear, Mary beats John (or is equal to John without normalization). In
Quadratic, John beats Mary.

4.1.5. Research Questions

1. Is one of our satisfaction functions a good predictor of subject behavior? The
satisfaction functions above predict how each individual’s satisfaction compares
to that of the other two individuals for a particular sequence, as well as how
it compares to their own satisfaction for other sequences. For instance, according
to the Quadratic-Addition-Pleasure-Only satisfaction functions, John and Mary
would be more satis¢ed with AIEFD than Adam, and both would prefer AIEFD
to FEHJDI. The predictions of the various satisfaction functions di¡er, and
in the experiment we can compare these predictions with the satisfactions as
indicated by our experimental subjects. A main question was whether the
predictions of one our satisfaction functions would closely match those of
our subjects. We also wanted answers to the following related questions, to better
understand what makes a good satisfaction function:

. Do subjects use normalization?

. Do subjects deduct misery?

. Do subjects use linear rating scales?

We can use the di¡erences in predictions as discussed above to answer these three
questions.
If one of the satisfaction functions is a very good predictor, then it might be
possible to also determine thresholds. Let s be the predicted satisfaction of an
individual with a sequence. We would like to determine thresholds t1, t2, t3,
t4 and t5, such that:

. s< t1: individual is very dissatis¢ed with the sequence (score of 1 on the scale of
the experiment)

. t14 s< t2 : individual is dissatis¢ed with the sequence (score of 2 or 3 on the
scale)

. t3 4 s< t4: individual is satis¢ed with the sequence (score of 5 or 6 on the scale)

. t4 4 s : individual is very satis¢ed with the sequence (score of 7 on the scale)
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If one of the Normalized satisfaction functions were a good predictor, then all
thresholds would have to be between 0 and 1.

2. Does the order of the sequence in£uence subjects’ satisfaction ratings? What
aspects of order do subjects mention? We have given the subjects sequences
of selected items, rather than sets. This allows the subjects to use this information
if they want to. We hope that the subjects’ explanations will provide us with more
insight into how order in£uences satisfaction. To study this further, we have
included three experimental conditions (EAFID, AEFID, AIEFD) that are
exactly the same, with the same set of items being selected, except that they
are presented in a di¡erent order. Note that in our experiments we have deli-
berately abstracted items (A to J) instead of telling the subjects about the item
content. This ensures that subjects use the ratings provided rather than their
own personal opinions. This has as side e¡ect that the subjects cannot use content
information (the emotional tone or how the content is related to the content
of other items). So, our experiment will be restricted to the impact of the ratings
pro¢le of a sequence on satisfaction (for instance, exploring the di¡erence
between ‘7 1 9 3 9’ and ‘1 3 7 9 9’), and not the emotional or content pro¢le.
It might be possible to change this in a future experiment, but it is a tricky issue
to handle: for instance, telling subjects an item is ‘sad’ might in£uence their
opinion of that item in isolation, not just as part of a sequence.

3. Do subjects use social aspects to determine individual satisfaction? We have not
used social aspects (solidarity or jealousy) in our satisfaction functions. Without
having resolved the other issues ¢rst, it would have led to an explosion in possible
satisfaction functions. Even more so, as the sel¢shness/sociality of our individual
subjects would have an impact, and di¡erent ‘average sociality’ weightings would
have been needed for the predictions. However, we hoped that subjects’
explanations would indicate whether they had taken social aspects into
account.

4. Is there one strategy (or multiple ones) that is clearly better than the others, in
terms of keeping all members of the group happy? As subjects would indicate
the satisfaction of all members of the group, we could investigate whether there
is a sequence (i.e. the result of a particular selection strategy) with positive satis-
faction (i.e. score 5 or above) on average ^ or better even for all subjects ^
for all members of the group.

4.1.6. Subjects

Twenty-two subjects participated in the experiment. All were academic sta¡ of the
University of Brighton. Subjects were assigned to experimental condition at random.
To control for order e¡ects, each sequence appeared similarly often as
¢rst, second and third paper. Permutated sequences AIEFD, AEFID, and EAFID
were not given to the same subjects, so, there was a complete between-subjects design
for those. Each sequence was studied by at least seven subjects (some by eight).
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4.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 5.2 shows the average satisfaction scores per condition.

4.2.1. Do Subjects Use Normalization?

Comparing the results with the prominent di¡erences between the predictions of the
satisfaction functions (see Section 4.1.4), we ¢nd:

. FEAHD: There is a trend that Mary beats John, as predicted by normalization.
This is not statistically signi¢cant, but ‘without normalization’ predicted John
to beat Mary.

. AIEFD, AEIBDF: John and Mary are quite equal, which is more in tune with
normalization.

. EFHDJB: Mary and John almost equal, as predicted by normalization.

. FEHJDG: There is a trend that Adam beats John, as predicted by normal-
ization, but this is not statistically signi¢cant. However, John clearly beats
Mary, as predicted by ‘without normalization’ (this is statistically signi¢cant,
p< 0.01).

So, overall, there is some evidence that normalization has taken place, but with
a contradictory result for FEHJDG (which is a strange case, as will be discussed
below).

4.2.2. Do Subjects Deduct Misery?

Comparing the results with the predictions of the satisfaction functions (see Section
4.1.4), we ¢nd:

. EFHDJA: There is a trend that Mary beats Adam as predicted by deducting
misery. This is not statistically signi¢cant, but without deducting misery it
was predicted that Adam beats Mary.

Figure 5.2. Average satisfaction scores per condition.
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So, there is some evidence that misery is taken into account (deducted). This is in line
with the results of Experiment 1.

4.2.3. Do Subjects Use Linear Rating Scales?

Comparing the results with the predictions of the satisfaction functions (see Section
4.1), we ¢nd:

. FEHJDI: John beats Mary, as predicted by Quadratic. This is statistically
signi¢cant (p< 0.01).

. FEHJDG: Adam clearly beats Mary, as predicted by Quadratic. This is
statistically signi¢cant (p< 0.001)

So, there is clear evidence that Quadratic is a better measure than Linear.

4.2.4. Does the Order of the Sequence In£uence Satisfaction?

Order is mentioned by six subjects:

. One subject (S22) mentioned that the ¢rst clip mainly in£uenced his ratings.
Another subject (S3) explained a low rating for Adam in AIEFD: ‘had to
endure his two least favorite clips. Then he gave up and went away.’

. One subject (S20) considered how the individuals’ experience changed over
time. For FEHJDH he mentions the problem of John feeling a decline of ‘qua-
lity’ from the second clip onwards. He also mentioned that John would be quite
satis¢ed with EFHDJA ‘ending in a high’ (in addition to seeing good clips).
In support of this, another subject explained a low satisfaction of Adam with
EFHDJA by ‘never ¢nish on a bad one’ (S7). A third subject (S18) shared this
interest in the end of the sequence: she mentioned that Adam and Mary would
be more satis¢ed than John with FEAHD (contrary to general belief) because
they get more favorite clips towards the end. She also gave John a low rating
(3) for EFHDJA because she assumed it to be boring to see too many favorites
in a row!

. One subject (S13) explicitly indicated not having taken order into account.

No statistically signi¢cant di¡erences were found between the results of EAFID,
AEFID, and AIEFD. This is not surprising given the small number of subjects
who mentioned order. Most subjects treated the sequences as sets. The ordering
issue will need to be studied further in future experiments, particularly investigating
the impact of the start of the sequence, the end, and the increase or decrease of
pleasure over time.

4.2.5. Do Subjects Use Social Aspects to Determine Individual Satisfaction?

Most subjects did not explicitly do so.

. Only three subjects (S15, S12, and S11) mentioned taking the mood of the
others into account when determining the satisfaction of an individual. Another
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subject (S16) mentioned ‘If satisfaction depends on others being satis¢ed I
could not assess this, because there was too much to hold in short-term
memory. I had no overall model of the situation, and merely did the three
evaluations independently.’

. One of these subjects (S11) mentioned that it would be important to know more
about the context: ‘if watching at your own house, your visitors’ satisfaction
becomes more important’.

4.2.6. Is One of the Satisfaction Functions a Good Predictor?

Comparing the average pro¢le above with the pro¢le of the normalized ‘Quadratic
Addition, Pleasure minus Misery’ satisfaction function, it can be concluded that
they are quite similar. There are, however, still a number of noticeable di¡erences:

. Adam’s satisfaction for AIEFD (and its permutations) is low, but not as low as
predicted. Similarly, Adam’s satisfaction for AEIBDF is higher than expected.
Perhaps the numbers associated with low ratings (like �25 for a rating of 1)
should be less negative than we have them. So, deducting misery, but less
severely.

. The di¡erence between John’s and Mary’s satisfaction for FEHJDG is larger
than expected. Comparing Mary’s satisfaction for FEHJDG with that for
EFHDJB shows a signi¢cant di¡erence (p< 0.05). This is strange as the only
di¡erence between both sequences (except order) is the G in one sequence
and the B in the other, both of which have the same rating for Mary. Perhaps
subjects did take a social aspect into account: preferring B (which at least gives
pleasure to Adam) to G (which gives pleasure to nobody), and feeling more
upset about missing favorite A because G pleases nobody. Many subjects
mention missing A as the reason for giving a low mark.

. John’s satisfaction for EFHDJA is lower than expected (compared to Adam’s
and Mary’s satisfaction). This might be partly caused by the somewhat odd
behavior of subject S18 (See order section above). Another subject mentioned
giving John a low rating (3) because of missing out on one of his favorites (I).

. The last two points (and the frequency with which subjects used the argument of
missing the favorite for giving a lower mark) indicates that a higher weight
has to be given to favorites, such that satisfaction goes down when all favorites
are missed.

These di¡erences have made it impossible to determine thresholds.

4.2.7. Is There a Strategy that Keeps Everyone Happy?

On average, John, Adam and Mary were all reported to be not dissatis¢ed with
FEAHD (Borda Count), FEHJDI (Multiplicative Utilitarian), EFHDJB (Average
without Misery), AEIBDF (Most pleasure) and EFHDJA (Additive Utilitarian).
Looking at individual subjects’ responses, FEHJDI (Multiplicative Utilitarian)
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is the only sequence that has ratings of at least 4 for all subjects for all individuals.
The average ratings for this sequence are even above 5 for John, Adam, and Mary,
showing a certain degree of satisfaction for all of them. So, Multiplicative Utili-
tarian seems the most promising strategy, but the others are not bad either. Of
course, we need to investigate this issue further, using di¡erent individual ratings
and di¡erent lengths of the sequence. However, on the basis of this experiment,
we can reduce the number of strategies to be investigated (discarding Copeland
rule, Plurality voting, Least misery).

4.2.8. Other Issues

. One subject mentioned that the length of the clips would be important. (S19)
This is a valid point, as viewing something you hate for ¢ve minutes or an hour
would indeed make a big di¡erence.

. One subject mentioned that other factors would in£uence satisfaction, like the
discussion on the basis of the clips (S18).

. Almost all subjects talked about including (or not having included) the favorite
clip(s). This seemed to be a more important issue than expected.

5. Algorithms for Presenting a Sequence: The Issues of Order and Ratings

Until now we have focused on how a set of items suitable for a group can be selected
based on the individuals’ ratings. The television will also need to decide in which
order to show the items. In this section, we will sketch three algorithms that take
ordering issues into account, and we will empirically explore the assumptions
underlying these algorithms.

5.1. ALGORITHMS

5.1.1. Algorithm 1: Using the Group List Ranking

As the selection strategies described produce a ranked group list, the simplest
algorithm is to show the items in the same order as they appear in the list. We have
applied this method when producing the sequences for Experiment 2. The algorithm
is depicted in Figure 5.3. Note that this algorithm might need to be slightly modi¢ed
if the time durations of items vary. Television programmes (such as the news) tend
to have a ¢xed length. Items, on the other hand, could have varying lengths, with
one item being longer than another. It is possible that at the end of the sequence

Figure 5.3. Algorithm for deciding sequence using group list ranking.
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an item lower in the group list ranking needs to be selected to ¢ll the available time, as
the item which turn it was might be too long.

5.1.2. Algorithm 2: Changing Order

Using the group list ranking to determine the order will produce a sequence with
items liked by the group at the start and a decline in quality afterwards. However,
this might not be the best order for keeping everybody optimally satis¢ed. As indi-
cated in Section 2.2 we believe that a good sequence should keep each individual’s
satisfaction above a threshold at each moment during the broadcast. Our example
in that section already showed that the order of the items impacts whether or
not a sequence meets this criterion. Comments made by some subjects in the previous
experiment show that there might be additional aspects that decide how good a
sequence is, like having a strong ending. As discussed in Section 2.4.5, it is also
likely that the mood induced by watching an item and the topic of an item in£uences
what is the best item to show next. So, instead of showing items in the order of
the group list, a more advanced algorithm could merely use the group list to decide
which set of items to show and then order this set taking certain constraints into
account (see Figure 5.4). For instance, it could order the set such that the sequence

. Keeps individuals su⁄ciently satis¢ed throughout the broadcast: The predicted
satisfaction of each individual at each point in the sequence is above a certain
threshold

. Has a strong ending: The predicted satisfaction of each individual with the last
M items is above a certain threshold

. Exhibits consistency in mood: The predicted mood induced by each two
adjacent items in not ‘too wide apart’ on a mood scale. For instance, it might
be ¢ne to succeed a ‘Very Happy’ item with a ‘Happy’ item, but not with a
‘Very Sad’ item.

. Has a good narrative £ow: Topically related items are as close as possible in the
sequence.

Note that these constraints are both speculative and vague. Though they might seem
reasonable, we have not proven yet that they are, and we have not speci¢ed them
in detail (for instance, how far apart are two adjacent items allowed to be on
the mood scale, what is the value of M, etc.). Also, the constraints could con£ict:
two items can be highly topically related but induce widely di¡erent moods.
Additionally, the television will need information about the mood and topicality
of the items to be able to use them for ordering. This requires either explicit

Figure 5.4. Algorithm for deciding sequence using ordering constraints.
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annotation (rather unlikely to happen for small television items), or an inference
mechanism based on what is known about the item. The main source of information
about items will be their subtitles, complemented by the audio and video signal. We
expect that it might be possible to automatically estimate the mood of an item based
on an analysis of its subtitles (e.g. looking for words like murder, disaster, dead,
etc) and the tone of voice of the people in the video. Topical relatedness could per-
haps be estimated by comparing the frequencies of (non-common) words in the sub-
titles. In the experiment below we will explore our assumptions that mood and
topical relatedness should have an impact on the order. The practical issue of how
to automatically determine the mood or topicality is beyond the topic of this paper.

5.1.3. Algorithm 3: Changing Ratings

There seems to be one major £aw in the reasoning above: until now we have tacitly
assumed that we can ¢rst select a set of items and then order them, ignoring that
ratings might change as an e¡ect of viewing an item. Having shown an item to
the group, issues like mood consistency and topical relatedness might well lead
to an item outside the selected set being more suitable to show next than the items
in our selected set. We believe that the individuals’ ratings should be recalculated
taking into account the items they have seen so far. This leads to the algorithm
depicted in Figure 5.5. Di¡erent rules could be used for the recalculation of ratings,
and the following are some speculative examples:

. If an item is topically related to the item shown, then increase its rating (by an
amount proportionate to the relatedness).

. If an item has the same mood as the item shown, then increase it’s rating, and
decrease the rating if the moods con£ict (by an amount proportionate with
the intensity of the mood). A question is whether changes in ratings need
to apply only for the duration of the next selection or for longer. For instance,
suppose the TV shows a ‘very sad’ item. This might lead to a reduction in ratings
for ‘happy’ items. If the TV were to show a ‘neutral’ item next, should the
ratings for the ‘happy’ items be restored to their previous value, or remain
reduced?

. If the (predicted) viewer’s satisfaction is high after watching the items so far,
then increase ratings, and if the (predicted) satisfaction is low then decrease
ratings. To give an example of how this might work: Assume Adam is shown
a number of items he likes. This gives him high satisfaction. Because of this,

Figure 5.5. Algorithm for deciding sequence using rating modification.
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his ratings for other items (like the ones he normally hates) will increase. This
makes it more likely these items will be selected (for instance, by passing
the threshold in an AverageWithout Misery strategy). Assume as a consequence
an item he normally hates is shown, like item A. This reduces his satisfaction
and therefore his ratings for other items, making it more likely he will see
something he enjoys soon.

Note that this algorithm allows items to be shown multiple times. This can be
counteracted by sharply decreasing the rating of items that have been shown, or
by adding a constraint to the ‘Show ¢rst item of the list’ that it has to be the ¢rst
item not already shown. Whilst showing a news item multiple times needs to be
avoided, this might not be equally true for all types of programmes and viewers.
Toddlers, for instance, very happily watch something they like multiple times. Simi-
larly, a music clip might warrant watching multiple times for a fan. It seems therefore
best to leave this issue to be dealt with by the sub-algorithm that determines each
individual’s ratings.

To investigate whether this algorithm is indeed better than the other two
algorithms discussed, our next step is to explore if people do indeed adjust their
ratings. More particularly, we would also like to gain insight into the e¡ects of mood,
satisfaction, and topical relatedness on the ratings of items after having viewed
another item.

5.2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

5.2.1. Method

Subjects were told that they were going to watch the evening news, and that the
television would select a sequence of news items for them. They were asked to rate
seven news items on how much they would want to watch them and how they might
expect the news item to make them feel. After they had rated all seven items, subjects
were told what the ¢rst item on the news was, an item that they had not yet seen.
They were asked to rate this ¢rst item on how much they would want to watch
it and how they might expect the item to make them feel. Next, they were asked
to rate the other seven news items again, given that they had just watched that ¢rst
item. There were two experimental conditions. In Condition A, the ¢rst news item
was ‘Brighton University Watts Building on Fire: hundreds feared dead’. In Con-
dition B, it was ‘England football team has to play Bulgaria in the next round’.
(See Appendix C for the exact wording.) Table VII shows the news items used,
and the reason for using them.

5.2.2. Research Questions

We wanted answers to the following research questions:

. Do people adjust ratings? Does having watched the ¢rst news item in£uence the
ratings for the other news items? If this is the case, then a new group list will
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have to be determined after each presented item, as in Algorithm 3 of the
previous section. If the ratings stay the same, then we could apply an ordering
algorithm to the group list, as in Algorithm 2 of the previous section. Our
hypothesis was that in both conditions the ratings would change.

. Does mood in£uence the way ratings are adjusted? Condition A was constructed
to test this. We expected all subjects to feel very sad after viewing the ‘Brighton
University Watts Building on Fire: hundreds feared dead’ item. Our hypothesis
was that this would in£uence their ratings, particularly of items of a con£icting
(‘happy’) mood, such as the ‘[Insert name of your favorite sport’s club] wins
important game’ item.

. Does topical relatedness in£uence the way ratings are adjusted? Does having
watched the ¢rst news item in£uence the ratings of topically related items
to a higher extent than the ratings of topically unrelated items? Condition

Table VII. News items used and reasons for using them

News item Reason

‘[Insert name of your favorite sport’s club]
wins important game’

Expect that most subjects would want to see this item
and that it would make them feel very happy.

‘Fleet of limos for Jennifer Lopez
100-metre trip’?

This item and the next two were real news items that
were chosen to be not topically related to the
‘England football team has to play Bulgaria
in the next round’ and ‘Brighton University
Watts Building on Fire: hundreds feared
dead’ items.

‘Heart disease could be halved’? Expect that it would make most subjects happy.
‘Is there room for God in Europe?’? Expect that subjects would di¡er in opinion.
‘Earthquake hits Bulgaria’ Expect that most subjects would want to see this item

and that it would make them feel sad. Also picked
‘Bulgaria’ to make this item weakly topically
related to the ‘England football team has to play
Bulgaria in next match’ item.

‘UK ¢re strike continues’ Expect that most subjects would not want to see this
item at the start. The UK ¢re strike had already
been in the news for months. Item is weakly
topically related to ‘Brighton University Watts
Building on Fire: hundreds feared dead’ item.

‘Main three Bulgarian players injured after
Bulgaria^Spain football match’

Expect that most subjects would not want to see this
item at the start. Item is strongly topically related
to the ‘England football team has to play Bulgaria
in next match’ item.

‘Brighton University Watts Building on Fire:
hundreds feared dead’ (only in Condition A)

Most of the subjects’ lectures take place in Watts
Building.We therefore expected them to be both
very interested in and very sad about this item.
Constructed to investigate the e¡ect of mood.

‘England football team has to play Bulgaria
in the next round’ (only in Condition B)

Topically related to two other items, with a di¡erent
degree of relatedness. Constructed to investigate
the e¡ect of topical relatedness.

?These news headlines were taken from the Yahoo news site http://uk.news.yahoo.com/ on 28-2-2003.
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B was constructed to test this. Our hypothesis was that after watching the
‘England football team has to play Bulgaria in the next round’ item, subjects
would change their ratings for the ‘Main three Bulgarian players injured after
Bulgaria^Spain football match’ item, and, to a lesser extent, for the ‘Earth-
quake hits Bulgaria’ item.

. Does the subject’s satisfaction in£uence the way ratings are adjusted? Does a
subject with a high rating for the ¢rst item increase the ratings of the other
items? Does a subject with a low rating for the ¢rst item decrease the ratings
of the other items? We can only test this on items that are topically unrelated
and in the same mood (or these aspects might cause a change). Our hypothesis
was that the rating for the ‘Earthquake hits Bulgaria’ item would increase after
having seen the ‘Brighton University Watts Building on Fire: hundreds feared
dead’ item, as both are sad items, topically unrelated, and the ‘on ¢re’ item
is expected to have a high interest rating.

. Is there an interaction between these factors? Is there an interaction between the
subject’s satisfaction of an item and the e¡ect of topical relatedness on ratings
for other items? Our hypothesis is that subjects who express an interest in
the ‘England football team has to play Bulgaria in the next round’ item are
more likely to increase the rating of the topically related ‘Main three Bulgarian
players injured after Bulgaria^Spain football match’ item than subjects who
were not interested.

5.2.3. Subjects

Thirty-four subjects participated in the experiment. All were ¢nal-year undergrad-
uate students of the IT faculty attending a lecture of the Adaptive Interactive
Systems module.? The students were studying various courses (B.A. Computer
and Information Systems, B.Sc. Computer Studies, B.Sc. Computer Science, and
B.Sc. Software Engineering). The experiment took place in a lecture room. Subjects
were randomly assigned to an experimental condition. Students participated
in the experiment voluntarily (in addition to the numbers mentioned above, two
students chose not to participate). The spread over courses was similar for both
conditions.

5.3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.3.1. In£uence of Viewing an Item on Ratings for Other Items

The results for Condition A (‘Brighton University Watts Building on Fire: hundreds
feared dead’) clearly con¢rm our hypothesis that there can be a large in£uence
of viewing an item on the ratings of other items. Figure 5.6 shows a dramatic

?Note: this experiment took place almost a year after Experiment 1, so none of these subjects had
participated before.
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decrease in ratings after seeing this item. All subjects modi¢ed at least one rating, and
the di¡erence in ratings was statistically signi¢cant. We can therefore conclude that
Algorithm 3 is the best candidate.

5.3.2. In£uence of Mood

The results for Condition A (‘Brighton University Watts Building on Fire: hundreds
feared dead’) were hoped to shed some light on the in£uence of mood. We clearly
succeeded in producing an item that made all subjects expect to feel sad. All subjects
chose ‘very sad’, with the exception of two who chose the category just above that.
However, we probably succeeded too well: subjects were expecting to be sad to
the extent that most decreased their ratings across the board. Some subjects expres-
sed this by making comments like ‘I would not be interested to see anything any-
more, when worried about friends dying’. This does con¢rm our hypothesis that
mood can in£uence ratings, but not our more particular hypothesis about the
way it would a¡ect them. We did not ¢nd that the ratings of happy items decreased
more than those of sad items. On the contrary, the Heart Disease item (judged
by subjects as making them happy) showed a smaller decrease than the sad Earth-
quake item. So, contrary to our hypothesis and the literature described in Section
2.4.5, it might be that subjects actually prefer a happy item to distract them from
the sad news. Subjects’ comments also indicate that there is more to items than mood
and topic: namely, an importance dimension. Subjects commented that after seeing
the Brighton University On Fire item, they were no longer in the mood for irrelevant
items, such as the Wins Game and Lopez items.

Figure 5.6. Box plot and summary table for Condition A showing the mean, standard deviation, median,

and quartiles, and outliers (circles) of the subjects’ ratings for the various news items before and after

seeing the ‘Brighton University Watts Building on Fire: hundreds feared dead’ item.
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We also did a small pilot test using an ^ as we thought ^ positive mood inducing
item ‘War avoided by negotiation’. This proved problematic: our pilot subjects var-
ied in opinion on how happy this item would make them feel. Their comments show
that this was due to the subjects’ opinion on the desirability of avoiding a war
in Iraq. Note that we never speci¢ed which war was supposedly avoided. This shows
the di⁄culty in constructing items with a certain ¢xed mood or interest.

5.3.3. In£uence of Satisfaction

We could not draw any conclusions about the in£uence of satisfaction from the
‘Earthquake in Bulgaria’ item in Condition A, because the ‘University on Fire’ item
had had the unexpected e¡ect of changing all ratings. Also, no e¡ect was found
in Condition B. Therefore, we have not found any proof to support the recalculation
of ratings dependent on the rating of the previous item. However, we need still
to investigate whether satisfaction would have an in£uence if there were no other
in£uencing factors (like mood and topical relatedness). It might also be that the
in£uence of satisfaction is not a conscious in£uence, one that people are aware
of, and that a more realistic experiment in which subjects were really viewing video
clips is needed.

5.3.4. In£uence of Topical Relatedness

The results for Condition B (‘England football team has to play Bulgaria in the next
round’) con¢rm our hypothesis that viewing an item can in£uence the ratings of
topically related items. Figure 5.7 shows that subjects increased the ratings of

Figure 5.7. Box plot and summary table for Condition B showing the mean, standard deviation, median,

quartiles, and outliers (circles) of the subjects’ ratings for the various news items before and after seeing the

‘England football team has to play Bulgaria in the next round’ item.
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the topically related items, while the ratings of the topically unrelated items
remained similar (actually, the means even show a small decline in ratings for these
items). The strongly topically related ‘Main three Bulgarian players injured after
Bulgaria^Spain football match’ also showed a larger change in ratings than the
weakly related ‘Earthquake hits Bulgaria’.

5.3.5. Interaction Between Satisfaction and the E¡ect of Topical Relatedness

We expected the e¡ect of topical relatedness to depend on the interest the subject had
for the item they viewed. For instance, if a subject were completely uninterested
in the English football team, then we would not expect an e¡ect on their ratings
for the related ‘Main three Bulgarian players injured after Bulgaria^Spain football
match’. On the contrary, if a subject were very interested in the English football
team, then we would expect their ratings for the related item to go up. Figure
5.8 shows the e¡ect of watching the ¢rst (England^Bulgaria) item on the topically
related items (Bulgarian Player Injury, and Earth Quake in Bulgaria) as a function
of the subjects’ ratings for the ¢rst item. The ¢gure to a certain extent supports
our hypothesis, with the increases in ratings mainly for subjects who expressed some
interest (rating 5 and above), and the decreases in ratings mainly for subjects
who were not that interested (ratings 4 and below).

6. Conclusions

Group modeling is an interesting research area with a wide possibility of appli-
cations, both in interactive television and beyond. In this paper, we have de¢ned
the problems associated with adaptation to groups, described our initial research
in this area, discovered some answers and many more questions that need answering.

Figure 5.8. Rating differences for ‘Main three Bulgarian players injured after Bulgaria–Spain football

match’ (left) and ‘Earthquake hits Bulgaria’ (right) after seeing the ‘England football team has to play

Bulgaria in the next round’ news item (y-axis), plotted against the rating of the subject for the latter

(x-axis). Size of the bubbles indicates number of subjects.
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6.1. CONCLUSIONS FROM THE STUDY

The main results from this study are:

. People use some of the choice strategies described in Section 2, such as the
Average Strategy (a.k.a. Additive Utilitarian), the Average Without Misery
Strategy and the Least Misery Strategy, and care about fairness and avoiding
individual misery. (Experiment 1)

. People use normalization: their satisfaction does not only depend on the
selected items, but also on the not selected ones. (Experiment 2)

. People deduct misery: their satisfaction is negatively a¡ected by disagree-
able experiences, more than because of losing out on possible pleasure.
(Experiment 2)

. People use the ratings in a non-linear way: i.e. the di¡erence in ratings between
say 9 and 10 is regarded as larger than that between 7 and 8. (Experiment 2)

. The ‘Normalized Quadratic Addition, Pleasure minus Misery’ satisfaction
function produced reasonable, though not completely correct predictions.
(Experiment 2)

. The sequences produced by ¢ve choice strategies (Borda Count, Multiplicative
Utilitarian, Average without Misery, Most pleasure, and Additive Utilitarian)
gave, in our example, on average satisfaction to all individuals in the group.
(Experiment 2)

. Multiplicative Utilitarian seems the best strategies as it’s sequence produced
satisfaction for all individuals in the group according to all subjects.
(Experiment 2)

. People’s opinion about items can change dramatically as a result of watching
another item. Hence, ratings need to be recalculated after showing each item,
and a new Group list needs to be determined before selecting the next item.
(Experiment 3)

. People’s opinion about items can change as a result of the mood induced by
watching an item. Watching a very sad item can decrease the ratings for other
items. Contrary to expectation, it does not seem to decrease the ratings of
con£icting mood items more than those of similar mood. (Experiment 3)

. People’s opinion about items can change as a result of their topical relatedness
to a shown item. There is a trend towards an interaction with Satisfaction:
if the person is interested in the shown item, then the ratings of topically related
items are more likely to increase. (Experiment 3)

6.2. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

6.2.1. Indirectness of the Experiments

As discussed in Sections 3 and 4, we have deliberately chosen to make the experi-
ments indirect. In Experiment 1, rather than having an actual group sit down
to decide what to watch, subjects were asked what they thought people should
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watch. In Experiment 2, rather than having an actual group sit down and measure
how satis¢ed each individual would be with a certain sequence, subjects were asked
how satis¢ed they thought all members of the group would be. In Experiment
3, real news headings were used for items, rather than the abstract items used
in the earlier experiments. But again, we did not really show the items to the sub-
jects, but asked them how much they wanted to see them and how they expected
viewing them would make them feel. We explained the reasons for this indirect
approach in Sections 3 and 4, and they mainly had to do with controlling the
experiment. However, as always, the more an experiment is controlled, the less
it resembles the real world.

6.2.2. Subjects Used in the Experiments

The sets of subjects were quite homogeneous, particularly the level of education:
either having or studying for a degree, mostly in computing. Subjects were also from
a relatively narrow age range (though not as narrow as the word ‘student’ suggests,
as we have a large proportion of mature students), and the majority of subjects
in Experiments 1 and 3 were male. This raises some doubts about the generalisability
of the results, as the demographic of a television audience is a lot more hetero-
geneous. However, as the indirectness of our experiments did require a certain level
of education, it would have been impossible to use a cross section of the population.
This would also have required a rather large group of subjects. Nevertheless, the
generalisability of the results remains to be proven.

6.2.3. Example Used in the Experiments

In both Experiments 1 and 2, we have used the example of a group of three people,
with particular ratings for these three people. It still needs to be proven that our
result about the suitability of the strategies is generalisable to larger groups, and
di¡erent rating distributions.

6.2.4. Assumptions Made

As discussed in Section 2, we have made a number of assumptions. In a sense, all of
them are limitations of this study. The most important limitation seems our assump-
tion that ratings are accurate: recommender systems need to be able to deal with
uncertainty. This might mean that rather than having an accurate rating for an
individual for an item, we might have a probability distribution that indicates
the likelihood of certain ratings for that item. Or it might mean that we have an
estimated rating with an indication of how certain the system is about its estimation.
Taking uncertainty into account would have made our experiments far more com-
plicated. We had, therefore, decided to separate concerns, and start with the assump-
tion that ratings were accurate. We believe that most results ^ in the sense of
what is important to people, like avoiding misery ^ would still hold when dealing
with uncertainty, but that an additional set of rules would apply in that case.
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6.3. AREAS FOR FURTHER WORK

Our research has only just started, and raises many questions that warrant further
research. For example:

. The Multiplicative Utilitarian strategy seems a good strategy to use, but more
experiments are needed to con¢rm this. These experiments would need to deal
with the limitations mentioned above.

. One way to reduce the e¡ort involved in empirical evaluations would be to
have a good Satisfaction Function to predict experimental results. The ‘Norm-
alized Quadratic Addition, Pleasure minus Misery’ satisfaction function is a
promising start, but needs further improvement to become more accurate.

. Finding a highly accurate Satisfaction Function would also allow us to
mathematically determine the optimal strategy.

. The ordering of the sequence requires more investigation. This is not only a
group adaptation issue, but applies also when dealing with only one viewer.
We need to determine what exactly the e¡ect of mood is, how to correctly pre-
dict the size of the e¡ect of topical relatedness on ratings, and how to deal
with the importance dimension. On a more practical level, we need to investi-
gate howmood, topicality, and importance can be automatically detected based
on subtitles, audio, and video.

. Invisible members can be added to a group (to represent teachers, or parents) to
ensure that a viewer’s (student or child) overall viewing experience is more
appropriate. It should be investigated how this can be done and can be made
both acceptable and bene¢cial for the viewer. Similarly, television critics could
be added as members of a group. Their ratings would accurately re£ect their
opinions.

. An individual’s satisfaction might be in£uenced by adequate user interface
design. For instance, when showing an item, it could be indicated to the viewers
what the next item(s) will be (for instance, using a subtitle). This tells viewers
who do not like the current item that the next one will be to their taste. This
might avoid dissatisfaction, boredom, and walking away from the television.
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Appendix A

SCENARIO 1

John, Mary, and Adam are going to watch video clips together. We know how inter-
ested they are in the topics of the clips. Each clip is rated from 1 ^ really hate this
topic, to 10 ^ really like this topic.

SCENARIO 2

John (29), Mary (32), and their grandfather Adam (81) are going to watch video clips
together. We know how interested they are in the topics of the clips. Each clip
is rated from 1 ^ really hate this topic, to 10 ^ really like this topic.

Clip John Adam Mary

A 10 1 10
B 4 9 5
C 3 8 2
D 6 9 7
E 10 7 9
F 9 9 8
G 6 6 5
H 8 9 6
I 10 3 7
J 8 8 6

Clip John Adam Mary

A 10 1 10
B 4 9 5
C 3 8 2
D 6 9 7
E 10 7 9
F 9 9 8
G 6 6 5
H 8 9 6
I 10 3 7
J 8 8 6

1. They only have time to watch one clip. Which
clip should they watch? Why?

2. They only have time to watch two clips.
Which clips should they watch? Why?

3. They only have time to watch three clips.
Which clips should they watch? Why?

4. They only have time to watch four clips.
Which clips should they watch? Why?

5. They only have time to watch ¢ve clips.
Which clips should they watch? Why?

6. They only have time to watch six clips.Which
clips should they watch? Why?

7. They only have time to watch seven clips.
Which clips should they watch? Why?

1. They only have time to watch one clip.
Which clip should they watch? Why?

2. They only have time to watch two clips.
Which clips should they watch? Why?

3. They only have time to watch three clips.
Which clips should they watch? Why?

4. They only have time to watch four clips.
Which clips should they watch? Why?

5. They only have time to watch ¢ve clips.
Which clips should they watch? Why?

6. They only have time to watch six clips.
Which clips should they watch? Why?

7. They only have time to watch seven clips.
Which clips should they watch? Why?
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Appendix B

Age: Gender: M/F

You and two friends (Friend1 and Friend2) are going to watch video clips together.
The Television knows how interested you are in the topics of the clips. Each clip
is rated from 1 ^ really hate this topic, to 10 ^ really like this topic.

It decides to show you the following sequence of clips: E A F I D

Very
Neutral

Very
dissatis¢ed satis¢ed

How satis¢ed would you be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Why?

How satis¢ed do you believe Friend1 would be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Why?

How satis¢ed do you believe Friend2 would be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Why?

Appendix C

Age: Gender: M/F
You are going to watch the evening news. A number of things have happened
today, and the news programme has to make a selection about what to show
you. Decide for the following news items how interested you would be to see them,
and how you think they would make you feel. Each news item is described by
its headline, more detail would be given in the news. Assume all news items to
be true.

Clip You Friend1 Friend2

A 10 1 10
B 4 9 5
C 3 8 2
D 6 9 7
E 10 7 9
F 9 9 8
G 6 6 5
H 8 9 6
I 10 3 7
J 8 8 6
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‘[Insert name of your favorite sport’s club] wins important game’
Really Really
Hate to Neutral Want to

How much would you want to 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
watch this news item?

Very Very
Sad Neutral Happy

How might you expect this news 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
item to make you feel?

‘Fleet of limos for Jennifer Lopez 100-metre trip’
Really Really
Hate to Neutral Want to

How much would you want to watch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
this news item?

Very Very
Sad Neutral Happy

How might you expect this news item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
to make you feel?

‘Heart disease could be halved’
Really Really
Hate to Neutral Want to

How much would you want to watch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
this news item?

Very Very
Sad Neutral Happy

How might you expect this news item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
to make you feel?

‘Is there room for God in Europe?’
Really Really
Hate to Neutral Want to

How much would you want to watch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
this news item?

Very Very
Sad Neutral Happy

How might you expect this news item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
to make you feel?
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‘Earthquake hits Bulgaria’
Really Really
Hate to Neutral Want to

How much would you want to watch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
this news item?

Very Very
Sad Neutral Happy

How might you expect this news item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
to make you feel?

‘UK ¢re ¢ghter strike continues’
Really Really
Hate to Neutral Want to

How much would you want to watch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
this news item?

Very Very
Sad Neutral Happy

How might you expect this news item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
to make you feel?

‘Main three Bulgarian players injured after Bulgaria-Spain football match’
Really Really
Hate to Neutral Want to

How much would you want to watch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
this news item?

Very Very
Sad Neutral Happy

How might you expect this news item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
to make you feel?

The ¢rst item on the news is ‘Brighton University Watts Building on Fire: hundreds
feared dead’

Really Really
Hate to Neutral Want to

How much would you want to watch 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
this news item?

Very Very
Sad Neutral Happy

How might you expect this news item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
to make you feel?
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Given that you have just seen this item, how much would you now want to watch
these items?

Has watching the ‘Brighton University Watts Building on Fire: hundreds feared
dead’ news item changed your opinion? How and why?

Condition B: Same as condition A, only now
‘Brighton University Watts Building on Fire: hundreds feared dead’ is replaced by
‘England football team has to play Bulgaria in the next round’.

Really
Hate to Neutral

Really
Want to

‘[Insert name of your favorite sport’s
club] wins important game’

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

‘Fleet of limos for Jennifer Lopez
100-metre trip’

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

‘Heart disease could be halved’ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
‘Is there room for God in Europe?’ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
‘Earthquake hits Bulgaria’ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
‘UK ¢re ¢ghter strike continues’ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
‘Main three Bulgarian players injured
after Bulgaria-Spain football match’

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Chapter 6

Categorization of Japanese TV Viewers Based
on Program Genres They Watch

YUMIKO HARA, YUMIKO TOMOMUNE1 and MAKI SHIGEMORI2

NHK Broadcasting Culture Research Institute
e-mail: {hara.y-ig, tomomune.y-iy, shigemori.m-ek}@nhk.or.jp

Abstract. Although programpreferences can be characterized on the basis of demographic
attributes like sex, age or occupation or by taking the cultural studies approach focused on
ethnic or social traits, preferences for programs often di¡er among people of the same sex,
age, occupation and social class. We think that nothing can describe subjects’ viewing prefer-
encesmore accurately thanwhat programs they hadwatched in the past. To verify our hypothe-
sis, we surveyed the viewing behavior of more than 1,600 randomly chosen individuals,
and utilized this data to analyze people’s program choices. We categorized the respondents
by the similarity of the programs they had watched and examined the groupings that emerged
and the features of these groups.

From our analysis, it became clear that a ‘more/less serious’ and ‘more/less ¢ctional’ axes
are involved in program selection.

Our results show that eight groups (stereotypes) explain viewers’ contact with television,
their motivation for choosing programs to watch, and their interest in matters other than tele-
vision. Applying these stereotypes to the process of program selection or recommendation will
be useful for the future design of personalized adaptive systems.

Key words. audience segmentation, Japan, personalized TV, program genre, stereotype, TV,
user study, viewer, viewing preference

1. Aims

Although program preferences can be characterized on the basis of demographic
attributes like sex, age or occupation or by taking the cultural studies approach
focused on ethnic or social traits (Webster et al. 1983; Morley, 1992; Ang, 1996),
preferences for programs often di¡er among people of the same sex, age, occupation
and social class. We think nothing can describe subjects’ viewing preferences more
accurately than what programs they watched in the past. The aim of this paper
is to propose an e¡ective method for determining viewer groups based on an analysis
of individuals’ viewing behavior, to contribute to the future design of personalized
adaptive TV systems.

1Yumiko Tomomune now works at the Japan Prize Secretariat in NHK.
2Maki Shigemori now works at the Corporate Planning Bureau in NHK.

L. Ardissono et al. (eds.), Personalized Digital Television, 143^173, 2004.
# 2004 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.



Previous studies in Japan have already attempted to de¢ne TV viewer types.
Major studies were: (a) Sugiyama (1968); (b) Izumi (1973); (c) Fujiwara (1983);
(d) Miwa (1986); (e) Nagashima (2000), and (f) Video Research Ltd., (2000). Studies
(a)^(d) were carried out by the NHK Broadcasting Culture Research Institute, while
(e) and (f) were done by Video Research Ltd., a viewer ratings research
company. In all cases, these studies attempted to group viewers according to factors
other than demographic characteristics and to elucidate the features of viewer groups.

Studies (b), (e) and (f) were based on existing viewer ratings data, and although
researchers could determine which programs individual samples had watched, there
was no data available on attitudes toward television. Studies (a), (c) and (d), mean-
while, were carried out using new survey designs intended to group viewers into
stereotypes. They also included data on exposure to and attitudes toward television,
which made the data used similar to ours. Study (d) examined television viewing
characteristics of senior citizens and used attitudes toward television as the basis
for developing viewer stereotypes. Studies (a) and (c) analyzed data using methods
similar to those adopted by the authors of this paper, grouping viewers on the basis
of speci¢c programs watched. However, both studies were done over twenty years
ago, when trends among viewers and the character of the TV programs themselves
were quite di¡erent from today.

Building on past research conducted in Japan, we believed there was ample space
for a new analysis, as presented in this study.

2. Method

2.1. TYPE OF DATA USED AND ANALYSIS FLOW

Our study is based on data from the Station Image Survey conducted by the NHK
Broadcasting Culture Research Institute in March 2000 (Tomomune et al. 2000a;
Hara et al. 2000). This study was done to determine the public images of NHK
and commercial broadcasters.

The survey was conducted between Saturday February 26 and Sunday March 12,
2000 and involved 2,200 people aged 16^65 in Tokyo and six other Kanto region
prefectures. The number of respondents was 1,683 and the response rate was
76.5%. One of the important characteristics of this survey is that the same respon-
dents were surveyed both with regard to their attitudes and their actual viewing
of programs.

Figure 6.1 describes the analytical process that was used to de¢ne viewer stereo-
types using data from the Station Image Survey. The shaded areas in Figure 6.1
correspond to the Station Image Survey. Based on program viewing data in the
study, respondents were grouped by quanti¢cation method III (see Section 2.3
and footnote 4) and the K-means cluster method. The viewer groups obtained in
this way were then matched against the data from the attitude survey in order
to elucidate the characteristics of each group.
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2.2. CLASSIFICATION OF PROGRAM GENRES

The sample in the Station Image Survey is limited from age 16^65 because we
considered that people over 65 would ¢nd this complicated survey di⁄cult to endure.
The random sample of respondents consisted of 1,683 persons as described in

Figure 6.1. Sequence of analysis.
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Table I. The actual program viewing survey consisted of 547 programs aired in the
evening from Monday, 6 to Sunday, 12 March, 2000, on all terrestrial channels
and the BS-1 and BS-2 satellite channels operated by NHK. Figure 6.2 shows
the questionnaire employed in this study. The program listings for the one-week
period were distributed to respondents’ homes beforehand and retrieved later.
Respondents were asked to circle the programs that they had ‘watched thoroughly’
and to indicate their reasons for viewing those particular programs.

Analyzing this data, we tabulated respondents’ answers as to whether they had
watched the programs ‘thoroughly’ or not. Working with 547 programs yielded
too many possible combinations of viewing options, so we decided to group
the 547 programs based on program categories already in use by television sta-
tions. We decided that the program categories generally used by NHK since
1971 were not appropriate for use in this analysis. The categories are outdated
and have not kept up with current television viewing. For example, the variety
program genre, which is also part of the ‘entertainment/other entertainer’ genre,
is very popular today, and there are numerous types of variety programs.3 What
is known as reality-based programming in the United States comes under the
‘variety’ genre in Japan, as are programs that include singing interspersed with
amusing talk. The ‘variety’ genre is therefore very broad and needs to be further
subdivided.

We decided to develop our own classi¢cation of program types for this study.
We taped and watched the 547 programs and classi¢ed them into genres and
sub-genres, and developed de¢nitions for each (Table II). For variety programs,
using the programs’ viewer functions and performance manner as variables, we
developed 16 sub-genres to ensure balanced numbers. For example, among the
viewer functions are ‘makes viewers laugh and is enjoyable to watch’ or ‘good
for watching late at night,’ and among performance manner are ‘features television
personalities doing skits’ or ‘features adroit conversation.’ Through this method
we arrived at our ¢nal classi¢cation of 49 program genres and sub-genres (Tomo-
mune et al. 2000b; hereafter referred to as 49 program genres). Using the de¢nitions

Table I. Sample composition

Male No. of respondents Female No. of respondents

Total 864 Total 819
Age 16^19 58 Age 16^19 54
20^29 203 20^29 185
30^39 176 30^39 162
40^49 171 40^49 160
50^59 177 50^59 176
60^65 79 60^65 82

3Variety programs in Japan began to proliferate from the second half of the 1980s, especially in the
evening line-ups of commercial broadcasters. Variety program types became even more diversified in the
1990s. For the characteristics of variety programs, see Tomomune et al. (2001).
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in Table II, anyone can classify programs the same way and obtain the same results.
However, this classi¢cation system would need to be reviewed if new program types
with very di¡erent content and formats should appear in a few years. Also, since
this classi¢cation only considers the evening programs during a speci¢c one-week
period, some genres are not included (such as professional baseball and morning
news summaries).

Figure 6.2. A part of the questionnaire we used.
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Next, we mapped the 547 programs on the 49 genres. When we were uncertain
about the classi¢cation of a particular program, we watched the program again
before assigning it. We also asked the 1,683 respondents whether or not they had
watched the respective programs ‘thoroughly’. Table III shows the genres, the num-
ber of programs pertaining to each genre, and the ratio of viewers who ‘had watched
them thoroughly.’

2.3. DETERMINATION OF AXES RELATED TO PROGRAM SELECTION

Our analysis is based on the data of Table III. There are various methods for ana-
lyzing this type of data, and we used quanti¢cation method III, which was also
employed by (a) Sugiyama (1968) and (c) Fujiwara (1983) (see Section 1). This
is a pattern classi¢cation method developed by Chikio Hayashi, which accom-
modates simultaneous analysis of variables and samples. This method is used when
there are no external criteria for analyzing qualitative data. In other parts of the
world it is called ‘analyse des correspondences’ (Benzecri, 1973), ‘optimal scaling’

Figure 6.2. Continued.
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Table II. Names and de¢nitions of genres and sub-genres

Variety

Programs enjoyable to watch for their comedy, ability to move the emotions, stimulate identi¢cation
or fear, or bring intellectual ful¢llment

Basically studio programs hosted by personalities or celebrities and which also include several other
personalities

In many cases, they include a variety of entertainment types, as the name of this genre implies

Skits/comedy Calculated professional performances, such as skits,
imitations or gags by personalities

Talk and gossip Shows featuring interesting talk or skillful repartee
Debate Debate on various subjects, either by personalities or

members of the general public
Game-playing Mainly personalities engaging in various games or contests
Talk and singing At ¢rst glance, looks like a singing show, but is a program

with a twist, with talk as the main element
Cooking/food Features cooking, recipes, information about

ingredients, gourmet restaurants/shops, etc.
General knowledge Presents knowledge or information that viewers can

then talk about
Information on daily life Tips and information on clothing, food, housing, health

and other topics related to daily living
Local community Focuses on information concerning a speci¢c area or

community
Major events/incidents Presents shocking or unusual events occurring in Japan

or other countries
Adventure and challenge Personalities or members of the general public attempt

to perform di⁄cult tricks or sports, acquire professional
quali¢cations, etc.

True story/personal problem Shows people making the most of their situation, or
looking for solutions to personal problems

People-watching ‘Candid Camera’-type situations orchestrated by a
television station, where people’s behavior is observed

Trend Provides the latest information on fashions, music, ¢lms, etc.
Child-oriented Presents video games, pastimes, animation and songs

popular among children
Late-night Programs appealing to certain tastes, or with adult content,

for relaxed or unfocused late-night viewing

News

Programs communicating information acquired through news gathering
In most cases, the program is led by an anchorman in the studio and includes video clips

General news/early evening General news broadcast in the 6 p.m. slot, reporting not
only the day’s news and weather but also presenting
topics relating to family life, etc.

General news/mid-evening General news broadcast in the 7 p.m., 8 p.m. or 9 p.m. slot,
reporting the day’s news and weather and also regional
information, etc.

General news/late evening General news broadcast at 10 p.m. or later, including
detailed information on the day’s news, special reports,
sports results, weather, and currency/stock market reports.

Special topic In-depth presentation reporting on one or several topics
Weekend Omnibus program on the week’s news events, broadcast

on Saturdays or Sundays

(Continued )
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Table II. (Continued)

Sports news Results of sports matches in Japan and abroad,
sports-related information

English-language Japanese news News about Japan in English
Foreign-produced Foreign-produced news or documentary programs aired for

Japanese viewers

Documentary/report

Programs composed mainly of truth-based ¢lm shot on a speci¢c theme

People Features the life or philosophy of a certain personage
Society Communicates social phenomena or situations, or probes

social issues
Nature/science Presents information about nature or science (animals,

the environment, earth science, medical care, etc.)
Around town/living/food Presents travel information, everyday food, dress and

housing or unusual landscapes, local delicacies and local
points of interest

Special A television station orchestrates a situation and records
exactly what happens

Hobby Highlights a speci¢c recreational activity ¢shing,
automobiles, etc.

Travelogue Describes the people, customs and culture of various
regions in Japan and other countries

Art/trend Presents art works and artists

Drama

Fictional stories presented by actors

Crime/suspense Stories about crime or suspense
Romance Stories about love and romance
Foreign-produced Imported from abroad
Life/youth Themes that give viewers food for thought about life,

or that are about youth
Historical drama Set in old Japan
Others Not included in the above

Live event

Special events, sports matches, concerts, etc. broadcast live or taped

Soccer Soccer matches
Other sports Basketball or other sports matches, excluding soccer
Performing arts/others Broadcasts of concerts, presentation ceremonies, etc.

Instructional

Teaches or describes speci¢c content or a speci¢c activity
Features a presenter in the role of teacher

Daily life-related How to cook, maintain ¢tness, etc.
Cultural/educational Art, sociology, history, etc.
Hobby/game Ceramics, drawing, handicrafts, dancing, etc.

We omit describing de¢nitions of the genres without sub-genres, like Animation, Singing, Personality talk
show, Movie and Others.
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Table III. Program genres and viewers’ rating

Genre Sub-genre

No. of programs
on the 7 terrestrial

channels
‘Watched thoroughly’
ratio (%; n ¼ 1,683)

Variety Skits/comedy 12 31
Talk and gossip 9 19
Debate 3 12
Game-playing 11 24
Talk and singing 9 22
Cooking/food 7 12
General knowledge 14 35
Information on daily life 3 23
Local community 4 17
Major events/incidents 3 13
Adventure and challenge 6 18
True story/personal problem 11 15
People-watching 12 37
Trend 11 3
Child-oriented* 5 2
Late-night 18 8

News General news/early evening 29 19
General news/mid-evening 26 19
General news/late evening 34 31
Special topic 9 12
Weekend 3 8
Sports news 13 11
English-language

Japanese news*
0 0

Foreign-produced* 0 0

Documentary/
report People 13 15

Society 8 6
Nature/science 6 10
Around town/living/food 4 10
Specials 6 8
Hobby 2 3
Travelogue 6 5
Art/trend* 3 1

Drama Crime/suspense 8 22
Romance 10 33
Foreign-produced 7 5
Life/youth 5 25
Historical drama 8 19
Others 2 7

Animation 28 24
Singing 8 18
Personality
talk show

6 7

Live event Soccer 1 5
Other sports 1 4
Performing arts/others 3 6

(Continued )
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or ‘homogeneity analysis’ (Gi¢, 1981). Table IV shows the matrix of di¡erent meth-
ods available, categorized by whether or not external criteria are included as well
as characteristics of the data.4

From the 49 genres, we excluded seven which were watched thoroughly by the
least number of respondents (these are marked by * in Table III). The 42 remaining
program genres were subject to quanti¢cation method III which uses the variable
of whether or not the programs were ‘watched thoroughly.’ Our analysis yielded
¢ve axes, whose meanings were based on the scores for the 42 program genres.

The ¢rst axis (Figure 6.3) serves to group program genres into the two categories
‘watched thoroughly’ and ‘not watched thoroughly.’ The second axis obtained
(Figure 6.4) has genres like Documentary/report at one end, and Personality talk

Table III. (Continued)

Genre Sub-genre

No. of programs
on the 7 terrestrial

channels
‘Watched thoroughly’
ratio (%; n ¼ 1,683)

Movie 4 22
Instructional Daily life-related 22 3

Cultural/educational* 16 1
Hobby/game* 4 1

Others* 3 1

*watched thoroughly by the least number of respondents.

Table IV. Types of multivariate analysis

External criteria
Explanatory variables

(Characteristics of the data) Methods

With quantitative Quantitative Multiple regression analysis
Multiple correlation analysis

Quantitative and/or qualitative Quanti¢cation method I
With qualitative Quantitative Discreminant function

Canonical correlation analysis
Quantitative and/or qualitative Quanti¢cation method II

Without Quantitative Component analysis
Factor analysis

Without Quantitative and/or qualitative Quanti¢cation method III
Quanti¢cation method IVEij
Quanti¢cation method VKL
Quanti¢cation method VI

4Quantification method III is a method of structural analysis for multi-variable categorical data. Unlike
methods I and II, it has no external criteria. Quantification method III has a long history, originating from
Richardson and Kuder’s (1933) method of reciprocal averages. Others (Guttman 1941; Maung 1941;
Hayashi 1952) later obtained the same method from different criteria, and it was further refined by
Benzecri (1973), Nishizato (1980) and others. Source: Takeuchi et al. (1989).
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show, Singing and Drama at the other end. This axis was used to distinguish the
seriousness of the genres watched. The third axis (Figure 6.5) consists of Live events,
News, and Documentary/report at the one end, and at the other end genres such
as Drama and Singing. This axis is thought to separate programs with more ¢ctional
content from those with less ¢ctional content.

Figure 6.3. Program genres on Axis 1 (sorted by scores).
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The fourth axis obtained appears to distinguish programs relating to daily life and
practical information from art-related programs and programs with high production
quality. The principle of its classifying e¡ect was however not as clear as that of Axes
2 and 3. The signi¢cance of the ¢fth axis obtained was even more di⁄cult to discern.

Figure 6.4. Program genres on Axis 2 (sorted by scores).
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Based on the above, we regarded Axes 2 and 3 as the most e¡ective in distinguish-
ing the characteristics of the di¡erent program genres. The attributes of the program
genres and respondents were therefore examined using these two axes.

Figure 6.5. Program genres on Axis 3 (sorted by scores).
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2.3.1. Close Distribution of Genres Viewed by the Same Viewer

As shown in Figure 6.6, the positions of each program genre were plotted on a graph
with Axis 2 as the horizontal axis and Axis 3 as the vertical axis. Genres in News
and Documentary/report appear on the left side of the graph, while most of the
Variety genres appear on the right. Genres in Drama are in the upper half, and
genres consisting of Sports, Information and Talk are scattered across the lower half.

Quanti¢cation method III gives similar values to similar responses and respon-
dents, and brings them together. Accordingly, for program genres located close
to each other in this graph, the rate at which each genre was viewed by the same
viewers is high, while for those located far apart from each other the rate at which
they were viewed by di¡erent viewers is high.

The genres Variety: People-watching, Variety: Talk and singing, Variety: Game-
playing, Variety: Skits/comedy, Variety: Talk and gossip, and Drama: Romance
are located within a short distance of each other. Also close to one another are News:
General news/early evening, Variety: Information on daily life, Instructional: Daily
life-related, Documentary/report: Around town/living/food, Live event: Performing
arts/others, Singing, and Animation. For each of these genres, the rate at which
the same viewers watched the adjacent genres is high.

2.3.2. Position of Average Values for Sex, Age Bracket and Occupational Group

Figure 6.7 shows the average values according to respondents’ sex, age bracket, and
occupational group, also plotted along Axes 2 and 3. The average value for female
viewers is on the ‘less serious’ side of Axis 2 (the horizontal axis) and on the ‘more
¢ctional’ side of Axis 3 (the vertical axis), in other words, in the upper right quadrant.
The average for males is directly opposite, in the third (lower left) quadrant (com-
paratively serious and less or non-¢ctional genres). The average values by age
bracket show a wide distribution along Axis 2. The lower age brackets fall towards
the ‘less serious’ side, the higher age brackets fall towards the ‘more serious’ side.
For occupational groups, the averages for specialists/freelancers and housewiveswere in
the ‘more ¢ctional’ direction; agriculture/forestry/¢sheries, unemployed/retired, self-
employed, and managerial people were in the ‘more serious,’ ‘less ¢ctional’ quadrant;
students fell into the ‘less serious,’ ‘less ¢ctional’ quadrant; and engineers, technicians,
o⁄ce workers and part-time/casual workers clustered near the center of the graph.
Axis 2 has a strong correlation to age bracket, yielding a score of 0.619 when cal-
culated according to Pearson’s correlation factor (signi¢cant at the 1% level). Axis
3 showed some correlation to sex, with a correlation factor of 0.219 (signi¢cant
at the 1% level). No axes showed a correlation with occupational group.

2.4. CLASSIFICATION INTO EIGHT VIEWER GROUPS

As was the case for Sugiyama (1968) and Fujiwara (1983), we used quanti¢cation
method III to identify axes by analyzing whether or not individual programs
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had been thoroughly watched. However, subsequent sample cluster grouping in
those two studies was based on a combination of plus and minus scores added
to just two axes. We used not only the two axes, whose meaning was clear, but also
the others whose meaning had not been clearly interpreted, to group the samples.
Each sample has a score vis-à-vis Axes 1 to 5, which we used to conduct a

Figure 6.6. Position of program genres on Axes 2 and 3.
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K-means cluster analysis. Since samples with similar scores for each axis can be

placed in the same group using this method, we believed that we found the opti-

mum grouping after experimenting with several viewer clusters. Other methods,

such as hierarchical clustering, are not appropriate for analyzing samples of over

sixteen hundred cases. If we had grouped on the basis of predetermined factors, we

would have excluded the possibility of identifying new factors for selecting pro-

grams. This includes the atmosphere of programs, the type of actors, and so on.

We examined the results obtained when six to ten viewer group clusters were used.
We looked at the distribution and compared the characteristics of each group. Based
on this, we determined that using eight groups yielded the clearest trends for
program genres viewed. Accordingly, we adopted eight viewer groups.

3. Results

3.1. NAMING, DISTRIBUTION, CHARACTERISTICS

To better characterize the traits of each of the eight viewer groups, we gave
them distinctive names. We analyzed them based on the Station Image Survey

Figure 6.7. Position of average values for sex, age bracket and occupational group on Axes 2 and 3.
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and identi¢ed the characteristics of each group, speci¢cally with respect to their
interests and attitude towards TV.

We gave these viewer groups the following names: ‘laughter-/stimulation-seeker,’
‘diversion-seeking zapper,’ ‘romance-/¢ction-oriented,’ ‘trend-conscious TV devo-
tee,’ ‘easygoing interest-seeker,’ ‘barely interested,’ ‘wholesome and practical type,’
and ‘news-/culture-oriented.’

The ‘diversion-seeking zapper,’ as the name suggests, hopped frequently between
channels. The ‘trend-conscious TV devotee’ was keenly interested in trends and fads
in general, not only in relation to television. The ‘barely interested’ type watched
only a small number of programs thoroughly. Each group will be described in more
detail below.

3.1.1. Relative Position of the Eight Viewer Groups

Figure 6.8 plots the eight viewer groups on axes 2 and 3. Each group is represented by
an ellipse, whose center point represents the group’s average score and whose size
indicates the number of people in the group. When the viewer groups are super-
imposed on the program genres of Figure 6.6, some viewer groups overlap with
program genres. This indicates that viewers in that group watched those genres
thoroughly. As for the correlation among the viewer groups in terms of the program
genres they watched, groups located close to one another had much in common
while those far apart had almost nothing in common.

3.1.2. Distribution and Characteristics of the Eight Viewer Groups

Table V shows the ratio of males to females among the eight viewer groups. The
‘diversion-seeking zapper,’ ‘barely interested’ and ‘news-/culture-oriented’ groups
had a signi¢cantly higher proportion of males, while the ‘romance-/¢ction-oriented,’
‘trend-conscious TV devotee’ and ‘wholesome and practical type’ groups included
a signi¢cantly higher proportion of females.

Figure 6.9 shows the distribution of the eight viewer groups in the various age
brackets, in ¢ve-year increments.5 The overall average on the graph shows that
the ‘barely interested’ group accounted for one-third of all respondents, while
the ‘trend-conscious TV devotee’ group made up the smallest portion. This ¢gure
also shows which viewer groups are more common among the younger and older
age brackets and which are spread evenly in all age brackets. In other words,
di¡erent viewer groups can be found within the same age bracket.

5The elderly account for a high proportion of Japan’s population, but the maximum age of Station Image
Survey respondents was set at 65. We assumed that it would be difficult for older people to respond when
asked about images in abstract terms, and therefore only surveyed individuals between 16 and 65 in this
study.
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3.2. TV VIEWING TASTES

The genres of programs watched thoroughly by each viewer group are listed in
Table VI (100% equaling the number of the people in the each group). Table VII
lists the motivations of individuals, based on the number of programs they watched
(100% equaling the total number of programs watched thoroughly by viewer group).
Ranking in order of decreasing numbers is used for Tables VI and VII. Table VIII,
showing data from the questions on television viewing attitude, records the propor-
tion of respondents who answered ‘yes’ to each of six questions. These three tables
will be used to describe the characteristics of the eight viewer groups.

3.2.1. Characteristics of Each Group

The laughter-/stimulation-seeker frequently watches Animation, Movie, Variety:
Major events/incidents, and Variety: Skits/comedy, indicating that he/she likes
laughter and stimulation. Many people in this group cite ‘because I can laugh’
or ‘because I can watch without having to think hard’ as the reasons why they
watched the programs.

Figure 6.8. Position of eight viewer groups on Axes 2 and 3.
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The diversion-seeking zapper likes several Variety genres, including People-
watching, Skits/comedy and Game-playing, and News genres such as General
news/late evening. Motivations for watching television ranked in ¢rst and second
place are the same as for the laughter-/stimulation-seeker, along with ‘because I
can see my favorite personalities.’ The proportion of people in this group who
hop between channels is signi¢cantly higher compared to the other groups.

The romance-/¢ction-oriented viewer loves Drama: Romance, as well as Drama:
Life/youth and Variety: People-watching. In other words, she/he likes to watch
people on television. The top-ranking motivations for watching are similar to those
in other groups, but ‘because it stirs the emotions’ is also an important motivation.

In the trend-conscious TV devotee group, when programs are extracted which
more than 20% of respondents have watched thoroughly, we ¢nd a wide variety
of genres are watched including the less to the more serious programs. Table VIII

Table V. Ratio of male vs. female among the each viewer groups

No. of respondents % male % female

Viewer group 1,683 51% 49%
Laughter-/stimulation-seeker 185 51% 49%
Diversion-seeking zapper 159 74% 26%
Romance-/¢ction-oriented 244 31% 69%
Trend-conscious TV devotee 77 21% 79%
Easy going interest-seeker 110 55% 46%
Barely interested 554 59% 41%
Wholesome and practical type 168 37% 63%
News-/culture-oriented 186 59% 41%

Figure 6.9. Distribution of eight viewer groups by age bracket.
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TableVI. Genres watched thoroughly by the eight viewer groups, in descending order of relative frequency

Laughter-/stimulation-seeker Diversion-seeking zapper
No. of respondents 185 No. of respondents 159
Animation 68% Variety: People-watching 73%
Movie 63% Variety: Skits/comedy 65%
Variety: Major events, incidents 59% Variety: Game-playing 62%
Variety: Skits/comedy 54% News: General news/late evening 59%
Variety: People-watching 49% Variety: Talk and singing 54%
Variety: General knowledge 41% Variety: Talk and gossip 52%
Variety: Debate 32% Drama: Romance 50%
Variety: Adventure and challenge 31% Variety: Late-night 42%
Drama: Life/youth 31% News: Sports news 40%
Variety: Game-playing 28% Variety: Local community 37%
Drama: Romance 25% Variety: Adventure and challenge 35%
Variety: Talk and gossip 21% Variety: General knowledge 33%
News: General news/late evening 21% Documentary/report: People 26%

Personality talk show 23%
Variety: Information on daily life 21%
Live event: Soccer 21%
Animation 20%
Variety: Cooking/food 20%

Romance-/¢ction-oriented Trend-conscious TV devotee

No. of respondents 244 No. of respondents 77
Drama: Romance 79% Drama: Life, youth 81%
Drama: Life/youth 63% Drama: Romance 79%
Variety: People-watching 48% Variety: Talk and singing 64%
Variety: Skits/comedy 42% Variety: Skits/comedy 60%
Variety: Talk and singing 40% Animation 60%
Drama: Crime/suspense 31% Variety: People-watching 57%
Animation 28% Drama: Other 57%
News: General news/late evening 26% Variety: General knowledge 55%
Variety: Game-playing 24% Movie 52%
Singing 24% Singing 49%

News: General news/late evening 48%
Variety: Game-playing 46%
Variety: Information on daily life 40%
Variety: Talk and gossip 39%
Variety: Adventure and challenge 36%
Live event: Performing arts/others 36%
Documentary/report: People 33%
News: General news/early evening 31%
News: General news/mid-evening 29%
Drama: Crime/suspense 27%
Drama: Historical drama 25%
Drama: Foreign-produced 25%
Variety: Local community 22%
Variety: Major events/incidents 22%
Variety: True story/personal
problem

21%

Documentary/report: Special 21%

(Continued)
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Table VI. (Continued)

Easygoing interest-seeker Barely interested

No. of respondents 110 No. of respondents 554
Variety: Local community 65% News: General news/early evening 17%
Variety: General knowledge 61% Drama: Romance 16%
Variety: People-watching 60% Variety: People-watching 16%
Variety: Skits/comedy 54% Variety: General knowledge 16%
Variety: Information on daily life 54% Variety: Skits/comedy 15%
Variety: True story/personal

problem
49%

Variety: Game-playing 48%
News: General news/early evening 45%
Variety: Talk and gossip 43%
Variety: Major events/incidents 42%
Variety: Adventure and challenge 41%
News: General news/late evening 39%
Variety: Cooking/food 39%
Variety: Debate 33%
Drama: Crime/suspense 33%
Drama: Historical drama 33%
Animation 29%
Documentary/report: Around 28%

town/living/food
Movie 27%
Variety: Talk and signing 25%
Documentary/report: People 22%
Documentary/report: Special 22%
News: General news/mid-evening 21%

Wholesome and practical type News-/culture-oriented

No. of respondents 168 No. of respondents 186
Drama: Crime/suspense 68% News: General news/mid-evening 74%
Drama: Historical drama 61% Variety: General knowledge 68%
Variety: Information on daily life 58% News: General news/late evening 62%
Variety: General knowledge 57% News: Special topic 58%
News: General news/late evening 54% Documentary/report: Nature/

science
43%

Singing 47% Singing 40%
Variety: True stories/personal

problems
46% Variety: Information on daily life 37%

Variety: People-watching 41% Drama: Historical drama 36%
Documentary/report: Around town/ 39% Documentary/report: People 35%

living/food
Variety: Local community 38% News: General news/early evening 32%
News: General news/mid-evening 36% Documentary/report: Society 30%
Variety: Game-playing 31% News: Weekend 26%
Drama: Romance 29% News: Sports news 24%
Drama: Life/youth 29% Documentary/report: Travelogue 23%
News: General news/late evening 26% Drama: Crime/suspense 21%
Variety: Cooking/food 23% Movie 20%
Variety: Talk and singing 22%
Animation 22%

100% ¼ No. of people per viewer group.
Extracted when watched thoroughly by 20% or more per viewer group.
However, in the ‘barely interested’ viewer group, none of the programs were watched thoroughly by over 20%, so

in this case programs watched thoroughly by 15% or more were extracted.
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Table VII. Motivation for watching ‘thoroughly-watched programs’ among the eight viewer groups, in
descending order

Laughter-/stimulation-seeker No. of thoroughly-watched proglams 2,209
Because I can laugh 34%
Because I can watch without having to think hard 31%
Because it’s wholesome family viewing 18%
Because it’s thrilling and exciting 16%
Because my children want to watch 16%
Because it stirs the emotions 15%

Diversion-seeking zapper No. of thoroughly-watched proglams 2,298
Because I can laugh 43%
Because I can see watch without having to think hard 33%
Because I can see my favorite personalities 21%
Because I can acquire useful information 17%
Because I can learn about what’s going on in the world 17%

Romance-/¢ction-oriented No. of thoroughly-watched proglams 2,251
Because I can laugh 31%
Because I can watch without having to think hard 29%
Because I can see my favorite personalities 24%
Because it stirs the emotions 18%
Because it’s wholesome family viewing 17%
Because it’s thrilling and exciting 16%
Because it relieves my fatigue 15%

Trend-conscious TV devotee No. of thoroughly-watched proglams 1,606
Because I can laugh 29%
Because I can watch without having to think hard 27%
Because it’s wholesome family viewing 23%
Because I can see my favorite personalities 20%
Because it relieves my fatigue 16%
Because it’s thrilling and exciting 16%
Because it stirs the emotions 16%
Because I can acquire useful information 15%

Easygoing interest-seeker No. of thoroughly-watched proglams 1,925
Because I can watch without having to think hard 30%
Because I can laugh 30%
Because I can acquire useful information 27%
Because I can acquire useful knowledge 24%
Because I can learn about what’s going on in the world 21%
Because it’s wholesome family viewing 21%
Because it relieves my fatigue 16%
Because it stirs the emotions 16%

Barely interested No. of thoroughly-watched proglams 1,816
Because I can watch without having to think hard 25%
Because I can laugh 23%
Because I can learn about what’s going on in the world 21%
Because I can acquire useful information 20%
Because I can acquire useful knowledge 15%
Because it stirs the emotions 15%

(Continued )
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shows that this viewer group ranks ¢rst among the eight groups in four out of the six
questions, answering ‘yes,’ for example, to ‘there are programs I look forward
to every week’ and ‘I set time aside so that I can watch television.’ This viewer group
has a keen interest in watching television.

The easygoing interest-seeker ranks Variety programs, including those on Local
community and General knowledge, from ¢rst to seventh place among program
genres watched. This indicates that this viewer type wants to watch programs with
rewarding content, in an easygoing manner. Third-ranked motivation for watching
is ‘because I can acquire useful information.’

The barely interested viewer group was given this name because there was
no program that over 20% of them had watched thoroughly (Table VI). Table VIII
also indicates that these individuals are not particularly interested television
viewers.

The wholesome and practical viewer group watches Drama: Crime/suspense,
Drama: Historical drama, Variety: Information on daily life and Variety: General
knowledge. Compared to the other viewer groups, fewer people are motivated to
watch television ‘because I can laugh.’ Their second-ranked motivation is ‘because
it’s wholesome family viewing’.

The news-/culture-oriented viewer group often watches News: General news/
mid-evening, News: General news/late evening, News: Special topic, Variety:
General knowledge and Documentary/report: Nature/science. In this group, moti-
vation for watching is very di¡erent than in the other groups, with ‘because I
can learn about what’s going on in the world,’ ‘because I can acquire useful infor-
mation’ and ‘because I can acquire useful knowledge’ as the top-ranking reasons.
This was the only viewer group for which the programs watched ‘because I can laugh’
make up less than 15% of the programs they watched thoroughly.

Table VII. ðContinued Þ

Wholesome and practical type No. of thoroughly-watched proglams 2,477
Because I can watch without having to think hard 25%
Because it’s wholesome family viewing 20%
Because I can learn about what’s going on in the world 19%
Because I can acquire useful information 18%
Because I can acquire useful knowledge 17%
Because I can laugh 15%

News-/culture oriented No. of thoroughly-watched proglams 2,563
Because I can learn about what’s going on in the world 41%
Because I can acquire useful information 32%
Because I can acquire useful knowledge 28%
Because I can watch without having to think hard 21%
Because it’s wholesome family viewing 15%

100%: total number of programs ‘watched thoroughly’ by each viewer group.
Motivation extracted for programs watch thoroughly by 15% or more of each viewer group.
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3.3. TOPICS OF INTEREST OTHER THAN TELEVISION

Topics of interest other than television among the eight viewer groups are listed in
Table IX which shows the proportion of people in each viewer group who indicated
that they were ‘interested’ in the topics named as choices in the Station Image Survey.

According to this, many diversion-seeking zapper and barely interested viewers
are interested in work. Many barely interested individuals are probably busy with
work and have little time for television. Many news-/culture-oriented viewers
are interested in politics/economy, while many belonging to the easygoing inter-
est-seeker and wholesome and practical type show an interest in health/diet. In
the trend-conscious TV devotee group, many people are interested in trends/fashion
and ¢tness/dieting, the source of this viewer group’s name. While multiple answers
were allowed in the case of topics of interest, the trend-conscious TV devotees
include more items to which many respondents answered ‘interested.’ They not only
watched many television programs thoroughly but were also very involved in other
daily activities.

Although viewers were assigned to the eight groups solely on the basis of
programs watched thoroughly, it seems there are also relationships between respon-
dents’ viewing tastes and topics of interest other than television, depending on
the topic. This signi¢es that people’s choices of TV programs are closely related
to their lifestyles and senses of value.

4. Application of Results

4.1. APPLICATION TO A TV PROGRAM RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM

The method that we employed in this study measures similarities among users based
on the sole criterion of their TV program selection behavior. We believe that this
is the most useful approach for personalizing television viewing.

Murasaki et al. (2001) developed a prototype of a program selection system that is
based on a multi-agent architecture. It employs stereotypes of television viewing
behaviors to create a user model for each individual viewer. The system has a
two-layered structure for managing individual user data that are used in program
selection. One layer consists of a ‘user pro¢le’ that manages data speci¢c to a user,
such as name, age, occupation, interests, and program history. The other layer con-
sists of a ‘user model’ that employs statistical data on viewing patterns obtained
from our research. Speci¢cally, this user model manages the eight viewer stereotypes,
and attempts to determine from calculations the extent to which an individual ¢ts
each of these stereotypes. At the time of program selection, the user model can iden-
tify new programs that potentially suit the tastes and needs of the individual in ques-
tion by using the user pro¢le as supplementary data, and can respond £exibly to
changes in viewer tastes through the use of agents. Although this system is currently
only a prototype, the underlying technique could be developed further into a
personalized TV program selection system.
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4.2. OTHER POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS

An analysis conducted using our stereotypes of di¡erent viewers reveals that pro-
grams categorized under the same genre do in fact appeal to very di¡erent viewer
stereotypes.

To give an example, Figure 6.10 shows the results of a comparison, based on data
from viewer surveys used in this analysis, of two news magazines: ‘News 9,’ public
broadcaster NHK’s 9 p.m. news broadcast, and ‘News Station,’ aired at 10 p.m.
by a commercial broadcaster. A comparison of the viewer types of individuals
who actually watched these two programs revealed interesting di¡erences in the
two audiences: whereas half of those who watched ‘NHK News 9’ were news-/
culture-oriented types, a large proportion of ‘News Station’ viewers were diver-
sion-seeking zapper types who like to watch variety and sports programs, and laugh-
ter-/stimulation-seeker and romance-/¢ction- oriented types who do not watch
news programs very often. Using the stereotypes identi¢ed in this study, therefore,
TV producers/broadcasters can reveal program characteristics that viewer
demographics cannot.

The distribution of the eight viewer types in the ¢ve-year age brackets also reveals
that di¡erent viewer types are present even within the same age bracket (Figure
6.9). A ¢nal application of our results would be the targeted development of

Figure 6.10. Composition of eight viewer groups for two news programs.
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programs for viewer types that were identi¢ed in our study, taking their preferred
program genres into account.

5. Conclusion

A variety of factors determine what television programs people choose to watch.
Their actual selection also depends on diverse situational factors, such as the viewer’s
environment and mood, and the availability of competing programs. It is impossible
to account for all these factors when grouping viewers based on similarities, but
we believe that they can be appropriately grouped by considering the types of pro-
grams they ‘watch thoroughly’. Using this approach, we studied data on programs
actually viewed by respondents, and grouped them into eight viewer groups
according to similarities in the types of programs they watched.

The question remaining is whether the central characteristics of programs that
determine similarity in program selection been correctly identi¢ed. We watched tele-
vision programs and established 49 genres that we believe express best the
characteristics of the programs that we considered in our study.

We used quanti¢cation method III to analyze similarities in program selection,
based entirely on similarities of the programs rather than predetermined elements
such as program type or demographic characteristics. From our analysis it was clear
that the ‘more/less serious’ and ‘more/less ¢ctional’ axes are involved in program
selection, but we do not yet clearly know the meaning of the other discriminatory axes.

The viewer stereotypes based on similarity in TV program selection that were
obtained in this way can be applied to developing programs targeted to speci¢c view-
ers or diagnosing the characteristics of certain channels. We believe that they
can make a major contribution to the development of personalized adaptive systems,
such as the recommendation of programs to suit viewer tastes and the sale of
packages in multi-channel broadcasting.

6. Discussion

Our method of analysis (which is based on data about whether or not a particular
program was watched thoroughly) can also be applied on a long-term basis.

The categories of program genres used, however, cannot be applied inde¢nitely.
Our genre categories are based on viewer perceptions of di¡erent programs. These
perceptions are related to the content and format of programs. As broadcast content
evolves, changes must accordingly be made to the categorization of genres. This
does not necessitate constant, extensive alteration, but it will be necessary to review
the genre classi¢cations periodically.

The history of television programming in Japan shows that major changes in
trends take place approximately every ten years (Iyoda, Y. 1998). Evening variety
programs only began to show great diversity in the mid-1990s, and so far this trend
has not changed. We believe that the program genre categories we have developed
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will remain applicable at least until programs appear with a very new format or
content that also attract a substantial number of viewers.

Other program characteristics that were not su⁄ciently re£ected in this analysis
but would be worthwhile including in our view are elements such as personalities
appearing on programs, and program orientation and tempo. These elements
may make it possible to interpret the meaning of other axes that in£uence program
selection. That topic will require further research.

Additionally, in the present study, people who did not watch very many TV pro-
grams during the survey period accounted for roughly one-third of the total sample.
Although this is a rather large number, we did not analyze those viewers further
and placed them into a single ‘barely interested’ group. It would be necessary to
grasp their TV preferences through more extensive research and subcategorization.
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PART 2: BROADCAST NEWS AND PERSONALIZED
CONTENT



Chapter 7

Personalcasting: Tailored Broadcast News

MARK MAYBURY, WARREN GREIFF, STANLEY BOYKIN, JAY PONTE1,
CHAD McHENRY and LISA FERRO
Information Technology Division, The MITRE Corporation, 202 Burlington Road,
Bedford, MA 01730, USA. e-mail: {maybury, grei¡, boykin, red, lferro}@mitre.org.
www.mitre.org/resources/centers/it

Abstract. Broadcast news sources and newspapers provide society with the vast majority of real-
time information. Unfortunately, cost e⁄ciencies and real-time pressures demand that producers,
editors, and writers select and organize content for stereotypical audiences. In this article we illustrate
how content understanding, user modeling, and tailored presentation generation promise personal-
casts on demand. Speci¢cally, we report on the design and implementation of a personalized version
of a broadcast news understanding system, MITRE’s Broadcast News Navigator (BNN), that tracks
and infers user content interests and media preferences. We report on the incorporation of Local
Context Analysis to both expand the user’s original query to the most related terms in the corpus,
as well as to allow the user to provide interactive feedback to enhance the relevance of selected
news stories. We describe an empirical study of the search for stories on ten topics from a video
corpus. By personalizing both the selection of stories and the form in which they are delivered,
we provide users with tailored broadcast news. This individual news personalization provides more
¢ne-grained content tailoring than current personalized television program level recommenders
and does not rely on externally provided program metadata.

Key words. broadcast news, personalization, query expansion, relevance feedback, story selection,
user modeling

1. Personalcasting

People are offered vast quantities of news in the form of multiple media (text, audio,
video). For the past several years, a community of scientists has been developing
news-on-demand algorithms and technologies to provide more convenient access to
broadcast news (Maybury, 2000). Applications promising on-demand access to multi-
media information such as radio and broadcast news on a broad range of computing
platforms (e.g., kiosk, mobile phone, PDA) offer new engineering challenges. Unlike
earlier systems which require television content to be manually annotated (e.g., Bove
1983), more recent systems have been developed that automatically index, cluster/orga-
nize, and extract information from news. Synergistic processing of speech, language
and image/gesture promise both enhanced interaction at the user interface, and
enhanced understanding of electronic media such as web, radio, and television sources
(Maybury, 2000).

1Formerly ofMITRE, Jay Ponte’s current affiliation is Google, Inc., ponte@google.com.

L. Ardissono et al. (eds.), Personalized Digital Television, 177^202, 2004.
# 2004 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.



Unlike traditional broadcasts, which are created in a standard format delivered
from a single source (broadcaster) with general content to address a wide range
of audience and interests, we define a personalcast as a custom created, interactive
sequence of stories that are selected based upon specific, individual user interests from
a variety of sources and presented in a form tailored to user preferences. Whereas
a broadcast is disseminated from one to many, a personalcast is one to one.

In separate research, investigators have developed many different ways to adapt pre-
sentations (Brusilovsky, 1996, 2001) including adapting the navigation support (e.g., sort-
ing links, adding/removing/disabling links) or adapting the presentation itself. It has
been shown empirically that adaptation can help, in both the speed of navigation/search
(Kaplan et al., 1993) as well as in enhancing text understanding (Boyle and Encarnacion,
1994). One would hope the same benefits could accrue with tailored news. Finally,
personalization of electronic programming guides (EPGs) (e.g., Ardissono et al., 2001)
promises more rapid and custom access to shows of interest to the user.

We claim that a valuable scientific and technological advance would be the inte-
gration of methods from user modeling and user-adapted interaction together with
news understanding technologies. This combination could enable new services such
as the delivery of story alerts to interested users as well as interactive, individual
news programs which we call personalcasts. This research is distinct from personalized
EPGs in several primary ways:

1. No metadata. Metadata about content (programs and stories therein) is unavail-
able and must be automatically extracted from video sources via speech, text,
and image processing.

2. Linguistic analysis of user query. User queries are analyzed linguistically, consi-
dering the available large broadcast news corpus.

3. Story-level access. Tailoring is performed at the story level, and not the program level.
4. Analytic user tasks. User tasks are primarily focused on information analysis, and not

on entertainment or enjoyment. Users primarily work individually and not in groups.

In addition, this research adds to our knowledge of interactive search and query refinement.
Salton and Buckley (1990) showed that automated relevance feedback improves search.
Koenemann and Belkin (1996) and Koenemann (1996) showed that relevance feedback
that is used for query refinement improves search of text news articles. While we also
explore interactive relevance feedback, this research differs in several principal ways.

1. Short and errorful video stories. Users are searching short, errorful video broadcast
news stories as opposed to longer, edited newspaper articles. The average length
of a video story in our corpus is 51 seconds or only 122 words per story. On
average, stories contain 5.9 named entities (i.e., proper names such as people,
organizations, locations) per story, 4.7 of which are distinct names. Automated
speech or manual human transcription introduces significant errors into our corpus
which can reduce the performance of automated story segmentation, retrieval
algorithms, and human relevance judgments. Stories are also interspersed with
(irrelevant) commercials.
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2. Multiple topics. Whereas prior research tested user performance on 20-minute
search tasks on two TREC topics (Topic #162 ^ Automobile Recalls and Topic
#165 ^ Tobacco Advertising and the Young) from 75,000 Wall Street Journal
articles, we explored ten topics selected from a multiyear corpus of nine news
broadcasts. As a consequence, while we used fewer subjects (four), each subject
was carefully measured in a fully instrumented environment across many topics.

3. Rich annotation. Our corpus includes stories that are richly annotated with hier-
archically organized topics and named entities.

2. Broadcast News Navigator

To illustrate personalcasting as defined above, we describe the Broadcast News Navi-
gator (BNN). In our research, we have created BNN, a system that exploits video,
audio, and closed-caption text information sources to automatically segment, extract,
and summarize news programs (Maybury et al., 1997). Figure 7.1(a) shows the results
of BNN responding to a user query requesting all reports regarding ‘Cuba’ between
May 17 and June 16, 2001. For each story matching the query, the system presents
a key frame, the three most frequent named entities within the story, and the source
and date of the story. This display is called a ‘Story Skim’.

Figure 7.1(a). Automated retrieval of Cuba stories (Story Skim).
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This, in essence, provides the user with a ‘Cuba’ channel of information, persona-
lizing the channel to their information interests. Moreover, the user can create arbi-
trarily complex queries combining key words, named entities (e.g., people,
organizations, locations), sources (e.g., CNN, MS-NBC, ABC), programs (e.g.,
CNN Prime News vs. CNN Headline New vs. CNN Moneyline, etc.), and time inter-
vals (e.g., specific days, weeks or years). These queries result in selected video stories
specific to their interests.

The user can then select any of the key frames to get access to details of the story, such
as shown in Figure 7.1(b). In this ‘Story Details’ presentation, the user has access
to all people, organizations and locations mentioned in the story, an automatically
extracted one-line summary of the news (the sentence with the most frequently named
entities), a key frame extracted from the story segment, and a pointer to the full
closed-caption text and video source for review. An empirical evaluation previously
reported in Merlino and Maybury (1999) demonstrated that users could enhance their
retrieval performance (a weighted combination of precision and recall) by utilizing
BNN’s Story Skim and Story Details presentations. User satisfaction in that study
was 7.8 for retrieval and 8.2 for mixed media display [e.g., story skim, story details,
such as those shown in Figure 7.1(a) and 7.1(b)], on a scale from1¼ dislike to 10 ¼ like.

Figure 7.1(b). Details of some Cuba stories (Story Details).
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The BNN system provides navigation support, so that the user can select named
entities and find stories including them. Further, by employing a clustering algorithm,
the system enables the user to select stories similar to the current story.

Television, like other media such as newsprint, radio and the web, is used both for
entertainment and informational/educational purposes which range from public health
warnings to educational networks such as the Biography or Discovery channels. Focusing
on the latter, BNN supports a range of users, topics, and usage models. Users have inclu-
ded experts (e.g., intelligence analysts, political analysts, systems engineers) and casual
users (e.g., scientists, managers, secretaries), although our focus has been on expert users.
As exemplified by the evaluation topics presented in the Appendix to this article, topics
range from ones that interest users of all ages (such as music, sports, weather, and space)
to social/adult issues (such as accidental injuries, crime, gambling and investing) and
to expert-specific topics (such as bioterrorism and the Mideast conflict).

TheBNNprototypehasbeenusedintheMITRECorporationforresearch, inthemili-
tary for daily information monitoring, and for open source intelligence analysis.
Current users perform both standing queries and ad-hoc searches. A user can subscribe
tobealerted (e.g., via email)whenastorycontainingakeywordornamedentity is found.

Corporations are beginning to address user needs for content based video access.
For example, Virage’s VideoLogger1 and Virage Solution Server

TM
(www.virage.com)

incorporate concepts similar to those found in BNN for use by broadcasters, cor-
porate trainers, and analysts. Virage’s news on demand system, ViTAP (Video Text
and Audio Processing), is used by Government Analysts for retrieval and profile-
based alerting of events (Merlino, 2002). It incorporates presentation techniques
similar to those found in the BNN, augmented with time synchronized playback tracks
for machine translation and keyframes. Related research includes meeting and lecture
archiving and retrieval (e.g., Hu, 2003).

The large broadcasters (e.g., CNN, ABC, BBC, C-NBC) continuously repurpose
material. Sometimes local programs from the same broadcaster (e.g., CNN) are re-
purposed to international (CNN International) or Internet services (CNN Inter-
active). While current indexing is principally manual, a tool like BNN automates
the discovery of specific topics and semi-automates story clip selection.

Video news segmentation performance ranges from 50% to 80% balanced precision
and recall. In particular, segmentation algorithms using multimodal cues and trained
on a range of broadcast sources such as CNN, MS-NBC or ABC perform with
53% precision and 78% recall (Boykin and Merlino, 1999). Broadcast specific models
(e.g., ones using visual anchor booth recognition cues specific to a particular program
such as ITN) raise the performance to 96% precision and recall. Story segmentation
may occur at the source (e.g., by the broadcaster), at an intermediary (e.g., broadband
service provider), or by the end user.

As we discuss in the subsequent sections, the BNN system has been extended to
support personalization as well as query expansion using Local Context Analysis
(LCA). While many user studies with query expansion have been conducted in
the past (Attar and Fraenkel, 1977; Croft and Harper, 1979; Koenemann and Belkin,
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1996; Koenemann, 1996, Xu and Croft, 1996, 2000), this research represents the first
user study using LCA, the first exploration of LCA in the context of multi-media
retrieval on broadcast news (a form of television), and the first user study of perso-
nalization and content-based video access.

3. User Modeling and Tailoring

The control flow diagram in Figure 7.2 shows a traditional search session in BNN. The
user poses a query and receives a story skim of the kind shown in Figure 7.1(a).
The user then selects a story and is provided the details as exemplified in Figure
7.1(b). From this story detail, the user can simply review the summary and all named
entities, or explicitly choose a media element to display (such as the full video source
or the text transcript). User interest profiles can be created from explicit user input
and then used to tailor presentations to the user’s interests and preferences.

As shown in Figure 7.3, in Personalized BNN (P-BNN) users can explicitly define
user profiles indicating their interests by specifying simple keywords or named entities
such as individuals, locations, or organizations. They can also specify preferred broad-
cast sources to search (e.g., CNN, ABC News). This profile also captures preferences
for controlling the display of various media elements by manipulating media proper-
ties such as the source, date, time, length, and preference type for media presentation
(e.g., key frame only, story details, full video, text summary). The user’s interest pro-
files can be run periodically and the retrieval results sent to the requester as an alert.
This alert can be pointers to a story, a story skim or story details like those shown
in Figures 7.1(a) and 7.1(b).

Because the original broadcast news source is segmented into its component parts,
key elements can be extracted and others summarized. This enables a system not only
to select stories based on a user’s content interest, but also to assemble them in
the manner a user prefers. For example, the user can be presented with only a
key frame, with summary sentences, with people or place names, or with the entire
source. A natural extension of this work would be the addition of a feedback and
collaborative filtering mechanism. An individual user’s model could then be modified
with each search or within or across sessions, and the user could benefit from searches
performed by others in a community.

Figure 7.2. Traditional searching using BNN.
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4. Query Expansion and Relevance Feedback: Local Context Analysis

We use two methods to find information relevant to users’ information needs. First,
we expand their original query to the most related terms in the corpus. Second,
we allow them to provide relevance feedback, so we can provide stories more similar
to those they indicated as being relevant. Neither of these methods takes the user’s
interest model into account that was described in Section 3. For query expansion,
we use a technique called Local Context Analysis (LCA) (Xu and Croft 1996,
2000). Figure 7.4 illustrates the control flow of LCA use. Given a query specified
by the user, the system selects those passages containing at least one of the terms
and assigns to each of these passages a Retrieval Status Value (RSV) according
to the scoring formula employed by the retrieval engine. For all experiments discussed
in this article, the Okapi formula (Robertson and Walker, 1994) was used. The Okapi
formula is commonly considered one of the most robust and effective formulas
developed to date for information retrieval. What is treated as a passage is application
dependent. Passages can be paragraphs or paragraph-sized fixed windows of text.
Sentences can also be treated as passages. At the other extreme, entire documents

Figure 7.3. User Modeling and Tailored Presentation in Personalized BNN.
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can be the passages used for LCA. In this article, a passage is considered as co-
extensive with a news story. In the future, however, we plan to run experiments where
passages are associated with smaller sections of news stories. This may prove to
be more appropriate for collections containing a mix of longer and shorter story
segments.

The next step in the process is to mine the top passages for promising concepts that
can be used as additional query terms. In the LCA of the BNN version discussed here,
concepts are simple words. But concepts can correspond to any lexical, syntactic or
semantic marking of documents. An obvious possibility in the context of BNN is to
use named entities as concepts. Given an algorithm for the automatic association of
named entity tags to snippets of text, named entities can serve as LCA concepts. Alter-
natively, concepts can be limited to some subset of named entities ^ persons, for example.
An interesting possibility here is the provision of user control over the concept space
on a per-query basis. User intuition may deem persons to be critical elements for
one information need, where locations are likely to be most helpful for another. Syntactic
units, such as noun phrases, can also serve as concepts, assuming the availability of
a system component to provide the requisite syntactic analysis.

Once passages have been scored and ranked, LCA selects the top N ranked
passages and considers all the concepts appearing at least one time in these top
N passages. Each concept is then scored using the following formula:

f ðcÞ ¼
YM
i�1

½0:1þ co degreeðc;wiÞ�idf ðwiÞ

co degreeðc;wiÞ ¼ idf ðcÞ � logðcoðc;wiÞ þ 1Þ
logðNÞ

coðc;wiÞ ¼
X

p is a passage

fp;wi
�fp;c

idf ðxÞ ¼ min 1:0;
logðN=NxÞ

5:0

� �

Figure 7.4. Control flow for Local Context Analysis.
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The LCA formula for scoring concepts is designed to assign high values to concepts
co-occurring with a large number of the query terms in a large number of the top ranked
passages. The greater the number of passages, the greater the score. The greater the number
of terms it co-occurs with in a given passage, the greater the score is incremented for that
passage. The number of times these terms occur, as well as the number of times the concept
itself occurs, also affect the degree to which a given passage augments the overall score.

For each of the M query terms, wi, a value co(c,wi ) is calculated. The co function
measures how much the concept c co-occurs with term wi. Each passage that contains
both the concept and the term contributes a value. This value is equal to the product
of the number of times c occurs and the number of times wi occurs in the passage.
The log of this measure (1 is added to avoid the possibility of taking the log of 0)
is normalized relative to one occurrence of both c and wi in every passage and then
multiplied by idf(c), giving the co degree. The idf statistic is a measure of how rare
a word is. The idf fomula used for LCA, a variant of idf weighting used in most modern
information retrieval systems, is a function of Nc, the number of passages containing
the concept c, out of the total set of passages, which is of size N. The fewer passages
containing the word, the greater the idf value. The co degree is a measure of co-occur-
rence between the concept c and query word wi. A weighted product of the co degrees
(weighted by the idf values for the query words) yields a measure of how valuable
the candidate concept c is taken to be relative to the given query.

Once all concepts have been evaluated, a predetermined number of the most highly
scoring concepts are chosen. These concepts are then added to the original query terms.
If necessary, collection statistics ^ which may not be pre-computed for concepts
as they are for simple query terms ^ are gathered for the expansion concepts. The
enhanced query is then evaluated and the top ranking documents are retrieved.
The following are two examples of the top 10 query expansion terms resulting from
LCA on the collection of news stories on which this study was based:

initial query 1: palestinian israeli conflict
query 1 expansion concepts: israel, violence, palestinians, hebron, sources, gaza,

gunmen, tanks, city, hamas

initial query 2: bush budget
query 2 expansion concepts: surplus, medicare, funding, cut, tax, fall, spending,

fought, fund, popular

Although LCA was developed for automatic query expansion, and we have explained
it in that context, the basic approach can be used in a number of different ways. First,
its primary use in BNN is not for automatic query expansion (although this capability
is provided), but for suggesting possible query expansion terms to the user, leaving
to them the assessment of which combination of the suggested terms, if any, will
be most beneficial if used as part of the query (Figure 7.5).

Second, LCA is considered for use as part of relevance feedback, as in Figure 7.6.
The explanation of LCA given above can be understood as an application of pseudo-
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feedback, also known as blind feedback, or as it was called when it was originally
proposed (Attar and Fraenkel, 1977), local feedback. With pseudo-feedback, a query
is evaluated and then, for the purposes of query expansion and term re-weighting,
the top documents retrieved are treated as if they were known to be relevant. That
is, they are treated as if these documents were shown to a user and the user feedback
indicated that they were all relevant to the information need that motivated the ori-
ginal query. But given a human at the terminal, we need not depend on pseudo-feed-
back. Actual relevance feedback can be used instead. The user can be shown the
most highly ranked news stories and asked to indicate which of them are indeed rele-
vant to their information needs. Then query expansion can proceed as before, but
only the stories marked as relevant by the user will be used for selecting expansion
concepts in place of the top N stories resulting from the original query.

These alternatives can be combined in various ways. BNN can be made to return
both the top relevant documents and a list of suggested expansion terms in response
to the initial query. The user can then choose to reformulate the query based on
the list of suggested terms (and, possibly a quick review of the top ranked documents
to get a sense of how the system responded to the initial query), or simply mark
the retrieved documents as to relevance. In either case, the system can respond with
both a new set of documents and an updated list of potential expansion terms. This
cycle can be repeated any number of times. In addition, during any given interaction,
the user can request that the system apply automatic query expansion and return
the results of a pseudo-feedback cycle in place of the list of candidate expansion terms
and the top ranked documents from the unexpanded query.

Figure 7.5. LCA produces candidate query terms.

Figure 7.6. Relevance feedback.
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One potential limitation of this approach concerns the size of the broadcast news
collection. Clearly, discovery of viable candidates for query expansion is dependent
upon the existence of reliable co-occurrence statistics. In order that the statistics upon
which LCA calculations are based be robust, they must be extracted from a reasonably
sized corpus of related stories. This can be problematic but need not be an insuperable
barrier. A large number of stories with similar content from the same or similar sour-
ces can be presumed to be the ideal resource for uncovering quality expansion-term
candidates. If this is not available, however, supplementary resources can be used.
If the archive of broadcast news stories is not sufficiently large, but a large collection
of, say, contemporaneous newspaper articles is available, the corpus of newspaper
articles can be used for the mining of additional query terms, in place of, or in addition
to, the broadcast news stories.

5. User Interests and Preferences

There are a number of methods that can be applied to create and exploit a model of
user interests and preferences. Regarding user interests and/or information needs,
typically these are captured in the form of user profiles explicitly stated by the user.
This can occur in a BNN user profile in which a user can specify their information
needs either as a list of keywords and/or a list of named entities; that is, people,
organizations, or locations, as illustrated in Figure 7.7. Figure 7.7 is the first screen

Figure 7.7. Search screen including explicitly stated user profile.
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a user sees when they initiate a search in BNN and includes an ability to select program
sources, dates, and type of search (e.g., keyword or named entities).

A drop list of stored profiles is displayed in the lower left hand corner of Figure 7.7.
Visible is a stored profile for user ‘Amerlino’ for stories related to conflicts between
Afghanistan and Iran. A user can explicitly specify their preferences for particular
sources (e.g., CNN, Fox, ABC News) or programs (e.g., CNN Headline News vs.
CNN Moneyline), dates (e.g., last three days), time periods, sources (e.g., closed cap-
tions, speech transcripts), and type of search (e.g., keyword/text search or named
entity search).

Figure 7.8 shows the user manipulating the system’s user model (called a profile) of
their media presentation preferences. Note that the user can select what types of media
(e.g., key frame picture from a clip, text transcript, video), media properties (e.g.,
clip length), and/or content (e.g., types of named entities, related stories) to display
when viewing story details. In Figure 7.8, the user has selected all media elements except
for similar stories, clip length, and skimmed results. All of these elements are auto-
matically extracted from source stories by BNN.

Figure 7.8. User media presentation profile.
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Figure 7.9 illustrates the effect of themedia preference profile on the display of stories
in the news on October 8, 2002. Based upon preferences selected in Figure 7.8, only
two and a half stories can be displayed on the screen. In contrast, if the user had
established a profile stating a preference for only one-line summaries, about twice
as many stories could be displayed. Note however that the automatically generated
one-line summary fails completely in story 2. The user would have no description
of this story in a summary-only display.

6. Discovering User Information Needs: Query Re¢nement in BNN

We can also determine a user’s interests not only by what they indicate interest in
explicitly (e.g., their search keywords and/or named entities), but also by reasoning
about terms and/or entities related to their stated interests. For example, if a user
searches for stories about the location ‘Iraq’, we might look into the story set returned
by BNN and notice that the person ‘Saddam Hussein’ occurs frequently. Or if
the person searches for stories in which the name ‘Saddam Hussein’ and location
‘Iraq’ appear, she might frequently find the terms ‘weapons of mass destruction’
or ‘UN inspections’.

As in previous versions of BNN, the user initially chooses the set of sources upon
which to query, a date range, along with the option to perform either a profile search
(saved in a previous session) or a custom search (such as in Figure 7.7). The choices

Figure 7.9. Multiple media presentation.
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presented to the user in a custom search include options for searching any named
entity category (person, organization, location, etc.) as well as a free-form text search.

Having selected sources, time range, and the type of search, the user is presented the
detailed search tool [Figure 7.10(a)]. For each category selected in the previous screen,
a selectable menu of actual named entities appears with the ability to select one
or more elements. Since the text option was selected, a free form text box appears
above the selectable menus in Figure 7.10(a). In this example, the user types in the
terms ‘bush’ and ‘war’. As show in Figure 7.10(b), the retrieval engine returns a set
of stories that are about ‘bush’ and ‘war’.

The user then selects stories that she finds most relevant to her information need, in
this case the second story which is about the threat posed by Saddam Hussein in
Iraq. The system uses LCA to expand the user’s query terms. In particular, the terms
‘bush’ and ‘war’ are expanded into a list which is displayed in Figure 7.11(a). It includes
person names such as ‘donald’ and ‘rumsfeld’, terms such as ‘developments’ and
‘money’, adjectival locations such as ‘Pakistani’, and so on, as described above.

In the example in Figure 7.11(a), the user selects the term ‘iraq’ from the location
menu and then reruns the query, expanded now to include the terms ‘bush’,
‘war’, and ‘iraq’. Figure 7.11(b) shows the resulting stories retrieved by the expanded
query. Notice in Figures 7.10(b) and 7.11(b) that at this stage the user can
select via a check box those stories from the returned story list that she deems most
relevant to her information needs. The most frequently occurring terms in these selected
stories will be added to further refine the user’s query. At this point the user can

Figure 7.10(a). BNN search.
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Figure 7.10(b). Relevance selections.

Figure 7.11(a). Results using expanded query.
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further refine her search or simply execute it. The user need not select query expansion terms
nor provide relevance feedback, or she can do either or both. A key issue is how relevance
feedback affects user performance in searching broadcast news, so we now turn to evaluation.

7. Preliminary Evaluation

Evaluation of user adaptive interfaces is more challenging than typical human-
computer interface evaluation, for several reasons. First, the user can influence inter-
face behavior because models of the user change system output and/or behavior.
Second, the system’s model of the user can influence the behavior of the user
(e.g., if it is poor or uncooperative, users can become frustrated; if it is critical or
challenging it can inspire new user inferences and behavior). Third, there often is
diversity in the task being performed, its complexity, and/or the overall environment.
This high degree of variability raises the uncertainty and complexity in the operation
of the systems and in their adaptation. This, in turn, makes evaluation challenging.

Because of this complexity, we have evaluated the performance of BNN both in
terms of content (type and amount) and the form of delivery. We have found that
presenting less information to the users (e.g., story skims or summaries versus full
text or video) enables more rapid relevance assessment and story comprehension
(Light and Maybury, 2002). For example, using 20 users performing relevance assess-
ments and information extraction tasks, we demonstrated that users exhibit over
90% precision and recall using displays such as those in Figure 7.11(b) in less than
half the time required to search digital video sequentially.

Figure 7.11(b). Selected stories.
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Because personalization increases the refinement and focus of a user query, this
should translate directly into task performance enhancements. To test this hypothesis,
we ran a series of evaluations. We initially tested P-BNN on a collection of 600 news
stories (culled out of tens of thousands of stories from several years) primarily in
October 2002 from multiple program sources such as CNN Headline News, CNN
NewsNight with Aaron Brown, and CNN Moneyline. Based on user queries and user
feedback, we returned up to twenty relevant news stories (we interchangeably
call documents) which we then had the user assess for relevance. Table I contains
illustrative performance evaluations from queries on this collection.

The first column lists the topics investigated in the corpus. The second column reports
the precision of documents returned by a single-term user query representing a general
information need. The third and fourth columns report the precision of a more specific
or focused search which is enhanced by document relevance feedback in the third
column and automated query expansion followed by specific term selection in the fourth.

Query precision in Table I is the percentage of documents out of the top twenty
returned (or fewer, if less than 20 documents are returned) that the user finds relevant
to their information needs. For example, for the first topic where the user is searching
for documents about Iraq’s foreign minister, whose name they have forgotten, they
first search broadly for ‘Iraq’ and find that all top 20 documents returned are about
‘Iraq’. Thus, the precision on the general term ‘Iraq’ is 20/20 or 100%. However,
their information need is unsatisfied as only one story out of 20 (#9) is about ‘Tariq
Aziz’, Iraq’s foreign minister. Accordingly, the user continues and selects story

Table I. Preliminary performance evaluation

Performance (Document precision)

General search Speci¢c search

Topic

Query plus
Document
Relevance
Feedback

(# selected docs)

Query plus
Query Expansion

Feedback
(selected terms in

parenthesis)

Query Precision
(query term in
parenthesis)

1. Iraqi foreign minister 20/20¼ 100%
(‘iraq’)

1/20¼ 5% (1)a 100% (‘tariq’)
100% (‘aziz’)

2. Weapons of mass destruction 18/20¼ 90%
(‘weapons’)

18/20¼ 90% (1) 100% (‘nuclear’)
100% (‘inspections’)

3. Chief weapons inspector 8/17¼ 47%
(‘inspector’)

10/20¼ 50% (8) 100% (‘blix’)

4. Israeli Palestinian conflict 5/19¼ 31.5%
(‘israeli’)

8/20 ¼ 40% (8) 95% (‘gaza’)
95% (‘hamas’)

5. Washington D.C. sniper 16/20¼ 80%
(‘sniper’)

20/20¼ 100% (17) 90% (‘shooting’)

Average 69.7% 57% (7) 97%

aThis is the performance of relevance feedback on only 1 document (#9), so it is very low.
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#9 as relevant and provides this feedback to the search engine. As was detailed in
Section 4, LCA extracts a weighted set of the most frequent terms from this document
(in this case the terms ‘iraq’, ‘matter’, ‘telling’, ‘reiterated’, and so on) which
P-BNN then uses to invoke another search against the entire story collection, and
returns another set of documents that match these weighted terms. Since the user
provides only a single document for relevance feedback and the words ‘Tariq’ and
‘Aziz’ appear near the end of a twenty term expansion list, the precision performance
of this feedback is only 5% (third column of Table I). That is, only 1/20 or 5% of
the documents returned after this feedback are about Iraq’s foreign minister. Note that
depending upon which documents the user selects and the terms contained therein,
document relevance feedback can either refine or broaden the search. In all five queries
shown document relevance feedback improves precision.

After indicating relevant documents, the user can also ask the system to suggest,
based on real-time analysis of these documents, specific terms to expand their query.
As shown in the fourth column of Table I, when the user selects either the terms
‘Tariq’ or ‘Aziz’ from the term expansion list, the system returns exactly five docu-
ments that pertain to the user’s original information need, thus achieving a precision
of 5/5 or 100%. At this point the LCA models the user’s information needs more
precisely than a set of weighted terms.

The second query in Table I concerns weapons of mass destruction. The user initially
types the simple query ‘weapons’. This retrieves 18/20¼ 90% or relevant documents
about weapons in general. When a document is noted as relevant by the user to their
more specific information need of weapons of mass destruction, a real-time analysis
of the most frequent keywords in the selected document is performed and is used
to retrieve documents, 18/20¼ 90% of which are relevant to the user’s more specific
information needs. In the final step, LCA expansion leads the user to terms such as
‘nuclear’ or ‘inspections’ which yield 100% relevant documents.

In the third query example, the user is searching for the lead UN weapons inspec-
tor. The user starts with a broad search (‘inspector’). However, this yields only 8
out of 17 or 47% relevant documents. Providing user relevance feedback using eight
documents raises the performance only slightly, to at least 50%. In fact, relevancy
assessment was clear on half of these documents but ambiguous on others. Therefore,
we assumed the most conservative interpretation and only counted half as relevant.
However, when the user runs LCA query expansion and reviews the list which includes
the rank ordered terms ‘powell’, ‘hans’, ‘secretary’, ‘weapons’, ‘the’, ‘resolution’,
‘inspectors’, and ‘blix’, the user notes that Hans Blix is the chief weapons inspector
and selects the term ‘Blix’ to find 20 documents which are 100% relevant to their needs.

In the fourth query example, the user is searching for stories about the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict. When they type in a general query such as ‘israeli’, they obtain a
low yield (31.5%) of relevant stories. Providing feedback about relevant documents raises
the performance somewhat (to 40%) by adding such expansion terms as ‘palestinian’, ‘gaza’,
‘civilians’, ‘hamas’, ‘factions’, ‘militants’, ‘sharon’, and ‘raid’. However, when the user
selects specific concrete terms such as ‘gaza’ or ‘hamas’, precision rises significantly to 95%.
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In the fifth topic area, the user is interested in stories about the sniper attacks in
Washington, D.C. Using the term ‘sniper’, 16 of 20 documents retrieved were about
theD.C. sniper (two stories were irrelevant and two others were errors in story segmen-
tation). When the user selects those documents and requests similar ones, the precision
rises to 100%.When the user asks for term suggestions based on their relevance assess-
ments, the system indicates that the terms ‘sniper, the, police, shooting, maryland,
. . . ’ and so on are themost typical of the document set. If they select the term ‘shooting’,
the precision of the returned document set is 18/20 or 90% (two irrelevant documents
are returned about a shooting of a marine and a U.N. protester shooting).

As can be seen from the examples in column two in Table I, the relation of a
keyword and the document collection can dramatically influence performance. A spe-
cific term like ‘iraq’ that has many stories in the collection can yield high precision,
although users often need to discover these in the search process. Providing document
level relevance feedback (shown in column three) using an average of 7 documents
improves precision in three out of five cases. However, if only one relevant document
is provided (as in query #1), this method performs poorly because of limited evidence
to infer the user’s information needs. Selection of specific expansion terms by the user
(column four) yields a more specific model of their information needs and results
in high precision in all five queries which allows the system to retrieve a more relevant
set of stories to their interests.

8. Detailed User Evaluation

Motivated by the promise of query refinement for capturing a more accurate speci-
fication of user information need, we performed a detailed study to analyze the fol-
lowing variables:

. Recall. We were not only interested in the precision of retrieval (i.e., the ability to
only retrieve relevant documents), but also the ability to retrieve all of the rele-
vant documents.

. Scale. We need to ensure that the promising performance results that we
obtained will be sustained in larger collections, in particular in thousands of
stories from several months to several years worth of news.

. Quality. We need to understand the e¡ects of combining relevance feedback and
term selection, to allow users to combine forms of query and document feedback
to more accurately specify their needs.

. Query Characterization and Display. An e¡ective means for characterizing the
e¡ects of various relevance or re¢nement selections on the weighted term model
of the user’s information needs is necessary, so the user has a clear character-
ization of what they are asking for.

. Speed. Searches together with re¢nements take much less than a minute to
perform. Nevertheless, we are currently designing user studies to establish
the tradeo¡ between the time necessary to perform query re¢nement and
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document relevance feedback, and increases in precision and recall as a
result of ¢ner models of user information needs which reduce time required
in post retrieval analysis.

. User Satisfaction. We are interested in whether users believe the system to be
more enjoyable to use, and whether they perceive it to improve their per-
formance with respect to accuracy, timeliness, and comprehensiveness.

. Cognitive Load. While di⁄cult to measure, we are interested in whether
query expansion eases or increases the load on the user’s attention and rea-
soning resources. Indirect measurements of these might include time for
manual term generation versus term selection from expansion menus,
the number of iterations to converge on a query, and so on.

8.1 EVALUATION CORPUS AND TOPIC DEVELOPMENT

We created an evaluation corpus consisting of the closed-captioned text of nine news
broadcasts airing between August 21, 2001 and October 17, 2001. The news broad-
casts were automatically segmented into stories by BNN, resulting in 502 stories.
It is important to note that while (to our knowledge) this is the highest performing
story segmentation system, it remains inaccurate (Boykin and Merlino, 1999). A
baseline version of the system over a range of broadcast sources (e.g., CNN,
MS-NBC, and ABC ) performed segmentation on average with 38% precision
and 42% recall across all multimodal cues (i.e., textual, audio, and visual cues).
In contrast, performance for the best combination of multimodal cues rose to
53% precision and 78% recall. When visual anchor booth recognition cues are spe-
cialized to a specific source (e.g., ITN broadcasts that have more regular visual story
change indicators), the performance rises to 96% precision and recall. In the current
system we were dealing with accuracy in the 50%^80% range.

Each story can contain zero or more topics ^ zero for those stories that contained no
text, or too little text to decipher. To annotate the corpus for topics, an initial pass
was made by one annotator who indicated what each story was about, using no pre-
defined topic typology. A senior annotator then reviewed the set of topic labels that
emerged, developed a clean typology of 26 topics with subtopicswhere needed, andmade
a second pass on the corpus to apply the modified topic labels and to also provide final
judgment on the story topics themselves. Figure 7.12 illustrates one of the resulting
top-level topics, Terrorism, and some of the sub-topics in this particular corpus.

The second annotator also evaluated each story in isolation and flagged every topic
within a story where automatic story segmentation created a section too brief or too
removed from context to reasonably understand what the story was about. This resulted
in 121 topics being labeled as ‘fragments.’ In scoring against the stories marked by the
subjects in the user study, these fragments were all considered non-relevant.

For the user evaluation we developed 10 topic areas: bioterrorism, U.S. space pro-
gram, accidental injuries, gambling, investing, Mideast conflict, music, weather, vio-
lent crime, and sports. Each experiment topic was manually mapped to the topic
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annotations in the evaluation corpus to create a gold standard for measuring user
performance. For example, the ‘investing’ experiment topic mapped to the topic-sub-
topic annotations ‘economy, stock market’ and ‘economy, federal reserve rate,’ as
well as the topic annotation ‘investing.’ Each topic area was presented in one or more
sentences to give the subjects an idea of the stories that were relevant to the topic,
for example1:

Bioterrorism:We are interested in any story or story fragment related to bioterrorist events,
preparation, threats, or prevention. To be relevant, the biological threat must be initially
spread by terrorists, and not by natural processes.

8.2 EXPERIMENT DESIGN

We created a fully instrumented version of BNN to allow detailed comparison of time
stamped logs of events in both a baseline system that does not contain query refinement
(Configuration A) and one augmented with LCA for query refinement (Configuration B).
Since we had previously empirically demonstrated the value of personalizing broadcast
news layout (Merlino and Maybury, 1999), our intent was to more extensively and deeply
explore the bounds of performance of personalcasting content via query refinement.

At the beginning of the study, four subjects were given an overview of the purpose
and design of the experiment, and a demonstration of the experimental task using
both system configurations. Subjects were then given personal computers and an
opportunity to use the system themselves with several practice topics. The subjects
were allowed to ask questions during this training period, but not during the experi-
ment proper. The total training time was approximately one hour. For each of
the ten experimental topics, subjects were then asked to find as many relevant stories
as possible. For each topic they were given five minutes. They were instructed to work
at a normal pace and to try as many different queries as they wished; they were
not required to continue searching for the full five minutes if they had no more query
ideas. Two randomly chosen subjects used Configuration A for the first five topics,
while the other two used Configuration B, and then all switched. While the 10 topics

Figure 7.12. Sample topic and subtopic categories in evaluation corpus.

1A list of 10 topics can be found in the Appendix.
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were randomly ordered, all subjects processed them in the same order. In this way, the
conditions under which a given topic was processed were kept as constant as possible.
After completing the 10 experiment topics, users were asked to fill out a user satis-
faction questionnaire, discussed below.

8.3 RESULTS: COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE

We based our comparison of the effectiveness of the two system configurations on two
metrics: #-correct and recall. The #-correct measure is simply a count of the number
of relevant stories found by a given user for a given topic. It does not take into account
the number of stories that were considered relevant to that topic. The recall measure,
in contrast, is the fraction of relevant stories that the subject was able to find; that is,
#-correct divided by the total number of stories in the collection relevant to
the topic. We chose not to measure precision, the fraction of stories found by the
user that were relevant to the topic. Precision would measure the agreement of
the user’s assessment of relevance with the judgment as given by the gold standard,
which would measure characteristics of the subjects rather than characteristics of
the configurations used.

Figure 7.13 shows how each of the subjects performed on each of the topics. The
graph on the left shows performance as measured by #-correct, and the graph
on the right, performance as measured by recall. The topics are presented in the order
of presentation. The scores for a given user are connected, with a different line style
for each user. Each point is labeled with an A or B, indicative of the configuration
that was used by the associated subject for processing the corresponding topic.
For the purpose of visualization, a small amount of random noise has been added
to each score in order to make it easier to distinguish overlapping points and lines.

Inspection of the graphs suggests that there may be a difference in ability among
subjects. It also suggests that there may be an intrinsic difference in difficulty of some
topics as compared with others, although which topics might be considered more

Figure 7.13. Performance across topics and subjects according to: #-correct and recall.
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difficult, and which considered relatively easier to resolve, differs according to the
metric used. Overall, there is substantial variance in the scores under both metrics,
and there does not seem to be any indication that one system configuration dominates
the other with respect to either of the two measures studied. Indeed, a statistical
analysis of the two configurations showed no significant difference between systems.

However, an analysis of variance showed that, for both metrics, there is a clear
effect due to differences in users. Also, for both metrics, the variance attributable
to both the user and the topic is far greater than the variance that can be attributed
to the different configurations.

8.4 RESULTS: COMPARATIVE SATISFACTION

An anonymous survey was administered to the subjects asking for their assessments
on a Likert scale of enjoyment, ease of retrieval, trust in the results, completeness
(ability to find all relevant stories), utility, and speed. On average, using System
B subjects reported they enjoyed the system 12.5% more, trusted the results
7.7% more, and believed 8.3% more strongly that the results they found were more
complete, on average a 9.5% perceived improvement. When asked to explicitly com-
pare System A to System B in terms of ease of use, reliability, and speed, users
indicated either no difference or a preference for System B. However, these results
are only suggestive as experiments with larger sample sizes are needed to obtain
statistically significant findings.

9. Future Research

Many outstanding research problems must be solved to realize automatically created
user-tailored news. Important problem areas include:

1. Automatic logging and inference of user interests. With users increasingly learning,
working and playing in digital environments, monitoring user interactions (e.g.,
Linton et al., 1999) is feasible and has shown value. In information seeking sessions,
detecting selections and rejections of information provides an opportunity to
induce individual and group profiles that can assist in content selection and pre-
sentation generation. For example, each of the user actions shown in Figure 7.3
(e.g., query, story selection, media selection) affords an opportunity for modeling
user interest in the first two actions and/or preference in the last. In addition
to explicit user interest collection, an implicit method could build an interest model
by watching the user session to track the user’s query, selection of particular stories,
and choice of media. The system could then automatically construct a content
interest and media preference model.

2. Tailoring. More sophisticated mechanisms are required to tailor content to specific
topics or users. In addition to content selection, material must be ordered and
customized to individual user interests. This will require methods of presentation
generation that integrate extracted or canned text with generated text.
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3. Information Extraction. Over the longer term we are working to create techniques
to automatically summarize, fuse and tailor selected events and stories. This
requires deeper understanding of the source news material beyond extracting
named entities, key frames, or key sentences.

4. Multilingual content. Because news is global in production and dissemination, it is
important to support access to and integration of foreign language content. This
poses not only multilingual processing challenges, but also requires dealing with
different country/cultural structures and formats.

5. Cross story fusion. An important problem is not only the summarization of indi-
vidual stories, but also summarizing across many stories, possibly from different
sources or languages. This is particularly challenging when the sources are possibly
inconsistent in content or form. This ultimately requires cross story multimodal
presentation generation.

6. Persistence/transience of interest profiles. Users’ information needs tend to change
over time, with profiles rapidly becoming out of date. Monitoring user queries
and story selections over time is one method that can address this problem.
Generalizing from their specific interests can yield an even richer user model.

7. Evaluation. Community defined multimedia evaluations will be essential for pro-
gress. Key to this progress will be a shared infrastructure of benchmark tasks
with training and test sets to support cross-site performance comparisons.

10. Conclusion

We have designed, implemented, demonstrated and evaluated the Personalized Broad-
cast News Navigator (P-BNN) that provides tailored content and presentation of
broadcast video news. We combine automated video understanding and extraction
together with user modeling to provide individualized personalcasts at the story level
from weeks of network news. Our system supports explicit user content and media
preference profiles, it implicitly reasons about terms co-occurring with user query
terms, and it accepts and modifies its model of the user’s information need based
on user feedback on the relevance of provided content. Accordingly, the system over-
comes the fixed organization of news programs produced for stereotypical audiences
by segmenting, selecting, and reordering content based on user preferences and feed-
back. Moreover, it represents an advance beyond program-level electronic program
guides that are beginning to find their way into the commercial marketplace by
not relying upon any externally provided program metadata and by providing more
fine-grained content tailoring at the story rather than program level. Accordingly,
we believe this kind of interactive, fine-grained, content-based personalization will
be fundamental to television and news understanding systems of the future.
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Appendix. User Evaluation Topics

1. Bioterrorism: We are interested in any story or story fragment related to bioter-
rorist events, preparation, threats, or prevention. To be relevant, the biological
threat must be initially spread by terrorists, and not by natural processes.

2. U.S. Space Program: We are interested in any story or story fragment related to
events and activities associated with U.S. space programs.

3. Accidental Injuries: We are interested in any reports of injuries to people as a
result of accidents. Injuries as a result of intentional harmful acts such as crime
and terrorism are not relevant.

4. Gambling: We are interested in any story or story fragment that reports on gam-
bling, i.e., betting on an uncertain outcome or playing a game for financial gain.
Both legal and illegal gambling are relevant.

5. Investing: We are interested in any story or story fragment related to financial
investing, such as stock and interest rate reports. Advertisements about financial
investing are not relevant.

6. Mideast Conflict: We are interested in any story or story fragment that relates to
the conflict in the Middle East and efforts to resolve it. To be relevant, the story
must center around issues between Middle Eastern countries and/or territories,
as opposed to U.S. Mideast relations.

7. Music: We are interested in any story or story fragment about music, including
musical compositions, musicians, bands, and concert events.

8. Weather: We are interested in any story or story fragment that reports on or
forecasts weather events and phenomena.

9. Violent Crime: We are interested in any story or story fragment about violent crimi-
nals and/or criminal actions. Stories about terrorists and terrorism are not relevant.

10. Sports: We are interested in any story or story fragment that reports on sporting
events or athletes.
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Abstract. This chapter details the value and methods for content augmentation and persona-
lization among di¡erent media such as TV and Web. We illustrate how metadata extraction
can aid in combining di¡erent media to produce a novel content consumption and interaction
experience. We present two pilot content augmentation applications. The ¢rst, called MyInfo,
combines automatically segmented and summarized TV news with information extracted from
Web sources. Our news summarization and metadata extraction process employs text summari-
zation, anchor detection and visual key element selection. Enhanced metadata allows matching
against the user pro¢le for personalization.Our secondpilot application, called InfoSip, performs
person identi¢cation and scene annotation based on actor presence. Person identi¢cation relies
on visual, audio, text analysis and talking face detection. The InfoSip application links person
identity information with ¢lmographies and biographies extracted from the Web, improving
the TV viewing experience by allowing users to easily query their TVs for information about
actors in the current scene.

Key words. content augmentation, personalization, pro¢le, personal news, video indexing, video
segmentation, video summarization, information extraction, TV interface, user interface design,
interactive TV

1. Introduction

For many years, people have enjoyed using their televisions as a primary means for
obtaining news, information and entertainment, because of the rich viewing experi-
ence it provides. TVs o¡er viewers a chance to instantly connect with people and
places around the world. We call this a lean-back approach to content consumption.
More recently theWeb has emerged as a comparably rich source of content. However,
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unlike TV, which allows users to select only channels, the Web o¡ers users much more
interactive access to expanding volumes of data from PCs and laptops. We call this
a lean-forward approach to content. We explore the process and value of linking
content from these two di¡erent, yet related, media experiences. We want to generate
a lean-natural approach that combines the best of these two media and marries it
to users’ lifestyles.

At a high level we wanted to explore how cross-media information linking and
personalization generates additional value for content. We call this research direction
Content Augmentation. As an example, imagine a user watches a movie that has
characters gambling in Las Vegas. A content augmentation application can extract
the location from the movie, then, in anticipation of the user’s inquiry, it can peruse
the Web for supplemental information such as the prices and availability of rooms
in the casino featured in the ¢lm, instructions for the game the characters play, infor-
mation on the design and history of the hotel, etc. In addition, this application
can employ a user pro¢le, personalizing the linked content by prioritizing the types
of links a user most often explores.

To test this model, we developed a pilot system. We began by focus group-testing
several concepts, and, based on the group’s reaction, designed and implemented a per-
sonal news application (MyInfo) and a movie information retrieval application (Info-
Sip) that enhances the traditionalmedia experience by combiningWeb andTV content.

This paper details current TV experience (Section 2.1), related work in content
understanding and Web/TV information linking (Section 2.2), our user-centered
design process (Section 3.1), pilot applications (Sections 3.2 and 3.3), system overview
(Section 4), multimedia annotation and integration methods (Section 5), Web
information extraction methods (Section 6), and our personalization model
(Section 7). We present our conclusions in Section 8.

2. Augmented User Experience

The current TV experience grows out of a 50-year tradition of broadcasters trying to
capture a mass audience. They used both demographic data and input from adver-
tisers to determine which programs to play at the various times of day. More recently,
the emergence of niche-based TV channels such as CNN (news), MTV (music), ESPN
(sports), and HGTV (home and garden) allows viewers more control over when they
view the content they desire. In addition, the arrival of electronic program guides
(EPGs) have allowed viewers to browse the program o¡erings by genres, date, time,
channel, title, and, in some cases, search using keywords, a big step forward over
traditional paper guides that allow access by time and channel only.

2.1. THE CURRENT TV NAVIGATION AND PERSONALIZATION

Current EPGs found in digital satellite settop boxes, cable settop boxes, and personal
video recorders from TiVo (www.tivo.com) and ReplayTV (www.digitalnetworksna.
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com/replaytv/default.asp) o¡er users advanced methods for ¢nding something to
watch or record. These systems generally hold one to two weeks’ worth of TV data,
including program titles, synopses, genres, actors, producers, directors, times of
broadcast, and channels. Viewers can use EPGs to browse listings by time, channel,
genre, or program title. In addition, viewers can search for speci¢c titles, actors,
directors, etc. Finally, the TiVo system o¡ers a recommender that lists highly rated
programs and automatically records these programs when space is available on
its hard disk.

Although TiVo is currently the only commercial product with a recommender,
much personalization research has been done in this area. Das and Horst developed
the TV Advisor, where users enter their explicit preferences in order to produce a
list of recommendations (Das et al., 1998). Cotter and Smyth’s PTV uses a mixture
of case-based reasoning and collaborative ¢ltering to learn users’ preferences in order
to generate recommendations (Cotter et al., 2000). Ardissono et al. created the Per-
sonalized EPG that employs an agent-based system designed for settop box operation
(Ardissono et al., 2001). Three user modeling modules collaborate in preparing
the ¢nal recommendations: Explicit Preferences Expert, Stereotypical Expert, and
Dynamic Expert. And Zimmerman et al. developed a recommender that uses a neural
network to combine results from both an explicit and an implicit recommender
(Zimmerman et al. This Volume). What all these recommenders have in common
is that they only examine program-level metadata. They do not have any detailed
understanding of the program, and cannot help users ¢nd interesting segments within
a TV program.

There has been also research in personalization related to adaptive hypermedia
systems (Brusilovsky, 2003). These systems build a model of the goals, preferences
and knowledge of each individual user, and use this model throughout the interaction
with the user, in order to adapt to the needs of that user.

The Video Scout project we previously developed o¡ers an early view of persona-
lization at a subprogram level (Jasinschi et al., 2001, Zimmerman et al., 2001). Video
Scout o¡ers users two methods for personalizing the TV experience. First, Scout
can display TV show segments (Figure 8.1). For example, it segments talk shows into
host/guest segments, displays musical performances and individual jokes. Second,
Scout o¡ers a user interface element called ‘TV magnets’ (Figure 8.2). If users specify
¢nancial news topics and celebrity names, then Scout watches TV and stores matching
segments, monitoring the contents of talk shows for celebrity clips and searching
the contents of ¢nancial news programs for ¢nancial news stories. Subprogram level
access to TV programs improves the TV experience by allowing users more control
over the content they watch.

2.2. RELATED WORK IN CONTENT ANALYSIS AND ENHANCED TV

Recently, there has been increasing interest in hyperlinking video with supplemental
information. Examples include Microsoft and CBS’s interactive TV (Microsoft
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1997), ABC’s enhanced TV (ABC 2003), the HyperSoap project at the MIT Media
Lab (Dakss), and Jiang and Elmagarmed’s work on their Logical Hypervideo Data
Model (Jiang et al., 1998).

In 1997 at the National Association of Broadcaster’s Expo, we saw Microsoft
demonstrate their Enhanced TV concept. This concept allowed users to see Internet
data associated with a TV program while watching the program. The Internet content

Figure 8.1. Talk show segmented into host and guest segments.

Figure 8.2. Financial news magnet screen with four stored clips from two TV shows.
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appeared on the side and bottom of the TV screen while the TV show played. Since
then Microsoft has been working with broadcasters such as CBS to deliver interactive
TV versions of the Grammy Awards, NCAA Basketball, and even TV dramas like
CSI (Microsoft 2000). The current implementation works only for users with WebTV
plus service or with a Microsoft UltimateTV settop box.

ABC’s enhanced TV broadcasts allow users to view supplemental information such as
player statistics for football games, answer questions for game shows, and answer polling
questions for talk and news shows (ABC 2003). The interaction takes place on a
computer displaying synchronized Webcast data that corresponds to events on the
TV show. The current implementation can make it di⁄cult for users, as their attention
is needed on two screens simultaneously. In addition, the lean forward model of com-
puter use is not completely appropriate for the more lean back task of watching TV.

Both the Microsoft/CBS and the ABC products combine Internet content with TV
shows. However, neither allows users much freedom to explore. The Internet content
is packaged and sent to users by the same people who created the TV program. Also,
neither product personalizes either the TV show or the Internet content for individual
users.

Another concept called ‘HyperSoap’ (Dakss et al.) allows TV viewers using a
special remote control to point at clothing, props and other furnishings on a soap
opera in order to learn how they can be purchased. The research group studied
how people interact with hyperlinked video and employed this information in devel-
oping di¡erent modes of interaction. The design of the system matches current
TV viewing in that it allows users to interact with a remote control. However,
one clear challenge for this model is how to deal with objects that jump around
on the screen as the story jumps from cut to cut.

Figure 8.3. Weather screen with Web story highlighted.
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Jiang and Elmagarmed have introduced a novel video data model called ‘Logical
Hypervideo Data Model’ (Jiang et al. 1998). The model is capable of representing
multilevel video abstractions with video entities that users are interested in (de¢ned
as hot objects) and their semantic associations with other logical video abstractions,
including hot objects themselves. The semantic associations are modeled as video
hyperlinks and video data with such property are called hypervideo. Video hyperlinks
provide a £exible and e¡ective way of browsing video data. However, in this system,
all the associations are derived manually. Users communicate with the system using
a query language. This method of interaction allows them to explore information,
but con£icts with the lean back model of TV viewing.

Broadcast news analysis and retrieval for various purposes has also been an active
area of research for a number of years. We created an initial ‘Personal News Retrieval
System’ in 1996 to test the feasibility of video broadcast ¢ltering in the news domain
(Elenbaas et al. 1999). The news broadcasts from di¡erent channels were semi-
automatically indexed on a server. A client application invoked from a Web
browser allows users to search individual stories. Searching is based on anchorperson,
broadcaster, category, location, top-stories and keywords.

Merlino et al. developed the ‘Broadcast News Editor/Navigator’ (BNE/BNN)
(Merlino et al., 1997). They rely on the format of the broadcast to be broken down
into series of states, such as start of broadcast, advertising, new story, and end
of broadcast. They use multi-source cues such as text cues (‘back to you in New
York’), audio silence to ¢nd commercials, and visual cues such as black frame
and single and double booth anchor recognition.

Hanjalic and his colleagues describe a semi-automatic news analysis method based on
pre-selection of categories (Hanjalic et al., 1999). They ¢nd anchorperson shots, using

Figure 8.4. Headlines screen with TV story highlighted.
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a template formatching the shots bymatching individual frames. Also, they incorporated
a simple word-spotting algorithm to form reports and use this for topic speci¢cation.
Other systemshavebeenreported in the literaturedealingwith thenews retrieval (Ahanger
et al., 1997, Brown et al., 1995, Chen et al., 1997, Maybury 2000). In addition, there
is very recent research that performs automated segmentation of news and user modeling
to generate personalcasts (Maybury et al., this volume).

Broadcast TV companies have also tried to come up with Internet versions of their
content. For example, CNN has a limited number of current stories and an archive
of old ones available in Real-video or MPEG-4 (netshow) format. (See http://
www.cnn.com/videoselect/for more details.)

The di¡erence between our applications MyInfo and InfoSip and the cited systems
is threefold: (i) our applications integrate both Web and TV content, as opposed limit-
ing users to a single source, (ii) our interface employs a TV-like interaction, and
(iii) MyInfo performs extensive prioritization and personalization based on detailed
user preferences.

3. Pilot Applications

In order to explore and demonstrate the usefulness of content augmentation, we
applied a selective process of ¢ltering initial ideas and concepts. In this section,
we present our process and the pilot applications.

MyInfo and InfoSip are both designed to enhance the features of a Personal Video
Recorder (PVR) such as a TiVo, ReplayTV, or UltimateTV. These hard disk-based
settop boxes currently allow users to easily store large numbers of shows. The
segmented news stories, movies and supplemental information from the Web will
all be stored on a PVR for access by users using a traditional remote control
that has a few additional buttons. These applications are not currently intended
to work with live broadcasts.

3.1. THE DESIGN PROCESS

We began by conducting a brainstorming session that included engineers and
designers with experience in video processing, Web information retrieval, and
Web and interactive TV design. We produced twenty concepts that coalesced into
the following themes:

^ Connect: Connect users with each other, with their community; with the live
world.

^ Explore: Support users’ ability to move deeper into a speci¢c topic. Allow users to
specify the level of detail they require.

^ Anticipate: Extract, classify, and summarize information before users request it.
^ Summarize: Reduce overwhelming amounts of content (especially redundant

content) into appropriate chunks based on user context.
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After concept generation, we conducted two focus group sessions. Our focus group
consisted of four men and four women living in the suburbs near New York City.
They came from di¡erent educational, ethnic, and socio-economic backgrounds;
however, they all enjoyed watching TV and all had access to and experience with
using the Web.

Our ¢rst session focused on evaluating and prioritizing the di¡erent concepts. In
addition, participants shared their current strategies, preferences, and gripes for
watching TV and collecting information from the Web. The following two concepts
received particularly high ratings from participants:

1. Personal News: the application supplements TV news stories with richer detail
obtained from the Web.

2. Actor Info: the application displays Web links for actors in the movie currently
being viewed.

Our second focus group employed the same participants, and used a participatory
design approach to better de¢ne the pilot applications. In exploring the personal
news concept, participants revealed that they currently sought out news using a niche
sur¢ng technique. When they wanted to know something like the price of a stock,
the outcome of a sporting event or the weather, they would tune their TVs to
an appropriate channel such as ESPN (sports), MSNBC (¢nance), or the Weather
Channel and then wait for the information to appear. They generally did not
use the Web for this sort of high-level news because it required them to abandon
household tasks such as making breakfast or folding laundry in order to go upstairs
and boot a computer. They desired a system that o¡ered faster access to personal
news around the themes of sports, ¢nance, tra⁄c, weather, local events, and
headlines. They wanted access to the freshest information for these content zones
from any TV in their home.

In exploring the Actor Info application, participants really liked the idea of viewing
supplemental information for a movie, but they did not want to be interrupted. Instead
they wanted to be able to easily ask questions such as: Who’s that actor? What’s that
song? Where are they? What kind of shoes are those? etc. They wanted the answers
to these questions to appear immediately on the screen in an overlay. This way, they
could get the information they wanted without interruption. They did not want links
to Web sites. Instead, they wanted much more digested and summarized information.
For more detail on the design process, please see (Zimmerman et al., this volume).

3.2. MYINFO

Users access the MyInfo application via a remote control. They can select any of the
six content zones identi¢ed by the focus group in order to see personal Web extracted
data and the latest TV stories that match this zone. In addition, users can press a
button labeled ‘MyInfo’ in order to see a personalized TV news broadcast that
displays TV news and Web extracted data from all of the content zones.
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The interface displays an expanded story on the left, and a prioritized list of stories
on the right. The top story always contains the Web-extracted information, which
matches speci¢c request in the user pro¢le. The Web-extracted information includes:
for weather, a four-day forecast for the speci¢ed zip code; for sports, the latest scores
and upcoming games for speci¢ed teams; for local events, a prioritized listing by
how soon the event will happen, distance from the home, and degree of match to
keywords in pro¢le; for tra⁄c, delays for user-speci¢ed routes and ‘hot-spots’;
and for ¢nance, current prices for stocks, change in price, and percent change for
indexes, stocks, and funds listed in the pro¢le.

By pressing the NEXT button, users can navigate down in the list of stories. This
allows them to e¡ectively skip stories they do not want to hear. In addition, they
can press the PLAY-ALL button in order to automatically play all the stories in a
single content zone. The interaction supports users’ lifestyles, and takes a step towards
a lean-natural interface. Users can quickly check information such as weather
and tra⁄c right before they leave their homes. They can also play back all, or sections
of, the personalized news as a TV show, leaving themselves free to carry out tasks
in their homes such as eating, cooking, and laundry.

3.3. INFOSIP

The InfoSip pilot application allows users to sip information about actors in a scene
while watching a movie. Users press the WHO button on the remote control and
detailed information appears at the bottom of the screen. Currently, our system pro-
vides an image, a biography, a ¢lmography, and current rumors, for all actors in
the current scene (Figure 8.5). We manually extract the image from the video,
but we hope to automate this process using our actor identi¢cation algorithms

Figure 8.5. InfoSip screen.
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(Section 5.5). The descriptive information is automatically extracted from the Web.
This application has an advantage over supplemental metadata supplied on DVDs,
in that it is always up to date. In the example below, Tim Robbins’ ¢lmography details
work he did in 2002, even though the source movie, Robert Altman’s The Player,
was released in 1992.

During the collaborative design session, the participants stated that they often saw
an actor whom they recognized but could not place. They wanted a simple method
of selecting one of the actors, and seeing enough information to help them remember
where they had seen that actor before. The decision to display all of the actors in
the current scene takes a step towards a lean-natural interface by allowing users
to both sip the metadata and view the movie simultaneously. Listing all actors in
the movie would generate too large a list to navigate and would run the risk of drawing
the user away from watching the movie. Displaying only the actors currently on screen
would often require users to scan back in the movie, because, by the time they realized
they wanted the information and grabbed the remote control, the shot with the actor
they wanted might have ended. The ¢lmographies have two pieces of additional
information that support functionality that was designed but not yet implemented.
Their display can be personalized by using a viewing history to highlight movies
the user has seen the speci¢c actor in, aiding the recognition task. In addition, when
¢lmographies contain movies that match movies scheduled for broadcast, users
can use this interface to select movies for recording.

3.4. DEMONSTRATION

We developed these applications to stimulate conversations between stakeholders in
the TV/Web content value chain, from media producers, packagers, distributors
to media consumers. The original idea was to develop these applications as demon-
strators in order to explore the target applications for consumers. We hoped to
use the applications to generate business models and new application concepts with
colleagues in the content creation, broadcasting, and distribution domains. However,
in the future, we plan to perform a qualitative evaluation of these applications with
users.

4. System Overview

The system diagram in Figure 8.6 shows the high-level chain of content processing and
augmentation. Unannotated or partially annotated content is delivered to the service
provider (e.g. content provider, broadcaster) where generic analysis and augmentation
is performed.

Content and (optionally) metadata are delivered to the ¢rst step (Feature Extrac-
tion and Integration) of the processing chain. At the server stage of the augmentation,
the system extracts features and summarizes the content, generating descriptive meta-
data. (A more detailed description of this step is given in Section 5.) The generated
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metadata, in conjunction with any existing metadata, is then used to augment the
content with additional information from Web sources. This information is provided
by using Information Extraction from Web pages (WebIE), as described in Section
6. The augmentation (Augmentation) that occurs at the server side is general, in that
it is not based on any personal pro¢le. Following broadcaster augmentation, the
content with the complete metadata is formatted and delivered to the consumer
device (Formatting).

The remaining augmentation is performed in the client stage. Here, a consumer
device has the capability of storing content, metadata (in Storage), and user pro¢le
(User Pro¢le). The device also has a prioritization module that relies on the user pro-
¢le. This is used to perform a secondary augmentation (Augmentation) with Web
information (WebIE), but this time based solely on user preferences. The information
obtained is stored together with the content and is presented to users (Interaction
Engine) as if it were a part of the original program. One of the reasons we kept
all personalization on the client was to help insure privacy, a major concern of users
in our focus group.

There are several delivery pathways for the augmentation data, depending on the
implementation of the system and the business model. Encoding metadata with
the media is the most straightforward approach to delivering augmentation, but alter-
native pathways are also possible. Web broadcasts or subscription-based data

Figure 8.6. Content Augmentation system diagram.
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retrieval can also o¡er localized or personalized versions of the augmentation data.
Finally, the principle division in the server and client stage in Figure 8.6 is mainly
to emphasize various aspects of the system. Implementations of the system where
various client functions are provided by the server, and, inversely, server functions
performed by the client, are possible.

5. Content Processing

Methods for automatic metadata extraction can be divided into coarse- and ¢ne-grain
segmentation and abstraction. In this section, we brie£y introduce the methods used
for our applications. For MyInfo, we coarsely segment the news broadcast into indi-
vidual stories as described in Section 5.1. Next, each story is summarized by a repre-
sentative textual summary and a frame that captures the visual summary. Text
summarization is described in Section 5.2. Visual summarization is performed by
detection shots of the news anchor (as described in Section 5.3) and selection of
the most important visual key element (as described in Section 5.4.) For InfoSip,
we apply person identi¢cation using both face and voice identi¢cation, as described
in Section 5.5.

5.1. COARSE SEGMENTATION

Our approach exploits well-known, previously reported, cues to segment commercials
and news segments from news programs (Merlino et al. 1997 and Boykin et al.
1999). We ¢rst ¢nd the commercial breaks in a particular news program, and then
we perform story segmentation within the news portion. For stories, we use the story
break markup (‘>>>’) in the closed captioning. In addition, we have investigated
the detection of story segment boundaries at a macrosegment level (McGee et al.
1999, Dimitrova et al. 2003).

There is a variety of commercial detectors that perform text, audio, and visual
analysis to determine if TV programs contain commercial breaks (Blum 1992, Bonner
et al., 1982, Boykin et al., 1999, Merlino et al., 1997). Since our domain consists
of ‘commercial aware’ programs, in which the anchors announce that a commercial
break is coming up, we were able to use a computationally inexpensive, genre-speci¢c,
text-based commercial detector. In part, this relies on the absence of closed captioning
for 30 seconds or more, and in part, it relies on the news anchors using cue phrases
to segue to/from the commercials, such as, ‘coming up after the break’ and ‘welcome
back’. We look for onset cues such as ‘right back’, ‘come back’, ‘up next’ and ‘when
we return’, in conjunction with o¡set cues, such as ‘welcome back’ and the ‘new
speaker’ markup (‘�’). We tested commercial detection on US broadcast of four
¢nancial news and four talk show programs totaling 360 minutes, with 33 commercials
totaling 102 minutes. The ¢nancial news programs included four half hour shows
of CNN, NBC, and public television programs. The talk shows included four one
hour late night shows on the NBC and ABC TV stations. Our algorithm detected
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32 commercials totaling 104 minutes. Of these, 25 were exactly right. Only one
commercial was completely missed. We detected 4 extra minutes spread out over seven
commercials. The resulting recall and precision are 98% and 96% respectively.

5.2. TEXT SUMMARIZATION

Each broadcast news story has to be summarized, in order to use (i) the abstracted
data, for matching against the personal pro¢le, and (ii) the summary, for presentation
browsing. For MyInfo, a summary consists of a sentence of text and a representative
image (key frame), plus a categorization (an assignment of the story to one of
our six ‘content zones’).

The summarization process begins with collection of the closed captioning text ^
the transcript of the spoken text ^ sent with each frame of the story. Figure 8.7 presents
one such time-stamped transcript.

While this text could be in mixed upper/lower case, just as the sentence you are
reading right now is, in practice, it is very commonly mono-case. So recapitalization
is performed: the text is put entirely in lower case, and selected words are then
capitalized, based on:

. Sentence-terminal punctuation (so the ¢rst word of the next sentence will be
capitalized)

Figure 8.7. Time-stamped transcript of a news story, as collected from the closed captioning.

(‘�’ indicates ‘change of speaker’).
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. Lists of:
First names of people
People name ‘particles’ (e.g., von, del, ben)
Titles and honori¢cs ( ‘Judge’, ‘Senator’, ‘Esquire’)
Names of places:

. Geographic regions (rivers, mountains, etc)

. Political entities (cities, counties, states, provinces, countries, etc)

. Terms used to denote streets, squares, bridges, parks, etc

Acronyms
. Simple heuristics governing capitalization of words preceding or following

words in these lists. These produce, e.g., ‘Brooklyn Bridge’, rather than ‘Brook-
lyn bridge’, and ‘George Washington’ rather than ‘George washington’.

Figure 8.8 shows the result after the recapitalization step.
Our own algorithm was used, which was adequate for our needs, but not perfect.

The reader should note the mistaken capitalization of ‘and’ and ‘was’, because
the surname ‘Reed’, being also a common ¢rst name, is in the ¢rst names list,
and a heuristic that texts always contain persons’ full names ¢red. Better algorithms
have been developed (Brown et al., 2002) which ¢rst capitalizes the whole text,
and then de-capitalizes those words in a list of common English words.

The IBM INTELLIGENT MINER FOR TEXT (‘TextMiner’) document summarizer
(Boguraev et al., 2000) is then applied, to select the N sentences in the story which
summarize it best. (We use N¼ 1.) ‘Best’ in this context is a weighted metric, involving
the ‘salience’ (position) of the sentence in the document, its length, and other factors.
Usually, the ¢rst sentence of a news story ends up being the one selected; given
how news stories are written, this sentence is normally both a comprehensive summary
and a good introduction to the story. However, sometimes a non-useful sentence
occurs ¢rst (‘Hello, I’m Dan Rather’.); TextMiner often catches these cases and makes
a better selection.

Figure 8.8. The recapitalized text.
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For the story in Figure 8.8, the text summarization found is:
‘Jurors will resume deliberations this morning in a two-decade-old murder case.’
We also use the TextMiner document classi¢er. It works on the basis of frequency

of occurrence of words within the story, and similarity of such frequency distributions
to canonical examples. The classi¢er engine is domain-independent; to use it, we
trained it o¡-line with a corpus of exemplar stories for our six ‘information zones’.

In the case of the story in Figure 8.8, the computed categorization is:

15.2041 headlines
12.8685 future announcements (‘teasers’)
11.6219 commercials
11.4269 local news

where the numbers on the left are con¢dence scores, which have no metric interpreta-
tion; simply, larger values are to be preferred to smaller values.

A third TextMiner engine, the ‘feature ¢nder’, is used to extract proper names
from the story. These names could be matched against entries in the user pro¢le,
to determine the story’s relevance for the user.

Name, person: Norman Reed 4708 25
Name, unknown: Greenburg 4820 13
Name, person: Rudy Williams 4847 42
Name, person: Reed Was 5743 15

Here, the numbers to the right of the names of persons, places, and unknown things
are the locations and durations of their occurrences in the story (in units of charac-
ters). The number of occurrences of a given name, and its salience in the story, could
further contribute to calculation of a story’s relevance for the user.

The TextMiner classi¢er was evaluated as part of the NIST Tipster SUMMAC text
summarization evaluation of 1998 (Mani et al., 1998). It was found to have a precision
of 0.68 and a recall of 0.47.

5.3. ANCHOR DETECTION

We have an anchorperson detection module, which is an important contributor to
multi-modal segmentation, because stories often begin and/or end with in-studio
(anchorperson-present) shots, rather than during reportage segments (shots of repor-
ters and/or interviewees, commonly taken ‘on location’, or at the reporter’s ‘desk’).
This module is also important for story summarization, since it helps in choosing
representative keyframes for the stories that do not include anchor images. This
module is composed of three main blocks:

1. Shot detection
2. Face clip ¢nding
3. Anchorperson shot detection
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5.3.1. Shot Detection

We compute the cumulative probability distribution of each of the red, green, and
blue channels from their histograms for each frame (Hampapur et al., 1994). The
distance between two cumulative probability distributions is found by using the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test. First- to fourth-order di¡erences, and two types
of tests, are used to make shot boundary detection robust with respect to various
video e¡ects (wipes/fades/dissolves) and £ashes.

We compute KS distances between consecutive frames and between those sepa-
rated by 1, 2, and 3 frames. The ¢rst test is based on ratio combinations of each
of these distances. Each of the ratios (and/or the distances) must be larger than pre-
determined thresholds. In order to prevent false shot break detections due to £ashes,
we also check the KS distance of the following frame to the previous frames before
declaring the current frame as the starting point of a new shot. Second- and
third-order di¡erences, and di¡erent thresholds on the distances and their ratios,
are used for this. Again, the ratios (and/or the distances) must be larger than
thresholds. For example let D(n, n^2) denote the KS distance between frames n
and n-2. If

D(n, n^2)/D(n^2, n^3) >¼ thr1 and
D(n, n^3)/D(n^3, n^4) >¼ thr2 and
D(n, n^3)> thr3 and D(n, n^2)> thr4,

one of the two acceptable conditions is satis¢ed and the same test is applied for the
following frame (by replacing n with nþ 1) before declaring the current frame (frame
n) as the beginning of a shot. The same threshold values are used for all videos.

5.3.2. Face Clip Finding

We process the video sequence to ¢nd video clips containing faces. For each clip, the
following information is saved: the frame numbers of the ¢rst and last frames of
the clip, and the coordinates of the bounding rectangle of the largest face in view,
in each frame in the clip. These clips are, in general, subsets of the shots found in
step 5.3.1. In cases where the clip spans two shots; it is broken into two clips, at
the shot boundary. Where multiple video clips containing faces occur within a single
shot, they are merged. We use a face detection algorithm which is based on £esh
tone-¢nding followed by high chroma detection and horizontal texture detection
(Connell, 2002).

5.3.3. Anchorperson Shot Detection

The next step is matching the face in one clip with those in others. For each face clip,
the largest face (as determined by its rectangular bounding box) is used. To make
the matching more robust with respect to head motions, especially roll (rotation
in the image plane), we expand the original bounding box so that it is twice as large
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in both width and height, in order to include the hair region of the head and some of
the shoulder region, also. Thus, more color information is incorporated, in addition
to just £esh tone. The enlarged rectangle is then divided into 6 regions: one for each
side of the head, one for the original face box and the hair on the top, and three
for the shoulder and neck region. See Figure 8.9.

For each frame, the cumulative distributions of the red, green, and blue channels
are calculated for each of the six regions; these are then averaged over all the frames
of the clip. This gives us a representative distribution for that clip. Although this
is quite a slow process, non-real time performance can be tolerated in the MyInfo
application.

To ¢nd the canonical anchorperson clip, we look for one clip whose representative
distribution is very similar to those of a large percentage of the other clips. We com-
pute the pairwise KS distance between the representative distributions of each pair
of clips, and, if the distance is less than a threshold, we consider them to be di¡erent
image sequences of the same person and background. As this calculation is of order
n2 in the number of clips, we employ an early-termination scheme to ignore some
of the clips. First we start with the representative distribution of a clip and ¢nd
the KS distance of this distribution to those of the other clips. If we ¢nd that
m% of the clips have distances that are less than a threshold t, we group them together,
and sort the list in ascending order according to their distances to the distribution
we have started with. We call this group the initial list, and then we start pruning
this group. We take the ¢rst clip we started with and the one which is at the top
of the initial list, and put them in a new group called the anchor shots list which
will be the pruned version of the initial list. To start pruning, we take the ¢rst

Figure 8.9. Face, with original (inside box) an expanded and partitioned (outside box) bounding

box.
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distribution in the initial list and ¢nd the KS distances of the others in the list to it. We
keep the ones whose distances are less than t in the initial list and remove the others
and again sort the list. We then put the ¢rst element of this list in the anchor shots
list and repeat the process. This way we make sure that every clip in the anchor shots
list will be within distance t of each other.

In our experiments, the percentage thresholdm was 25^35%. In its current state, the
algorithm can only deal with clips in which there is one anchorperson, but it can
be extended to work on other more general cases also.

We performed some experiments on four news segments to test the performance of
the algorithm (see Table 8.1). The algorithm was tested on 56,500 frames of news
videos from CNN and local news channel in Westchester, NY. In this data set, there
were 26 true anchor shots. (Note that in the test data, there are some shots in which
more than one anchorperson appears. As the current version only works for single
anchorperson in a shot, the shots with multiple anchorpersons have not been counted
in the true anchor shots.) The algorithm found one false positive and ¢ve false
negatives. The percentage of anchor shots whose starting frame was detected
correctly by the shot detection algorithm was 96.15%. If some special e¡ect is used
for transition from one shot to another, detection of beginning of the new shot is
delayed. In all these experiments, the same KS distance threshold was used.

5.4. SUMMARY IMAGE SELECTION

In order to ¢nd a representative visual key element, we ¢nd a representative keyframe
for each news story. This image has to be the most representative frame from the
story. Figure 8.10 shows an example of the summarization process for a news story.
At the top, a ¢lm strip consisting of 8 families of video frames is presented, showing
the length of each family along with its cumulatively averaged histogram. For ¢nding
important segments, we use the uniformly colored segments generated by family his-
togram clustering; the frames are weighted by the duration of the family they belong
to. We use Family Histograms (Dimitrova et al., 1999) to ¢nd uniformly colored
video clips. These correspond to shots, or parts of shots.

For each feature, we ¢nd a value between zero and one that gives the ‘desirability’
of that feature. The ¢gure shows the various visual features that are extracted for

Table 8.1. Results from anchor detection

Number
of detected

shots

Number
of detected
face clips

Number
of true

anchor shots

Number
of false
positives

Number
of false
negatives

Accuracy
of the shot

beginning points

CNN1 7 0 1 100%
CNN2 102 68 7 0 2 100%
Ch12 1 201 63 5 1 1 100%
Ch12 2 132 99 7 0 1 85.7%
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summary image selection. For the family histograms, the importance of a frame is
derived by the duration of the family it belongs to and divided by the longest family
in the news story. The bottom curve shows the importance based on family histo-
grams. The second curve shows the anchor vs. reportage class. The news story initially
starts with the anchor, goes on to reportage and ends with the anchor. Each story
is usually composed of an anchor shot followed by reportage shot(s). The anchor
shots are similar for all stories, so they do not provide any value in representing
the story. In order to select an image from only the reportage, an anchorperson detec-
tor is used (see Section 5.3.3). In this curve, the value of anchor is 0.1 and that
of reportage segment is 1. The third curve from bottom shows presence or absence
of faces. The value of this feature is 0 if no faces are present, and 1 if one or more
faces are detected. The next curve gives the text importance in the video. This is
derived by the number of lines of text in the frame divided by the maximum number
of lines in the news program. Presence of both faces and text is desirable in the selected
image. The next curve in the graph shows presence of graphic vs. natural scene video.
Graphic information relates to shots that contain graphs, slides, and other compu-
ter-generated screens. We include a graphic image if available. The second curve from
top gives the indoor vs. outdoor information. For news programs, we feel that outdoor
shots are more important for news stories than indoor shots. We use the indoor/out-
door detector developed by Naphade et al. (2002). In the above curves, the value
is 1 for graphic and outdoors and 0 for natural and indoor frames. We select a frame

Figure 8.10. Representative image selection.
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that is deemed to be the most ‘interesting’ by the algorithm that considers all the above
attributes. An importance score is computed for each frame as following:

FrameScore ¼ AR� X6
i¼1

WiFi

 !

where AR is 1 for reportage segment and 0.1 for anchor segment. The Wi is the weight
given to each of the features Fi: F1 is Face, F2 is videotext, F3 is anchor or reportage,
F4 is graphics or no graphics, F5 is outdoors or indoor, and F6 is weight of family
histogram. The top curve in Figure 7.10 gives an importance score based on all
the input features for each frame. For our system, presently we use equal weights
for all the features. A frame from family #3 is selected as the most representative
for the story.

We performed an empirical benchmarking of our method in the following way. We
found two representative images, one using our image selection algorithm, and
another image using the ‘middle image pick method’ as taking the image occurring
at the middle of the story. We watched the news story and determined which image
summarized the news best. Based on this viewing, we decided the ‘desirability’ of
the image selected on a scale of 1 to 5. On this scale, if the image selected was
the one that we felt summarized the news story the best, we gave it a 5; in the other
extreme where the image was not desirable at all, we gave it a rating of 1.

Based on this system, we analyzed a total of one hour of news stories consisting of
half-hour each of CNN Headline News and Channel 12 news (local news channel).
A total of 33 news stories were selected to be presented to the user for evaluation.
The Table 8.2 shows the number of votes for the ratings of the middle image pick
and summary image selection algorithms. Overall, the algorithm does better than
the mid method. The average rating of the image selected by the algorithm is
4.27, vs. 3.87 using the mid method. Also, the standard deviation of the algorithm
is only 0.87, compared to 1.17 of the mid method, which means that the algorithm
consistently gives better images.

Table 8.2. Results of the middle image vs image selection method

Rating Mid method votes Algorithm result

5 14 16
4 5 12
3 12 3
2 0 2
1 2 0
Average 3.87 4.27
Std Dev 1.17 0.87
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5.5. PERSON IDENTIFICATION

A rich ‘frequently asked question’ ^ answering application relies on manual annota-
tion or automatic detectors. For example, to answer the ‘who is this person?’ question
in a movie, documentary or home video, we need to know which people are present
in each scene. The major challenge is to robustly identify persons from di¡erent views,
distances, lighting conditions, in the presence of various background noise conditions.
We used automatic face and voice identi¢cation methods for this task (Li et al., 2001).

A person identi¢cation approach is constructed, based on the joint use of visual and
audio information. First, in the analysis phase, we perform visual analysis for detec-
tion, tracking and recognition of faces in video. Face trajectories are ¢rst extracted
and the Eigenface method is used to label each face trajectory as one of the known
persons in the database. Due to the limitation of existing face recognition techniques
and the complex environmental factors in our experimental data, the visual recogni-
tion accuracy is not high. Next we employ audio segmentation and classi¢cation
to ¢nd the speech segments. Film often has music background or environmental noise
in the soundtrack, and this factor makes the audio identi¢cation a challenging process.
Speaker identi¢cation using Gaussian Mixture Models is applied to the speech seg-
ments. Both audio and visual analysis have their advantages under di¡erent circum-
stances, and we studied how to exploit the interaction between them for
improved performance.

In the fusion phase, two strategies have been employed (Li et al., 2001). In the ¢rst
strategy, the audio-verify-visual(AVV ) fusion strategy, speaker identi¢cation is used
to verify the face recognition result. The second strategy, the visual-aid-audio fusion
(VAA) strategy, consists of using face recognition and tracking to supplement speaker
identi¢cation results. In our testing we used a database, which consisted of 100 video
clips (dialog, non-dialog, and silent clips) from the sitcom ‘Seinfeld.’ In the experi-
ment, speaker identi¢cation gave recall of 54.6%, and precision of 76.9%, while
the face recognition gave recall of 15%, and precision of 35%. The AVV strategy
yielded 12% recall, and 92.9% precision, while the VAA strategy yielded 62.9% recall
and 82.4% precision. We see that AVV has a slightly lower recall than the face recog-
nition and best precision which is good for surveillance type of applications.
VAA generates the best overall identi¢cation performance and is suitable to TV
content analysis applications such as InfoSip.

In addition, we use textual information extracted from closed caption or video
caption. We have a name spotting process that extracts role names that appear in
each video scene, and assigns a score for each detected role name according, to
the frequency of its own appearance as well as that of those that closely relate to
it. These scores, together with our audiovisual detection results, are used in a ¢nal
voting process to decide which role(s) appear in the scene. The integration is based
upon the belief values of di¡erent candidates, using a single layer Bayesian network.
The ones with highest integration belief will then be justi¢ed as top characters
appearing in the scene.
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For narrative content where there is more than one talking face on the screen each
time, and sometimes non-related voice over, we need to use a talking head detection
process, which automatically detects the face(s) on the screen that has corresponding
speech in the synchronized soundtrack. Such information can then be used in the
fusion process to integrate the speaker identi¢cation results with the corresponding
face trajectory. A cross-modal association method called Cross-modal Factor Ana-
lysis (CFA) is proposed and used for our talking head detection (Li et al., 2003).
CFA achieves 91.1% detection precision in our experiments, while our two other
implementations based on Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) and Canonical Correlation
Analysis (CCA) achieve 66.1% and 73.9% detection precision respectively using
the same set of testing data.

6. Web Information Extraction

Unlike in-depth Natural Language Processing, Information Extraction (IE) ‘skims’
the input text, ¢nds relevant sections and then focuses only on those sections in
the subsequent processing in order to ¢nd targeted information (Cardie 1997). In other
words, IE systems (1) take as input a document that contains unrestricted text,
(2) ¢nd useful information about the domain from the analyzed text, and (3) encode
the information in a structured form (e.g. suitable for populating databases). We will
refer to IE in the context where the input is a Web document as Web Information
Extraction (WebIE). An introduction to IE, WebIE, and additional references are
given in (Janevski, 2000).

Our system implements a framework in which instantiations of modules called IE
rules can be plugged in and executed for each acquired document. We developed
two collections of rules: tag-based and content-based. Tag-based rules utilize the
encoding of the documents (tags), while content-based rules apply natural language
processing techniques over the text and operate at various levels starting from keyword
matching to in-depth syntax analysis. We will refer to IE rule instantiations as IE tasks.

6.1. LASER WEBIE

We distinguish two types of WebIE ^ Di¡usion and Laser. In Di¡usion WebIE, tasks
require broad search over a large number of sites and time is not critical. A Laser
WebIE system extracts and formats information from a well-de¢ned set of Web sour-
ces. Our content augmentation system executes instantiations of Laser WebIE rules
that retrieve information on news headlines, weather, tra⁄c, sports games and scores,
stock quotes, and movie cast information. Furthermore, most IE tasks are customized
for every instantiation. Speci¢cally, the weather information is tied to the user’s
zip code; tra⁄c information is dependent on the user’s route to work; sports and
stock depend on user’s personal preferences; movie cast information depends on
the cast member currently present in the scene. We will use the segment of the user
personal pro¢le in Table 8.3 to illustrate the WebIE tasks in this section.
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6.2. DOCUMENT ACQUISITION AND IE RULES

Once WebIE task(s) are instantiated, the results must be delivered quickly while the
video context is still active. Even with high-speed access to the Web, it could take
considerable time to retrieve, process, and present information to the user. For this
purpose, the source URLs are given in advance and WebIE tasks directly acquire
the Web pages, thus avoiding a search through numerous pages. To bootstrap the
augmentation, a list of prede¢ned URLs for each of the queries is embedded in
the system. Since content augmentation is likely to be delivered as a service, content
creators and/or distributors can encode these pointers with the content, or have them
delivered to the system ahead of the broadcast delivery of the content (or during deliv-
ery). Moreover, in a scenario where all content processing is performed locally, ‘gen-
eric’ URLs (pointers) would provide enhancements for various WebIE tasks. The
URL for the information source is given partially, and is then customized based
on the WebIE task arguments and the information from the personal pro¢le. An
example local weather URL is given in Table 8.4a) where at least part of the
URL (in bold) is dynamically generated. Another example is extraction of actor
information in Table 8.4b) using the generic URL and customizing it with the actor
name Robert Redford (in bold).

For the design of Laser WebIE tasks, we assumed a relatively static content pre-
sentation style since Web site structures remain stable for a period of time. The
IE tasks take advantage of this and use identi¢able references speci¢c to the informa-
tion source. However, the number and the uniqueness of each source of information
argues against the desire to build as few WebIE rules that can instantiate as many
tasks as possible. All IE rules are built on the same principle, and use a similar
set of parameters to identify an IE rule. First, the boundaries of a segment are spe-
ci¢ed. Second, the boundaries of the extracted information are given. And, third,
the format of the output data is de¢ned. The segments and the extracted information
can be de¢ned through HTML tags or speci¢c contents such as keywords, numbers,
dates, and other data types. In addition, IE rules can take advantage of the segment

Table 8.4. WebIE: weather and actor information extraction ^ a sample

(a) http://weather.com/weather/local/<zipcode>
http://www.weather.com/weather/local/10510

(b) http://www.imdb.com/Name?<last>,þ<¢rst>
http://www.imdb.com/Name?Redford,þRobert

Table 8.3. Part of user pro¢le ^ a sample

Zip code 10510
Tra⁄c hotspots Taconic Pkwy; Bear Mountain Bridge; Route 100; Tappan Zee Bridge
Stock symbols PHG; IBM
Favorite Actors Bening, Annette; Spacey, Kevin; Redford, Robert
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structure (e.g. tabular information representation), and use it to identify a segment
and/or the information that needs to be extracted.

In Table 8.5, we show two IE task examples with the corresponding URLs, the
segments and the extracted information. The Stocks task will acquire a document
from a URL that contains the stock quote for Philips (PHG) ^ the customized part
is given in bold. Then, the segment is isolated, based on speci¢c HTML tags also
given in bold. Finally, the task extracts texts from two such regions shown in gray
background. The extracted texts contain the current stock price, the absolute and
the relative change in value. The execution of Headlines, also shown in Table 8.5,
will access a URL customized with the fragment in bold ^ the number 11 stands
for Westchester County. The segment is isolated based on two keyword phrases pro-
vided in the task de¢nition. The result is extracted between the two characteristic
HTML tags. ‘White House press brie¢ngs’, one of the extracted headlines, is shown
on a gray background. For each extracted headline the task will also return the
URL of the document that contains the complete story ^ all segment tasks look
for links within the extracted region, and if one is found, the URL is returned with
the result.

While all WebIE task examples show Web pages written in English, in general,
the WebIE rules and tasks are easily portable to other languages. For rules
and tasks that are based on keywords and property of the page content, porting
to another language is straightforward. In the cases where in-depth syntax analysis
is performed to extract information, a larger e¡ort would be required to integrate
corresponding language processing tools, such as syntax parsers, with the system.
The applicability of the system described depends heavily on the robustness
and performance of the information extraction components. Once de¢ned, Laser
WebIE tasks are very accurate, as long as the structure of the source Web page(s)
remains unchanged. In our tests, we ran a combination of about ¢fteen WebIE
tasks daily for thirty days and obtained 100% accurate extracted information.
Laser WebIE tasks have such high accuracy and robustness because they were
de¢ned for speci¢c type of target Web pages. The properties of the WebIE tasks
depend highly on the content delivery business model. Narrowly de¢ned Laser
WebIE tasks are suitable for a setup where a dedicated service maintains the
annotation and augmentation.

Table 8.5. Information extraction from stocks and headlines ^ a sample

Stocks URL http://qs.money.cnn.com/apps/stockquote?symbols¼phg
Segment <td . . . class¼"stockheader">31.13</td><td . . .>
Extracted text {<td . . .>31.13</td>, <td . . .><img . . .>0.90 / þ2.98%</td>}

Headlines URL http://www.news12.com/CDA/0,2033,11,00.html
Segment What You Need To Know . . . White House press brie¢ngs . . .

National & International News
Extracted text <a href¼"/CDA/ . . . 00.html">White House press brie¢ngs</a>
Extracted URL /CDA/Articles/View/0,2049,11-11-22511-258,00.html
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7. Personalization

Personalization provides one of the greatest bene¢ts and one of the greatest risks to
content augmentation applications. During our focus group sessions, participants
constantly stressed their desire for personalized and easy to use information, along
with a need to feel in control. However, they were very wary of any system that made
them feel watched. They were all quite uncomfortable with the idea of broadcasters
and advertisers gaining access to their detailed information about their media
consumption habits, patterns and preferences. Our approach to the personalization
challenge was to use our focus group to help identify areas of greatest bene¢t,
and then to balance this with technological capabilities and privacy protection. Based
on these requirements we designed the MyInfo application to personalize news in
two ways. For the Web data, the system parses and extracts information from
Web sites according to requests in the user pro¢le. For TV news stories, the applica-
tion prioritizes individual stories based on time of broadcast (freshness of this news),
topics of interest listed in the user pro¢le, and cues broadcasters use to indicate a
story’s importance.

7.1. PERSONALIZING WEB DATA

In discussions with our focus group, participants stressed that they did not want to
spend a lot of time con¢guring their system in order to get personalized information.
They claimed that di⁄culty in setup (or perceived di⁄culties) as well as the require-
ment to share personal information kept them from using current Web news
personalization systems like myYahoo (www.myyahoo.com). Therefore our system
places all of the personalization in the client device (settop box in the home) and
focuses on providing maximum, targeted information with minimal input. We present
screen shots of expanded Web stories for ¢nancial news, tra⁄c, local events, and
sports in Figure 8.11.

The weather information and sports allow minimal interaction by using the zip
code data users enter into their settop boxes while con¢guring their channel lineups.
MyInfo automatically extracts the weather information for this zip and extracts
the latest sports scores and upcoming games for local teams. If users desire, they
can edit their pro¢le and request weather for a di¡erent zip and select other sports
teams to track.

Financial news and tra⁄c require more input from the user, but the resulting feed-
back makes the e¡ort worthwhile. For tra⁄c, the pro¢le contains a set destinations
and a set of ‘hot spots’. Destinations include towns or prominent structures such
as malls, stadiums, airports, etc. Hot spots include points of constriction like bridges
and tunnels, which notoriously have tra⁄c delays. Once selected, the system extracts
Web tra⁄c information on the speci¢c hot spots and on the major roads between
the users home and the selected destinations. For ¢nancial news, the pro¢le must
contain a list of the stocks, mutual funds, and ¢nancial indexes the user wishes to
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track. The system then displays a listing of the item, its current price, change in price,
and percent change.

For local events the pro¢le contains a set of keywords describing events users like
most such as ‘music, jazz, fairs, plays, theatre . . . ’. The system displays a prioritized
listing of these events based on how soon they will take place, their distance from
the user’s home, and the match to the keywords.

Figure 8.11. ExpandedWeb stories for financial news, traffic, local events, and sports. These panels display

on the left-hand side of the MyInfo application. For a view of a whole screen, see Figure 8.3.
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The personalized Web information improves the traditional TV news experience in
two ways. First, it reduces the amount of time required to retrieve this information
from either a traditional TV or Web site. For example, if users just want to know
the current temperature or a stock price, the information is a single button push away.
They don’t even have to wait for the news anchor to tell them and they don’t have
to type in a URL and then enter their zip code. Second, the Web-extracted data adds
personalization to the TV experience. For the ¢rst time, the TV can immediately pro-
vide users with speci¢ed information on demand. For example, the local TV news
can only a¡ord to devote so many minutes of broadcast time each day for tra⁄c
information. This prevents them from relaying information on all routes during a
tra⁄c segment; forcing them to often skip routes that are important to an individual
user. The personalized Web data creates a more personal and meaningful experience,
while still allowing users to also view the traditional TV tra⁄c news, which provides
a nice overview of the whole tra⁄c situation and information on the worst spots
in their area. The personalization of this information helps generate the new
lean-natural experience.

7.2. TV NEWS PERSONALIZATION

MyInfo personalizes TV news stories through segmentation, classi¢cation, and prior-
itization. Segmentation cuts the TV news into individual stories and classi¢cation
places each story into one of the six content zones. These processes allow users to
manually personalize the TV news by allowing them to quickly select and skip indi-
vidual stories, a big improvement over the traditional TV news viewing experience.
Prioritization takes this a step further by organizing individual stories within a content
zone.

In prioritizing stories, the system balances topics speci¢ed in the pro¢le, time
sensitivity, and cues the broadcaster uses to indicate a story’s importance. Di¡erent
formulas are used for the di¡erent content zones (See Table 8.6).

Use of the broadcaster information is very important, particularly for the headlines
zone. Users have no way of predicting every kind of news story that might be impor-
tant to them. They may know they are interested in China, and therefore add this
topic to their pro¢le. However, it is hard for them to predict major events that a¡ect

Table 8.6. Metadata sample

Zone Pro¢le match Broadcaster importance Time sensitivity Time sensitivity rule

Tra⁄c, Sports,
Financial News,
Weather

40% 50% 10% Time since or
until event

Local Events 60% 20% 20% Time until event
Headlines 40 50 10% Length of time

since/until event
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many people, such as earthquakes, gas leaks, trial outcomes, etc. By allowing the
broadcasters’ editorial content decisions to play a role, users get a much better
mix of information.

MyInfo determines broadcaster importance of a story from three di¡erent char-
acteristics: (i) duration, (ii) location in the newscast, and (iii) teaser announcing a
story will play later in the broadcast. Since broadcast time is limited, a longer story
will be more important. Location in the broadcast and use of a teaser are subtler.
The most important TV news stories generally appear at the beginning; however,
broadcasters place other stories they think many viewers want to see at the end. Then
they use teasers to keep the viewers from switching channels. At this time, we have
designed the broadcaster importance method but it has yet to be implemented
and evaluated. Currently our prototype only considers the pro¢le in prioritizing
the TV news stories.

7.3. INFOSIP: PERSONALIZED/AUGMENTED NARRATIVE

InfoSip is an example of a ‘frequently asked questions’ answering application. It un-
obtrusively serves actor information related to the scene. During focus group testing,
participants indicated that they wanted supplementary information for movies
and TV shows, but they did not want it to interrupt viewing. With our system, users
interact by selecting a speci¢c query on the remote control. InfoSip uses prede¢ned
categories of questions/buttons such as ‘who’, ‘where’, ‘what’, ‘when’, ‘why’, and
‘how much’. For example, users press the ‘who’ button to ask ‘who’s that actor?’
The system displays a list of all of the actors in the current scene using annotated
data from person identi¢cation (see Section 3.3) and supplemental data about each
one obtained through Web IE (Figure 8.5). Web IE allows InfoSip to improve upon
supplemental information currently found on DVDs in three ways: (i) it always
extracts the latest information, (ii) it can personalize information based on a user
pro¢le, and (iii) it can consult information sources other than the original content
creator.

Filmography information can be personalized based on the user’s viewing history.
Highlighting movies in which users have seen an actor increases the chances that they
will remember why this person looks familiar. The design of the menus on the overlays
can also be recon¢gured based on a personal pro¢le. For example, ‘bio’, ‘¢lmography’,
and ‘rumors’ are the three menus available for person interested in gossip, but
‘bio’, ‘¢lmography’, and ‘references’ are menus available for people more interested
in references this movie is making to other movies.

8. Conclusions

In this chapter we presented personalization aspects for content augmentation
applications that combine content frommultiple media sources. Our pilot applications
MyInfo and InfoSip show promise that the technology has come of age. Web
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Information Extraction and the segmentation, indexing, and retrieval of video at a
subprogram level both o¡er new tools for TV personalization developers. These tech-
nologies can improve the viewing experience by both better understanding the TV
content and by retrieving related material that is more focused at individual users.
In the future we plan to evaluate our pilot applications with real users, continue devel-
oping video and Web retrieval and extraction algorithms and generate more content
augmentation concepts.
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Chapter 9

ContentMorphing: A Novel System for Broadcast
Delivery of Personalizable Content

AVNI RAMBHIA, GENE WEN and SPENCER CHENG
e-mail: {avni, gene, spencer}@morphbius.com

Abstract. Truly personalized, interactive multimedia broadcast remains an unful¢lled promise.
Technologies such as TVGuide Interactive and Personalized Video Recording (PVR) have
attempted to push the frontier, but remain limited in their scope and applicability. Speci¢cally,
any recording ¢xes the ‘storyline’, i.e. the sequence of events in the presentation. In this paper,
we describe a novel method for personalized content broadcast that enables personalization
at di¡erent levels, from conventional program-by-program to minute-by-minute granularities.
Instead of one linear presentation, we enable the parallel broadcast and/or storage of multiple
variations of the same presentation, any one of which can be chosen for viewing at a given time.
This is done by a synthesis of several techniques, including modeling and representing the pre-
sentation as a trellis graph. Recorded content captures one or more of these versions depending
on user interests. Suitable (pre-existing) metadata schemes are harnessed to describe the content
segments anduser pro¢les, and tomatch the same.During any viewing session, auser ¢rst chooses
(as usual) to view one presentation from the available broadcast and recorded options. Using
our technology and the metadata engine, the user can then further choose between di¡erent
versions of this chosen presentation.

Key words. adapative content, content morphing, interactive personalization, multi-theme broad-
cast, trellis

1. Introduction

In this paper, we ¢rst examine the current state of technologies dealing with interactive
and personalized multimedia broadcast. We then introduce a vision of the capabilities
enabled by our system, which we call ContentMorphing. We describe a novel method
of modeling interactively personalizable content as an acyclic directed graph. We also
describe where to embed metadata to characterize the content and facilitate automatic
and manual interactivity. We call the resulting content AdapativeContent.1 Methods
to author AdapativeContent in real world scenarios are discussed. We describe
the authoring, protection, playback and storage of AdapativeContent, as well as
the manner in which any metadata engine is harnessed to describe and ¢lter
AdaptiveContent. Finally, we summarize our discussion and discuss avenues of future
work.

1The ContentMorphing system,AdaptiveContent and related technologies are protected by patents and pending
patents issued toMorphbius, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries and/or affiliates.

L. Ardissono et al. (eds.), Personalized Digital Television, 235^255, 2004.
# 2004 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.



2. Existing Personalization Technology

The aim of this section is twofold ^ to acknowledge existing attempts to enable
personalized content, and to emphasize the static nature of the experience currently
enabled.

Content creation and delivery technology has remained fundamentally unchanged
since the invention of television and, later, the VCR. Whether broadcasted (analog
or digital), viewed via a DVD or streamed, programs in today’s 800-channel digital
universe remain essentially static and unchanged in nature from programs 50 years
ago. Not even the invention of the personal computer with all of its potential has
signi¢cantly altered the presentation of multimedia material. Various attempts of
making the television viewing experience a more proactively ‘pull’ experience along
the lines of Internet browsing have not been overwhelmingly successful. However,
it has clearly been recognized, as indicated by the success of dedicated, 24	7 news
and sports channels, that personalization of content should be addressed.

Technologies such as TV Guide InteractiveTM, VCR-PlusTM, MbTVTM, TiVo’s
WishlistTM, interactive DVD and PVRs have been developed to capitalize on this
opportunity, and do provide a form of such personalized and dynamic content.
However, issues such as coarse granularity (program level) or high levels of human
intervention hold back their widespread adoption.

Existing personalization technologies operate very much in an all-you-get-is-what-
you-see (AYGIWYS) mode. A program recorded on a videocassette recorder
(VCR) or personal video recorder (PVR) is very much what was broadcast. DVDs
o¡er some additional material, but a ¢xed storyline. The user is thus constrained
to view a presentation judged suitable for the average target audience. There is little
opportunity to target specialized audiences via existing distribution channels due
to prohibitive transmission, management and maintenance overheads for each
thematic variant. Some recent new services do provide the user with some interactivity
in choosing speci¢c content and its delivery. However, such interaction
is ‘non-versatile’, i.e. once the content is delivered and recorded, the capability of
interaction with the content is lost and the personalization becomes ‘permanent’.
This AYGIWYS mode limits the evolutionary horizon.

3. Existing Complementary Technologies

The ContentMorphing scheme assumes the existence of a metadata engine, and a
distribution infrastructure.

Any implementation of the ContentMorphing system is speci¢c to the underlying
distribution mechanism being used ^ the method for multiplexing various program
streams, for associating segment header information with speci¢c segment(s)’ audio
and visual components and the timing mechanism are all derived from such a mechan-
ism and are designed to allow seamless compliance of AdaptiveContent with such
a system. Thus, only the authoring and playback modules need to be aware of
ContentMorphing ^ the broadcast and/or streaming components and ¢le formats need
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not be altered in any way. That this is possible has been demonstrated by the MPEG-4
mapping of ContentMorphing described in [Rambhia 2003]. Other transmission
mechanisms of interest to us are MPEG-2 based broadcast systems such as DVB.

For the purposes of tagging each segment with description information, creating
and updating user pro¢les and matching a pro¢le (or collection of pro¢les) with a
segment description, we assume the existence of a metadata engine. The choice
of metadata engine is usually determined by the transmission infrastructure being
used ^ as an example, forMPEG-4 [Avaro 2000], the metadata engine would probably
be based on MPEG-7 [Jose¤ 2001] or a subset thereof.

While a speci¢cation of the exact details of the metadata engine and its speci¢c
means of integration with a ContentMorphing system implementation are out of
scope of this paper, we introduce below some promising technologies that could
provide suitable starting points for a metadata engine.

[Boll 1999] describes an adaptive metadata scheme speci¢cally designed to support
a scenario fairly close to our own. Signi¢cant di¡erences exist between their metadata
system and ContentMorphing ^ their system is geared toward online retrieval of docu-
ments, does not support a conventional broadcast and channel sur¢ng scenario,
and does not provide for building a variety of storyline options into a speci¢c pre-
sentation ^ i.e. it also provides only one-shot interactivity. Nevertheless, theirs is
a unique metadata and search system that is speci¢cally designed for ¢ne-grained
content representation and user pro¢ling and thus provides for a useful metadata
engine. [Hjelsvold 2001] describe a fairly mature and complete system for classifying
and describing video clips on-line, and for matching content pro¢les against user pro-
¢les. While applicable only to single-storyline presentations stored for online retrieval,
we believe it could be easily adapted to describe segments and support real-time
broadcast-level interactivity. [Karadkar 2002] describes a dynamic metadata scheme
that supports content description and smart responses to content queries. For purpose
of clarity, note that their trellis hypertext model is unrelated to our technique of
modeling interactive content as a trellis graph.

4. Contribution of Paper

In this paper, we introduce and substantiate a fundamentally new paradigm of content
creation, distribution and playback. As discussed in the previous section, there
are several excellent technologies in existence relating to TV personalization. How-
ever, unlike ContentMorphing, they are mostly one-shot techniques ^ i.e. persona-
lization is achieved once, during serving/transmission or recording, and never
again. ContentMorphing, on the other hand, provides continuous interactivity from
broadcast to recording to playback, although possibly with diminishing amounts
of choices at each stage. ContentMorphing is not simply a document container or
just a description mechanism supporting search and retrieve. It is a paradigm
and technique which allows di¡erent programs, or a single program with multiple
variations, can be multiplexed into a single-channel program. Using Content
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Morphing, this single-channel program can be browsed, stored and viewed as multiple
(though usually related) programs, based on intelligent user interaction. Signi¢cantly,
the internal complexity of the resultant AdaptiveContent bitstream is invisible to
the transportation mechanism ^ the composite stream appears as a single channel
program to the broadcast infrastructure. Only the head-end needs additional
complexity to unravel and intelligently present the various options within each
program. ContentMorphing does not require bi-directional communication between
the client and broadcast center.

ContentMorphing does require a metadata scheme for describing content and user
pro¢les, and a related set of rules for matching the two. However, this metadata
scheme, while complementary to ContentMorphing, does not form an integral part
of its philosophy. Our implementations use existing schema most applicable to
the underlying system ^ e.g. MPEG-7 descriptions for MPEG-4 content and systems.

The following discussion attempts to provide the reader with a glimpse of the
ContentMorphing experience, and its fundamental di¡erence from current interactiv-
ity technology. Again using the coverage of the Olympic games as an example,
the broadcasters are already receiving the full video feed from all concurrent events
but have only one channel to broadcast this data over. Currently, they choose
one video feed at a time and transmit it over this channel. A much better coverage
than this could be achieved by using ContentMorphing and organizing several, or
even all, of these feeds into AdaptiveContent and broadcasting that so that each
viewer can then choose to view the event of his choice from this collection. Depending
on how comfortable a speci¢c viewer is with respect to interacting with content,
the personalization and the ¢ltering of content can be fully automatic or with varying
degrees of human intervention. Furthermore, the user can switch to viewing a di¡erent
event within the same presentation. Where the player o¡ers recording capabilities,
the user can even move back and forth in time and in between several events in
the presentation.

While mainly developed for and described from a streaming media broadcast,
recording and playback point of view, ContentMorphing can be adapted for use with
static media such as multimedia web pages and documentaries. However, there
are other excellent technologies that are built speci¢cally for this purpose. Content-
Morphing, in this case, serves the additional purpose only of providing a unifying
framework for both static documents and broadcast (dynamic) multimedia.

5. Sample Applications

In this section, we describe some sample scenarios to illustrate the types of applica-
tions that ContentMorphing enables, and its exquisitely simple feasibility.

5.1. OLYMPICS FOR EVERYONE

In the case of large events such as the Olympics, there are always concurrent events.
Speci¢c subsets of audiences may have a speci¢c interest in one particular event
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or another. A network that has to choose to telecast only one event at a time risks
alienating the fans of the other event. Using the ContentMorphing framework, tele-
casts of each event can be captured separately, and then multiplexed and simulta-
neously broadcast over a single channel. Metadata is inserted as required, and the
ContentMorphing system assimilates it into the overall presentation package. Within
each household, preferences can be set to select and view the speci¢c event or events
of interest. With slightly advanced provisions, a network provider can even provide
a listing or set of thumbnail displays of all available events. The user can then interact
with this menu to select an event to view at any point of time. Alternatively, the user
can specify a set of events of interest, record all applicable alternatives, and then play
them back one at a time at the user’s leisure. The format for recording and the
mechanism for playback (including key management, revised tagging and bu¡er
optimization) is provided by ContentMorphing.

Note that for this application, separate telecast material for each event already
exists. Typically, there is also infrastructure in place to tag the output of each camera
with the appropriate metadata. This description metadata typically remains static
for the duration of the telecast. Where the underlying infrastructure supports remote
location of streams (such as MPEG-4), the segment headers and associated metadata
can be updated over time, allowing for more complex interactivity a day or a few
days after the events, once the content owner has had time to fully analyze and
tag the video streams.

5.2. WHAT’S YOUR ANGLE?

Rapid-action sports such as basketball or soccer are characterized by highlights such
as a goal or an impressive tackle. Replays of such events are of extremely high interest,
especially from di¡erent camera angles. Using conventional broadcast, such replays
necessarily preclude the telecast of the normal course of the game for the duration
of the replay. Thus, the replay can occur for limited amounts of time only. Also,
only one camera angle can be displayed at a time.

Using CM, feed frommultiple cameras can be tagged, multiplexed and transmitted.
Each viewer can choose, say, one camera angle of primary interest. However, around
high-interest events, all angles can be locally stored. Then the user may view the high-
lights from as many angles as available. The user may choose to interrupt her view
of the event to review the highlights, or may choose to wait until the event is over
or in recess before viewing the replays. In fact, the network could choose to have
several more camera angle feeds available for signi¢cant moments, but only a few
during the normal course of the game. Of course, interactivity is not required for
the user to experience the content ^ a default (conventional) presentation is automa-
tically available if no user input is provided, or if interactivity is explicitly turned
o¡ at the player end.

Similar to the previous section, for this application as well, content for the di¡erent
paths is readily available from each camera. The description metadata is static insofar
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as the description of the camera angle. However, on-the-£y tagging is required to
identify highlights and newly available or unavailable camera angles.

5.3 RATED A FOR ANYTHING

It is common practice nowadays to make multiple versions of a movie, with a few
localized edits to accommodate theatre viewing vs. TV viewing needs, for example.
However small the variations between the versions, each version must be maintained
separately. Having purchased or rented one version, a user cannot view a di¡erent
version. While the bulk of the movie runs along a single storyline, there are local
scene variations that are di¡erent. Using a single AdapativeContent presentation,
these variations can be tagged and then transmitted/stored in parallel, but common
parts of the storyline are only tagged and stored once. Thus, the overall size of
the presentation can be made comparable to that of a single movie. The exact same
disk can be used to view the movie at a chosen rating, with the Player automatically
choosing and skipping appropriate scenes. Along similar lines, it is possible to create
educational material targetted for di¡erent talent levels within similarly grouped stu-
dents. For example, in a video discussing chemistry, the ‘general’ storyline may
include a longer introduction with a shorter presentation of advanced applications,
while the ‘advanced’ storyline may skip the introduction in favor of including addi-
tional segments on advanced applications. The bene¢ts of such content are similar
to those just discussed for multiple-rating movie or other entertainment content.

In these cases, content must be speci¢cally created and edited with such persona-
lization in mind. However, our paradigm opens up a vast new realm of possibilities,
including interactive movies along the lines of interactive novels. For example, instead
of automatically or semi-automatically switching to a certain segment when multiple
alternatives are available, the presentation could explicitly pause for user input to
determine how the storyline should progress.

6. Description of Framework

Consider any presentation as an interactive novel. At speci¢c points in the story, a set
of alternative future storylines is available, and the reader can choose any one.
Depending on the alternative chosen, a new set of alternatives may be subsequently
available, and so on. If each story segment is treated as a node, then we can construct
an acyclic directed graph from these nodes. From one node to a valid succeeding
node, we draw an edge in the graph. Thus, each path in this graph represents a valid
storyline of the overall presentation. Eventually, certain (or all) paths may merge
to share a common conclusion or set of further alternative storylines.2

2The absolute duration of the presentation along a certain path from start to end is not of direct concern
to us, as designers and implementers of the system. Content length is an authoring issue.Where preservation
of absolute length is important, the content should be authored so as to enforce such a requirement.
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We use this approach to model customizable audio-visual presentations. The basic
idea is that the directed acyclic graph consists of all possible audio-visual content
accessible to a user. Each node represents a self-su⁄cient media segment of de¢nite
length and is characterized by a well-structured description of the content segment.
This description is created from a well-de¢ned semantic grammar. Each edge repre-
sents a connection to a valid successor node. One node may connect to several others
(to each via an edge) at a juncture where more than one storylines are available.
Any of these nodes are valid successors to the current node.

For intelligent content consumption, we describe a means to create a user
preference pro¢le using the same grammar as that used to describe the nodes.
The pro¢le criteria are applied to the node descriptions of incoming data. Using
suitable matching techniques, nodes of potential interest are extracted
from the graph. These are then assembled to create a seamless personalized
presentation.

In the following two sections, we formally describe the modeling of the presentation
as a graph and the conveyance of the graph structure information along with the
media.

7. The Trellis Paradigm

Consider any media presentation to be a sequence of limited-time segments. With
traditional presentations, only one segment is a valid representation of the content
at a given time, and only one segment is a valid successor to a given segment.
Thus, if we were to represent this content as a graph, it would be a trivial
linear series of single nodes, with each node connecting only to the next node in
the sequence.

However, with AdapativeContent, more than one segment may be valid at a given
point of time, and one of several segments can be a valid successor to a given segment.
All valid segments at a given time are alternative to each other, and a concatenation
of any sequence of successive segments is a storyline. We model AdapativeContent
as a directed acyclic graph (in the graph theoretical sense). Each individual content
segment is represented by a unique node in the graph. Each node lies in a speci¢c
column on the grid that holds the graph. Each column designates a speci¢c time o¡set
from the previous column. Thus, the column a node is in designates the relative time
instance the corresponding content segment could be used. Permissible transitions
from one segment to the next are represented by the edges of the graph, with
the direction of the edge being from the previous node to the succeeding node.
Any set of connected edges along a given direction forms a storyline. Figure 9.1
shows an arbitrary media presentation embedded into such a directed graph.
A-B-C-D-E, A-B-F-G-C-D-E and J-G-H-I-E are all valid storylines for the depicted
content.

Note that in order for some legitimate transitions which go ‘backward’ in relative
time, i.e. to previous columns of the graph [dotted arrows in above diagram], to occur,
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the presentation device must be able to store the necessary content segments until they
are no longer required.

To remove the above restriction of requiring local storage in order to present the
content, we prefer to use a subset of the directed graph, known as a trellis graph.
The main di¡erence between a trellis and a general directed graph is that a path
through a trellis is always moving forward in relative time. In practical terms, use
of the trellis model removes the requirement for local storage on the presentation
device when processing AdapativeContent. Figure 9.2 depicts the same presentation
as Figure 9.1, but embedded into a trellis. Note again that content segments are
represented by the nodes in the graph, the column a node is in designates the relative
time instance the segment could be used and the permissible transitions from one
segment to another are represented by the edges of the graph.

As should be apparent from Figure 9.2, the major disadvantage of the trellis model
is that segments that are £exible enough to appear at di¡erent time instances must
be duplicated, whereas in the directed graph approach, such segments only need
to be transmitted once as long as they can be refreshed from the local playback cache.
The duplication overhead becomes more and more severe as the number of segments
that can be connected to ‘backwards’ increase. In either the directed graph or the
trellis case, the caching and the presentation timings of the segments need to be
carefully managed so as to guarantee that all necessary segments are available at
the required time, along with any other information required for decoding the media.
Since AdapativeContent does not guarantee that a speci¢c segment will be viewed

Figure 9.1. Embedding of presentation in directed acyclic graph.

Figure 9.2. Embedding of presentation in trellis graph.
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at a speci¢c time, special considerations are required to guarantee the availability of
content under all viewing conditions.3

The structure of the trellis, and information specifying the location of a segment
(which forms a node in) the trellis, is conveyed using segment headers. In addition
to location and timing information, segment headers also contain metadata4 describ-
ing the segment, using the overall application’s metadata scheme of choice. The recon-
struction of the trellis is done using segment headers. The selection of any one of
the permissible paths through a directed graph or a trellis is done based on the meta-
data within each segment header. Segment headers are structured as a series of ‘tags’.
Speci¢c tags associated with a given segment indicate the position of the correspond-
ing node in relation to the presentation trellis. Other tags provide adequate informa-
tion for the presentation device to automatically determine the most appropriate
path to select for presentation. Information that a metadata tag could describe
includes well-de¢ned concepts like movie rating (G, PG13, R, X), as well as any
arbitrary information deemed appropriate by the content provider and supported
by the chosen metadata scheme.

In the overall system, the role of the content provider is to (a) tag the content
segments with appropriate metadata and (b) optionally select a set of designated paths
through the graph from all possible paths to match speci¢c personalization criteria.
The role of the presentation device is to locate or to construct the most appropriate
path for a particular user, and then to recover correctly synchronized multimedia
information for decoding, composition, interaction and display.

7.1. FOR EXAMPLE

Suppose we have a CNBC viewer whose main interest is the chip business. She (unfor-
tunately) has most of her portfolio invested in NASDAQ stocks and is also watching
mortgage rates since she is thinking about re-¢nancing. Thus, the user interest
can be described in terms of the tags ‘Chips’, ‘NASDAQ’ and ‘Interest’.

Suppose that at some point of time, the following clips are available on her channel:
A news clip 1 (Light Grey Block) ^ ‘MSFT ups Xbox shipment forecast’, that is

tagged as ‘MSFT’, ‘NSDAQ’, ‘Xbox’, and ‘Graphics Chips’.
A news clip 2 (Dark Grey Block) ^ ‘Goldman Sachs downgrades Intel’, tagged as

‘INTC’, ‘NASDAQ’, ‘Semi-conductor’.
A news clip 3 (Medium Grey Block) ^ ‘MLB labor disputes’, tagged as ‘Sports’,

‘MLB’.
These are broadcast concurrently, according to the time line shown below:

3As an example, suppose a given segment is encrypted and requires a decryption key to be viewed. In
traditional Conditional Access systems, all keys are synchronized using time stamps and rotating flags. In the
case of AdapativeContent, this scheme is no longer reliable. Hence, a different scheme using the metadata tags
or a parallel tagging mechanism is required to associate keys with their specific content segments.

4As indicated in the reviewof existing technology,our discussionof suchmetadata in this paper is at apurely
functional level.
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Moving from left to right: Clip 1 (the MSFT story) and Clip 3 (Medium Grey
Block) are available alternatives. Since Clip 3 does not match the user’s interest,
it is ¢ltered out by the system. Hence the user sees the MSFT story. At the end
of Clip 1, Clip 2 (the Intel Story) is available and matches the user interest.

However, playback of this starts mid-way, as shown below.
The experience is as if the user watched the MSFT story on CNBC and then swit-

ched to Bloomberg, which is carrying the Intel story half way through. The user
experience can be improved if the broadcaster produces clips of standard length,
bu¡ers stories with similar tags and/or ‘carousels’ important clips. In case the
Player had su⁄cient memory, persistent or otherwise, it is possible that the Intel story
(Clip 2) was bu¡ered from its starting point since a close match of interest was
detected. In this case, the user sees the following:

In fact, depending on the relative priority of the clips (e.g. by examining weights
of di¡erent tags), Clip 2 can be played back by interrupting and time shifting the
remainder of Clip 1.

Figure 9.3. Media clips superimposed on trellis columns.
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Brie£y, here is what the player does:

1. For each time instance, designated by the column width of the trellis, makes a local
selection of the available clips (valid paths) that can be concatenated so that
the concatenated time equals duration between adjacent columns.

2. The available clips include bu¡ered clips, local static image and graphics data that
don’t have explicit timing, and upcoming clips in the same stream.

3. Then from the available clips, selects the ‘best’ one based on some pre-de¢ned
criteria.

8. Segment Header Structure and Embedding

As described above, each segment header consists of a number of tags. Tags contain
the following categories of information:

1. Timing information
2. Description of the node contents
3. Trellis position for the node that this content segment represents, including

a. Reference number for the current node
b. Reference numbers of valid predecessor nodes

The reference number of the current node and the numbers of the nodes it connects
from e¡ectively de¢ne the structure of the trellis relative to the node being de¢ned.
The exact mechanism is discussed later in this section. Node references are unique
in scope down one column of the trellis. Where a single stream crosses several trellis
columns, its nodes in each column will typically carry the same reference number.

Information for each tag is encapsulated inside a tag container. The segment header
for a given node may contain one or more such tag containers. The ¢gure above

Figure 9.4. Structure of ContentMorphing-specific segmet header.
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depicts the structure of one segment header, not including metadata tags. As shown,
the header’s header and authentication information envelope the actual tags.
Authentication and signature information is included as shown to ensure that
the segment header is received correctly at the user end. The segment header
can also be encrypted to prevent unauthorized use. The header’s header contains
a random counter value that is used to seed and signal the encryption mechanism.
It also contains the time stamp at which it becomes active, and header length
information.

Figure 9.5 depicts the process of inferring the structure of the presentation trellis
from tag information.

The ¢rst (root) node is special, in that it does not contain connectivity information,
but simply initializes the graph. It does so by indicating the IDs of each node that
will start o¡ a path in the ¢rst column of the trellis. Thus, it also e¡ectively tells
the player the number of nodes it will have to deal with at the start of the presentation.
After the root node, the principle is simply that of connect-the-dots. Each node is
identi¢ed by a number unique to its column. Each node in a column carries a list
of (predecessor) nodes in the previous column that it is a valid successor to. Connect-
ing the dots backwards in terms of predecessors, rather than forward in terms of
successors, is essential for broadcast-like scenarios where the future of the transmis-
sion is unknown but the past is determinate. One edge in the trellis exists for each
such predecessor, and is drawn from the predecessor node to the current node.5 Where
a single edge needs to extend beyond one column, a ‘dummy’ node is created for each
spanned column. The dummy node connects to only the spanning node, the next
dummy node to this dummy node, and so on until the node branches out to ‘real’
nodes in the future trellis columns. Note that the Node numbered 1 in the third column
of the trellis above is a dummy node.

5While simple, this technique offers one powerful advantage: there is no inter-column dependence beyond
adjacent columns.This makes the technique inherently suitable to broadcast transmission.

Figure 9.5. Derivation of trellis from segment header information.
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9. Realization of the System

Thus far we have discussed the tools and techniques we use to model AdapativeCon-
tent, and the CM system. This section describes general issues related to a practical
realization of the system, keeping in mind that the speci¢c details will depend on
the underlying transmission mechanism, content format and metadata engine chosen
for the implementation.

9.1. AUTHORING ADAPATIVECONTENT

Apart from determining the content segments themselves (each of which forms a node
in the trellis), the following tasks must be ful¢lled to generate AdapativeContent:

1. Insert root trellis information,
2. Insert node-related media information,
3. Insert node metadata information and
4. Associate the metadata information with the media information.

Root trellis information indicates resource requirements for the trellis. It also estab-
lishes a time base, sets up any information required for key mechanisms and identi¢es
ownership and payment information. Most importantly, it provides information
to initialize the trellis graph. Root trellis information is included in the segment header
for the root node of the trellis presentation. Depending on the presentation, the root
node may or may not refer to actual multimedia information. A generic description
of the content to establish the generic subject(s) of the presentation, authored via
the metadata engine, is inserted here.

All subsequent nodes in the trellis contain some media data, constituting the
segment. Several types of media will typically constitute a segment ^ the simplest
example being audio media and visual media for a conventional audio-visual segment.
Additionally, text, graphics or value-added media material may constitute or
augment a segment.

As discussed earlier, a segment header encapsulates each segment. Timing infor-
mation for the segment, key information (and possibly key rotation information),
trellis position information and any authentication information are calculated/de¢ned
and inserted into each segment header. Additionally, descriptive metadata is gener-
ated by the metadata engine and inserted into the header by the ContentMorphing
implementation. The exact format of the time, the mechanism for the key rotations,
and the syntax for the metadata header and content segment itself depend on the
underlying transmission framework. Where such framework allows for remote con-
tent inclusion, part or all of the segments and/or segment headers may be stored
and updated remotely, and pushed to or pulled by the client upon request (and pos-
sibly payment). For example, for a live telecast of a game, only very basic events
may be sent along with the live feed. However, after the game is over, post-analysis
can add tags for all key highlights of the game. If the trellis information is remotely
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posted, then this richer granularity and corresponding metadata can be leveraged by a
player to provide richer interactivity with the content when it is replayed by the viewer.
Applications can use further use the remote location feature, if available, to
provide (at possibly higher cost) more heavily tagged presentations or more varied
presentations to a viewer.

9.2. DELIVERING ADAPATIVECONTENT

Typically, delivery of AdaptiveContent proceeds in identical manner to conventional
content designed for the underlying transmission mechanism. Whether broadcast,
multicast, unicast, streamed, downloaded or written to static media ^ no special con-
siderations are needed to deliver the correspondingly authored AdaptiveContent.
Of course, where a delivery framework is speci¢cally designed and implemented
for AdaptiveContent in a ContentMorphing-aware manner, further optimizations
and dramatic performance and capacity improvements are obviously possible.

9.3. CONSUMING ADAPATIVECONTENT

The need for processing of ContentMorphing places additional complexity require-
ments on the playback device, over and above the requirements of the underlying
transmission mechanism. However, if the device is software or ¢rmware enabled,
and provides local storage, the additional complexity and related cost is not
unreasonable.

A ContentMorphing player extracts relevant media from a ‘universal’ Adapative-
Content broadcast stream in two stages. At stage 1, a coarse ¢ltering is done to extract
all segments of potential interest from the universal stream. The result is stored locally
for immediate or subsequent use. At stage 2, this coarsely ¢ltered presentation is ¢nely
¢ltered based on the current user speci¢cations. The ¢ne ¢ltering e¡ectively causes
an experience of the content along one trellis path, i.e. storyline. Both ¢ltering pro-
cesses are essentially implemented by the metadata engine ^ typically in terms of
a true-false interface. The ContentMorphing system feeds data to the engine,
and acts upon the results to modify the content or in£uence the player behavior,
as applicable.

9.3.1. Coarse Filtering

An incoming presentation in our framework contains media information pertaining to
all possible nodes in the presentation trellis. At the coarse ¢ltering stage, media cor-
responding to all nodes that are of no possible interest to the household are discarded.
Such rejection can either be done at the presentation level (i.e. the entire presentation
is not of interest) or at a branch in the storyline (e.g. for a household with no children,
R rated segments may be discarded in favor of more restrictive ratings). The ¢ltering
utility is fed with incoming descriptions and user pro¢le(s), and returns results of
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matches. Accordingly, the ContentMorphing component of the player edits out all
super£uous nodes and corresponding media data. In case of interactive streaming,
the rejected media streams are never requested. In the broadcast case, all incoming
data pertaining to the rejected streams is ignored. When the mismatched objects/
streams are removed, their segment headers are removed as well. Thus, no metadata
tags are received for their nodes, and, as a consequence, the ¢ltered trellis automa-
tically does not contain the rejected nodes and paths. Thus, coarse ¢ltering prunes
the broadcast or global trellis, retaining only those nodes whose descriptions match
the collective household pro¢le.

All streams that are accepted by the Player after coarse ¢ltering are evidently of
some potential interest to one or more users within the current household. In case
of delayed playback or recording, these streams are reassembled by the Content-
Morphing component of the player into a suitable storage format and stored locally
on disk or a similar storage medium. In case of live playback, the streams are
immediately sent on for further processing.

The local storage format will usually signi¢cantly di¡er from the incoming format.
For example, in the broadcast case, trellis and metadata information is usually cycled
to enable mid-program channel switching. For local storage, global trellis and meta-
data information need be stored only once per ¢le. Also, speci¢c content protection
methods may be applied to locally stored content. The coarse ¢ltering process includes
all these transformations.

9.3.2. Fine Filtering and Switching

Fine ¢ltering occurs during actual playback of the content. E¡ectively, ¢ne ¢ltering
determines which storyline from the trellis is chosen to experience the content.
The storyline chosen depends on the speci¢c interests and interactive inputs of the
current viewer. Depending on the application and method of content authoring, ¢ne
¢ltering may reject all material unrelated to the current path, or retain thumbnails
of material from other paths to aid interactive methods of jumping across storylines
in the future.

Fine Filtering is done just before feeding a simple device-interpretable program
stream to the native playback logic. The latest segment header information for each
current node is extracted by the ContentMorphing component of the player and used
to infer the current state of the trellis as well as to determine a match between
the user interest and the current Object. If no match is detected, that branch of
the trellis is ignored for purposed of the current playback. At each branch in the trellis,
proprietary tools can be used together with or independently of automatic selection
to decide which branch to take. In addition, mechanisms are provided to process
any user interactivity and feed the same to the metadata engine to translate into
a change of user preferences where required. All of these inputs ultimately
provide for targeted selection of the next media segment experienced by the viewer.
This process constitutes ¢ne ¢ltering.
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Independently of ¢ne ¢ltering, browsing utilities can also be provided for smart
browsing of all available content, to begin a presentation or arbitrarily switch into
a speci¢c storyline. For example, it is possible for a player to be programmed to dis-
play other alternatives in a side menu. In this case, a viewer could interact with that
interface to switch to an arbitrary random-access point in the presentation. The switch
would take e¡ect at the time instance corresponding to the next trellis column. Simi-
larly, the viewer could then resume viewing the presentation where she left o¡. Note
that these switches are taking place without switching channels. Issues related to gra-
phical user interface issues for these components are obviously not trivial. However,
a detailed discussion of such interfaces and their operation relative to the playback
device architecture is outside the scope of this paper. Our aim here is only to demon-
strate that such operations are feasible within a ContentMorphing system, and to
point out the capabilities and associated complexities of such an implementation.

While switching nodes in and out [whether due to ¢ne ¢ltering or interactive
requests], the player also keeps track of local presentation time, arranges for decryp-
tion as required and maintains media bu¡ering. It also maintains synchronization
between the various streams by correctly o¡setting the internal time stamps by its
knowledge of timeline based on the current presentation context. A full description
of the working of this component is both tedious and unoriginal. The issues involved
are fairly obvious, as are the solutions.6 The critical parts of the system relate to
the authoring, selective storage and player-side unraveling of AdaptiveContent as
described above.

10. Complexity and Open Issues

10.1. AUTHORING

10.1.1. Compression

The system described in this paper re£ects a signi¢cant paradigm shift from the tra-
ditional AYGIWYS broadcast model. The multiplicity of storylines necessitates
the simultaneous transmission and storage of multiple concurrent and alternative
streams, as well as associated metadata, per A/V presentation. This represents
signi¢cant overhead as opposed to conventional programs that have one audio
and one video stream per presentation. As such, the following are now required:

1. A new means of compressing A/V content,
2. Low price, high volume, random access storage medium
3. More e⁄cient means of utilizing existing bandwidth

The last is very critical for applications such as broadcast TV, where resources such as
spectra have already been allocated.

6The structure and working of the underlying platform on which the ContentMorphing system is
implemented strongly affects such an implementation, and may in fact directly provide several modules needed
for the same.
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Fortunately, with recent developments and breakthroughs in all related areas, the
capability of transmitting and/or storing AdapativeContent economically is, to a very
large extent, already available. For example, the latest video compression standards
such as MPEG-4 and H.264 have reported dramatically improved e⁄ciency over
the ‘legacy’ MPEG-2 standard, which is used for both digital television (standard
and high de¢nition) and Digital Versatile Disks (DVDs). New modulation schemes
and improvements in VLSI technology have made wide adoption of more sophisti-
cated modulation schemes feasible. Low cost, high volume, random access storage
devices and media such as Blue ray DVD, memory cards and re-writeable DVDs
have also become more and more easily available.

There are challenges to content authoring as a result of very £exible content deliv-
ery (interactive vs. non-interactive coarse ¢ltering) and consumption (switch between
alternative edges, random access and channel sur¢ng) modes that CM enables.
One of the major challenges is managing bu¡er fullness in such an environment under
all circumstances. Even though bu¡er management in video coding is relatively well
studied in theory and practical guidelines are well established, existing theories
and guidelines deal almost exclusively with handling a single stream from a single
video input, with the exception of splicing in digital TV (DTV). In DTV, various
combinations of compressed A/V content are frequently ‘spliced’ into other materials.
The challenge in bu¡er management when bit stream splicing happens is due to
the fact that compressed A/V content is, by its nature, variable rate, which in turn
results in a time varying nature of bu¡er fullness. The bu¡er fullness corresponds
to a delay, i.e. the amount of time a byte spends in the bu¡er. Consider the instant
when splicing happens and the system switches from one bit stream to another.
If the bit stream from which the switch is initiated was encoded with an assumption
of nearly full bu¡er, but the bit stream to be switched to was encoded with an
assumption of a nearly empty bu¡er, bu¡er over£ow may occur. This is because
the encoder for the second bit stream may attempt to take advantage of the presumed
bu¡er emptiness and produce more bits than the decoder could consume and
the bu¡er could store. In the exact opposite scenario, bu¡er under£ow could also
occur.

Many mechanisms have been proposed to overcome this issue, including:

1. Emptying the bu¡er when splice occurs. This solves the over£owing problem, but is
less e¡ective for under-£owing. It also causes uneven delay and disruption of
the presentation.

2. Restricting the location of splicing points so that they only occur when the bu¡er
fullness is roughly 50%. This makes potential splicing points few and far between.

3. Inserting splice £ags [Cugnini 1997] to designate points in the bit stream where
splicing can occur without causing artifacts or discontinuity in the presentation.
This necessitates identi¢cation of such points in the encoding process, and knowl-
edge of the time varying bu¡er fullness of streams. For many network-to-a⁄liate
feed operations, the required splice points are well known.
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4. Creating transition clips with transition clip generators (TCGs), around the point
where splice occurs, by decoding and re-encoding some (usually a few frames)
of the materials involved to enable a seamless splice.

However, these solutions are not directly suitable for applications to ContentMorph-
ing as the system inherently necessitates frequent and £exible switches between
streams. For example, consider the solution of £agging splice points. In CM, switching
between legacy and live materials is a valid possibility. In this case, the knowledge
of the corresponding bu¡er fullness for bit streams generated by di¡erent parties
at di¡erent times is lost, and the splice points may no longer be valid. Even the
TCG solution may become problematic in terms of complexity and overhead when
splicing and switching occur frequently. One possible improvement to TCG that might
be applicable to ContentMorphing is to fully utilize the capabilities provided by
new audio-visual compression standards for bit stream streaming (mostly for appli-
cations in network streaming where the bandwidth is not stable), such as SP frames
in H.264, and divide the information into baseline and enhancement information
so as to reduce the processing and bandwidth overhead. Such an approach may neces-
sitate some changes to the underlying standard(s) and at this point forms an open
problem for research, in our opinion. Another technique is to force constant bit-rate
(CBR) encoding as frequently as possible. Where spikes in bit rate are necessitated
by virtue of the nature of the content, switching into and out of the stream is disabled
until the bit rate can be re-stabilized. This essentially is the inverse of the splice £ags
technique in that the £ags indicate the beginning and end of non-switchable rather
than switchable intervals on the stream.

SMPTE 321M de¢nes constraints on the encoding and packetization of MPEG-2
transport streams so that they can be spliced without modifying the PES payload.
We foresee similar guidelines recommended by SMPTE or similar organizations.

10.1.2. Real-time Analysis and Tagging

As we have touched upon before, tagging and analysis of content in real time is cur-
rently limited to pre-created, or very slowly varying, tags and descriptions. However,
for non-real time transmission, more detailed tagging can be done after automatic
or manual o¡-line analysis. Several pattern matching and recognition tools, notably
those developed in the context of MPEG-7, can be harnessed for this purpose. This
enhanced metadata, along with suitably edited audio-visual streams can be re-telecast
some hours after the live event ends. Alternatively, latest versions can continually
be posted at some designated remote location so the user always has the latest
tag stream for the same audio-visual streams that were originally telecast. Staggered
fee structures may also be applied depending on the level of segment information
detail o¡ered. For example, for a soccer game, di¡erent camera angles could be tagged
in real time automatically. After the game has been broadcast, for subscribers, a more
detailed set of tags could be broadcast (through data channels in analog or DTV)
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so that the users, when watching the game again (or when watching a delayed, taped
game), could select to see only the highlights and/or signi¢cant goals, or follow a
certain set of players.

An important distinction to note between ContentMorphing requirements and
most current content pro¢ling technology is the following. In the CM system, we
ask, ‘Given the following content descriptions, which one is most likely to be preferred
by the viewer?’, as opposed to the more widely researched problem of, ‘Given this
speci¢c user pro¢le, which pieces of content are available in some content pool that
may be interesting to the user?’ Thus, real-time modules should be able to pro¢le
generic content based upon the metadata engine’s vocabulary to enable meaningful
real-time tagging of AdaptiveContent.

As advanced metadata engines emerge and are adapted for use within the
ContentMorphing environment, and AdaptiveContent-aware authoring tools
become an integral part of the live-content generation work£ow, detailed real-time
tagging of content will become possible.

10.2. USER END

The additional processing in a ContentMorphing-enabled terminal as compared with
a ‘traditional’ single-stream terminal includes parsing the segments and their tag infor-
mation, identifying and linking the correct bit streams to their node(s), possible
authentication, authorization and decryption for protected metadata streams and
media streams, decoding of media streams, and composition. However, at any given
time, only one storyline is actually rendered. Thus the amount of the most compu-
tationally expensive operations in the terminal, namely the decryption and decoding
of the media streams, remains largely unchanged on average. The only major addi-
tional overheads that ContentMorphing imposes are the use of the metadata engine,
and the implementation of the selection interface.

ContentMorphing does create signi¢cant potential for manufacturers to provide
value-adds over and beyond what is o¡ered by currently popular standards such
as MPEG. In fact, ContentMorphing allows manufacturers to go beyond Content-
Morphing itself ! As an example, consider the ‘quarterback cam’ used in recent Super
Bowl coverage, in which images from di¡erent cameras are organized and warped
so as to form a seamless rotation at the control of the user. This e¡ective gives
the viewer a 360-degree view of the ¢eld. With ContentMorphing, a similar applica-
tion is possible using an incoming AdapativeContent presentation if the network
transmits an adequate number of camera angles. Recall that in AdapativeContent,
images from these di¡erent cameras are appropriately compressed, tagged and trans-
mitted over to the user. Conventional ContentMorphing allows the user to view
his/her favorite angle and even a mosaic of images from di¡erent angles. However,
a terminal can also choose to geometrically transform the images and stitch them,
giving the user the capability of using his/her remote control and navigate in a com-
plete 360-degree view in real time. In this case, the image the viewer sees is not directly
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one of the images transmitted, but rather a transformed view enabled by the enhanced
capability of the terminal.

11. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have described a system capable of creating, serving and providing an
experience of interactive personalized multimedia at a granularity in time and space
that is not currently available, with minimal additional infrastructural requirements.
It allows content providers to present uni¢ed content suitable for a more varied audi-
ence than traditional broadcast, with users truly having control over how they experi-
ence a presentation. We address one of the great barriers to user personalization
by removing the overriding needs for massive up-stream server farms and a pervasive
network to permit household-speci¢c and user-speci¢c personalization.

A mapping of the entire system to MPEG-4 has been presented in [Rambhia 2003].
The newly speci¢ed DASE application framework [ATSC 2003] is a client-side stan-
dard that enables rich presentations and interactivity via XML-like templates as well
as Jave-based applications, and is another interesting system that our system may
be mapped to. Future work includes adaptation of existing metadata frameworks
to produce metadata engines that can be used in the real world to tag and describe
AdapativeContent. Future work also includes development of e⁄cient mechanisms
of carouseling trellis information to maximize switching performance while minimiz-
ing overhead. As discussed in the previous section, bu¡er management is also an open
issue. Finally, we also plan to examine the role of IPMP and DRM in the system,
and methods and means by which it can be incorporated to protect not only the
audiovisual content but also the metadata and trellis structure.
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PART 3: ITV USER INTERFACES



Chapter 10

Designing Usable Interfaces for TV Recommender
Systems
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Abstract. Toensure thatTV recommender systemsbecome successful,much attention should be
paid to the user interface. This chapter describes an iterative design process in which users were
involved from the onset. It was performed to design a user interface for a TV recommender
system and to develop guidelines for the design of such user interfaces. The focus of the design
process lies on those aspects that are speci¢c to recommendations: presenting predicted interests,
presenting explanations of the predictions, and ways in which users can provide feedback.
Thedesignprocesswith its various analysis, design and evaluationmethods aswell as the resulting
guidelines are discussed in detail.

Key words. design, personalization, recommender systems, TV, usability, user interfaces

1. Introduction

Due to developments such as digital television, more and more TV channels and
programs are becoming available. TV recommender systems (Smyth & Cotter,
2000; Baudisch & Brueckner, 2002) are potentially important tools in aiding viewers
to choose what they will watch on TV. TV recommender systems support users
in determining how much they will probably like certain programs, and help
them to quickly identify those programs that they will probably ¢nd worth
watching.

To ensure that TV recommender systems live up to these expectations, signi¢cant
attention must be devoted to the user interface. Buczak et al. (2002) performed usabil-
ity tests for a personalized Electronic Programming Guide (EPG), which showed that
an intuitive, easy-to-use interface for browsing and searching TV show listings
and recommendations is essential for this kind of application. Consumers will only
utilize interactive, personalized digital TV when they perceive additional bene¢ts
in comparison with their current TV. An intuitive, easy-to-use interface is also
one of the unique selling points (van Vliet, 2002), and will be a key to the
success of TV in the near-term future as an interactive device (Aaronovitch et al.,
2002).

In order to create an intuitive, easy-to-use interface for a TV recommender and
develop guidelines for designing such an interface, we initiated an iterative design
process in which users were involved from the onset. In this design process, focus
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was placed on those aspects that are speci¢c to recommendations. Generic EPG and
TV user interface issues were only addressed where necessary. A good source
for such generic guidelines can be found at http://www.gsm.de/musist/
mstyle.htm

In this chapter, both the iterative design process itself and the resulting guidelines
are discussed. First, however, some user interface aspects that are speci¢c to (TV)
recommender systems will be discussed, followed by a description of the iterative
design approach applied. After this, the experiences and results from our user interface
design process will be described.

1.1. USER INTERFACE ASPECTS OF A TV RECOMMENDER

The main task of a TV recommender system is to help viewers ¢nd programs that they
will ¢nd interesting or fun to watch. In order to achieve this, recommender systems
predict how interesting each TV program will be for the current viewer using one
or more prediction techniques. Examples of prediction techniques are social ¢ltering
(Shardanand & Maes, 1995; Herlocker, 2000), techniques from case-based reasoning
(Jackson, 1990), techniques from information ¢ltering (Houseman & Kaskela,
1970), item-item ¢ltering (Rashid et al., 2002), and genre Least Mean Square
(van Setten, 2002).

Figure 10.1 shows a generic model of a prediction technique. For a given user, each
prediction technique calculates a predicted interest value (the prediction) of a piece
of information, in this case a TV program. This prediction is based on knowledge
stored in the user pro¢le, on data and metadata of the information, and on pro¢les
of other users (van Setten et al., 2003). Prediction techniques learn the interests
of users from feedback they receive from them; some techniques provide users with
explanations about their reasoning. Validity indicators are used by the recommender
when combining multiple prediction techniques in order to improve predictions. These
indicators are employed within the recommender and are therefore not visible to
the user (van Setten et al., 2003).

This section mainly focuses on three aspects of this model that are directly part of
the user interface, namely: predictions, feedback and explanations. Several chapters
in this volume discuss various approaches to the prediction part of TV recommender
systems in greater detail (Ardissono et al., 2004; Mastho¡, 2004; O’Sullivan et al.,
2004; Smyth & Cotter, 2004; Zimmerman et al., 2004).

Figure 10.1. Generic model of a prediction technique.
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1.1.1. Predictions

A prediction is the result of a prediction technique that indicates how interested the
user will be in a speci¢c TV program. In general, the predicted value is a number
on some scale, e.g. the interval [1,5] or the normalized bipolar interval [�1, 1].
How TV viewers prefer to have predictions presented to them is investigated in detail
in this chapter.

1.1.2. Feedback

Prediction techniques are capable of learning from users in order to optimize future
predictions. In the case of TV recommenders, they learn users’ interests in TV pro-
grams by gathering feedback from the users. There are two ways to acquire feedback
from users: by analyzing the usage behavior, which is called implicit feedback
(Lieberman, 1995), and by using explicit relevance feedback (Roccio, 1965; O’Riordan
& Sorensen, 1995). With implicit feedback, the TV recommender gathers information
about people’s actions while using a TV. These can range from global actions, such
as the amount of time spent watching certain TV programs, to detailed actions such
as each button click on the remote control. Such actions are used to infer how inter-
ested the user is in the program. With explicit feedback, in contrast, a user explicitly
evaluates the relevance of the TV program, which is generally done by rating it.

Because providing feedback distracts users from watching TV, it should be as
unobtrusive and easy as possible. The manner in which users prefer to give feedback
is therefore the second aspect investigated in this chapter.

1.1.3. Explanations

If we have any doubt about a recommendation provided by someone else, we usually
ask for a justi¢cation of the recommendation. By doing so, the reasoning behind
the suggestion can be analyzed, and we can determine for ourselves whether the
evidence is strong enough. Most existing recommender systems behave like black
boxes: there is no way to determine what the reasons are behind a recommendation.

Explanations provide transparency by exposing the reasoning and data behind a
prediction, and can increase the acceptance of prediction systems (Herlocker
et al., 2000). Users will be more likely to trust a recommendation when they know
the reasons behind that recommendation (Herlocker et al., 2000; Sinha & Swearingen,
2002). Simple early experiments by Sinha and Swearingen (2002) indicated that users
generally like and place more con¢dence in recommendations that they perceive
as transparent. There is another positive e¡ect of explanations in recommender sys-
tems: Zimmerman and Kurapati (2002) assume that providing explanations promotes
understanding the recommender system and creates a sense of forgiveness if users
do not like recommended new items. To get a high sense of forgiveness, however,
the user must have reason to believe that the recommender is not likely to make
the same mistake again in the future.
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If explanations are to be understandable, they must be presented in a way that best
suits the user. For this reason, the way explanations should be presented according
to TV viewers is also investigated in this chapter.

1.2. ITERATIVE DESIGN

In the past, software design and user interfaces were driven by the new technologies of
the time. This is called system- or technology-driven design. Users were not taken
into account much in the design. They were given software functions with whatever
interface developers were able to come up with.

Research has shown, however, that it is very important to actually consult users
or to involve them in the design process rather than designing for a ¢ctitious user.
As Spolsky (2001) puts it: ‘At a super¢cial level we may think we’re designing
for users, but no matter how hard we try, we’re designing for who we think
the user is, and that means, sadly, that we’re designing for ourselves . . . ’ In
the early 1980 s, focus therefore shifted towards user-centered design (Norman
& Draper, 1986), in which the usability for end-users is a prime design goal.
Designing usable products usually involves four main phases (Faulkner, 2000;
Lif, 1998; Nielsen, 1993):

. Analysis of tasks and users.

. Usability speci¢cation in which a number of (measurable) goals are identi¢ed.

. The actual design of the product.

. Evaluation of the usability of the design.

To obtain the highest possible level of usability, design and evaluation usually take
place iteratively. The purpose of reiteration is to overcome the inherent problems
of incomplete requirements speci¢cation by cycling through several designs, incremen-
tally improving upon the current product with each pass (Dix et al., 1998). Tognazzini
(2000) states that iterative design, with its repeating cycle of design and testing, is
the only validated method in existence that will consistently produce successful results,
i.e. usable interfaces. Iterative testing is necessary because one cannot always be
certain that modi¢cations will actually improve the usability of a product. Changes
can sometimes introduce new problems, which can only be detected by retesting
(Lindgaard, 1994; Nielsen, 1993).

While user-centered design puts the users into the middle of design considerations,
their role was still quite passive, namely that of a target for user task analysis
and requirements gathering. Following the ‘Scandinavian’ approach to software sys-
tems design (Floyd et al., 1989; Ehn, 1992), part of the human-computer interaction
community recently moved to a new framework called participatory design (Muller
& Kuhn, 1993). In this, users are considered to be active participants and partners
in the design process (Mandel, 1997).

In order to acquire proper understanding of their wishes and demands as well as a
feeling of what their ideas are for a TV recommender’s user interface, we especially
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involved users in the ¢rst phases of the design process, resulting in rough designs by the
users and detailed opinions on interface elements. In the later phases, we involved
users in the validation of the detailed designs, but not in the design process itself
as full participatory design can be very costly and time consuming; it asks a lot from
the users involved.

1.3. THE USER INTERFACE DESIGN PROCESS FOR A TV RECOMMENDER

Several design and evaluation techniques can be used during the cycles of an iterative
user interface design process. Depending on the iteration phase, some techniques
are more suitable than others. Techniques such as brainstorming and interactive
design sessions are well suited for gaining global insight into the wishes, demands
and ideas of the target users in early stages of the design phase. At intermediate stages,
techniques focused on speci¢c details and design questions (such as surveys) are more
suitable. Techniques that evaluate the whole integrated design come into play during
the last stages of the design process. The iterative nature of the entire process makes
it possible to return to techniques previously used in order to re-investigate design
decisions.

Our user interface design process consisted of the following activities:

. Analysis of the tasks, users and interfaces of existing systems (see Section 2).

. A brainstorming session was organized with di¡erent types of TV viewers to
explore their expectations for a user interface of a TV recommender, and an
interactive design session was held resulting in a number of crude mockups
created by the TV viewers themselves (see Section 3).

. An interactive on-line survey was conducted among a larger group of users to
investigate various widgets for visualizing the three user interface aspects (see
Section 4). Based on the brainstorming results, the interactive design session
and the survey, an initial prototype was developed for the TV recommender
interface.

. Using heuristic evaluation methods, the ¢rst prototype was evaluated together
with usability experts (see Section 5). The prototype was improved based on
the results of this evaluation.

. Various sets of usability tests were conducted with several users (see Section 6).

. Based on the results of the various design and evaluation steps, a ¢nal prototype
was developed (see Section 7).

2. Analysis

A user interface design process starts with a thorough analysis to de¢ne the tasks that
need to be facilitated, the users, and what users want and need. Two approaches were
employed: a formal task and user analysis (Dix et al., 1998; Lindgaard, 1994; Nielsen,
1993) and an analysis of existing EPGs, TV systems and other recommender systems.
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Results of the task analysis will not be further discussed here because they are re£ected
in the three aspects of recommender systems (discussed in Section 1.1) that were
selected based on the results of the task analysis.

2.1. USER ANALYSIS

A typical user of a TV recommender system is familiar with the concept of color
television and knows how to operate a television with a remote control. Our target
group consists of users between roughly 15 and 60 years of age. We believe that inter-
faces for children need to take their di¡erent needs and behaviors into account, while
older people may have di⁄culties dealing with the new technologies that TV recom-
mender systems are based on. Separate research is therefore necessary to determine
good user interfaces for TV recommender systems for children and the elderly.
Because TV is used by a wide variety of people with various backgrounds, it must
be possible for a wide variety of users with varying levels of education and experience
to use the interface.

2.2. EXISTING SYSTEMS

Because several EPGs, interactive TV systems and other recommender systems
already exist, we did not need to start from scratch but could learn from them.
The systems we examined include: omroep.nl (www.omroep.nl), tvgids.nl
(www.tvgids.nl), DirectTV (www.directtv.com), YourTV (www.yourtv.com.au),
PTVplus (www.ptvplus.com), Tivo (www.tivo.com), TVScout (Baudisch & Brueck-
ner, 2002), a prototype EPG by Philips (Gutta et al., 2000; Zimmerman & Kurapati,
2002), Sony EPG (www.sony.co.uk/digitaltelevision/products), Movielens (movielen-
s.umn.edu), Net£ix (www.net£ix.com), TiV (van Setten, 2003), Amazon (www.
amazon.com), Libra (www.cs.utexas.edu/users/libra), Yahoo Launch (launch.yahoo.
com), Jester (shadow.ieor.berkeley.edu/humor), Epinions (www.epinions.com), and
imdb (www.imbd.com).

Based on the analysis of these systems, we identi¢ed a set of factors that appear to
in£uence the design of the three interface aspects of a recommender system. For
the presentation of a prediction, these factors are:

. Presentation form: this is the visual concept used to present a prediction. Exam-
ples include the use of a bar, a number of symbols or a numerical score.

. The scale of the prediction: Continuous versus discrete, range (e.g. 1 to 5 or 0 to
10), precision (e.g. {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} or {1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5}), and symmetric
versus asymmetric (�2 to 2 versus 1 to 5).

. Visual symmetry or asymmetry: even though the scale may be symmetric, a
prediction can still be presented asymmetrically (e.g. a scale of �2 to 2 can be
presented by ¢ve thumbs, with the third thumb representing the neutral value zero).

. Use of color to represent the prediction: some systems use di¡erent colors to
distinguish between lower and higher predictions.
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The factors for user feedback are the same as for predictions, with two additions:

. Scale used for prediction and feedback: Is the scale used for feedback the same as
that for presenting the predictions?

. Integration of prediction and feedback: To what extent is the presentation of the
feedback integrated with the presentation of the prediction?

Identi¢ed factors for explanations are:

. Level of detail: how detailed is the explanation, e.g. is it only coarse or does it
include a lot of examples and detailed descriptions of the reasoning?

. System transparency: does the explanation re£ect the internal working of the
prediction techniques?

. Modality: what modalities are used to present the explanations? (e.g. text,
graphs, tables, images, spoken language).

. Integration with the prediction: is the explanation presented directly with the
prediction or must the user speci¢cally ask for an explanation?

We investigated the preferences of TV viewers regarding these three main aspects of
a TV recommender system’s user interface and their di¡erent impact factors. We star-
ted at a general level with a brainstorming session followed by an interactive design
session.

3. Brainstorming and Interactive Design Sessions

The purpose of the brainstorming session was to explore users’ basic expectations for
user interfaces of TV recommender systems.

3.1. APPROACH

We invited potential users with no speci¢c knowledge of recommender systems to
participate. A total of 19 people participated in two sessions. The group consisted
of 9 males and 10 females with various backgrounds, between the ages of 20 and
56. All people participated on a voluntary basis. To ensure that older people with
relatively little knowledge of new computing applications would not be intimidated
by younger people with more technical experience, we divided the session into
two separate groups: one for younger participants and one for participants older than
45. The same approach for identifying user expectations was used in both groups.

In order to ensure that the participants would not be in£uenced, they did not receive
any special instructions about recommender systems, except for an introductory gen-
eral explanation about such systems. None of the results of the analysis as described
in Section 2 were provided to any of the participants beforehand. The session started
with a brainstorming phase on the user interface. Ideas on the three main topics were
generated, written down, and posted visibly for every participant. These ideas were
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then clustered to get a better overview. After a short discussion on the various ideas
during which new ideas could still be added, groups of three to four participants were
formed for the design session. Each group was asked to design and present a mockup
TV recommender interface, based on the ideas from the brainstorming session that
they liked most. At the very least, the interface had to be able to present a set of
recommendations, give users a way to provide feedback on recommendations,
and allow them to obtain an explanation of why a certain recommendation was
made.

3.2. RESULTS OF THE BRAINSTORMING SESSION

The initial brainstorming resulted in a broad collection of ideas and recommendations
for TV recommender interfaces. We grouped the results based on the three main user
interface aspects of recommender systems, and added a group for ideas that went
beyond these three aspects. As expected, the ideas and comments resulting from this
session were rather broad and not very detailed:

. Predictions: The user should always be in full control. If desired, the user should
be able to turn o¡ recommendations. The user should have in£uence on a range
of settings, including the level of personalization, the number of recommenda-
tions, and their level of detail.

. Feedback: Providing feedback on recommended items should be as unobtrusive
as possible. It should be easy and quick, and should require only a small amount
of e¡ort by the user. Implicitly generated feedback would be preferable, for
instance by measuring the viewing time of certain programs or analyzing uttered
comments on programs.

. Explanations: Explanations based on peer users’ interests and on similarities with
the user’s favorite programs were both considered to be interesting. Not everyone
wants to see explanations all the time. For this reason, explanations should only
be given when requested, and they should be easy to interpret. Textual explana-
tions should be short; most users even preferred visual explanations such as
charts.

In addition to ideas and comments on the three main aspects of a TV recommender,
some more general ideas also arose:

. The TV recommender system should be available on a variety of devices, such as
personal computers, PDAs/handhelds, mobile phones and TVs. This would
enable the user to consult the recommender system irrespective of his/her
location.

. Watching TV is seen as a social activity. The possibility of multiple people watch-
ing TV and controlling the recommender system should be taken into account.

. Integration with a TV guide that o¡ers information on all TV programs, and not
only on recommended programs, is desirable.
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3.3. RESULTS OF INTERACTIVE DESIGN SESSION

The design process for TV recommender interface mockups resulted in a wide variety
of drawings and descriptions (two mockups are shown in Figures 10.2 and 10.3).
Several important similarities between the di¡erent mockups could be observed:

. Although participants stated that a TV recommender system should be available
on a range of di¡erent devices, almost all mockups were based on a TV with
a remote control as the operating device. One group proposed the use of a
separate device (a hybrid of a PDA and a tablet PC) that facilitated the TV
recommender interface and that could simultaneously be used to operate the TV.

. Every mockup sorted recommendations by genre, while some provided
alternative sorting options by time, channel, etc.

. As some participants remarked during the initial brainstorming session, a TV
recommender interface should ideally facilitate the use by groups, because
watching television is often a social event. A mockup re£ecting this idea is
shown in Figure 10.3.

. In virtually all mockups, the initiative for displaying recommendations lies on the
side of the user. One group proposed unsolicited recommendations (pop-ups
in the bottom of the TV screen or via instant messaging mechanisms on a
PDA or mobile phone) to alert the user of a recommended TV program that
is about to be aired.

. Most of the mockups provided an easy way for users to supply feedback on the
recommended items. Most common was a 5-point scale ranging from 1 to 5
(visually asymmetric; the symmetry of the scale was not mentioned in the
mockups), operated by the remote control. Other options included a sliding
continuous scale and voice recognition.

Among the various mockups, two main interaction types could be distinguished.
The ¢rst is based on the assumption that a user wishes to plan a couple of hours
of TV watching. Recommended programs can be selected and placed in a ‘personal
TV guide’ or ‘watch list’. More detailed information on recommended TV programs
can be obtained, and these programs can be rated when watched. The mockup in

Figure 10.2. Mockup of a TV recommender interface.
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Figure 10.2 is an example of an interface of this type. The second type of interaction is
based on the idea that a user wants to watch a TV program that best ¢ts his interests
right now. These mockups provide a simpler type of interaction because fewer actions
have to be performed: only the programs currently being aired are listed. In our
design, we attempted to o¡er both tasks within a single interface.

After the brainstorming and design sessions provided us with global guidelines for
designing the user interface of a TV recommender system, our next step was to
investigate the preferences of users for the three aspects in more detail. This was done
by means of an on-line survey.

4. On-line Survey about Interface Widgets

Our analysis of existing (TV) recommender systems and the ideas generated in the
brainstorming session provided some interesting directions and guidelines for the user
interface of a TV recommender system. Based on the analysis, a variety of possible
interface widgets with di¡erent parameters were identi¢ed for visualizing each of
the three interface aspects of recommender systems. We investigated their usefulness
in detail based on an interactive on-line survey.

4.1. EVALUATION BY ON-LINE SURVEY

We wanted participants to make a well-founded choice between di¡erent interface
options for the interface widgets we investigated. For this reason, rather than using
a survey on paper, we created an interactive on-line survey. In this survey, participants
could easily try the di¡erent widgets and were thus better able to determine the ones
they preferred the most. The survey also supported branching: after certain choices
participants received extra questions, or questions about parameters were tailored
to the answers already given. The survey was completed by 106 people (43 female,
63 male) ranging from 15 to 70 years of age (average age 33) and with di¡erent types
of education and occupation. Of those people, only 5.6% had ever used an EPG while
29.9% had used a TV guide on the Internet. Most people used paper TV guides
(58% regular TV guides and 48% program listings in newspapers). Note that parti-
cipants could select multiple sources for their TV program information. The survey
questions can be accessed on-line at http://tiv.telin.nl/duine/tv/survey

Figure 10.3. Mockup of a TV recommender interface for groups.
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4.2. RESULTS

4.2.1. Predictions

The survey results indicate that most people prefer either to have the predictions
integrated into a normal EPG (59%) or to have two separate views (39%): one
with the normal EPG and one with their recommendations. Only 2% believed that
a list of recommendations alone would be enough.

We also asked people to choose between four di¡erent interface elements to present
predictions (see Figure 10.4): a group of symbols where more symbols express a higher
predicted user satisfaction, a thermometer-like bar, a numerical score, and a smil-
ing/sad face symbol. Most people opted for the group of symbols (69%), with the
bar in second place (19%). The main reason people gave for this choice was that both
the group of symbols and the bar provide a clear and orderly presentation of a
prediction while allowing for easy comparison between multiple predictions.

Of those who preferred a group of symbols, most people liked to have stars pre-
senting the prediction (85%), while only a few (7%) opted for thumbs. The others
had no opinion or provided their own suggestions. When asked about the number
of symbols that should be used in presenting a prediction, the majority chose a scale
of 5 symbols (89%), by which 63% indicated that the center symbol (e.g. three stars)
should be seen as a neutral value. A neutral center value indicates that most people
prefer a symmetrical scale for a prediction (using both positive and negative values
and with equal lengths for the positive and negative sides), but an asymmetrical visual
representation.

The use of color in presenting the predictions was valued as an improvement by
91% of the participants. They noted that color improves transparency, is more
orderly and distinct, and provides a quicker overview of the predictions. However,
attention should be devoted to color-blindness; the presentation of the prediction
must be clear, even for people who cannot distinguish colors. We also asked
participants which color they believed should be used to express that a program
¢ts their interests poorly, neutrally or well. Most people associated red with a
predicted low interest (57%) and associated orange (31%), yellow (26%) and blue
(19%) with a predicted neutral interest. The prediction that the user would ¢nd
the program interesting was predominantly associated with green (62%), although
some people also indicated that red (15%) or yellow (14%) might be used. When
prompted to select color triplets for expressing predicted low-neutral-high user
interests, the most popular combinations were red-yellow-green (15%), red-orange-
green (15%) and red-blue-green (13%).

Figure 10.4. Interface elements presenting predictions: group of symbols, bar, numerical score and

smiling/sad face symbol.
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It can be concluded from these results that people prefer conventional and
well-established patterns for presenting predictions: one to ¢ve stars to present
the prediction (with three stars being neutral), and color combinations that resemble
those of tra⁄c lights. Please note that this preference may be in£uenced by culture.
When di¡erent established patterns exist in other cultures, it might be best to use
those patterns instead.

4.2.2. Feedback

Although implicit feedback was preferred by the participants of the brainstorming
session, the survey focused on explicit feedback because explicit feedback is re£ected
in the user interface and implicit feedback is not.

When presented with six di¡erent widgets for providing explicit feedback (see
Figure10.5),participants’ statedpreferenceswere less inagreementthanfor theelements
representing predictions. The three most popular widgets were the ratings slider
(26%), the group of stars (24%) and the numeric score with plus and minus buttons
(21%). The results were also inconclusive regarding their preference for a symmetric
rating scale (that has both positive and negative numbers) or an asymmetric scale
(with only positive numbers): 48% preferred a symmetric scale, 43% the asymmetric
scale, and the rest did not have a preference.

When asked whether the feedback widget should be separated from or combined
with the presentation of the prediction, 55% chose to have the two combined, while
only 33% preferred to separate the two completely (the others were indi¡erent).
Although most people preferred integration, about 53% opted for loose integration
only (widget B in Figure 10.6) in such a way that the combined widgets for feedback
and predictions could still be identi¢ed separately. This way, the user can still see
the original prediction when providing feedback. The other respondents selected
one of the three other integration options; the more integrated they were, the less
people preferred them.

We believe that the same scale should be used for the presentation of predictions
and user feedback, because there was no clear preference for a symmetric or an asym-
metric scale, because participants preferred to have the presentation of the prediction
and the feedback loosely integrated into a single widget, and because consistency

Figure 10.5. Various widgets for giving feedback. From left to right and top to bottom: numeric score with

plus and minus buttons, group of stars, rating bar, rating slider with numeric score, volume knob, simple

rating slider, and radio buttons.
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is an important generic usability requirement. When looking at the granularity of the
rating scale, it appears that people like a low to medium number of values. On both
the symmetric and asymmetric scales, a range of 10 had a large preference (65%
on the asymmetric scale and 21% on the symmetric scale), although on the symmetric
scale, a range of 20 had the largest preference (33%). This might again be culturally
in£uenced, in this case by Dutch school grades that are on a 10-point scale. The range
of 20 on the symmetric scale had a maximum of þ10 and a minimum of �10. When
providing feedback, participants also preferred the use of color in the feedback widget
(82%).

From these results and the general consistency principle, it can be concluded that it
is best to use the same type of presentation and scale for predictions and feedback,
namely a symmetrical scale mapped onto 5 stars. Because feedback requires a gran-
ularity of at least 10, half stars should also be supported. The neutral value should
be the median of the range, i.e. 2.5 stars. For consistency reasons, the range for pre-
dictions should then be the same as that for feedback (otherwise when a user gives
a feedback of 3.5 stars for a program, the same program could be recommended
to him with 3 or 4 stars). Furthermore, the feedback widget should be loosely
integrated with the presentation of the prediction and should use color to present
the given feedback value.

4.2.3. Explanations

Participants indicated that a recommender ought to be able to explain its predictions
(45% indicated that it was important and 28% that is was very important). Most
people (56%) prefer clear explanations, without wanting to know much about the
inner working of the prediction engine. However, there are some people who prefer
more detailed explanations (22%), while others prefer minimal explanations (22%).

To determine what types of explanations people trust the most, we provided four
di¡erent types. The ¢rst explanation was based on the similarity between this TV
program and another TV program the user liked: ‘you will like ‘Angel’ because
you also like ‘Bu¡y The Vampire Slayer’’. This explanation was preferred by
25%. The second explanation was based on what the user’s friends thought about
the program: ‘Your friends Menno, Cristina and Ingrid liked this program’. Only
6% of the participants had trust in this explanation, which was explained by one

Figure 10.6. Five levels of combining feedback and prediction widgets, ranging from completely separated

(A) to full integrated (E).
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of the participants as ‘although they are my friends, it does not mean that we have the
same taste’. Most people (34%) preferred the third type of explanation, which
was based on the idea of social ¢ltering: ‘people who have tastes similar to yours
liked this program’. Also explanations based on program aspects, such as actors,
genres or the director, were preferred by many people (32%), e.g. ‘This movie is
directed by Steven Spielberg and Tom Cruise plays one of the main characters’.

When looking at the modality for presenting explanations, we o¡ered participants
three di¡erent modalities: a graph, a table and a textual explanation, and asked them
to choose the preferred modality. Most people opted for the graph (46%) or table
(44%), while very few preferred the textual explanation (2%); the rest had no
preference. This result con¢rms Herlocker’s (2000) ¢ndings regarding the modality
of explanations.

90% of the participants preferred receiving an explanation only when they explicitly
requested one and not automatically with every prediction. Merely 6% wanted to
see explanations with all predictions, while 4% did not want to see explanations at all.

It can be concluded from this survey that people ¢nd it important for a recom-
mender system to be able to explain its predictions, although only when requested.
The explanations themselves must be clear without too much detail about the inner
working of the prediction engine. There is no clear preference for the type of expla-
nations, although explanations based on people’s friends are trusted the least. This
also implies that it is possible for di¡erent prediction techniques to provide their
own type of explanation, as long as the explanation is easy to understand. The
modality of the explanations should at least contain a graph or table and not only
textual information, because graphs and tables allow people to quickly understand
explanations.

4.2.4. First Prototype

Based on the results of the brainstorming session and the interactive on-line survey, a
¢rst prototype of the user interface of the TV recommender was developed (see
Figure 10.7). In this design, predictions are presented by a group of stars. The scale
of the prediction consists of ¢ve stars with a granularity of 0.5 stars, where 2.5 stars,
being the median of the ¢ve stars, represents the neutral value, making it numerically
symmetric, but visually asymmetric. The tra⁄c-light pattern of red-yellow-green is
also used within the presentation of the predictions as ¢ll color for the stars
(e.g. in Figure 10.7 the program ‘De Bovenman’ has 4.5 green stars, while the program
‘Kruispunt’ has only a half red star). Feedback is given using the same scale as that
for the predictions: the feedback widget is a combination of ¢ve stars with precision
0.5 and a rating bar below the original prediction, thus providing redundancy of inter-
action. Explanations are presented on the feedback pop-up screen by a short textual
description and a graph that depends on the used prediction technique(s). We
developed the recommender system’s interface to be used on a tablet PC because
we believe that such devices, with integrated remote control functionality for the
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TV, will become common in about ten years; however, it can also be used on a regular
PC without any changes.

Because the focus of this research was placed on predictions, feedback and expla-
nations, we only used a table view EPG layout in this prototype and did not investigate
alternatives, such as a grid layout or 3-D layouts, e.g. time pillars (Pittarello,
2004). These could present better program-guide layouts when many more channels
are available to the user. We also did not study other aspects, such as various sorting
options for the EPG, group recommendations (Mastho¡, 2004) and interfaces for
multiple devices.

5. Heuristic Evaluation of the First Prototype

A formal heuristic evaluation involves having a small set of evaluators (often usability
experts) examine and judge the user interface with recognized usability principles
(or heuristics). With heuristic evaluation it is possible to identify many usability
problems early in the design phase (Nielsen, 1993; Lif, 1998).

Although the focus of our research was placed on the three main aspects of recom-
mendations, the heuristic evaluation also gave us insight into usability issues that
a¡ect the entire user interface of the TV recommender.

5.1. HEURISTICS

The heuristics that were used in evaluating the prototype are (Harst & Maijers, 1999;
Shneiderman, 1998; Nielsen, 1993): provide task suitability, employ consistency

Figure 10.7. First prototype: main screen, pop-up of detailed TV program description and pop-up for

feedback and explanations.
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throughout the interface, evoke a strong sense of controllability, reduce the user’s
short-term memory load, provide e¡ective feedback and error messages, provide
useful, straightforward and well-designed (on-line) help and documentation, be
considerate in layout and aesthetics, and use color with thought.

5.2. RESULTS

Two usability experts who were not part of the design team performed a heuristic
evaluation on the prototype. They discovered the following design problems:

. Ensure a consistent way of accessing detailed information about a TV program,
both when opening the feedback (pop-up) screen and when opening the expla-
nation screen. In our prototype, clicking on the program title or short description
would open a pop-up window with detailed information, while clicking on
the prediction opened a pop-up that allowed the user to provide feedback
and see the explanation. This might confuse users. In the revised design, clicking
anywhere on the TV program creates a pop-up window in which the detailed
information, the feedback and the explanation can be accessed separately using
tabs. The tab that is displayed still depends on the location of the click. This
form of presentation allows users to easily switch between the three aspects.

. Provide clear visible clues of what actions a user can perform. In our interface,
users could drag programs to their own ‘watch list’. Although the location where
the user had to place the stylus in order to drag the program was clearly marked
(Figure 10.8), it could be made clearer by changing the cursor symbol when
it is above or near such a handle, thus making its a¡ordance more easily visible.

. Make the functionality of buttons very clear. Our TV guide has two display
modes: one in which the times of programs on the di¡erent channels are not
synchronized (as shown in Figure 10.7), and one in which the times are synchro-
nized in blocks of one hour. To switch between these two modes, users had
to activate or de-activate a clock-like symbol that was unclear and wrongly posi-
tioned. In the new design, a checkbox was used instead that is located just below
the time selection ¢eld.

. Clearly show what information is currently displayed. In our ¢rst prototype, the
date of the TV shows currently being displayed was only visible in the drop-down
¢elds in the selection column. It should also be visible at the top of the listed
programs.

Figure 10.8. Visual indication that a program can be dragged.
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. Bring explanations to the point; elaborate explanations are more di⁄cult for
users to understand.

. Make the explanations consistent with the presentation of predictions. Predic-
tions in our prototype have a granularity of 0.5. However, explanations described
the average interests with a di¡erent granularity, e.g. 1.6 stars. The granularity
of the two should match.

. In our ¢rst prototype, after providing feedback the user had to press a save
button to actually store the rating. According to one of the usability experts,
this was unnecessary because using the feedback widget should be enough: users
should not have to press an additional button. We therefore removed the save
button and made the application save the rating automatically.

. Allow users to scroll to di¡erent channels instead of requiring them to select
channels in a pull-down menu. Because this would create a completely di¡erent
grid-like display of TV programs, we decided to wait for the results of the
usability tests before making such a drastic change.

. The experts were in disagreement about the use of colors for the predictions and
feedback: one expert found the colors (tra⁄c-light model) non-intuitive and
unclear while another expert found them to be intuitive and very useful, because
they made high predictions more easily detectable. Because the survey also indi-
cated a preference for the tra⁄c-light model, we decided to leave it untouched
until the usability tests gave a more de¢nite answer.

The experts also provided us with insight into the positive aspects of our design. They
believed that most goals of TV viewers are easy to achieve using the interface. Some-
times several di¡erent actions lead to the same result (redundancy), meaning that
no extra shortcuts were needed. Both experts also indicated that they felt they were
in control of the system. They believed that users would have little di⁄culty using
the interface and would also have a feeling of control. The layout was perceived as
generally clear and logical. However, some minor changes were recommended, e.g.
in the placement of labels and the alignment of certain interface elements. These changes
were taken into account in the subsequent prototype. Experts commended the sparse
and hence e¡ective use of colors. General items are displayed in neutral (grayish) colors,
while more important or highlighted items are shown in more striking colors.

6. Usability Testing

Figure 10.9 shows our new prototype, in which we addressed the problems that were
uncovered in the heuristic evaluation while preserving the strong points of the
interface. With this new version we performed two series of usability tests with ¢ve
users each. Usability testing with real users is the most important evaluation method.
In a certain sense, it is irreplaceable because it provides direct information about
how people use computers and what their exact problems are with the concrete
interface being tested (Nielsen, 1993).
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Dumas and Redish (1993) state that usability tests share the following characteristics:

. The primary goal is to improve the usability of the product; each successive test
will have more speci¢c goals.

. The participants represent real users and do real tasks.

. Everything participants do and say should be observed and recorded.

The resulting data is analyzed, the real problems are diagnosed and changes to ¢x
those problems are recommended.

6.1. SETUP OF THE USABILITY TEST

Our ¢rst usability test was conducted with three male and two female participants in
individual sessions. One participant was in the age group of 15^20, two were
21^30, one was 31^45 and one was older than 45. All participants were familiar with
the usage of TVs and had used a PC before: some had limited PC experience, the
others average. They were provided with a tablet PC containing the TV recommender.
Before starting the session, they were allowed to practice the use of the tablet PC
with a stylus as an input device by playing a few games.

All actions performed by the participants were recorded on a VCR by capturing the
image of the tablet PC. The participants were asked to go through several assignments
on their own, without any help from or communication with the observer, and to
think aloud. To ensure that the participants had real goals when using the personalized
EPG, the assignments included questions they had to answer, e.g. ‘How well do
you think the program ‘Newsradio’ suits your interests, according to the system?
(in your own words)’. Participants were clearly instructed that we were evaluating
the user interface and not them, so that if they were unable to carry out an assignment
it was not their fault, but a fault of the interface. In order to assess the perceived
quality of the user interface, participants were asked to ¢ll out a small questionnaire
(16 questions on a 5-point Likert scale). After ¢nishing all assignments, they had
a brief discussion with the observer.

Before our usability test, we de¢ned the following quantitative usability goals:

. All participants must be able to perform all assignments on their own, without
intervention by the observer.

. Each assignment must be completed within a speci¢ed time, which was
determined by measuring our own use of the system (adding a safety margin
because we were well acquainted with the interface) and based on a few small
tests with di¡erent people. The participants were not aware of this prede¢ned
maximum time; they could continue until the assignment was completed, or abort
the current assignment if they felt the system was not responding properly.

The qualitative usability goals were:

. The user interface must be easy to use.

. The interface should be intuitive.
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. How the system presents a prediction and the meaning of the prediction should
be clear.

. It should be easy for users to provide feedback on predictions.

. It should be simple for them to ¢nd explanations of predictions, and these
explanations should be easy to understand.

6.2. RESULTS OF THE FIRST USABILITY TEST

All participants performed all assignments without help from the observer. However,
not all participants accomplished all assignments within our prede¢ned maximum
time (all reported times are true ‘interaction times’ and do not include time spent
reading the question). In particular, we identi¢ed the following problems:

. In the used prototype, the stars of a listed program turned white to indicate
that this was not a prediction but feedback provided previously by the user
for that same program. This appeared to be unclear: it took three participants
more than one minute each to ¢gure out how the interface displayed this
information.

. Users could drag programs to their watch lists by clicking on a handle pane next
to each listing (see Figure 10.8) and then dragging the listing(s) to their watch
lists. Based on the heuristic evaluation, we had already changed the mouse cursor
symbol to indicate that the user could initiate a drag operation when hovering
over this area. Participants nevertheless assumed that a program could be drag-
ged by clicking at any point in its display area. It took two participants more
than 1.5 minutes each to complete the assignment.

. Finally, knowing how to ¢nd out which programs are in a certain genre was
not intuitive (once again it took two participants more than 1.5 minutes each
to complete this assignment the ¢rst time). However, when asked a second
time, all participants completed this assignment well within the maximum
time allotted.

The measured times also indicate that participants quickly learned how to use
the interface. For instance, it took our ¢ve participants an average of 49 seconds
to highlight genres the ¢rst time they had to do this. On a second occasion, it
took them only 19 seconds. All participants were able to work out how to deal
with this particular aspect of the interface, and easily remembered and applied
this knowledge later.

Decreasing execution times for similar tasks were also seen in assignments in which
participants had to drag programs to their watch lists. The ¢rst time it took them
an average of 120 seconds, and the second time only 12 seconds. Because the average
time for completing this assignment the ¢rst time greatly exceeded the maximum
allowable time limit, we changed the way programs could be dragged to the watch
list: dragging could now be initiated by clicking anywhere in the display area of a
program, rather than a dedicated handle only.
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6.2.1. Presentation of Recommendations

All participants instantly understood the meaning of the stars that indicated their pre-
dicted interest in a particular program. Also, when looking for more information on
a certain program, they intuitively clicked on the program in question. Participants agreed
that the interface clearly indicated whether or not a program would meet their interests
(score 4.2 out of 5). The use of colors (green, yellow and red stars)was seen as explanatory
and clarifying (score 4.6 out of 5). This calmed the concern that arose in the heuristic
evaluation; users do appreciate the use of colors for presenting predictions.

In our design, the di¡erence between a recommendation and a program for which
the user had already provided feedback was expressed by replacing the prediction
with the feedback of the user, and visually changing the color of the stars to white.
This only appeared to be clear to two of the participants. One of the other three
noticed it later in the test. We made this clearer in the next version of our prototype,
by adding a small icon of a person beside the stars if the rating was based on feedback
given by the user (the color still changed to white) and by making it clearer when
providing feedback (see next section).

6.2.2. Providing Feedback on Recommendations

All participants were able to quickly access the part of the interface with which they
could give feedback on a program recommendation. The way to do this with the feed-
back widget was purposely kept redundant: users could use the slider or directly click
on the stars. Three participants used the slider only, one participant clicked on
the stars only, and one participant used both options.

After rating a program in a pop-up window, four out of ¢ve participants were
insecure about how to close the window. One participant pressed the ‘Reset’ button,
while others eventually used the ‘X’ button in the top-right corner of the pop-up.
One of the participants reopened the pop-up window in order to make sure that
his feedback was saved properly. During the discussion, four participants indicated
that they expected some explicit feature to save their feedback, such as a save button.
The lack of speci¢c feedback from the system on their actions resulted in insecurity.
This ¢nding is in contradiction with the opinion of one of the usability experts in
the heuristic evaluation. It appears that although it takes an extra action, users prefer
to be certain that their feedback is saved. We changed this in the user interface
by reintroducing the save button. The save button is only enabled when the user
has given or changed a rating. Pressing the button changes two visual states: the stars
of the feedback widget changes by turning the color of the stars to white (the same
color that is used for the stars in the program listing for a program the user had
already given feedback on) and the save button becomes disabled.

According to the ¢nal questionnaire, four participants agreed that giving feedback
on a recommendation takes little e¡ort (score 4.75 out of 5) while 1 participant
was indecisive about this matter.
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6.2.3. Explanations of Recommendations

All participants were able to quickly access the part of the interface with which they
could ¢nd explanations about a prediction. This was also con¢rmed by the ¢nal ques-
tionnaire, in which all participants agreed that the explanations were easy to ¢nd
(score 4.8 out of 5). Participants also indicated that explanations were visualized
in a good way (score 5 out of 5) and that the explanations serve their purpose well,
because they clarify the recommendation (score 4.6 out of 5). Participants also indi-
cated that they found the explanations to be relatively credible (score 3.8 out of 5).
However, some participants indicated that they would like more detailed explana-
tions. The survey also indicated that some people prefer minimal explanations, while
others prefer more details. Therefore, in our next prototype we allowed users to
ask for more details when desired.

6.2.4. Interaction with Various Interface Components

In general, participants found that the interface was easy to use (score 4.2 out of 5) and
that they were in control of it (score 4.6 out of 5). This conclusion is also supported
by the measured times it took participants to complete the assignments.

Separating the interface into di¡erent main functions on tabbed ‘¢le cards’ (see
Figure 10.9) also appeared to be a good design decision. All participants managed
to ¢nd information on these ¢le cards quickly, and knew intuitively how to use
the tabs. Finally, the pop-up window with extended program information, feedback
and explanations appeared in a ¢xed position relative to the program on which
the user clicked. Some participants mentioned that this obstructed the programs listed
below the selected program, and suggested making the window draggable. This
was changed in the follow-up prototype.

6.3. ITERATION

Because some of the changes to the original prototype were not trivial (e.g. how user
ratings are saved and how they are visually presented), iterative design theory requires
another evaluation test, which could focus on the revised parts of the interface.
Another usability test was therefore performed that was similar to the one described
in the previous section. Five di¡erent participants were asked to participate (one
in the age group of 15^20, two in the group 21^30, one in the group 31^40 and
one well above 41). The usability goals of this test corresponded with the usability
goals of the previous test but focused on the changed aspects of the interface.

This second evaluation attested signi¢cant improvements in the usability of the
prototype. All participants were able to perform all assignments within the estimated
time limit without help from the observer. Measured times for completing the assign-
ments show that the changes made to the prototype greatly simplify the tasks that
proved to be too di⁄cult in the ¢rst usability test. Dragging four programs of their
own choice to the watch list took participants an average of 79 seconds (compared
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to 137 seconds in the ¢rst usability test). Participants felt that dragging programs
could be done very intuitively because a drag action could be initiated from any point
on a TV program display. Another important result was that participants instantly
recognized the programs they had given feedback on; they all understood that the
presence of a white person-like icon, which was added to this last prototype, indicated
that they had given feedback on that particular program. This was a considerable
improvement, considering that users had troubles ¢guring out what programs they
had rated previously during the ¢rst usability test; this took them an average of
117 seconds. During the second usability test, the same task was completed in an
average of 8 seconds.

Results of the second evaluation indicate that the usability problems identi¢ed
during the ¢rst test were resolved. No new usability problems were identi¢ed, which
is why no further adjustments to the prototype were necessary.

6.4. FUTURE EVALUATIONS AND RESEARCH

The usability tests described in this section were the last tests we performed on the
prototype interface. However, before a TV recommender system and its user interface
as described in this chapter can be marketed commercially, more extensive usability
tests should be performed involving usage in real-life household settings with a sub-
stantial larger number of users and over a longer period of time. The usage on multiple
devices, individual user characteristics (such as color blindness), and integration with
devices such as digital video recorders should also be taken into account. Additional
usability problems could then be uncovered that remain unnoticed in a more
laboratory-like environment.

7. Conclusions

This chapter has addressed the issue of the design of a usable interface for a TV recom-
mender system, with a focus on three aspects of a recommender system that are re£ec-
ted in the user interface, namely the presentation of predictions, the presentation
of explanations, and the provision of feedback to the recommender. In order to
develop an intuitive, easy-to-use interface and to develop guidelines for TV
recommender system interfaces, we conducted an iterative design process. The chapter
focused on both the design process itself and the results of the various design steps
and evaluations, resulting in a number of guidelines for designing user interfaces
of TV recommender systems.

7.1. USER INTERFACE DESIGN PROCESS

Regarding the user interface design process itself, we can conclude that an iterative
design process is indeed necessary for creating high-quality user interfaces. Di¡erent
analysis, design and evaluation techniques all contribute to improving the design
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of the interface. Some methods (such as brainstorming and interactive design sessions)
are very suitable early in the design process because they help to gain good general
insight into users’ expectations and wishes.

Following well-established guidelines for interface design very strictly from the
beginning of the process will result in fewer usability problems at a later stage. Much
attention should be devoted to this point: even though we paid close attention to
these established guidelines, some usability problems were still discovered later that
could be traced back to a lack of compliance of the design with these guidelines.

Surveys are an excellent means for asking users their opinions on user interface
widgets, especially when using an interactive on-line survey in which users can rea-
listically test di¡erent options. Heuristic evaluations should be performed on the ¢rst
prototypes, because these can quickly identify several usability issues without having
to bother users with them. When these issues have been resolved, it is time to involve
users in the evaluation process again by performing usability tests. In these tests,
the most important problems that real users have when using the interface are
uncovered. In order to resolve any remaining or newly introduced usability problems
(due to changes made to correct problems identi¢ed previously), any improved version
of the user interface should be re-tested.

In this design process, we also discovered the necessity of using di¡erent evaluation
techniques. Sometimes con£icts between the results of di¡erent tests arose, indicating
a latent usability problem that needed to be investigated in more detail. The di¡erent
design and evaluation techniques also allow customization options to be identi¢ed
that manifest themselves as di¡erences in opinions between di¡erent groups of users.
When customization options are based on such di¡erences, the options o¡ered to
users are based on user’s customization wishes, and not on what could be referred
to as postponed design decisions (these are problems in the design about which
designers are indecisive and which are often turned into options so the user can
make the decision).

7.2. THE USER INTERFACE

During the entire process, we identi¢ed several guidelines for the design of a TV
recommender user interface, the details of which have been discussed in this chapter.
In summary, the main guidelines concerning the three investigated aspects of a
TV recommender system are as follows:

. When designing a user interface for a TV recommender system, one should use
well-established patterns in presenting predictions and providing feedback ^
in this case present predictions using ¢ve stars, with the center star representing
the neutral value ^ and if the user wants to use color for the predictions, use
the tra⁄c light pattern. A clear distinction should also be made between the
presentation of a prediction and the presentation of feedback already given
on a program.
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. Concerning feedback, it is best to use the same type of presentation and scale as
that for presenting predictions (consistency), although some interaction redun-
dancy in providing feedback can improve the feedback process. Consistency
means that not only the scale of prediction and feedback should be the same,
but also their granularity. Furthermore, the feedback widget should be loosely
integrated with the presentation of the prediction and the use of color should
be similar for both predictions and feedback. Also clearly indicate when the
user’s feedback has been stored in his pro¢le. Allowing the user to explicitly save
the feedback, thus preventing uncertainty, might do this.

. Recommender systems should be able to explain their predictions, although only
when requested. Most people want explanations to be concise, without too much
detail on the inner working of the prediction engine. However, some people want
more detail than others, making it wise to allow users to obtain additional
explanatory data upon request. Again, make sure that consistency exists
between the prediction, feedback and explanations. The modality of the
explanations should at least contain a graph or table.

In order for TV recommenders to have a clear additional bene¢t for customers as
compared to their current TV systems, a usable interface is crucial. We hope that
our guidelines will help others in their design process. We also hope that designers
will nevertheless employ an iterative design process and involve users wherever pos-
sible, because every user interface will be di¡erent, with a di¡erent visual look
and perhaps additional functionality (e.g. integrated digital video recorders). In this
chapter, we primarily focused on the user interface aspects of the recommendation
part of a TV recommender system. Other parts of a fully interactive personalized
digital TV system also need to be designed for usability.

The ¢nal prototype can be found on-line at http://tiv.telin.nl/duine/tv/ui.
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Chapter 11

The Time-Pillar World
A 3DParadigm for the New Enlarged TV Information Domain

FABIO PITTARELLO
Dipartimento di Informatica, Universit�aa C�aa Foscari di Venezia, Via Torino 155,
30172 Mestre (Venezia), Italia

Abstract. This study discusses a paradigm for exploring the digital TV information domain,
characterized by a large number of channels. The proposal is based on the introduction of
ambiguous schemes for organizing information related to the TVdomain; these schemes, already
popular and successful for seeking information on theweb, are here introduced for helping people
who appreciate iterative and interactive search, involving mechanisms of associative learning.
Serendipity is here used as an approach complementary to exact organization schemes and useful
especially for zappers who browse the TV domain without knowing, in advance, what they
are looking for. The TV domain is here presented as a fully navigable 3D world populated
by visual counterparts of TV channels, called time-pillars. These artifacts are composite objects
that o¡er simpli¢ed access to TV information and a number of related functions. The paradigm
introduced in this study supports users who prefer the explorative approach for navigating
TV streams, and in particular the part of the TV domain that is not supported by any Electronic
Program Guide (EPG) or other complementary information services. The 3D metaphor can
be used also as an interface for EPGs, in order to obtain a less fragmented view of the whole
TV domain. The impact on users has been validated with an iterative procedure, i.e., a pilot
study and a subsequent more detailed experiment, which have con¢rmed the usefulness of
the approach and given useful hints for future development.

Key words. 3D, convergence, cooperation, digital TV, information visualization, serendipity,
virtual worlds.

1. Introduction

The new digital TV domain is characterized by the availability of hundreds of
channels, both general and thematic. While this abundance o¡ers new information
opportunities to the average TV viewer, content-seeking tools currently available
on consumer TV sets have not evolved much and often do not enable TV viewers
to cope with information overload problems.

In recent years, a number of researchers have proposed di¡erent solutions for
¢ltering channel information; an interesting overview of such techniques is proposed
in this volume (Smyth et al.). These methodologies cope with the problem of
information overload by recommending a selection of TV streams or a list of
opportunities ordered by rank on the basis of static user pro¢les and dynamic usage
information.

L. Ardissono et al. (eds.), Personalized Digital Television, 287^320, 2004.
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Unfortunately, these approaches cannot be easily extended to the whole TV
domain, because today there is no comprehensive source of information associated
with TV streams that can be used as an input to those recommendation engines.
Besides, a signi¢cant part of the broadcasters do not provide complementary
information sources associated with their video streams.

Finally, ¢ltering techniques are less useful for TV viewers who prefer to browse the
TV domain with an explorative approach. The user categorization proposed by Hara
(Hara et al., in this volume) shows that this category includes a signi¢cant part
of TV viewers. They are referred to as diversion-seeker zappers. This study addresses
the needs of this signi¢cant category of users, who appreciate browsing through
the entire TV domain, including in particular that part which is not supported by
any Electronic Program Guide (EPG) or alternative information services.

According to Rosenfeld and Morville (Rosenfeld et al., 2002), known-item search
(seeking information knowing exactly the target) is not the only modality for seeking
information. Users who know the exact label of what they are searching for and want
to ¢nd it as quickly as possible use this paradigm. However, in other cases, users have
a vague idea of what they are looking for, and if they are enabled to explore the domain,
they may learn about information they had not considered before starting browsing.

Rosenfeld and Morville suggest that these modes of ¢nding information are not
mutually exclusive, but they are both successful search modalities for web informa-
tion. Users browsing through the web switch between known-item search and
serendipitous1 navigation.

While known-item search characterizes most consumer TV interfaces, and ¢ltering
techniques are applied by many recommender systems to reduce the number of per-
ceivable streams, this work introduces serendipitous browsing as a complementary
means of exploring the new enlarged TV domain. A new 3D paradigm that allows
sophisticated exploration behaviors with a simple user interface is presented and
discussed in the following sections.

Concerning TV content, this study helps TV viewers to be informed about those
channels that are not supported by complementary information sources, and are
therefore invisible to the ¢ltering engines. This is not an infrequent situation: digital
technology has lowered broadcasting costs and many small TV stations broadcast
their content, often without any information associated with their streams. The advent
of new e⁄cient compression schemes, such as MPEG4 (Pereira et al., 2002), will
probably enhance this trend.

The paradigm and the underlying architecture proposed here allow the user to
monitor the content of these channels. Monitoring channels simply allow the user
to record and see what has been broadcast in the past few hours or days, and does
not give the opportunity of being informed about upcoming streams. Anyway, it

1Serendipity is the faculty of making fortunate discovery by accident.The term was coined by the English
author HoraceWalpole after the title of a fairy tale, called TheThree Princes of Serendip; according toWalpole,
as their highnesses traveled, theywere always making discoveries, by accidents and sagacity, of things which they
were not in quest of. (Lewis,1960).
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is the only opportunity of enlightening a consistent part of the TV domain when other
information sources are lacking.

An extended architecture using media convergence and the same interaction
paradigms is presented to considerably augment the quantity of monitored channels.
While the main part of this study is related to hidden channels, this extension
also allows TV viewers to use the system as an EPG, open to the contribution of
broadcasters who want to collaborate actively to spread information about their
future shows.

In conclusion, this paradigm will allow users to have a less fragmented vision of the
TV domain.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates the main features of the
3D informative environment for the exploration of the TV domain. Section 3 discusses
the time-pillar, the main component of the 3D environment. The user interface of
the prototype implementation and the underlying system architecture are described
in Section 4. Section 5 illustrates how the proposal can be greatly enhanced by a
cooperative approach using media convergence. Section 6 discusses the proposal,
comparing the design choices with related literature. Section 7 evaluates the 3D inter-
face. Section 8 draws the conclusion and suggests future developments.

2. A 3D Approach for Exploring the TV Domain

The introduction of serendipitous browsing for the TV domain is here associated with
a 3D metaphor. Precisely, a topical and metaphor-driven ambiguous scheme
(Rosenfeld et al., 2002) is used to organize information and allow users to browse it.

While the topical scheme is a well-known method for grouping items of a speci¢c
domain, the association of topics with a visual representation guarantees additional
advantages, such as an intuitive approach and a progressive and easier development
of mental maps for the visited domain. Section 6 gives better insights about the
rationale for such a choice.

The paradigm for the exploration of the TV domain is based on the 3D environ-
ment shown in Figure 11.1. This environment does not aim to compete with the
known-item search approach in the trivial task of selecting a speci¢c channel. Rather,
it suggests a di¡erent way of navigating channel information, more similar to Internet
browsing than to the traditional interaction with a TV set. The underlying idea is
to provide an interface that allows users to move through an information-rich
environment and to encounter serendipitously channel streams and related data.
Two classes of object characterize the 3D scenario:

^ Higher scale objects (mainly architectural or symbolic entities such as a theatre,
a stadium, etc.), visible from a distance, that mark the di¡erent zones of the
environment. These landmarks are associated with speci¢c topics for thematic
channels, e.g., sports, music, news and culture, or languages for the general
channels, e.g., Italian, English and French.

^ Visual counterparts of TV channels, called time-pillars.
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The time-pillars are sophisticated artifacts placed in the di¡erent zones character-
ized by the landmarks, according to thematic or language criteria. For example
the time-pillars representing channels related to the theme theatre are displayed
next to a simpli¢ed representation of a theatre. The resulting landscape is a 3D
environment articulated in venues with a speci¢c morphology and connected by a
grid of visible paths.

3. The Time-pillars

The time-pillars (Figure 11.2) that populate the 3D environment are articulated
objects that o¡er simpli¢ed access to information and a set of related functions.
Each time-pillar is associated with a TV channel: the broadcaster’s name is
visualized on the base of the pillar. A quick overview of the content that is
broadcasted is seen in real time by clicking over the cube on the summit of
the pillar. The central part of the pillar addresses content exploration and
summarization. Indeed, the time-pillar allows the recording and retrieval of audio
and video streams; this feature gives the user the chance to monitor a speci¢c
channel for a period.

Figure 11.1. A 3D world for the TV domain.
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The time-pillar is conceived for a 3D environment that can be freely navigated by
users, therefore it can be seen from di¡erent directions. Users can manage the partial
visual occlusion of the content by clicking on the upper part of the time-pillar to
rotate the central part of the spiral.

The spiral scheme is taken from the tradition of Roman art, in particular that
relating to the narration of historical events, such as Trajan’s Column (Bianchi
Bandinelli, 1970). This column, conceived in the 2nd century A.D., contained more
than 2,000 ¢gures illustrating episodes of the Dacian war. The novelty of this
monument was the idea of representing the war scenes using an helicoidal band
of ¢gures spiralling up.

Each pillar is the visual counterpart of a speci¢c channel and each recorded video
sequence has a counterpart in its spiral. Users can click on the snapshots on the spiral
to visualize the related video fragment. The insertion order on the surface of the pillars
re£ects the temporal order of the recorded video events.

Figure 11.3 illustrates a monitoring session. The user activates the recording
activity by clicking on the base of the pillar. At regular time intervals (about 20
minutes), short video fragments of the selected channel are recorded by the
underlying hardware. A snapshot of the recording is generated for each fragment
and visualized on the time-pillar surface; ¢nally the snapshot is linked to the stored
video stream. In 24 hours the entire surface of the pillar is textured with active
snapshots that can be examined by the user.

Figure 11.2. The time-pillar.
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4. User Interface of the Prototype

Figure 11.4 illustrates the visual interface of the prototype. The 3D environment
occupies the right part of the screen. The upper part of the screen is reserved for
a text label indicating the zone of the 3D world the user is navigating. The lower
part of the screen is reserved for the navigation controls (automated tour, guided

Figure 11.3. Recording video streams.

Figure 11.4. The interface of the prototype.
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tour, free walk and map). The zone for broadcast playback occupies the left part of the
screen; each time the user selects a snapshot of the spiral or the cube on top of
the pillar, the related video stream is played in this area. Finally, the lower left part
of the screen is reserved for text information related to the selected channel.

Four paradigms are available for navigation:

^ Automatic tour: this allows the automatic exploration of the whole 3D
environment using a prede¢ned path and viewpoints. The user can click the
Zones button in order to activate a panoramic navigation through the thematic
and general zones. This modality allows the user to navigate quickly through
the available zones without examining the time-pillars in detail. The user
can also click the TV Channels button to get an exhaustive and more detailed
navigation through all the available pillars. The users may switch seamlessly
between the two modalities in order to examine in detail only the zones they
are more interested in, speeding up the whole navigation process. In both cases,
the transition between di¡erent zones and pillars is scheduled by the system.

^ Guided tour: this paradigm enables the user to explore the whole TV domain
systematically, using the same prede¢ned path and viewpoints of the previous
paradigm. In this case, the user is required to control each step in the path,
moving from zone to zone (i.e., Zoneþ and Zone-buttons), or from channel
to channel (i.e., TV Channelþ and TV Channel-buttons).

^ Free walk: this is conceived for wandering freely through the TV domain,
using four directional buttons. In this case the user may choose the preferred
viewpoint.

^ Map: when the user clicks on the Map button, a miniature of the 3D world is
visualized on the lower right part of the screen. The user may directly reach
a speci¢c venue by clicking on this map.

The interface proposed is adaptable (see Section 6.4): users may take advantage of
all the four paradigms by switching between the di¡erent navigation modalities
according to their needs.

Figure 11.5 shows a typical interaction sequence in the time-pillar world. First
(Figure 11.5A), the user explores the TV world by using one of the four available
navigation paradigms. Next, the user reaches the Economics zone (Figure 11.5B),
which hosts all the channels related to this theme. The identity of the zone is marked
by the presence of a big textured monolith; when the user reaches this zone only
the time-pillar on the right is partially ¢lled with content. In Figure 11.5C the user
approaches the CanaleLavoro (a job opportunities related channel) time-pillar
and clicks on its base to activate recording. After a few hours the user again reaches
this time-pillar (Figure 11.5D), which is partially mapped with snapshots showing
the result of the monitoring activity. At this point, the user may click on these
snapshots in order to view the recorded fragments.

Figure 11.6 illustrates the components of the software architecture required to
implement the time-pillar world. The 3D visualization component presents the 3D
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metaphor and receives the input from the interaction component. When the user
decides to monitor a speci¢c channel, the interaction component sends the update
component a request to activate the recording.

The update component activates the scheduler, which starts the recording
according to a speci¢c algorithm (¢xed scheduling) and stores the recorded streams
in the media repository. At the same time, the update component modi¢es the

Figure 11.5. A – Navigating the time-pillar word. B – Overview of the Economics zone. C – The

CanaleLavoro time-pillar. D – The CanaleLavoro time-pillar after the monitoring activity.

Figure 11.6. Stand-alone software architecture.
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3D world by revising the pointers to the video snapshots and streams progressively
available in the media repository.

We have developed a prototype for the evaluation of the time-pillar proposal
running on a personal computer with a 3D accelerated graphics card and a DVB-S
card for satellite TV. Concerning the standards and the languages suitable for building
the 3D metaphor, MPEG4 (Pereira et al., 2002) was considered as one of the most
interesting candidates for its ability to integrate di¡erent media, including 3D content.
Unfortunately, the research performed so far has not led to implementations
useful for a prototype. Therefore the application was implemented using VRML
(Carey, 1997).

5. Information Sharing

Our prototype allows a single user to navigate the TV domain by monitoring the
broadcasts of speci¢c channels. Unfortunately, it is possible to explore only a small
quantity of channels because the decoder included in the system can monitor only
one channel. Therefore, the usefulness of our solution for an extensive navigation
inside the TV domain is limited.

In this section, an extension to the software architecture, using the same paradigm
described in the previous sections, is discussed.

The convergence with Internet, combined with a cooperative approach, o¡ers the
chance to monitor a large number of channels by avoiding the hardware constraints
of stand-alone con¢gurations. The proposal can be realistically applied, given the
capabilities of the recent video compression schemes and the progressive di¡usion
of DSL and ¢ber technologies for the network.

In order to ¢ll the time-pillar world with information, two additional typologies of
content contributors are considered: remote users, sharing on the network the result
of their channel monitoring activity, and o⁄cial broadcasters, ¢lling the time-pillars
with previews of forthcoming programs (excluding live shows). In the latter case,
the time-pillars are used as EPGs. As discussed in Section 7, our evaluation study
has con¢rmed the users’ interest in the introduction of this function.

The networked version of the system allows the users to view a variety of
information sources with the same interface. In this scenario during their exploration
the users ¢nd a large number of pillars already ¢lled with content, ready to be
explored.

Figure 11.7 shows an example of the resulting 3D environment. The boxes
represent the di¡erent zones that characterize the 3D scene. The colors of the pillars
identify the origin of the content:

^ red pillars for content recorded on the local user system;
^ grey pillars for content monitored by other users, recorded on their remote

systems and shared over the network;
^ yellow pillars for content delivered by o⁄cial broadcasters, related to

forthcoming programs.
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5.1. EXTENDED ARCHITECTURE AND COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL

Opening the system to external contributions requires the de¢nition of additional
software components distributed over the network. The dynamism that characterizes
the TV domain suggests the introduction of an independent coordination server
(Figure 11.8), which plays the role of a uni¢ed and updated source, capable of
managing all the remote contributions.

The coordination server is not only the passive repository of information sent by
remote data sources; it is also responsible for maintaining a list of all the TV channels.
The o⁄cial broadcasters and the remote users can ¢ll in only the time-pillars related
to channels in this list. Finally, the team of the coordination server is responsible
for determining the morphology of the 3D world, including the layout of the
time-pillars. Individual personalization of the 3D geometry might be considered
for a future version of the system, even if this is problematic in a shared environment
(see Section 6.1).

The architecture of the stand-alone system described in Section 4 is updated by
adding a communication component for network communication.

Figure 11.7. Time-pillars and information sources.

Figure 11.8. Retrieving a video stream from a remote user.
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Figure 11.8 shows two personal systems using the same architecture and
communication protocol that share information over the network.

Figure 11.9 illustrates the communication protocol for retrieving content from a
remote user. Each remote user, after registration with the coordination server,
periodically sends information about the channels it has monitored, i.e., the URLs
of the video streams available in its media repository (step 1). The coordination server
veri¢es in its private repository the availability of alternative sources for these
channels. If no o⁄cial broadcaster source or more recent recorded streams from other
remote users are available, the server updates the public repository of information
pointers with the new contribution. Otherwise no update occurs and the new data
is stored only in the private repository of the server for future use.

When the local user system (Figures 11.8 and 11.9, on the left) starts, or at periodic
time intervals, its communication component retrieves from the coordination server
information about the morphology of the 3D world and all the remote users registered
on the coordination server (steps 2 and 3 in Figure 11.9). If any modi¢cation of
the 3Dworld structure has occurred, the update component of the user system updates
its own local version.

Then, the remote users are queried in order to verify if they are up and running
(step 4). After the acknowledgement (step 5), the snapshots and the video URLs
associated with the time-pillars are updated in the local user system; ¢nally the local
user system requests the multimedia data from the remote users (steps 6 and 7).

The broadcaster’s contribution allows the system to extend its own functionality by
providing the opportunity to use the time-pillar interface also as an EPG for
forthcoming programs.

Figure 11.10 shows a personal system retrieving information from a broadcaster.
The software architecture of a broadcaster sharing content on the network is
composed of: a media repository storing multimedia streams; a content management
component that builds the EPG and updates the content on the media repository;
a communication component that receives the EPG from the content management
component and sends it to the coordination server over the network.

The communication protocol described in Figure 11.9 is still valid for retrieving
streams from a broadcaster. O⁄cial broadcasters have priority over the monitoring
activity performed by remote users on the same channel. Therefore, the coordination
server will always update its public repository of pointers with more recent
information coming from the broadcasters.

The implementation e¡ort of the distributed architecture has been devoted so far
to analyzing and experimenting the best combination of supporting technologies.
A prototype under development uses coordination technology to exchange informa-
tion between the components distributed on the network. By using VRML and
coordination languages (Gelertner, 1985), we have implemented, for evaluation
purposes, a prototype of a virtual world shared by some remote users. The prototype
demonstrated the technical feasibility of putting together all the technologies needed
for the extended architecture and will be used as a basis for future development.
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Figure 11.9. Protocol for retrieving content from the network.
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6. Discussion and Related Work

The development of the proposal has been guided by the principles of user-centered
design (ISO 13407, 1999; Kreitzberg, 1996; Norman et al., 1986). This approach
is characterized by at least three activities (analysis, design and evaluation) that must
be performed iteratively in order to achieve good usability results.

The analysis phase was characterized by the identi¢cation of a major user need,
i.e., coping with the complexity of the new enlarged TV domain, characterized by
severe information problems. While the recognition of this issue constitutes the initial
motivation of a signi¢cant number of proposals in this volume (O’Sullivan et al.;
Smyth et al.; Zimmerman et al.), our analysis focused also on the additional needs
of a particular class of users: the so-called zappers, who prefer an explorative
approach to channel ¢ltering for browsing the TV domain. Searching the TV domain
is often di⁄cult, because only a few of the broadcasters provide metadata associated
with TV streams that may be used as input by search engines for retrieving content.

Recalling what was discussed in Section 1, our analysis led to the de¢nition of a
paradigm supporting users who prefer the explorative approach, addressing that part
of the TV domain not supported by the EPGs.

The proposal introduces ambiguous schemes and serendipitous browsing as an
approach complementary to exact organization schemes. This approach is here asso-
ciated with a 3D visual metaphor. Most of this section discusses the motivation
for the speci¢c design choices that led to the development of the prototype described
in the sections above, comparing it with related work.

6.1. THE 3D METAPHOR

By choosing a 3D explorative paradigm for browsing the TV domain we deliberately
went back to the origin of the serendipitous approach, characterized by the subjective
involvement for seeking information and by the reduction of the cognitive distance
between users and the objects of their search.

Figure 11.10. Retrieving a video stream from a broadcaster.
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The explorative approach was selected to cope with the wide extension of the
TV domain, which could hardly have been presented to users with a static viewpoint
without recurring to intermediate abstract schemes (see Nikolovska et al., 1998,
described later in this section) that inhibit associative presentation of details belonging
to di¡erent channels and therefore one of the most interesting aspects of serendipitous
search.

Interaction in 3D environments characterizes the lives of all humans beings. There-
fore using the same paradigm for accessing information may be suitable for a wide
range of people, including casual users.

Moreover, the visual metaphor allows users to conjugate exploration with the pro-
gressive accumulation of knowledge. The ability of human beings to remember objects
when they are placed in a structured visual context has been extensively exploited
since the origin of Western civilization, leading to di¡erent e¡ective memorization
methodologies, such as the method of loci. Orators extensively used this method
and its derivations during the Classical period. Further development occurred during
the Renaissance, when memory specialists developed sophisticated schemes to help
memorization (Yates, 1966). In recent times the memory empowerment provided
by visual stimuli has been con¢rmed by the modern neurosciences (Baddeley, 1998).

The purpose of the time-pillar world metaphor is to give users a stimulating
environment, where they are free to wander around and encounter information.
At the same time, they progressively build a mental map of the scenery, the objects
within it and their mutual spatial relationships. The cognitive e¡ort guides them
in subsequent navigations and allows them to retrieve themes and channels, without
preventing them from encountering unexpected new information.

Recent studies empirically investigate spatial memory performance across 2D
and 3D visual interfaces. While some of these studies (Cockburn et al., 2002) do
not con¢rm the superiority of 3D interfaces for rapid retrieval of data items from
static-perspective abstract spatial organizations, others (Ark et al., 1998), considering
the task of object retrieval on £at 2D backgrounds or in 3D ecological representa-
tions, show improved performances for the latter situation. Interestingly, even studies
that do not recognize the supposed superiority of 3D interfaces (Cockburn et al.,
2001) ¢nd higher subjective user ratings for 3D.

Another signi¢cant study (Ware et al., 1996) shows that 3D interfaces with the
ability to change the viewpoint outperform 2D display in tasks related to the com-
prehension of complex abstract structures.

Considering commercial products, we can notice that 3D based interfaces for
managing o⁄ce tasks are shifting from solutions based on static-perspective (Alspach
et al., 1995) to paradigms characterized by an explorative approach with dynamic
change of the viewpoint, corresponding to the subjective vision of the user wandering
into the scene (Win3D).

Concerning 3D interfaces for TV content, a remarkable attempt comes from the
NewsNow prototype (Marrin et al., 2001). The project explores the scenario of
a new content paradigm for interactive TV, breaking with the traditional video
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presentation and proposing personalized news combining video fragments in a 3D
world. Unfortunately, rather than being the proposal of a new metaphor for channel
exploration, it is focused on personalizing the content of a speci¢c broadcaster.

A group of researchers (Nikolovska et al., 1998) has proposed an approach for
exploring TV channel data in a 3D information environment. Each program is repre-
sented on a 2D plane as a box marked with a color associated with a speci¢c genre
(e.g., ¢lm, sport, etc.). Users can browse the 2D plane or they may use a search tool
that allows them to query the system by category and time. The third dimension
is used to evidence the programs resulting from the query and to allow users to shift
among the di¡erent days of the current week; other planes are used for displaying
the query tool and for giving a preview of a speci¢c program chosen by the users.

Users access TV data changing dynamically their viewpoint on the 3D scene, but
the authors fail to explain the navigation mechanisms of their interface. Navigation
is a fundamental activity for interfaces based on the explorative approach that
has been considered as a primary issue in the time-pillar world.

While the authors claim that their approach may be used for a large number of
channels, the metaphor adopted does not seem to be useful for examining such a
large number of data on a 2D plane. The snapshots shown by the authors illustrate
a scenario with a limited number of channels (about 20). The interface does not seem
able to give, in a single view, a complete panorama of the 500 TV channels proposed
by the authors without losing all the signi¢cant details for identifying them.
This is an indirect con¢rmation of the di⁄culty in representing the complex TV
information domain using a single viewpoint on the scene.

The snapshots show that, to cope with this problem, users are required to zoom on
speci¢c areas for viewing details; but, acting this way starting from a large information
2D plane they would lose the context, feel disoriented and without any reference,
such as labels or images associated with TV programs, helping them to know where
they are.

Finally, viewing a preview of the programs content requires the users to shift from
the location of the speci¢c program on the 2D plane to a specialized area where
all the previews are visualized. Users who want to access several previews are subject
to several changes of context. The time-pillar world is characterized by a smoother
approach supporting associative vision of streams belonging to di¡erent channels.
This approach does not give such an unusable overview of the TV domain and favours
the immediate vision of content without requiring any change of context. Users
can immediately access the information associated with a given channel and can easily
access the content of the neighbouring channels.

Another important issue in the making of the time-pillar world was to establish the
responsibility for designing the scene and disposing the time-pillars. The solution
proposed currently takes advantage of an organized pool of collaborating authors
who, along the same lines as in the Yahoo team, establish the taxonomy of the
TV domain and consequently the relations between the 3D objects on the scene.
Amodest level of personalization for the time-pillars might be implemented in a future
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version (this was one of the features suggested by some of the volunteers participating
in the evaluation test, see Section 7), but it should be considered very carefully in
order to avoid unnecessary cognitive overload. Furthermore, geometry personaliza-
tion would be problematic in a multi-user 3D world that might be a possible extension
for the time-pillar metaphor.

6.2. NAVIGATION PARADIGMS

Due to the navigational nature of the interface, the establishment of simple and
consistent navigation metaphors becomes a primary goal for the time-pillar world;
the issue of navigation inside virtual environments has been explored only in recent
times (Modjeska, 2000), and still represents a challenge for human interaction
research (Brutzman, 2002).

Recent studies show that navigation in 3D worlds can bene¢t from the de¢nition of
tools that guide the user in the scene (Haik et al., 2002). Research for automatic path
computation to assist 3D navigation of complex synthetic environments has produced
interesting results (Salomon et al., 2003), avoiding problems related to the movements
of an unconstrained camera in the scene.

The time-pillar world, however, has gone beyond this navigation scheme by
implementing four di¡erent navigation paradigms that could give users with hetero-
geneous skills the possibility of using the same 3D interface. According to Pejtersen
and Rasmussen (Pejtersen et al., 1997), interface learning is an important part of
the interaction process. During the interaction process users learn the interface,
gradually shifting from knowledge-based behaviors, characterized by analytical
reasoning, to skill-based behaviors, characterized by automated subconscious execu-
tion of tasks. A successful interface should provide di¡erent interaction modalities
and should allow the users to shift between di¡erent behaviors and cognitive styles,
according to their pro¢les and to the dynamic evolution of their skills.

The introduction of higher scale objects or landmarks, functioning as reference
points (Vinson, 1999), was an additional help in making navigation easier.

6.3. THE TIME-PILLAR

The time-pillar is the most important and complex artifact of the 3D environment.
This Section will explain the rationale for the choice of the time-pillar scheme,
comparing it with other schemes taken from information visualization research.

The starting requirement for its design was suitability for representing temporally-
ordered visual information in a compact way, without hiding the surrounding context.
A number of studies demonstrate the importance of having visible landmarks to avoid
disorientation in 3D environments. This requirement seems particularly important
for women, as has been shown in an interesting study (Czerwinski et al., 2002), which
suggests the use of larger displays that allow users to see a larger number of landmarks
and context-related information, thus diminishing the cognitive e¡ort.
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While the linear and grid schemes currently used in graphical interfaces for
managing video streams (Tse et al., 1999) hide a signi¢cant percentage of the interface
area, the spiral scheme proposed in this work has smoother requirements, see
Figure 11.11.

It should be noticed that, although the basic scheme for the time-pillar artifact
comes from ancient times, the approach is comparable with modern information
visualization techniques (Card et al., 1991). Similar to the cone trees (Hemmje,
1995; Robertson et al., 1991) the perspective wall (Mackinlay et al., 1991) and
the ¢sh-eye (Sarkar, 1994) schemes, the spiral scheme shows a portion of the
information in detail; adjacent information is displayed at a coarser, but still
understandable level of detail. Using this technique, it is possible to see a signi¢cant
amount of information while reducing the reserved display space.

Due to the explorative nature of the environment, an additional requirement for the
artifact was its suitability to properly display information from di¡erent viewpoints
without requiring additional user motion for examining all the content. The linear
and grid schemes, usually conceived for WIMP interfaces, are problematic. Their
insertion in a 3D environment would require the de¢nition of additional interactive
behaviours to automatically head such artifacts towards the users. Moreover, given
the usual screen ratio, the linear scheme would require additional animation for
moving the artifact laterally, in order to let the user to see all the video frames
without moving from the initial location.

The shortcoming of these solutions is that they modify signi¢cantly the spatial
relations between the objects of the 3D world, causing disorientation and therefore
navigation problems.

The adoption of the time-pillar solution makes it possible to present video-temporal
information without modifying the overall morphology of the artifact. The technique
adopted is similar to that used in the cone trees approach (Robertson et al.,
1993) and makes it possible to animate only the central part of the artifact, while
preserving the integrity of the time-pillar object.

In terms of the organization of the spatio-temporal content of the time-pillar,
the design choice was to maintain the integrity of the relations between a given
TV channel and the video fragments accessible from the pillar interface.

While providing a personalized EPG was not considered a primary goal for the
development of the time-pillar world metaphor, di¡erent content aggregations might

Figure 11.11. Linear, grid and spiral schemes.
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be interesting (e.g., a time-pillar collecting thematic suggestions for a given day)
and these might be considered in a future extension of the interface.

6.4. ADAPTABLE AND ADAPTIVE TECHNIQUES FOR SIMPLIFYING ACCESS TO

INFORMATION

In recent years a number of techniques have been developed for simplifying access to
computer-mediated information.

Adaptivity, i.e., automatically adapting the system on the basis of the user pro¢le
and/or usage data, and adaptability, i.e., allowing the user to change explicitly some
system parameters, approaches have been developed in the area of hypermedia
(Browne et al., 1990; Brusilovsky et al., 1998; Brusilovsky, 2001; Fink et al.,
1998; Perkowitz et al., 2000; Schneider-Hufschmidt et al., 1993; Stephanidis, 2001).

The extension of these techniques to 3D paradigms is a less explored issue. Recent
works propose adaptive architectures for generating dynamically personalized 3D
worlds. All the proposals (Chittaro et al., 2002; Guinan et al, 2000; Walczak
et al., 2002) o¡er examples of 3D virtual stores, created exploiting user pro¢les based
on preliminary questionnaires or monitoring user activity.

All these systems personalize the set of 3D objects and their placement in the scene.
Adaptivity is problematic when these 3D worlds are shared by di¡erent users; the
authors seem to be aware of this contradiction, but reserve the solution of this problem
to future research.

The advantages and the drawbacks of the di¡erent approaches were considered for
the time-pillar world design. According to Fink et al. (1998), it is possible to distin-
guish techniques that adapt the available information, as well as approaches that
adapt the user interface.

Concerning the ¢rst issue, a number of researchers have proposed di¡erent adap-
tive approaches to the TV domain, helping the user to cope with the information
overload problem (Baudisch et al., 2002; Buczak et al., 2002; Cotter et al., 2000;
Lee et al., 2002; Meuleman et al., 1998; Smyth et al., in this volume). Personalized
EPGs that ¢lter the available information using static user pro¢les and dynamic usage
data allow TV viewers to have useful suggestions without being overwhelmed by
the volume of data.

Unfortunately, this approach requires the knowledge of metadata associated with
TV streams and is limited therefore to that part of the TV domain supported by
complementary information. Moreover, some users, such as the zappers, seem to be
attracted by a di¡erent explorative approach involving associative search mechanisms.
This was the reason why we developed an approach based on serendipitous browsing.

Concerning the user interface, the time-pillar world approach avoided adaptive
geometry personalization, which is interesting but deserves further analysis in order
to understand its drawbacks in the creation of a mental map of the environment.
This study emphasizes the role of navigation as the most relevant interaction activity
and suggests an adaptable approach for it.
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We avoided explicit associations between a single paradigm and a certain level of
expertise (e.g., automatic navigation for novices and free walk for experts). All
the users shift seamlessly among the available navigation modalities. The evaluation
study discussed in Section 7 has con¢rmed this choice, showing that there is no trivial
relation between a speci¢c navigation paradigm and the user’s expertise; instead, there
are di¡erent groups that use di¡erent subsets of the navigation features.

6.5. RECORDING SCHEMES

The recording scheme used for monitoring the channels broadcast (¢xed scheduling) is
very simple and in certain cases is not able to monitor all the events. The shortest
transmissions, such as weather forecasts, are the most problematic. However, even
this simple mechanism can be a valuable tool, because it allows the user to build
a visual map of the content. The user can see programme times at a glance and
can roughly identify the typology of information (news, entertainment, ¢lms,
etc.). By clicking on the snapshots to activate the video fragments, the user can then
re¢ne this ¢rst level of information. A more accurate approach could be given by
more sophisticated techniques of video stream segmentation and summarization
(Gunsel et al., 1998; Kobla et al., 1997; Lienhart et al., 1997; Tsekeridou et al., 2001).

Some interesting applications of techniques for automatically segmenting broadcast
news are shown in this volume (Dimitroval et al.; Maybury et al.; O’Sullivan et al.)
and could be integrated in the time-pillar system as an alternative to ¢xedscheduling.

As for the audio-video streaming standards, there are substantial studies which aim
to give a structure to the video stream and to allow information retrieval within
it (Nack et al., 1999a; Nack et al., 1999b). Future versions of the time-pillar world
may take advantage of this.

6.6. COORDINATION LANGUAGES

The implementation of the extended architecture is based on coordination languages,
which o¡er an easy paradigm for coordinating activities and sharing information
(Gelertner, 1985). In recent times a number of infrastructures have extended the coor-
dination approach to the web, using a set of Java classes (Ciancarini et al., 1997;
Freeman et al., 1998; IBM TSpaces). These infrastructures are particularly interesting
for sharing information among di¡erent subjects distributed over the Internet. These
implementations also o¡er integrated services for discovering the presence of new
components on the network. This is an interesting feature for the time-pillar world
architecture, which is based on the dynamic contribution of di¡erent subjects on
the net.

Some of these implementations present additional security features for accessing
data on a speci¢c server. These features are a fundamental component of a system
that may be further extended (e.g., broadcasters could give basic information to
everyone connecting to their servers and more extensive services to the subscribers
of TV channels) and might be used in future versions of the time-pillar world.
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7. Evaluation Study

We iteratively evaluated the time-pillar interface by means of a preliminary pilot study
and a subsequent evaluation experiment characterized by a modi¢ed, more accurate
version of the 3D environment, the same procedure, a higher number of volunteers
and revised questionnaires aimed at obtaining higher accuracy. This section mainly
focuses on the discussion of the second evaluation experiment that con¢rmed the good
results obtained by the preliminary study.

The goal of the evaluation study was to determine the impact on users of the pro-
posed interface. While a complete usability evaluation based on the ISO 9241-11
(ISO 9241-11, 1998) de¢nition should consider e¡ectiveness, e⁄ciency and user satis-
faction, our works focuses primarily on the last topic. The reason is that the main
interest was to evaluate the user appreciation of an approach that introduces in
the TV domain ambiguous classi¢cation schemes as a complementary approach
to the techniques that support exact classi¢cation schemes. While e¡ectiveness
and e⁄ciency are fundamental in known-item search, their role is less important
in a complementary approach that gives the users the opportunity of making discov-
eries, by accidents and sagacity, of things they were not in quest of (Lewis, 1960).
Future work will include an evaluation of these items and a comparison with
known-item search, as a prerequisite analysis for integrating the di¡erent paradigms.
This integration already characterizes the web and may be pro¢ciently extended
to the TV domain, in order to increase the number of potential users of the time-pillar
world.

Physical constraints led to implementing a software simulator of the system, in
order to let the users perform the test in a laboratory room equipped with normal
personal computers without satellite card or other special hardware. Some system
features were inhibited (e.g., the recording feature), and a number of pre-recorded
streams were used to give the user the chance to interact with the time-pillar interface.
In spite of the approximations due to the partial inhibition of the system features,
the results obtained were very useful in evaluating the impact of the work done
and to receive feedback for future extensions.

The 3D world was organized, as in the original prototype, in 22 thematic zones and
populated with about 100 empty pillars. Some of the pillars were ¢lled with content
from satellite channels.

7.1. DESIGN

Sixteen subjects participated in the pilot study and 49 di¡erent subjects participated
in the second experiment. In both cases the subjects were recruited among the
participants in multimedia and industrial design courses held in Italy. The mean
age for the second test was 22.14 years. The participants had su⁄cient basic computer
skills to complete the assigned task autonomously. The experimental conditions
were the same for each subject.
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7.2. PROCEDURE

The participants interacted individually with our system. Before starting the main part
of the evaluation experiment, they were asked to ¢ll in a preliminary questionnaire
related to TV viewing. Then the test coordinator introduced the prototype, which
was presented as an alternative way of accessing TV content. The participants were
guided to understand the nature of the time-pillar artifacts and the interaction
modalities, and the di¡erent cognitive paradigms for moving through the world
were explained.

After the brie¢ng, the test takers started their own interactive session. Each
participant had a personal computer with the 3D simulator installed and was
given 30 minutes to interact with the system.

The users were asked to perform two main tasks: browse the time-pillar world by
exploiting the four navigation paradigms o¡ered by the interface and access informa-
tion stored in the time-pillars, trying out the di¡erent functionalities of these active
artifacts.

A test coordinator was available in the room to answer the test takers’ questions
and resolve technical problems. After the interaction phase the test takers were
required to ¢ll in the post-test questionnaire (see Appendix).

7.3. THE QUESTIONNAIRES

The preliminary questionnaire was organized in two sections: a section for terrestrial
TV viewers (all the test takers) and a section reserved to satellite TV viewers. Both
sections were aimed at analyzing the behavior of TV viewers, considering time
spent watching TV, preferred programs and satisfaction with the current interaction
paradigms.

The preliminary questionnaire included 2 items for personal data, 10 items based
on a Likert Scale, 22 yes/no questions and 4 open-answers for integrating previous
questions with additional comments.

The post-test questionnaire (Table 11.1) was organized in six parts related to the
structure and navigation modalities of the 3D world, adaptation and personalization
issues, current and future functionalities of the time-pillars.

The questionnaire included 23 items based on a Likert Scale, 6 yes/no items and 4
open-answers to collect additional comments about the interface.

Table 11.1. Structure of the ¢nal questionnaire

Part Description

1 3D world metaphor
2 Navigation paradigm
3 Personalization functionalities for the 3D world interface
4 Automatic personalization
5 Current time-pillars functionalities
6 Future time-pillars functionalities
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The 4-point Likert scale, used for the preliminary study, was replaced in the second
experiment by a 5-point Likert scale, including a mid-point neutral rating.

7.4. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

7.4.1. Preliminary Questionnaire

All the participants completed the ¢rst part of the preliminary questionnaire, while
only 16 test takers ¢lled in the second part about satellite TV.

57% of the test takers said that they watched TV up to an hour per day, while 40%
watched TV 1^3 hours per day. Only one test subject watched TV more than 3 hours
per day. Users expressed their preference for 8 di¡erent types of programming using
an 11-point Likert scale (from 0 ¼ strongly uninterested to 10¼ strongly interested).

Film was the most appreciated type of programming (mean> 8.8); positive grades
were assigned to Music (mean¼ 7.2), News (mean¼ 7.1), Documentary (mean¼ 7.1)
7.1) and Sports (mean¼ 6.0); lower grades were assigned to the other categories
of programming: Soap (mean¼ 4.9), TV Series (mean¼ 4.7) and Variety Shows
(mean¼ 3.4).

The most interesting results are related to the interaction paradigm. The answers
(see Table 11.2) show that while most terrestrial TV viewers select channels by
pressing the appropriate number on the remote control or using channel sur¢ng,
satellite TV viewers give more importance to di¡erent techniques, such as favorites
or all-inclusive channel lists.

An open-answer devoted to user suggestions about interaction showed that systems
characterized by a larger number of channels push the users to try paradigms that
allow a preliminary description of the channels before selection.

Another item suggested that user satisfaction about existing channel selection
paradigms diminishes for satellite TV viewers who navigate among twenty or more
channels. Unfortunately, only a few test takers said they used satellite TV to
navigate a higher number of channels; therefore the answers to this item, although
interesting, deserve a more accurate analysis on a larger group of volunteers.

7.4.2. Post-test Questionnaire

Part 1. Table 11.3 shows how test takers evaluated the 3D metaphor as a whole,
expressing their opinion in terms of seven qualitative attributes. The central columns

Table 11.2. Selecting channels

Select channel
number on

remote control
Channel
sur¢ng

Favorites
channel list

All-inclusive
channel list Other methods

Terrestrial TV 71.4% 79.6% 14.3% 4.1% 0.0%
Sat TV 62.5% 50.0% 50.0% 25.0% 6.2%
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show the number of test takers agreeing with the evaluation evidenced by the column
label; the last two columns on the right show the mean and standard deviation
(Sd) obtained from the answers given by each users (from 1¼ strongly disagree
to 5¼ strongly agree). Similar structures are used in Tables 11.4, 11.7, 11.9 and 11.10.

In general, test takers had a positive feeling about the interface; all the participants
judged it interesting (mean¼ 4.59 Sd¼ 0.50) and most of them evaluated it as useful
and pleasant (mean¼ 4.00). Lower, but still positive, evaluations (mean> 3,
Sd< 1) were given to the beautiful, easy and appropriate attributes. Only the relaxing
attribute gained a modest evaluation (mean¼ 2.82).

We may infer from the results that the interface had a good impact on the test
takers; lower satisfaction values for the beautiful, easy and appropriate attributes
and the negative result for the relaxing parameter may be related to the limits
and roughness of the prototype. In particular, several volunteers expressing low eva-
luations for the relaxing attribute speci¢ed in a following answer (question 10,
see Appendix) that the most frustrating problem was that the time-pillars made a
complete rotation after the initial click, without any possibility of stopping them
for a deeper examination of the snapshots.

Part 2. In Section 6.2 we highlighted the importance of allowing the users to choose
from di¡erent cognitive styles for moving inside the 3D environment. This point
of view, which led to the design of four di¡erent navigation paradigms, has found
signi¢cant con¢rmations from the answers of the test takers. Table 11.4 shows that
the most appreciated paradigms were the guided tour and the map (mean> 4).
Automatic tour and free walk gained lower evaluations (mean � 3), showing also
higher data dispersion (Sd> 1).

Table 11.3. Attributes describing the 3D metaphor

Strongly
disagree

Somewhat
disagree Neutral

Somewhat
agree

Strongly
agree Mean Sd

Useful 0 4 8 21 16 4.00 0.91
Interesting 0 0 0 20 29 4.59 0.50
Pleasant 0 2 7 29 11 4.00 0.74
Beautiful 2 10 13 22 2 3.24 0.97
Easy 0 8 12 21 8 3.59 0.96
Appropriate 0 5 16 19 9 3.65 0.90
Relaxing 6 13 18 8 4 2.82 1.11

Table 11.4. Navigation paradigms

Total
aversion

Partial
aversion Neutral

Partial
appreciation

Total
appreciation Mean Sd

Automatic t. 3 19 8 12 7 3.02 1.22
Guided t. 0 3 8 23 15 4.02 0.85
Free 4 20 5 11 9 3.02 1.31
Map 2 2 3 17 25 4.24 1.03
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The results show a general appreciation for paradigms that combine guidance with
freedom, i.e., controlled motion along a path or control from a graphical map. Both
these paradigms allow users to move at their own pace, without the passivity of
the automatic tour or the complete freedom of a free walk. The result is a con¢rmation
of studies showing that navigation in 3D worlds can bene¢t from the de¢nition of
tools that guide the user in the scene. However, it would be wrong to conclude that
these paradigms are the only ones worth considering for the ¢nal implementation
of the interface.

An additional item underlined the diversity of behaviors that characterize di¡erent
users. The test takers were asked to indicate one or more motion paradigms to discard,
but had also the chance to indicate no paradigm, if they felt it was important to main-
tain all of them. A signi¢cant percentage of users indicated to discard automatic tour
and free walk (see Table 11.5), but none of the test takers indicated to discard both
of them. In general, no one indicated more that one paradigm to discard; 12.2%
of participants were satis¢ed with all the paradigms and therefore indicated no navi-
gation modality to discard.

These results led to consider the hypothesis of distinguishing three di¡erent groups
of test takers, characterized by (1) aversion for free walk, (2) aversion for automatic
navigation and (3) appreciation for both paradigms.

Cluster analysis, based on k-means and the initial hypothesis of three clusters, was
applied to the evaluations given by the test takers about the four interaction para-
digms. Table 11.6 shows the results: the values characterizing the centre of each cluster
are expressed using the same scale used by the test takers for evaluating the navigation
paradigms (i.e., 5-point Likert scale from 1 ¼ total aversion to 5 ¼ total apprecia-
tion). The results con¢rm the existence of three user groups with features consistent
with the initial hypothesis:

^ the organized tour lovers (21 members): a group characterized by a preference
for paradigms that automate navigation. Although they prefer guided naviga-
tion (4.00), they do not consider total automation a negative feature (3.48);
on the contrary, they have a negative opinion about free navigation (1.95);

^ the control supporters (19 members): a group characterized by a preference for
free (3.63) and partially free (guided) navigation (4.00). The members of this
group consider automatic navigation as a paradigm that brings an unbearable
loss of control and therefore give it a negative evaluation (1.89);

the Swiss-knife enthusiasts (9 members): a smaller group of individuals that
appreciate having many di¡erent navigation paradigms at their disposal (automatic
tour¼ 4.33, guided tour¼ 4.11, free walk¼ 4.22).

Table 11.5. Navigation paradigms to discard

Automatic tour Guided tour Free walk Map None

18 (36.7%) 2 (4.1%) 21 (42.9%) 2 (4.1%) 6 (12.2%)
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The map value shows that all three groups, consistently with what emerged from
Table 11.4, appreciate this support.

Part 3. Users were asked to express their opinion about some possible extensions of
the interface. All the proposed extensions aim at personalizing interaction inside
the 3D world, at di¡erent levels. The ¢rst two proposals would allow the users to
save a list of positions corresponding to interesting locations for direct return,
and the option of building customized guided tours on the basis of thematic selections.

The second set of extensions would allow the user to customize the morphology of
the 3D world, by moving the time-pillars to make personalized groups, or building
additional areas inside the 3D world.

As illustrated by Table 11.7, the test takers showed a very positive attitude towards
the extensions that allow personalization of their experience in the 3D world
(mean> 4, Sd< 1). A very low percentage judged these extensions not interesting.

These proposals stimulated the users to suggest additional functionalities in a
following open-answer item (question 5); for example some users suggested populat-
ing the environment with additional visual artifacts representing the digital radio
channels.

Part 4. This part of the questionnaire covered an important complementary issue:
the role of techniques for automatic personalization of content. These techniques
collect information about the users using either questionnaires in order to generate

Table 11.6. Final cluster centers

Cluster 1 (n¼ 21)
Organized tour lovers

Cluster 2 (n¼ 19)
Control supporters

Cluster 1 (n¼ 9)
Swiss-knife enthusiasts

Automatic tour 3.48 1.89 4.33
Guided tour 4.00 4.00 4.11
Free 1.95 3.63 4.22
Map 3.67 4.63 4.78

Table 11.7. Proposal of additional functionalities for the 3D world

Strongly
disagree

Somewhat
disagree Neutral

Somewhat
agree Strongly agree Mean Sd

Save position for
direct return

0 1 1 28 19 4.33 0.63

Guided tour on the
basis of thematic
selection

0 1 7 20 21 4.24 0.78

Move pillars for
building

personalized
groups

1 2 4 19 23 4.24 0.92

Build parts of the
3D world

0 1 7 11 30 4.43 0.82
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static user pro¢les or monitor users during the interaction phase to generate dynamic
user pro¢les. The test takers were asked to express their opinion about these methods
(see Table 11.8).

A signi¢cant percentage of the test takers said they were against automatic
personalization of the 3D world, whether obtained on the basis of preliminary
questionnaires (77.6%) or by monitoring the user’s activity (57.1%). This result is
only apparently in contradiction with the personalization request that emerges
from the answers in Part 3.

The reason for this result can be found in an additional open-answer question
(question 8), where the users had to explain the reasons for their feelings about
automatic personalization. Most users were not con¢dent that the system would
be able to identify their preferences. They were also concerned that automatic choices
driven by the system would lead them to miss some important novelty in the TV
domain. Finally, they claimed the right to have di¡erent opinions on di¡erent days.

In conclusion, the answers given in Parts 3 and 4 suggest that personalization is a
relevant issue for the group of test takers, but a signi¢cant number of them want
to have full control over the personalization process. Some of them prefer to browse
the whole TV domain and to encounter information to select, rather than receiving
the ¢nal result of a black box personalization engine. That is the approach that
characterizes the time-pillar world and it is similar to Zimmerman’s proposal
(Zimmerman et al., in this volume); in fact, their system, rather than proposing a
limited number of recommendations, creates a prioritized list of all TV shows that
allows users to browse both highly and lowly rated programs.

The lesson to bear in mind for the future is that any personalization engine
conceived for the system should help users without overwhelming them. The users
should have the chance, at any time, to switch o¡ the personalization system for
navigating freely.

Part 5. This part collected opinions about the current functionalities of the
time-pillars. The implemented functions had a substantially positive evaluation
(Table 11.9, with a mean 3.63
4.39 for the di¡erent items).

Some of the test takers, in an open-answer question for describing positive features
and drawbacks in using the time-pillars (question 10), suggested expanding the
rotation function, for example allowing rotation in both directions or stopping in
order to observe more closely the snapshots mapped on the surface.

Part 6. This part evaluated opinions about the future functionalities of the pillars
(see Table 11.10). The ¢rst two items are related to the enhancement of traditional

Table 11.8. User pro¢ling

Pro¢le from preliminary questionnaire Pro¢le from behavior monitoring

Agree 22.4% 42.9%
Disagree 77.6% 57.1%
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TV viewing. The test takers expressed appreciation for the idea of using the time-pillar
surface for mapping the EPG of the forthcoming programs or accessing the full
registration of selected programs (PVR function); Table 11.10 shows a mean¼ 3.82
3.82 for EPG and a mean¼ 4.10 for PVR.

The second group of functionalities belongs to the area of convergence between
di¡erent media, TV and Internet. The underlying hypothesis behind these items is
to consider the 3D world connected to the network. Although using time-pillars
as pointers to Internet sites related to speci¢c channels received a positive evaluation
(mean¼ 3.63) from the test takers, the option of using these artifacts as a social
interface for exchanging opinions with other users was not considered to be so
important by some of them (mean¼ 2.88).

In conclusion, the test takers appeared to be more interested in functionalities that
enhance the traditional TV viewing, while access to Internet sites and chat rooms
received lower grades. This may be related to the general attitude of considering
TV viewing as an activity that does not require active participation.

The pilot study provided an opportunity to measure the impact on users of the
time-pillar paradigm. The results were encouraging and con¢rmed most of the design
choices made for the interface.

As far as navigation is concerned, some of the test takers considered very important
some paradigms that other users would have discarded. The variety of opinions
con¢rmed the need to maintain di¡erent navigation paradigms from which to choose.
In this way, access to the 3D interface and, most of all, satisfaction during interaction,
may be guaranteed to a wider category of users. Moreover, the study led to the
identi¢cation of three di¡erent user groups which hold di¡erent behaviors but share
a common feature: they appreciate interaction with more than one navigation
paradigm.

Table 11.9. Current time-pillars functionalities

Total
aversion

Partial
aversion Neutral

Partial
appreciation

Total
appreciation Mean Sd

Visualize live broadcast 0 2 3 18 26 4.39 0.79
Visualize snapshots 0 4 11 22 12 3.86 0.89
Visualize video fragments 2 8 8 19 12 3.63 1.15
Pillar rotation 0 5 6 17 21 4.10 0.98

Table 11.10. Proposal of additional time-pillars functionalities

Strongly
disagree

Somewhat
disagree Neutral

Somewhat
agree

Strongly
agree Mean Sd

EPG 0 3 12 25 9 3.82 0.81
PVR 2 2 5 20 20 4.10 1.03
Internet links 2 6 9 23 9 3.63 1.05
Chat 4 18 11 12 4 2.88 1.13
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Finally, the evaluation study suggested that adaptive features might be
implemented in the system, but they should not overwhelm the users, giving them the
chance to switch o¡ the personalization system for navigating without additional
limitations.

8. Conclusion

In this work we have proposed a paradigm for exploring the digital TV information
domain, characterized by a wide number of channels. Ambiguous schemes for
organizing TV-channel content have been introduced as a complementary approach
to exact organization schemes supporting known-item search.

The 3D paradigm introduced is targeted at users who prefer an explorative,
serendipitous approach for navigating TV streams, in particular those that are
not supported by any EPG or other complementary information services. However
the 3D metaphor can be used also as an interface for an EPG, in order to obtain
a less fragmented view of the whole TV domain.

An iterative evaluation with two groups of volunteers con¢rmed most of the design
choices. The users appreciated the introduction of the time-pillar metaphor to access
the TV domain, and they suggested improvements to the proposed interface.

Additional evaluations will be performed in order to measure the e¡ectiveness and
the e⁄ciency of the time-pillar approach, as a preliminary step in merging this
paradigm with known-item search facilities such as favourite lists. The possibility
of seamlessly switching between the di¡erent search paradigms may be an interesting
opportunity for widening the number of potential users, as demonstrated by
the experience of the web search engines.

Concerning the interface, the volunteers’ comments will be exploited to achieve a
smoother and more relaxing interaction in an improved version of the time-pillar
world.

The user evaluation performed so far was based on volunteers with a basic
knowledge of personal computer interfaces. A more extensive evaluation will involve
casual users lacking these skills, in order to test the suitability of the interface for
additional classes of TV viewers, and to receive feedback about possible interface
modi¢cations.

The proposal of extending the time-pillar functionalities in order to use them as
pointers to Internet sites related to speci¢c channels received a positive grade from
the test takers; that opportunity might be interesting not only for providing
complementary information sources but also for giving to active TV viewers
additional services related to the broadcasting; e.g., TV viewers browsing the
CanaleLavoro channel (see Section 4) could be enabled, using the time-pillar interface,
to get in touch directly with the ¢rms o¡ering job opportunities. Extending the
time-pillar interface to host active services will be a part of future development.

Finally, watching TV is often a group activity (Mastho¡, in this volume) where
people meet, share opinions and hints about TV shows (Chuah, 2002). The 3D
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approach used in this work o¡ers an intuitive metaphor for social activities that is
successfully used in multi-user web 3D worlds (Adobe Atmosphere; Blaxxun). A pos-
sible extension of the time-pillar metaphor may include social interaction as an
optional opportunity for those TV viewers that appreciate it.

Appendix ^ The Post-Test Questionnaire

The time-pillar interface has given you a chance to access the content of a number of
TV channels navigating through a 3D scene. Read the following statements and
express your personal opinion about them.

Part 1

1 ^ Express your personal opinion about the interface using the following seven
attributes (5 point scale)

Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree Neutral Somewhat agree Strongly agree

Useful
Interesting
Pleasant
Beautiful
Easy
Appropriate
Relaxing

Part 2

2 ^ The time-pillar world has given you the chance to use 4 di¡erent navigation mod-
alities. Did you appreciate them? (5 point scale)

Total
aversion

Partial
aversion Neutral

Partial
appreciation

Total
appreciation

Autom. tour
Guided tour
Free walk
Map

3^ Indicate one or more navigation paradigms to discard (if any) (yes/No)

Automatic tour
Guided tour
Free walk
Map
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Part 3

4 ^ Express your opinion about possible future extensions for the interface (5 point
scale):

Strongly
disagree

Somewhat
disagree Neutral

Somewhat
agree

Strongly
agree

A ^ Feature for saving
viewpoints on the scene
(e.g., a channel or a
thematic zone) and
allowing subsequent
direct return to them

B ^ Automatic or guided
tour through a selection of
themes (e.g., if you are
interested in news or
sports, the tour will guide
you only through these
themes)

C ^ Possibility of moving
time-pillars, in order to
build personalized groups
of them

D ^ Possibility of
customizing other 3D
features of the time-pillar
world (e.g., possibility to
build a new zone for time-
pillars)

5 ^ Suggest additional functionalities for the time-pillar world (open question)

Part 4

6 ^ Would you like the system to automatically choose a path for you in the
time-pillar world on the basis of a preliminary questionnaire? ( yes/no)

7 ^ Would you like the system to automatically deduce your preferences from your
movements in the time-pillar world, for example by noting how long you spend
on a certain time-pillar or zone? ( yes/no)

8 ^ Give the reasons for your answers to questions 6 and 7 (open question)

Part 5

9 ^ The time-pillars make it possible to manage di¡erent functionalities related to a
single TV channel. Express your personal opinion about the following functionalities
(5 point scale):
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Total
aversion

Partial
aversion Neutral

Partial
appreciation

Total
appreciation

A ^ Visualization of the
current broadcast

B ^ Visualization of the
snapshots related to the
monitoring activity

C ^ Visualization of the
video fragments

D ^ Rotation of the time-
pillars for visualizing the
recordings without
changing viewpoint

10 ^ Describe positive features and drawbacks in using the time-pillars
(open question)

Part 6

11 ^ Express your level of interest about the following possible functionalities for the
time-pillar interface (5 point scale):

Strongly
disagree

Somewhat
disagree Neutral

Somewhat
agree

Strongly
agree

A ^ Links to Internet
sites related to that TV
channel

B ^ Electronic Program
Guide (EPG)

C ^ Full registration of
selected programs (PVR)

D ^ Chat with other users
to exchange opinions
about that channel

12 ^ Describe other information services and/or functionalities that you would like
to ¢nd on the time-pillar interface (open question)
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